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Propositions
Current problems in irrigation are often linked to civil engineering field, for
beingignorant to socialrealities,but I wonder whether the problem is civil
engineering or engineering not being civil?
(This Thesis)
Participation is not only a tool for interaction, but also a field of transaction
and struggle—with arenas of conflicting interests and domains for negotiations.
It is recognition of this transaction and conflict that can overcome accusations
that participation is just another manifesto of post positivism.
(This Thesis)
The Polarized either/or approach to blueprint versus process is not the way
ahead. Rather it may be a question of which form of blueprint or process, in
which circumstances, and even of what means may be used to integrate
blueprint and process approaches.
(Hulme,1995)
Technology development process is not only about application of
methodologies, but is also about developing effective networks and collations.
(BiggsandSmith, 1998).
Federated structure is more suitable for designing local organization, as politics
of irrigation organization willbe reshaped in federal linkages
(Freeman etal.,1989).
D o not embarrass with failures, they too are part of learning guiding to future
successes.
(A commonsayinginNepalesesociety)
Why does one need 4 years of engineering education just to make water flow
in down slope, which a common villager can do? Engineers must make it flow
upward.
(An oldwomenfarmerto the researcherwhen anewcanal
failedto irrigate herfieldslyinghigherthan canallevel)
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Introduction

1.1 ResearchContextandObjectives
IrrigationManagementTransfer1 isaworld-widephenomenon, and
it is under this banner and many other tides that more than 25
countries world-wide are now engaged in management transfer
programs (Kloezen and Samad, 1995). Vermillion and Sagardoy
(1999) defines irrigation management transfer as the relocation of
responsibility and authority for irrigation management from
government agencies to non-governmental organizations, such as
water user associations. Such programs aim to achieve better
service provision through users' involvement in system
management In addition, reduction in public expenditure and
empowerment to farmer groups are also often goals of these
programs.
In Nepal, the process of transfer of irrigation management in
Agency-Managed Systems2to newlocal organizations began in the
1990s. The design of implementation processes for this
management transfer and its outcomes has received little analysis
so far, while its understanding is crucial for future irrigation
management reform in the country. The reasons for pursuing
reform in theirrigation sectorinNepalhave beenthree-fold. First,
there has been increased dependency on the government for
system development andmanagement,whereas theperformance of
thesystemshasremained relativelypoor.Secondisthe dependency
of water resources sector development on donor support, who
now favour less government and more private-sector involvement
in development activities. Thirdly, it is also inspired by the
successful tradition of farmers' managed irrigation systems (FMIS)
in the country. The process was formulated around decentralized
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and user-centred approaches emphasizing participation and local
organizational development
The present study concerns the intervention program in the
Terai Region ofNepalto transfer irrigation management functions
to the users.The Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) program
in Nepal involves both institutional reform and technical
rehabilitation to facilitate decentralization of irrigation
management. However the primary concern is that of a
modernization approach to induce institutional innovation. The
study critically studies the dynamics of the participatory processes
behind this management reform and organizational change, and
what and how changes were achieved. It draws on the experience
of the author, who himself was part of these processes and
explores how and why organization change has evolved in current
practice.
The research contributes to four inter-related themes in
irrigation management reform: (1). the development and
empowerment of WUAs as new form of governance (2) the
support process to facilitate the management change and wider
organizational transformation, (3) the role of technology in both
these participatory processes and new management, and (4) the
transformation ofpolicyinprojects andlocalpractice.
The first concern of this study is to understand the processes
and outcomes of these reforms in local water management in
Nepal Most studies about irrigation management reform so far
have focused on theimpact of reform (see for exampleKloezenet
aL 1997; Vermillion, 1997) or they are based on the policy
conditions and organization structures of WUAs (Geiger, 1995;
Johnson etal 1995;e-conference on IMT,2001).Studiesin Nepal
have also focused mainly on the impact assessment of the
intervention (Adhikari, S. 2002; Adhikari, B 2000; Shukla et al
2000). Such studies tell about the management arrangements
present as a result of the management change, but often fail to
explain why and how these arrangements materialize in practice.
Detailed accounts of the dynamics of the process of management
transfer andchangearerareinirrigationliterature.
The second concern of the research is about the support
process to facilitate this management change.IMT inNepal, as in
most countries is program focused with clearly defined stages.
Though the need for program/projects to implement the reform
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has been questioned (Tumi, 1995), in practice it has been
implemented in program mode with clearly defined stages
employing supposedlyparticipatory techniques.In this context, the
details of participatory design approaches and tools and
methodologies used to facilitate institutional reform havenot been
systematically documented. We also know little about the actual
participatory technology development process when operating in
anactionresearchanddevelopment context.
A third concern is to understand more about the role of
technology both in shaping management and as a focus in the
intervention process. Typically, technical improvement is a major
part of the support in IMT programs. In this regard, the issue
whether the improvement has to be done before or after the
transfer has got considerable attention. However, the more
important issue of how to promote service-oriented water control
appropriate to local users and new local organizations facilitate
managementchangehasbeenlessdebated.
Sofar policyandlegalsupport,whereitexists,has been focused
on forminglawsauthorizingtheformation ofWUAs.Thesemostly
focused on the dudes and responsibilities of WUAs and irrigation
agencies, system operation and maintenance and transfer
arrangements (less addressed in Nepal). However, the long-term
sustainability oflocalorganizations depends on theirabilityto cope
with the changing physical and social environment. Policies are
usually translated on the ground as programmes of support and
local action proceed, but these can also show need needs which
policy must translate.The further policy support needed for these
WUAs to survive and mature (referred to as second-generation
problem,Svendsen,1997)hasbeengivenless attention.
The aim of this study is not to suggest specific conditions to
facilitate management change and assure achievement.Rather it is
to improve understanding of change processes that translate
policies on the ground, and the self-actualizing and evolution of
WUAs-andhowactions around technologyandits transformation
relateto this.It alsohopes to contribute to better understandingof
participatory processes, in how they can be practiced beyond just
an instrumentalist perspective. The core concepts used in these
fields ofconcernarereviewedinthefollowing sections.
The present study was carried out in three systems: Khageri
Irrigation System (KIS), Panchakanya Irrigation System (PIS) and
the Nepal West Gandak Irrigation System (NWGIS),which differ
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in size, have different social and physical environments and
different histories of water management organization. AH are
gravity irrigation systems supplied by river diversions. Eleven
projects were selected to begin the management reform in the
country and these three systems were in the first phase of policy
implementation. There were different reasons for their selection at
the first phase. Khageri and Panchakanya were selected because
farmers there were innovative and educated. They also have simple
water control structures and a relatively water-scarce situation,
which is considered to be favourable for inducing collective action.
West Gandak was selected because of its potential to provide yearround irrigation to farmers.
The IMT programs in all the three systems were initiated in the
mid-nineties. The size and location of the systems are shown in
Table 1.1.
FIGURE 1.1Location of the
threeirrigationSystems
TABLE 1.1Areaandlocationof
irrigation systems
System
CA
District
PIS
KIS
NWGIS

600ha
3900ha
8700ha

Chittwan
Chittwan
Nawalparasi.

As I was a key actor in implementing the IMTP in two of the three
irrigation systems selected for this study - Khageri and
Panchakanya - 1 find it essential to describe myresearch journey.

1.2BeginningaResearchJourney
In December 1994,the department 3 asked me to head the Narayani
Lift Irrigation Office (NLIO), whose remit included the
Panchakanya and Khageri irrigation systems. In early 1992, the
government initiated the Participatory Joint Management Program
(PJM) in the Khageri Irrigation system. Two years later,
Panchakanya was also included in this program: ultimately the
government was going to transfer the management of the Khageri
and Panchakanya systems, beginning with this joint management
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activity. I worked in the IMTP for almost four years from
December 1994toOctober 1998.
I was recommended by the outgoing NLIO chief for his
replacement, due to my previous experience in implementing the
Irrigation Line of Credit (ILQ 4 projects, which were based on a
participatoryapproach.I had justreturned from theAsianInstitute
of Technology, Thailand, with a Masters' Degree in Water
Resources Development,after earlier graduating as a civilengineer
in 1987, and had not been placed in any charge before then. I
immediately moved to join the NLIO, unknowingly beginningmy
researchjourney.
Paradoxically my professional career began not with design
innovation of large structures, but with involvement in the
formation and capacity development of WUAs, and designing
systems through joint planning and supervision. I had neither
training in this newly emerging 'social engineering' approach nor
anyknowledge in mobilizing users in this process.It was thus not
only a new experience for me, but also one I never expected —
uncharted terrain (Honadle & Cooper, 1989).The term "Peoples'
Participation' was highlighted at that time. It was considered a
mantra to heal the ailing irrigation sector. The field of civil
engineering was blamed for most of the problems, criticized for
adoptingtop-down andblueprint approaches,whileengineerswere
criticized for being biased towards construction and ignorant of
social realities. As I became further involved in the project, I
started wondering whether the problem was civil engineering, or
thatthetypeofengineeringwasnotbeingverycivil?
Beinginvolvedincomplexity
I wastrained asahard-core engineerand equippedwithknowledge
ofhydraulics and civilconstruction,whereinnovations arebrought
through knowledge of science. My professional orientation thus
beganwith apositivist perspective5.However, after beinginvolved
in the participatory rehabilitation of FMIS, I came to realize the
complexity and dynamic processes of real-life irrigation
intervention. There were multiple actors and multiple realities. I
could further realize that the positivism perspective ignores the
'civil' aspect of my engineering profession. I gradually shifted
towards a construcuvist perspective. Our work in the IMTP was
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characterized byconflicts and struggles betweenvarious actors and
stakeholders.Therewasalwaysaneed to find waysto mediate and
negotiate the conflicting interests between different group of
farmers, as well as between farmers and other institutions. We
endedwithbothintended andunintended outcomes.
I also juggled different roles in this process of change as a
facilitator, aproject manager and an engineer. For the department,
donors and consultants, I was a Project Manager responsible for
implementing the IMT Project. Myrole here was to complete the
project in time and perform administrative and financial activities
in accordance with their requirement For farmers, I was the first
port of calltonegotiateandbargaintheirdemands.Inthis respect,
I was both a mediator and a negotiator between the government
andthefarmers,andbetweendifferent farmer groups.Thiswasthe
mostpainful partof the work,because,awin-winsituationwas not
alwayspossible,andfailure to find awin-win situation meant being
blamedbythelosingside.
As an engineer, I was to engage in design innovation of the
structures andhelpmytechnicalstaff to carryout theconstruction,
andalsotohelpfarmers understandthedifferent aspects of system
technology. This was the comfortable side of my job - I enjoyed
designing with the users, especially when being able to translate
their ideas and preferences into practical reality. However, my
primary role was to facilitate the management change from the
government to the farmers.Thiswas not limited to a single aspect
of my work, but included every dimension from the design
innovation of structures to negotiation for turnover, and
negotiation for future support and helping WUA to develop their
future vision. As a facilitator, I had to engage at various levels.
First,I myself was the facilitator directly engagingwith the WUA
and the government agencies including my own department. At
anotherlevel,Iwassupportingmystaff implementingthe activities
in the field. I wasworking both asan'ordinary' facilitator and asa
'meta'-racilitator'Groot(2002).
These different domains kept me running from one place to
another, even to the Supreme Court of Nepal. Participation, I
realized, was not only a tool of interaction, but also a field of
transaction and struggle - with arenas of conflicting interests and
domains for negotiation. It is recognition of this transaction and
conflict that can overcome accusations that participatory
methodologies arejustanothermanifestation ofpositivism.
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Taking this view, I am not a pessimist on participatory
development, and neither do I view it as tyranny (Cook and
Kothari, 2001). In the latter part of the book, I will rather argue
that it is promising but inevitably complex and messy and we
should be prepared for both intended and unintended outcomes.
Participatory approaches do have several practical limitations in
irrigation but there is no need to rush to abandon the approach
itself, as there is no alternative approach that pays better attention
tousers.

MeetingwithProf.Vincent thejourneycontinues.
Meanwhile,inApril 1998,Prof.Vincentwas on asupervisoryvisit
totwo ofherPhJD.studentswhowereattheir final stagesof fieldwork.I metherbriefly and shared myviews on thecurrent reform
process in Nepal, the ongoing IMT program and what we had
learned after the implementation. I wrote a research proposal.
Besides seeking explanations of my past actions, I was further
interested to learn more about the management changeovertime.
My proposal was accepted later on as part of the program on
'MatchingTechnology and Institutions (MTI) in Land andWater
management6. Forthislaterpartofthejourney,Iincludedanother
caseofIMTwhereIwasnotinvolvedasimplementer.
Is itappropriate todoresearch onasystemwheretheresearcher
himself was aprincipal actor in the implementation? I tookthisas
both an opportunity and challenge. It was an opportunity in the
sense that I had the access to data,memory and documentation of
many of the events that were important in shaping the
management turnover process. I was familiar with the local
environment and enjoyed close relationships with my previous
staff. I had friendly relations with many farmers and WUA
members,withwhom anydifferences existingweremoreonpolicy
matters than personal ones. For a study of an implementation
process, I believe an implementer can provide more information
than anoutsiderifhewishestodothis.
I was committed to show the difficulties and challenges that
others and I faced in facilitating irrigation management change. I
wasalso convinced thatitisnot astoryto tellaboutwhodidwhat,
or judge the success or failure of an individual or of an
organization. With this research, I am searching for explanations
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on why and how particular outcomes have arrived through
theoretical concepts.AsYin (1989)notes,casestudiescanproduce
explanations if they proceed from an adequate theoretical
framework. Myconfidence to document theresearch journeygrew
as I discovered several authors describing their research journey
through reflection on their own work on intervention (Auerbach,
1999; Malkin, 1999; Uphoff 1992; Haggmann, 1999) and more
recendyGroot(2002).
This book shares ashonestlyaspossible someof thechallenges,
obstacles,frustration, pitfalls andthelessons learnedintheprocess
of irrigation management reform in Nepal. Although every
situationhasuniqueelements,Ibelievethatmanyofthe difficulties
encountered and rewarding moments experienced arein common.
Theseperspectives andlessonslearned and discussed herewillhelp
design intervention aiming to promote participatory management
in irrigation. I make no apologies in presenting personal elements
of my research journey: I think it important to document my
situation, experiences and values as they also shaped the research
study.Theyhelp showthe struggles insideaparticipatoryapproach
by key actors among farmers, engineers and program staff, which
fewstudiesdocument Thereisaknown challengeinreportingand
analyzing situations in which one is an actor, but this does not
invalidate the analysis if it is done with critical awareness and
openness.
1.3RestructuringLocalOrganisation
Anorganization canbeconceptualized asasocialgroupingofusers
involving a definite set of authority relations who meet regularly,
may not have intimate ties with each other and normally come
together for a specific practical purpose (Giddens, 1989). In
irrigationtheycanbeformal orinformal organizations (theWUAs)
depending on legalrecognition.The resultingWUAs canbesingle
or multi-tiered depending upon the type and structural complexity
of the systems, and can be developed in unitary or federated
models (Freeman eta/., 1989).In theunitarymodel,thestructureis
a pyramid-type, and the higher level is formed out of
representatives of lower units,whereas in the federated model,the
higher level committees are formed for different canal units with
different selection/election processes.However,inbothstructures,
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theWUAconsists of different tiers,for example amain committee
(MQ, branch committee (BQ or tertiary committee, depending
uponthecanallayout
Freeman (1989)arguesthattheunitarystructureisunresponsive
to local farmer requirements, and that federated structures are
more suitable for the efficient functioning of an organization. He
sees the disadvantages of the unitary model - that the decisionmaking tends to divert from local needs as the power is
concentrated at centre level, the main committee is over- loaded
andthus decisions are slow.Also,that power and formal authority
tend to be concentrated with relatively fewleaders andbrokers.As
membership ofgoverningbodies and councils at eachhigherlevel
is drawn from the membership at each lower level, power and
influence rapidlyconcentrates amongafew.On thecontrary,inthe
federal model each organizational level is clearly responsible for a
particular segment of canal, and needs can be quickly addressed.
Power and influence will tend to be distributed among different
canal sections, and the politics of irrigation organization will be
reshaped in federal linkages. Solidarity may also be promoted as
groups recognize interdependences in gaining water supply from
yeartoyear.
Thefunctional versus politicalmodelofaWUA
Work on WUA design and development has generally followed
two approaches to institutional design. Researchers like Ostrom
(1992) emphasizes governance7 as a dimension of management
involvingthegeneration ofrules formanagementpractice.Another
group is more focused in identifying conditions under which the
WUA can perform irrigation management tasks (see for example,
Vermillion, 1995,VermillionandSagardoy,1999,Groenfeldt,1999,
1996; Meinzen-Dick et al 2002). They are more focused on
organizationaltype,sizeoforganization,compatibilityof structures
and clear water rights. Both of these approaches are more
concernedover finding appropriate conditionsandgeneratingrules
to govern and manage irrigation water. However, they fail to
understand governance as possible under divergence forms of
regulation and control8. Participation, done well, helps build the
process through which governance develops and to find ways
wherethereisconsensus.
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Both of these discussions are based on the 'functional model*of
the WUA, which describes conditions for the management to
work It is guided by the assumptions that the WUAs are nonpartisan, non-political and homogeneous bodies, and perform the
irrigation management tasks asdesigned.These discussions donot
show the conditions under which accepted rules and organizations
come into being.To understand the dynamics within aWUAand
theirfunctioning, theirpoliticalcharacterhastoberecognized.
The WUAs are also politicalbodies, through which the farmers
aim to increase their political power to bargain and negotiatewith
the government and other agencies. Farmers use their social and
political status to be representatives in the WUA and at the same
time use these positions within the WUA to further increase their
political and economic power. Though the members are selected
through democratic election, attention can be diverted towards
more vocal groups because of the pattern of socio-political
dependence and lack of literacy among the farmers. Different
stakeholders have competing and conflicting interests, different
opinions and access to different knowledge and information (Vos,
2002) which also shapes the outcome of the WUA structure.
However it isnot surprising that the discussions so far havegiven
less attention to political aspects of the WUA.This isbecausethe
reform process is mainly guided by concerns over the financial
sustainabilityofirrigation.
To function well, organizations require resources as well as
legitimacy, and these are often linked in political action.
Organizations will continue to contest rights and seek resources
externally for theirown survivalandpreferred means ofoperation,
which then further adds to the legitimacy and power.TheWUAs
thus exhibit as much a political character as a functional one,and
the two cannot be separated. The difference is that where the
WUAs are functioning well, their political dimensions are less
visible, whereas when WUAs fail to function, their political
characteristics arevisibleand often blamed for anyprogram failure.
In Nepal,thereisalsoadilemma that thegovernment's versionof
the WUA is only the functional model: they view its political
characteristics as a problem. The farmers' immediate attention is
often the political front, and they can move away from the
painstaking jobs of resource collection and system operation and
maintenance(O&M).
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Enablingmanagementfactors
The functioning of the WUA depends on three factors: skills,
resourcesandaccountability.Skillsneededareboth ofamanagerial
(organizational) aswellastechnicalnature.Managerialskillsinclude
the daily administration, financial administration and mechanisms
to collect resources and conflict resolution.Technical skills arethe
skills required to operate and maintain the system. They are thus
related to the technology and physical environment of the system.
Technology design and development should thus be based on the
skill of the local organization to operate and maintain the system
and operational procedures and decision making process in local
social environment A WUA can buy in the necessary skills or
develop these themselves. In this respect, we see two different
WUA models: 'management models' and 'participatory models'.
The WUAs which function in management mode, as in Mexico
(Kloezen, 2002) and the USA, buy in most of the administrative
and the technical skills;where irrigation management are carried
out through hired professional staff. However, where WUAs are
directlyinvolvedinmanagement asin most of theAsian countries
includingNepal,theseskillshaveto be developedwithin theWUA
body.
However, there are two challenges in developing skills within
theWUA.The firstisthatWUAmembers arenotpermanent,they
change duetoelections:itmaybepossiblethatanentirenewbody
isformed without anyoftheskillsdeveloped bytheirpredecessors.
Also, skills cannot be developed with one instant of training and
capacity development,but haveto be builtthrough experienceand
learning over time. Often the implementing agencies (both donor
and irrigation agency) lack commitment to facilitate such change
with alongertimeframework. Efforts to get quick results without
estimating the technical and organizational requirements of local
organization can result in the collapse of the program in turn,
resultingindemoralizationofthelocalgroups (Brett,1996).
AWUA,likeanyorganization,requires resources to perform its
activities, which are linked with both skill and accountability.
Unless serviceisdeliveredaccordingtothefarmers' needs,andalso
paymentmechanismsarestructured to ensurepayment,farmers are
not encouraged to pay for irrigation. As mentioned earlier, this
depends on the skills the WUA present in maintaining the
irrigation sendee and setting up acceptable procedures. Failure to
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maintain accountabilitywould alsoresultinthe farmers' distrust of
theWUAandresultinpoorresourcemobilization.
Accountability9 has different dimensions and is the key factors
that strength or weakens the leadership within the WUA. The
WUA loses its credibility at local level upon being failed to
maintaining accountability. In irrigation, it is between the WUA
and the users,andbetween theIrrigation Agencyand theWUA.It
is a two-way mechanism, not only that the WUA management
should be accountable to the user farmers, but the users are also
accountable to the Board. Likewise, both the government agency
and the WUA are accountable to each other. Failure to maintain
accountability from one side also results in failure on the other.
The struggle to do this in a project context, and wider water
management context,areshowninthisthesis.

1.4 Irrigation Technology, itsDesignandManagement
Technology commands a central role in transforming irrigation
practices,mediatingbetween societyand thephysical environment.
Technologyinitswidest sensecanbe considered asthecapacityto
transform goods into desired things (Vincent 1997 b). It thus
involves materialobjects,knowledgeand skillstotransform objects
into goods. In this study, I consider technology as an artefact or
material object (Hoogendam, 1994; Mollinga, 1998; Latimore,
1986)andthat canbestudied asahard system dependentona soft
system (the hard and soft systems are discussed in next sections).
This allows for the practical study of design construction and
operationoftheirrigationtechnology.
The social (soft) dimension of irrigation technology is best
understood through recognition of the social shaping of
technology, that it has social requirements of use, is socially
construction and has social effects10 (Mollinga, 1998). This also
provides newlightfor designingstructures attheinterface between
thestateandtheusersinjoinnymanagedsystems.
Technology design and development is a social process where
different actors involvedinteract continuouslyto shape technology
outcomes. The important actors in this process are the agency
engineers, WUA members, common farmers and politicians in
some cases.In the process of designand construction theseactors
talk, negotiate and struggle with each other about the actual end
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result Design and construction arethus formed in arenasinwhich
thereis socialinteraction between different socialactors about the
characteristic of the technology (Boelens, 2002). The arenas and
the interaction are space- and time-dependent, conversation and
negotiation may take different forms: conversations in thefield,
official meetings, but also obstruction of machines or refusal to
participate in construction (Hoogendam, 1994).This requires that
design process should be decentralized, and utilize users' needs,
knowledge and skills. These concepts also form the theoretical
approach to interactive design and participatory technology
development (PTD) explainedlater.
The serviceandtechnicalcharacteristics of technology
The issue of water delivery service through design management
interactions havebeen well discussed in recent years and therehas
been concern to ensure that structures are designed to be
appropriate to local knowledge and skill and local objective of
water management (Lankford and Gowing, 1997.Lankford, 1998;
Horst,1998).To betterunderstand thedesignofartefacts andtheir
service delivery, I further operationlize technology in terms of its
characteristics: the technical characteristic and the service
characteristic11. The first describes the internal structure of the
artefacts and the second implies the functioning or the service of
the artefacts. However, certain types of service delivery emerge
from certain types of technical configuration, and the two are
related. For example in irrigation, the service delivery patterns of
proportioningweirs andthose ofadjustable gatesaredifferent, and
they have different technical configurations. Both serve the
purpose of water delivery, but the service patterns are different
Thetechnical and servicecharacteristics in irrigation structures can
also be described in terms of their structural and hydraulic
behaviour. The structural dimension describes the materials, their
shape,dimensions, andthegeometry of the structures whereas the
hydraulic dimension determines the flow parameters, like flow
discharge.
The need for technical changeto supportinstitutional reform is
decided by the compatibility of the existing technology to meet
farmers' preferred service pattern.Technical change canbe looked
into two different ways: radical or incremental (Savioti, 1988).
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Radical changes involves creation of entire new sets of technology
abolishing the existing one,and are needed if there is no scope of
meeting the service requirement of the users with modification of
the existing technical configuration. Incremental change involves
the change in technical characteristics of the existing technology,
andispreferred ifnewservicerequirementcanbeputinplacewith
modification in the existing technology. However, when
technology change brings new options and conditions, these
should be reviewed byusers for acceptability ofwater delivery and
operational requirement of new systems and there should also be
space for new operational routines to be evolved and agreed.
Halsema (2002)has emphasized how the need to define these new
routinesisoften neglected.
Participatorydesignofirrigation technology
Papanek (1985) describes design in its widest sense, as the
imposition of meaningful order.Thus one can askwhoorders and
meaning shape the structures and processes of artefacts and
institutions introduced in irrigation. Technology design to support
institutional reform for water management involves negotiation
about thedesign objectives, the designmethods and theprocess of
implementation at every step in the process.The use of tools like
ParticipatoryTechnologyDevelopment (PTD) has been advocated
to support localwater management, and have been used in Nepal
andthisstudy.
PTD is a process of design shaped by the interaction between
local users and external change agents and other relevant actors
involved in water management This interaction is meant to
increaseunderstanding of themain characteristics and dynamics of
that particular systems in its agro- ecological context, to define
priorities,analyzeproblems and experimentlocallywithavarietyof
technical options.It systematically presents participatory tools and
approaches in technology development from initial contacts up to
the evaluation of activities and phase out of external support.
Ashby and Spurting (1994) have given four characteristics of
participatory design: client-driven, decentralized technology
development, decentralized management and accountability. The
limitation in the application of the toolslikePTD has been due to
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narrow focus and understanding of participatory development
processinthecurrentdevelopmentdiscourse.
Boelens (1998) mentions that because of the conflicts,
negotiation and farmers' mediation process associated to real-life
irrigationdesign,theoutcomes canbequitedifferent from theones
planned.Different actorgroups candefine theirownstrategies, call
in the necessarycapacities and resources and enterinto thediverse
political arenas at local, regional and national levels, in order to
struggle for their interest, negotiate and exert pressure. In these
formal and informal platforms-according to their point of
departure, strategic alliances and the power that different groups
are able to bring in these negotiation- farmers groups are in a
position to inject their ideas into the irrigation design.The design
resultsasanoutcomeofthese ongoingnegotiations(ibid).

Irrigation management
Irrigation involves the movement of water by people to crops
through the use of technology. To make water available in the
farmers' field, three factors are thus involved: water, people and
technology. Technology is at the centre and mediates the two in
transforming irrigation practices. Irrigation management then can
beconsidered asthemechanism;thatis;theactions,processesand
institutionsinvolvedingettingwatertofarmers' field.
Earlier works to define irrigation management include Coward
(1980) and Uphoff (1985, 1986). These standard frameworks of
management taskshavebeen critici2ed,especiallyintheir failure to
understand how particular management activities appear in the
field (Van de Zaag 1992; Manzunga 1999;Wahaj 2001; Halsema
2002). Manzungu pleads for better understanding and recognition
ofcontingencymanagement,withroles,rulesand actionsemerging
from every-day necessities. Halsema demands that thinking about
management takes stronger recognition of technology needs but
alsoof thesocialenvironment:not justofwhatispossiblebutalso
how people choose to develop and use localorganization. Healso
stipulates thatit shallrecognize not just functions but alsoprocess
ofdecisionsmaking,monitoringanddirection.
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Irrigationmanagementasaform ofwatercontrol.
Mollinga (1998, 2001) defines three dimensions of irrigation
management in the form ofwater control:technical,organizational
and socio-political.The technical dimension relates the regulation
of physical forces to control the flow of water, and technical
control provides means to capture, convey and distribute water
through thephysicalartefacts.The organizationaldimension ofthe
watercontrolrelates totheregulations ofhumanbehaviourindaily
irrigation practices, such as a WUAs and different rules and
regulations to make the WUA work The socio-economic and
political dimensions refer to the wider societal conditions shaping
thepossibility for particular management practices totakeplace.It
thusvaries from theeverydaystruggleto getwateratthelocallevel
to the changes in the relation and accountability between the state
and users to make the management work. It also recognizes that
water is politics, that water delivery often both involves political
actions, and that WUAs are political actors. This sociotechnical
approach is used in this study. To understand how irrigation
systems are designed, operated and used by people to provide
waterfor production.
The three dimensions of water control are intimately related
with each other, and policies that seek to achieve changes in the
irrigation management therefore have to address all three
dimensions. This is clearly reflected in the current irrigation
management reform program in Nepal, where efforts to establish
new management have involved technical intervention,
organizational development and their legal and political support.
This thesis examines how these different issues were addressed in
Nepal, and also how the changing control in one dimension
changestheother controlmechanisms.

Thesystemenvironmentandwaterdistribution
The sociotechnical nature of irrigation systems, where the
technology of the systems shapes and is shaped by bio-physical
system and society, shows the complexity of irrigation process
situated between the domains of physical and social environment
Both the social and physical environment are dynamic,and bring
new situations and challenges in the management continuum, so
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management,shouldbethusviewedasaprocess ratherthanatask.
The interplay between the technology, physical environment and
society requires understanding of the systems involved, as
Checkland (1981) notes that untangling complex interrelationship
requiresanunderstandingofentiresysteminvolved.
Designing for participation in irrigation water management has
to address irrigation such that it translates the constraints and
opportunities of the physical environment and provides awayto
capture and transfer water to farmers' fields and at the sametime
address societal concerns in practical design. The physical
environment is more tangible, and scientific approaches to
irrigation design exist, which employ agronomic and hydraulic
principles. However, despite available scientific knowledge for
innovation12, irrigation systems still face challenges due to these
variable characteristics of physical environment For example
irrigation systems confront three different levels of physical (also
managerial) domains: the watershed (catchment) level, the
conveyance and distribution level and the water application level
(Keller,1990).Theriverregimes onanirrigation systemoftenhave
intra- and inter-annual variation in water quantity and quality as
rainfall varies.The extent of siltload depends onvegetationcover
and land use practices in the catchment The same area that faces
water scarcity in one season may suffer from inundation and
flooding in next season. Within the system itself, the conveyance
canals and water distribution structures confront several crosssystem streams and arevulnerable to them. They should notonly
be able to deliver the required irrigation service to the users but
also be safe enough from the threat of physical environmentlike
flooding and inundation, and be consistent with seepage patterns
and problems. These situations give rise to particular challengein
irrigation management,which can be beyond the capability of the
localmanagingunits.
Thesocialenvironmentisalsocriticaltoirrigation,andisequally
dynamic. Studies have shown that irrigation is as much socio
politicalprocesses as technical andhow the processes togetwater
is shaped by values, interests, knowledge and capability of users,
local rules and practices, socio-political condition (Mollinga,1998;
Wade 1982; Zaag 1992). This study focuses on the agrarian
conditions and socialforces shapingthewater deliveryprocess:itis
especially concerned on the strategyand actions of peopleandthe
socio-political dependence in society and how they shape the
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institutional arrangement and management regimesleadingto both
intendedandunintended resultsinwater management.
To help understand these social and environmental dynamics
the study adopts and agro-ecology perspective. To Altieri (1990)
agro-ecologyis an approach that allows a focus on the principles
on which to base agro-ecosystem design, leaving the specific
technological form to be determined bythe agro-ecological milieu.
It thus allows a focus on how farmers discriminate, adapt, and
selecttechnologies of useto them,while also validatingolderlocal
practices. This helps understanding of the interventions to take
water for irrigation and distribute it (but also problems from the
water sources), and also of the agriculture and agrarian conditions
that shape the agroecology of the systems. Manzungu (1999) has
also described how water distribution is shaped by: the water
source, irrigation technology, socio-political relations and
commodisatizion effects.

1.5Participation, DevelopmentIntervention andPolicy Reform
The paradigms for rural development pursed and practised in
developing countries have transformed greatly since the 1950s.
Failure to achieve intended results through transfer of technology
policies caused shift towards a more user-centred approach to
development, and 'people first' development model based on
popular participation gained popularity in the 1980s and 1990s
(Brukley, 1993; Chambers, 1997; Cernea, 1991). Structural
adjustment and neo-liberal polices of the 1990s further shifted
attention from participation to local governance. The focus of
water resources management has also shifted accordingly, from
technology transfer towards decentralized and user-centred
approaches emphasizing participation and local organizational
development as explained by Clyma (1989), Uphoff (1986), and
Korten (1984).This has changed the development problematic in
two ways:Firstly, the focus has shifted to the promotion of local
water management through user organizations; secondly, design
approaches have also shifted towards participatory design
processes to support organizational evolution. More recently,
attention has been shifted towards promotion of local governance
and transfer of irrigation management to user groups commonly
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referred to asWater Users Associations (WUAs),has been central
intheirrigation reform process (Vermillion,1999;Meinzen-Dicket
al,2002,Johnson etal,2002).
Participation in irrigation engineering has thus become central
concern, and also of this study, with focus on both the
development of the WUA and the participatory development
processes to support them, with a central focus on the role of
technologyintheseprocesses.
Conceptualizingparticipationandinnovationandtherelations
betweenthem
Participation has become is a very broad concept, and has been
debated not simply as action but as objective. It has beviewed in
many ways; as a way of mobilizing people to solve their own
problems or as process for releasing people from being subject of
change to agents of modernization (Korten, 1983). People can
cometogether orbe forced to cometogether. Severalauthorshave
developed typologies of forms of participation13. Musch (2001)
notes that though this ladder type of typology is appealing and
simple, it is too simplistic to handle the issue of multiple farmer
groups.
Innovation here is considered as a newway of doing things or
doing new things, and can only be considered innovation if it
actually works in practice (Leeuwis 2002). Innovation is thus not
onlycomposed ofnoveltechnicaldevicesorproceduresbutalsoof
newor adapted human practices,includingthe conditions for such
practicestohappen(ibid).
This studyratherlooks astheoriginsofparticipatoryefforts and
the methods used. Participation does not operate in vacuum, it is
linked with certain development objectives. Another limitation in
thedebate sofaristhatparticipationis seenastransaction between
thefarmers andtheengineers (orfacilitators). Itisarguedherethat
there are different development contexts linked to participatory
frameworks for intervention, and there are different domains of
action in participation (Vincent and Khanal 2002,Vincent 1997).
The different development context of participation do have
different concepts of innovation and different sets of participatory
methodologieslinkedwiththem.
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Developmentcontext1:Economicdevelopmentandmodernization
In this context,participation isanapproach (byagencies) toinduce
increases in performance or impact, through providing conditions
or incentives that enable farmers to take on new responsibilities
and opportunities. Participation here has moved beyond project
execution to policy reform and self-governance, and even been
considered thewayto operationalize decentralization as the motor
for democratic transformation (Cornwall, 2001) Innovation then
concerns newactivitiesthat improvelinkagesbetweenresourceuse
and production - new techniques, artefacts or institutional
relations. In irrigation, its primary focus is on institutional reform
to both local organization and the irrigation bureaucracy, but also
heavilyfocusedto systemmodernization toprovidebetterworking
conditions for farmers. It lays emphasis on participatory design
processes to support evolving organization, and calls for
accountability between the irrigation agency and the WUA and
between theWUAandthefarmers.Thus,participatory approaches
that allow local negotiation and evolutionary change rather than
blue-printmodelsworkbest. However,itisvulnerabletoblueprint
ideas about WUA development and new technologies, and overexpectation of what users can do. Bureaucratic reform is a timeconsumingprocess,and isoften outside the framework of funding
agencies.This contextofparticipationisthebackdroptotheIMTP
anditspolicytoolsandintervention approaches,andtomywork
Developmentcontext2: Jointplanningandproblemsolving
Here, participation is a process through which stakeholders
influence, share control and work together to achieve desired
change.Innovationisshownthrough thechanged behaviourof the
people involved, and the sharing of knowledge and skills. This
context focuses on the generation, transfer and exchange of
knowledge as a means to beneficial change. It recognizes that
technology is not neutral and technological change should reflect
local needs and knowledge. Also that people have a right to selfdetermination over their development In the field of technology
development in this context, Participatory Technology
Development (PTD) has got considerable attention as an
approach. However, the technical biases of many engineers, and
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their sense ofstatusthatmakesthemunwillingtoacceptfarmersas
partners and lengthy bureaucratic process often yields failure to
makedesign process participatory. This context drovethechoices
of participatory methodology within the project framework, and
the personal actions of many field-level actors described in this
thesis.
Developmentcontext3: Social inclusion, improved equity and
reducedvulnerability
Participation here is organized efforts to increase control over
resources and regulativeinstitutions ingiven situations on thepart
ofgroups and movements of those hitherto excluded (a definition
from an ILO program). Innovation is the delivery of different
benefits to different people. This context recognizes the tensions
and complex politics of negotiating change in many different
arenas, but needs highly motivated and conscientized actors to
empower change. It is committed to capacity development of the
usersgroups and concentration onthecertainmarginalizedgroups.
However, the danger may come from its conscientizaion and
politicalactionwhich maylead to collapse of existingmanagement
arrangements without newforms to replaceit Verydifferent levels
of action in this context occurred in the three systems studied:
political struggle brought improved equity within Khageri and
Panchakanya, but has hardly improved any conditions in West
Gandak.
Domainsofparticipation
These contexts help explaindifferences in concerns andactions of
keyactors in the IMTPprocess atfieldlevel.In additionhowever,
the interfaces with different stakeholders must be understood, in
terms of their sphere of influence and local representation, their
interests in participation, and their practice in relation to water
supply andwaterusers.In alargeirrigation system,participationis
not only with farmers direcdy. More commonly negotiation will
also be done through water user organisations (whose
representation often changes),aswellaswith systemoperators,and
the contractors who often implement new construction. These
different domainspresent different opportunities and challenges to
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participatory approaches. Successes in some areas - likeworking
withfarmers to agreenewdesignsandirrigationschedules-maybe
tempered by problems in other areas — like failing to get good
quality construction under contracts. As a designer and
implementer, I had to work across these domains andinterfaces to get farmers' ideas put into practical reality and researchers have
toseethosedomainsandinterfaces.
The different development contexts of participation together
with the different domains of interactions constitute a
Tarticipation Complex'inwhich a facilitator works andactionsare
shaped. In areal-world situation, aprogram execution caninvolve
all the different development contexts together, requiring
understanding of the clashes these can bring between peoplewith
different aimsand objectives inparticipation.Theseoutcomeshelp
explainpolicyas'process'wherepeoplereshapewatermanagement
with around new policy instrument and their own objectives, to
giveintended aswellasunintended effects.
While writers like Boelens (2002) have listed a wider range of
contexts ofparticipation, these three context areusedhereasthey
are clearly visible in the transformation sought in IMT in Nepal,
andintheprojectdynamicsdiscussedinthisthesis.
Participation,policiesandproject environments
Asnoted incontext 1,policiescanbeintroduced to formaliseboth
the forms of local governance envisaged and programmes of
support to achieve policy aims on the ground. This study sees
policy as a process (Grindle and Thompson, 1992) where policy
directives andguidelines areadapted inuselocallybyawiderrange
of agencies and individuals, and where local dynamics can also
feedback to reshape policies. This study also shows how the
participatory processes used to effect new policies for WUA
development both shapedandreshapedpolicytools andoutcomes.
Projects and programs translating policies into action involvea
complex environment involving various actors. Interventions
seeking management change requires the bringing together of
agencies and individuals together in the program process. Their
participation in the process can be partial and conditional
Intervention must thus be understood to take place in a complex
highly populated landscape of human activity (Wield, 1999).
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Managing such a change process involves building of coalitions
(Biggs and Smith, 1998),or networks (Mahanty, 2002) among the
actors,learninglessons andfeedingthem backintopractice.
This political and interactive nature of the development
intervention, has led a call to shift from conventional blue print
models of project implementation to participatory process-based
approaches to projects/interventions (Korten, 1980;Hulme,1995;
Rondinelli, 1983;Brinkenhoff, 1996).Though process approaches
have been also looked upon in different ways14, they emphasize
experimentation, learning, adoption, participation, flexibility,
buildinglocal capacities and organic expansion (Bond and Hulme,
1999).They have a common feature of joint planning, decisionmakingand social learning.This was the proposed framework for
the IMT project However, despite efforts, in reality, the rigid
project process set by the donors, shorter time frame, and
hierarchical bureaucratic structure stilllimited the outcomes of the
learning process. In irrigation intervention, initiating intervention
without initial learning about both human and physical/technical
dimensions has often ledthe blueprint application of themethods,
thoughparticipatingstaff aremotivated and committed.
Another weakness in current participatory interventions is in
handling conflictive situations. It is guided by the notion that
consensus is possible out of learning and negotiations among
actors.However,peoplearenotonlyrationalchoicemakersbutact
purposefully guided bytheirinterest andvalues.Long(1992,2001)
showsthatpeoplepossess 'agency*,orknowlegeabilityandcapacity
and their actions are shaped by strategic interactions inanetwork
of social relationships. He views intervention as an arena of
struggle and action, a multiple reality constructed by the ongoing
social and political struggles taking place among the actors. This
studyalsotakesthisview.
Planning models aim to solve these problems by bringing
different actors together in a common forum. However, as noted
byLeeuwis (2000),itwillnot beeasyto makeactors setasidetheir
conflicting personal interests during the process.Besides, different
actorsarelocated at different institutionallayersandhave different
powerpositions,makingitdifficult toobtain favourable outcomes.
Consideringtheseweaknesses ofparticipatory trajectories,Leeuwis
(2000)argues for anegotiationtheoryindesigningtheparticipatory
intervention. He pleads for integrative negotiation (see also
Meegeren and Leeuwis, 1999), where stakeholders develop (new
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and often wider) problem definitions and perceptions on the basis
of a creative collective learning process, resulting in the
identification of so calledwin-win solutions.This studyshowsthat
negotiation might guide the intervention. However, equally
importantistoadoptcollaborativelearningthatdemandsreformin
bureaucracy and donor agencies, such that learning is extended
beyondlocallevel.
Locatingtheactors:Projectsandtheirenvironment
Interventions take place in a sea of linked activities that involve
multiple agencies - where the objective of an individual
organization do not necessarily add up to and coincidewith those
of the project or the target group and where issues are often
complex, ill structured, interdependent and multi-sectoral (Wield
1999). It is therefore essential to move beyond actors and locate
themandtheirsphereofinfluenceintheinterventionprocess
Smith et al. (1980) differentiates between three different
environments of a project: the controlled environment, the
influenceable environment and the appreciated environment The
controlled environment is those elements which are inside the
boundary of theimplementing agencies for examplethefield staff,
the budget etc. Actors in this environment are those involved in
everyday implementation and management. The influenceable
environment involves those activities and institutions that can be
influenced by the projects and organization, but cannot be
controlled by it. The appreciated environment involves those,
whom the projects or the organization can neither control nor
influence, butwhose actions canstillhighlyaffect theoutcomesof
theproject ororganizationalmanagementactivities.
However, the term 'controlled environment' does not satisfy
field level reality. It is true that actors in the field levelarevisible,
and that certain actions can be controlled and put in to practice
through consensus or negotiation at this level. However, actions
and struggles are more dominant at field level, as here actors
engage in daily management activities and have high stakes in
control of the process. There can be thus no such a thing asa
'controlled' environment A term like 'internal environment', is
considered moreappropriate.Actors in this environment arethose
involvedin every-dayimplementation andarethuspartofeveryday
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politics and struggle.This division of actors at different levelshas
the advantage that it locates the actors and their sphere of
influence; it helps us to realize that actions and struggletakeplace
beyond the local level, and influence the design of the program
processandthepolicyoutcomes accordingly.Project environments
are dynamic too. As projects, interventions or other forms of
management activities move on, they bring new situations with
them. New conditions can also come through policy and legal
changes.

1.6TheCentralResearchQuestion
Basedon theresearch reviewand abovetheoreticaldiscussions,the
centralresearchquestionofthis thesisissetasfollows:
What participatory processes have been usedin irrigation
management transfer (IMT) in Nepal, how did they evolve,
how has technology been addressed in these processes,and
bow have theseprocesses and transformations beenshaped by
theirsystemandproject environment?
IMT here represents not onlythe event of management shift to
the WUA from the government to the WUA and the support
process for this, but also includes the changes in management
under the WUA. The system environment refers to the system's
socialandnatural environment
1.7MethodologicalQuestionsandApproaches.
Thehermeneuticchallenge
A critical concern came with my past role as an actor in the
management transfer process. I had to interpret my past actions
and past texts and procedures, and tried to do this honestly and
straightforwardly. My past position brought me advantages and
disadvantages.I had advantages becausewhenworkinginIMTP,I
wasnot assuming that I would write athesis on this.SoI did not
havetojugglewiththedualroleofaPh.D.researcherandthatofa
facilitator; the actions were not guided by the research objectives.
I5
Also,Iwasaninsider,andtherewasnothreattomefrom others.
However, like Groot (2002) I worried about uncovering the
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weaknesses of our professional work, and makingthem known. I
write about a Department where I work and people who aremy
colleagues, some senior in positions. However, I was never
victimizedfor thequestionsI triedto answer.
Shapingtheknowledgebase
The thesis employs both qualitative and quantitative data, but
qualitative data dominates the presentation. Data were generated
from both direct involvement and secondary sources through
different techniques.Dataespeciallyaboutthecurrentmanagement
changes that appear in chapter 8 and 9 were collected between
August 1999 to August 2001. The elements of data collection are
describedintheparagraphs below.
Restructuringtheprocessofaction
The principal data source for this is my own actions and my
memories of ic the elements of joint actions for Khageri and
Panchakanyaarefrom this.I alsorevisited thepastactionswiththe
farmers and the WUAs, and my previous staff involved in the
implementation. Data for West Gandak were generated from
review of project documents, from interviews with the key
informants, including WUA members, engineers involved in the
implementation in West Gandak, and consultants and project
officials working for IMTP in the central Irrigation Department
office in Kathmandu. Documents reviewed included the detailed
design reports, the minute books of the WUA, action plans and
documents ofagreementbetweentheWUAandtheGovernment.

Studyinglocalmanagementactionandevolution
This was done by direct observation in the field and also through
review of secondary literature. I observed thefieldlevel activities
and irrigation water management practices of the WUA. To
understand the WUA themselves, and decisions regarding their
water management problems, I attended their meetings at all
association levels. I also carried out some flow measurements to
know how the improvement work has been able to control canal
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seepage, and provide better water availability to the farmers. In
WestGandakImeasured theextentofsiltdepositioninthecanal.
I also reviewed secondary literature to study the management
actions oftheWUA:theconstitution andby-lawsoftheWUA,and
the minute books of the WUA, to understand the rules and
regulations of water distribution, and their financial status and fee
collection mechanism. Project progress reports also provided
information on evolution of the new management, and had been
prepared by donors, consultants and the DOI at various stages of
implementation oftheIMTP.
Understandingtheeffectofchange
Anasset survey16of the canalsystem networks was another source
of field data, made to understand the effect of the change on
infrastructure managementand farmer satisfaction.Thissurveywas
done jointly17 with a research team from HR-Wallingford and
myself in Khageri and West Gandak,to find its current condition,
andhowsystemimprovementhadfacilitated managementchange.
Given my ongoing research and own plans to do an asset
survey, the chief of research in the Irrigation Department (COR)
included me in the team. In West Gandak, I had already selected
MC-5,Mangharia and Germi Minor for this study, based on their
geographicallocation ashead,middle,and tailend minors.Another
reason was that all had committees (although not functional) and
farmers were familiar with the IMT program. In Khageri, branch
canals 61,B5andBiwereselected,alsobased ontheirgeographical
location (head,middle,taillocation).Theywerealsothefirst group
of branch canals handed over to theWUA. By2000,itwas some
fouryearssincetechnicalimprovementworkswerecarried out
In Panchakanya, I undertook the asset survey myself, and a
research assistant undertook the interviews with farmers.
Otherwise, two other teams carried out this research. The COR
and myself did the asset survey. An NGO was involved in
interviewing farmers on their perception of the management
change through structured interviews in both of these systems.
This was an advantage as I wanted to avoid interviewing myself,
especially asking farmers about the performance of the systems,
given mypriorinvolvement in Khageri and Panchakanya,and that
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most key WUA and farmer members in West Gandak knew I
belongedtotheIrrigation Department.

1.8TheStructure oftheBook
This chapter has given the research objectives, and the analytical
framework and methodology for the study. Chapter 2reviews the
evolution of irrigation management and reform in Nepal and the
key policy instruments used, which it shows is linked with the
historical evolution of irrigation development, and to donorpolicy
changeswodd-wide..
Chapter 3 introduces the irrigation systems studied: the
Panchakanya, Khageri and West Gandak systems. It gives an
historical account of their development and agroecological
characteristics, and discusses their challenges of water deliveryand
key management problems. It concludes with a review of the
opportunities and constraints for these schemes to take up
irrigationmanagement reform.
Chapters 4 to 9 present the process of IMT in Nepal and thus
forms the core of the thesis. Chapters 4 to 7 describe the joint
actions involved to promote new management Chapters 8 and 9
describe the evolution and change of the WUAs and the
management
Chapter 4 presents the beginning of the reform process. It
describes the process of group formation, and negotiation for
changeand struggle therein.It shows howorganizations comeinto
being with different structures as a result of different societal
dynamicsdespitebeingbasedonidenticaldesignapproaches.
Chapter 5 reviews the joint planning process, which is
considered as the first and most important element of the
participatory project process. It discusses the process of
preparation of the technical inventory of the systems, setting a
vision for thefuture and development of theplan of action for the
future system development It shows that mere use of tools (canal
walk-through in this case) is not sufficient to incorporate users'
needs and preferences in the planning process. It is a question of
who participates in the process, participatory processes used, and
thecontextinwhichtheinteractiontakesplace.
Chapter 6 examines the participatory design and construction
process looking at the changes in infrastructure and irrigation
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scheduling materializing through negotiation. It argues, in the
context of management reform, that participatory design
construction shouldnot be takenon its own, butratherbe takenas
a way to help new management decide on and establish service
oriented water control they can ensure. It also draws attention to
some of its limitations of PTD and calls for a multi-actor
negotiatedlearningprocess for future implementation design.
Chapter 7 presents the dynamics of management handover to
the WUA and shows how project environment and wider social
environment shape the outcome of the organizational debut of the
WUA. It also shows that shift in control of management from the
government to the WUA also requires reform in other sectors of
the political and administrative institutions of the government,
besides reforminthe irrigationsector.
Chapter 8describes the changinggovernance structure for local
water management It shows how organizations become strong
when supported in their administration and structural evolution. It
argues that a WUA should also be viewed as a political body,
against the common assumption that it should be a non- political,
non -partisan functional body. Only in thisway canit achieve both
accountability to its members, but also create controls
complementary totechnical and organizational.
Chapter 9 describes the evolutionary changes in management
activities and show how they are shaped by the system
environment of theirrigation system.It argues thatproject support
to facilitate management reform should translate the constraints of
system environment in practical design to provide better working
condition tothe farmers.
Chapter 10 presents the conclusion of the study which
summarizes the key learning from the research relating to
organizational evolution, the participatory support process and the
role of technology in transforming irrigation practices. It also
explores the agendas for future study on participation and local
governance.

Notes
'State disengagement, management devolution, privatization, turnover,
handover,ormorerecentlytheterm"ParticipatoryIrrigationManagement'
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(PIM)arealsosynonymouslyused for IMT.However,PIMisanumbrella
concept inwhichvarious forms of jointmanagement arrangement can be
devised between the users and government: the local organization may
complement or replace theirrigation agency.When thelocal organization
replaces the irrigation agency, it can be viewed as IMT. For a more
detailed distinction, see Vermillion and Sagardoy (1999); Meinzen-Dick
(1996).
2
Irrigation systems in Nepal are classified as Agency managed, Farmers
Managed,Groundwater systemsandprivatesystems.
3
'Department'hereafter refers totheIrrigationDepartment of Nepal
4
From 1988, the government started rehabilitation of FMIS on a large
scale,withWorld Bank funding for the pilot scaleunder the ELCproject.
Parallel with participatory design and construction activities, the ILC
intervention alsoinvolved formation and capacitydevelopmentofWUAs.
SeePant (2000)for detailsabout theILCandFMISinterventioninNepal
5
Positivismconsidersscienceasthe sourceofknowledge.It treats human
beings as objects. Development process are accordingly linear and
mechanical, whereas constructivism considers reality to be socially
constructed and no single party can control the process. See also Groot
(2002).
6
The program is funded by the Ford Foundation for studies on relations
betweentechnologyandinstitutionsinNepaland India
7
Governanceisseenhere asdiverseforms of regulationandcontrolused
inmanagement conceptualised byagoverninginstitution:aWUA,isonly
one form of such regulation. Ostrom differentiates between three
different layers of rules: the operational rules,collective-choice rules and
constitutional-choicerules,whichcumulativelyshapeanirrigationsystem.
8
Aggrawal (2001) and (Kloezen,2002) discuss further the limitations of
theseapproaches.
9
Accountability is defined here as an obligation to give a reckoning or
explanation for one's action, in relation to expectations or agreements
aboutthataction.
10
For example, fixed structures provide lowmanagement intensity and a
high level of transparency;the local organization may prefer transparent
control systematthecostof flexibility. Gradually adjustable structures are
complex to handle and need regular maintenance, but provide more
flexibility. Organizations capable of providing high management intensity
and strongsocialcontrolmayprefer this typeof technology.In summary,
we can say that the management structure is shaped by the irrigation
technology (seealsoHorst,1998).
11
Thisisadopted from Savioti(1988),wheresimilardivisionsaremade to
understand technical changeintheindustrialworld.
12
For example, since 1885 efforts have been made to design canal to
avoid silt and scouring, and regime theory has been widely used in the
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canaldesign in Indo-Gangeticplain.However, systems continue to suffer
from siltationproblems,aswellsaswater-logging,inundation or flooding.
13
For exampleinarangethatvariesfrom manipulation to self-mobilizing,
and from listening to sharing to empowerment of agroup, or from nonparticipation to degrees of citizen power (Arnstein, 1969,cited in Fisher,
2001; Pretty, 1994; Van Vuren 1998). It can be pseudo-participation
(White, 1994;Abler 1993,cited in Shukla and Sharma, 1997),where the
decision-making power rests with managers and planners and the local
elite.It can be free or forced participation or customary participation. It
can be direct participation where all are participating, or indirect
participation where specific groups participate on behalf of large groups
(Dusseldorp 1993)
14
For example Korten (1980) argues to shift away from the project
framework and emphasize on local institution building, whereas
Brinkerhoff (1996)and Rondinelli (1983) plead for flexible and adoptive
managementunderaproject framework.
15
Chambers notes that outside agents for facilitating change are often
considered athreattoinsiders.
16
An asset survey in irrigation documents the amount and condition of
physical infrastructure and equipment available for the operation and
maintenanceofanirrigation system.
17
At the midpoint of my fieldwork (May 2000) HR-Wallingford (a UK
consultancycompany) and theIrrigationDepartmentplanned tocarryout
research on the operation and maintenance status of the transferred and
non-transferred irrigation systemsin Nepal (alsoinIndia),to find out the
operation and maintenance requirement of these systems, and gain a
clearer picture on maintenance status in branch canals recently
rehabilitated. The two-transferred systems selected were Khageri and
West Gandak where I was also doingfieldwork.I was also planning to
carryoutanassetsurveytomonitor farmers' satisfaction with thesystem.
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The current irrigation management reform process in Nepal has
not emerged all at once. It has emerged out of changes in
development policy worldwide as well as the historical context of
irrigation development in the country. The chapter begins with a
historical review of modern irrigation development in the country
and explains how the state gradually became involved in irrigation
development, which used to be a farmers' affair. It will be shown
that the state's expanded roleinirrigation managementwas due to
changes in localgovernance structures brought on bypolitical and
administrative changes, as well as the initiation of large-scale
irrigationconstruction activities.The chapterthenexplainswhythe
state's increased role in irrigation was problematic, and how
attention then shifted towards participatory management,
necessitating policy reform in the irrigation water sector. It then
describes the current irrigation management transfer program and
its implementation framework. The chapter concludes with a
summary of the keystrengths andweakness ofthereform process,
which also come to shape the scope and nature of changes in the
project andtheWUAs.

2.1ModernIrrigationDevelopmentinNepal:anHistoricalOverview
Modern irrigation development in Nepal is said to have started in
1922,when an irrigation system, later named Chandra Canal,was
32
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designedand builtbyBritish engineersinIndia.I callit 'modern'to
differentiate from the indigenously developed irrigation systems
popularly known as Farmer Managed Irrigation Systems (FMIS),
which have been in existence in the country since time
immemorial. The Chandra Canal was initiated after a severe
drought in Kathmandu, upon the request from the then Rana
rulers to the British rulers in India (Poudel 2002, personal
communication). However, it is also said that the construction of
theChandra canalwasnotaimedatthepublicwelfare to overcome
the problem of drought, but at increasing the land revenue or
irrigating the Maujhas (land grants) belonging to the Rana family.
The British had already started construction of large irrigation
systems in Indian areas bordering Nepal, like the Tirhut Canal in
1911 and the Sarda Canal System in 19201.The Tirhut canalwas
constructed at the Indo-Nepal border in Nawalparasi district
(where the present Gandak Barrage lies),whereas the Sarda Canal
wasconstructed from theMahakaliRiver2(calledtheSardaRiverin
India), the border between India and Nepal in the west So the
construction of Chandra canalbythe British is also said to be the
start of large-scaleirrigation works to fight any future drought and
famine.
Government involvement in large-scale irrigation development
remainedlimited.In thenext30years,onlytwomoresystemswere
added (Pradhan, 1996):Jagdishpur in the western Terai in 1942
(1000 ha), renamed Banganga Irrigation system after being
expanded in 1978,andJudha Canal in 1946 (2000 ha) later called
Manusmara Irrigation System after being expanded in 1976.Even
though developed by the government, their management
responsibility laywith the farmers, who were to raise the costs of
O&M
Irrigation development remained in the farmers' domain until
thestartoftheDemocracyperiodin 19513and exceptthefewones
mentioned above, all of the country's irrigated areas were
developed and managed byfarmers. Manyof these FMIS emerged
out of theBirta andJagirtype ofland tenure systems4 practiced in
those days.Birta andJagrwere land grants awarded to individuals.
The owners, called Jemdar (or Jamindar),had judicial and
administrative powers over land use and were in a position to
mobilize a labour force to construct the canal systems (Regmi,
1978). The objective behind the land grant and subsequent
irrigation development was to increase State revenue, the major
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source of incomein those days.TheJamindar(also called Dittba or
jimmawala in different places, see Pant, 2000) were to collect the
landtax,andsubmitittotheconcernedlandrevenue office.
Irrigationsystemswerealsodeveloped outof the 'Guthi'system.
These are endowments of lands and other properties to support
religiousandcharitableactivities.Irrigationsystemsweredeveloped
bytheGuthitoincreasetheproductivityof the land.Some systems
called'RajKulo5'wereinitiatedbythestate.Thoughthepatterns of
resource mobilization in the development of these FMIS were
different, theyhad common features of self-governance and strong
community participation.6These FMISwere regulated through the
•Muluki Ain', the law of the realm, which guards the customary
practices relating to irrigation and the traditional customs of
different ethnic communities. It also specifies property rights and
resource mobilization in irrigation systems development and
management(Regmi, 1978; Pradhan,1990).
Irrigation development and management in Nepal was thus
largelybasedinlocalland management before the 1950s.Although
this was linked with a type of local political control, it was not
always participatory. The state had a provision to provide interest
free loans to the farmers if the damage of an irrigation system, or
the construction of new ones, were found to be beyond their
capacity. TheJamindar of the particular area was responsible for
mobilizingtheloansaswellaspayingthemback.The Government
usedto formulate regulations from time totimeregardingthe type
of support it could provide farmers for the management and
developmentoftheirrigationsystems7.

2.2AgencyInvolvementin IrrigationDevelopment
The state's directinvolvementinirrigationgraduallyincreased after
1951. After the introduction of the democratic movement there
were radical changes in government administrative systems aswell
asindevelopment approaches.SeveralMinistries and Departments
were created to manage development programs. As the country's
economy was mostly agriculture-based, the irrigation sector was
also given the highest priority in the government. An Irrigation
Office was established in 1952 (Sharma, 1983) to look after the
irrigation sector, replacing the previous Agricultural Council. The
office was established with technicalassistance from India andwas
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upgraded to a directorate in 1958. It was further upgraded to a
Department, to look after both irrigation and water supply. The
watersupplywingwaslaterdetached and thenamewas changed to
Department of Irrigation (DOI): this has since remained the
principal agency for planning and development of irrigation in the
country.
The DOI was first engaged in construction of small-scale
irrigation schemes, due to financial as well as human resource
limitations. These activities were supported by the Indian
Government and by FAO in providing technical assistance
(Sharma, 1983). Commencing in the Second Plan period (19621965), a 'minor irrigation program' was started which aimed to
develop small-scaleirrigation systemswith voluntary contributions
from user farmers.The program continued untilthe third planning
period (1965-1972).The objective of the minor irrigation program
was to develop the systems with maximum user participation, and
hand-over the system to the user farmers for O&M. However,
therewere no cleardirectives from thegovernment:someof them
were managed by farmers but others relied on continued
government support for O&Mactivities.The government's rolein
irrigation graduallyincreased from the 1960s.This was due to two
factors: changeinlocalgovernance structure andpriority for largescalesystem development.
Changinglocalgovernanceandirrigation management
One reason for increasing government involvement in irrigation
sector was the change in local government structure in the
country8. The previous Birta andJagirsystems of land tenure that
had overseen earlier management in most irrigation systems were
abolished in 1964. This was done immediately after the political
change of 1962, after which the partyless 'Panchayat' system was
established by the King, overthrowing the multiparty political
system. The abolition of the Birtasystem was targeted at land
reform to bring agrarian transformation in the country, and the
poMco-administrative changes were instrumental to the
disintegration of the traditional irrigation institutions (Pant,2000).
Lands were then given to individuals after a cadastral survey was
carried out all over the country. The land tax was now to be
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collected by the Land Revenue Office directly from the individual
owner.
Under the new political system the local level government
institution was the Village Panchayat (VP).The irrigation systems
werenowmore dependent on theVP and also sought government
support for their rehabilitation and expansion. However, the VPs
had their own financial and technical limitations and sought
support from irrigation offices. The VPs in fact became mediators
between the DOI and farmers, as shown by Pant (2000). The
Village Panchayat is now called the Village Development
Committee (VDQ since the re-establishment of the multiparty
democracy in 1990, and is one of the critical local actors shaping
outcomes of the later IMT. As direct agency involvement in
irrigation gradually increased, the irrigation bureaucracy expanded.
By 1988,theDOI had offices at allregional and districtlevels9. In
addition, there were also separate project offices to look after
construction of large irrigation systems,which in most cases were
separatelyadministered throughadevelopment board10.
Prioritytolarge-scalescheme development
Theincreasedroleof the government agencieshasbeenalsodueto
the construction of large and medium-scale irrigation schemes
from the mid-1960s. This was after the bilateral agreement with
India on the use of Koshi River water in April 1954 and on
Gandak River water in December 1959 both for irrigation and
power. This agreement initiated the construction of large-scale
irrigation systems namely the Sunsari Morang, also called the
Chatara Canal (66000 ha), the Narayani Irrigation system (29,700
ha) and the Nepal West Gandak Irrigation system (8700 ha). The
Sunsari Morang resulted from the Koshi Agreement and its
construction began in 1964. The remaining two systems were
linked to the Gandak River Agreement and their construction
startedin 1969and 197311.According to the agreement,the major
canalsandassociated structures of these schemeswere constructed
by the Indian Government and handed over to Nepal Nepal later
on carried out farm-level development in these, systems with
multilateral funding mainly from the World Bank (WB) and the
AsianDevelopmentBank(ADB).
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From the 1970s, construction of large and medium irrigation
schemes further accelerated due to funding from bilateral and
multilateraldonor agencies,bothinloans andgrants.Majorlending
agencies like the WB, ADB, United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) and International Foundation for Agricultural
Development (EFAD) became involved in irrigation development
activities.
With theDOI focusingitsattention on the construction oflarge
and medium-scale systems,othergovernment institutions gradually
took over responsibility of development of small schemes. The
Farm Irrigation Water Utilization Division (FIWUD) of the
Department of Agriculture (DOA) started irrigation development
for schemes oflessthan 50ha in thehills,and 500hain theTerai.
Under this program, users were involved in making requests for
technicalassistanceandinconstruction contributions.TheMinistry
ofLocalPlanningandDevelopment also started small-scalesystem
development TheAgriculturalDevelopment Bank,Nepal (ADBN)
established in 1968, also got involved in small-scale system
development Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO's) like
CARE and the United Mission to Nepal (UMN) also focused on
small-scale scheme development activities. However, the DOI
remained the principal institution for irrigation development, and
construction oflargeirrigation systemswasgivenprimaryattention
ingovernmentplansandprograms.
Poorperformanceofpublicsectorirrigationsystems
Upon completion of the construction activities, the management
responsibility for these systems was also kept by the DOI. Unit
offices were established to look after the operation and
maintenance (O&M) activities in the completed systems and users
were expected to payWater Tax to the Government The rate of
water tax was increased more than six-fold in March 1979 from
NRs.9.75 (about$0.8atthattime)perhatoNRs.60perha (about
$5) (Sijapati etal. 1999).The water tax was to be deposited in the
government treasury,andthe O&Mcost of the completed systems
was to be provided by the government Contrarily, the
performance of water fee collection by DOI remained poor,
especiallyingravityschemes (Barker and Lohani, 1987). The funds
provided bythegovernmentwerenot enough for the O&Mofthe
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systems. Table 2.1 shows the water tax collection and allotted
operation andmaintenancebudgetfortheperiodof 1986to 1990.
There is no data regardinghowmuch areawas under the direct
control of the DOI to estimate the collection efficiency of the
water tax. However, command areas of the completed projects at
that period show that about 150,000 ha were under the direct
control of theDOI.Assumingthisfigure,the collection efficiency
inthisperiod never exceeded 40%(Table 3.1).Likewisethebudget
allocation for O&Mwas far lower than required cost of NRs. 200
per ha at that time. Lack of financial resources resulted in poor
maintenance, caused rapid deterioration of the structures and
requiredrehabilitationwithinaveryshortperiod oftime.
TABLE2.1 WatertaxcollectionandO&Mallocation1986-1990
Year
1986/1987
1987/1988
1988/1989
1989/1990
1990/1991

ISFcollectionin
MillionNRs.
\2
13.3%
3.6
40.0%
38.8%
3.5
21.1%
1.9
1.0
11.1%

O&Mallocation
inMillionNRs.
6.9
7.9
8.7
10.4
4.6

Source:EconomicSurveyofNepal,1998,(citedinSijapati,1999)

Despite considerable investments in infrastructure development
and a well-trained cadre of technicians for design, development,
operation and management, thepublic sector irrigation schemesin
Nepal have been constantly performing below expectations. A
series of reports published by the Agricultural Projects Service
Centre (APROSQ during the late 1970s were fundamental in
drawing attention to this poor performance (APROSC, 1978a,
1978b, 1978c). However, no effective solutions were proposed to
solve this poor performance of large-scale irrigation systems, and
more investment for command area development and other
rehabilitationprograms continued.
2.3 Searching for Solutions:Management Reform with Farmer
Participation
Thewodd-wideinterestinuserparticipationindevelopmentinthe
1980s also changed the course of irrigation sector development in
Nepal. The attention now shifted towards management
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improvement in completed systems, rather than new construction.
Irrigation interventions were then directed at promoting local
management, and participatory design processes were adopted to
support the evolving organizations. The USAED started the
IrrigationManagementProject (IMP)in 1986,whichworked asthe
foundation for future irrigationmanagementreform inthecountry.
The major aim of the IMP was to improve irrigation management
practices in both agency- managed and farmer-managed irrigation
systems. It aimed to develop and sustain irrigation management
activities byimprovingthe capacity of both DOI professionals and
water users through training and research activities (Shukla and
Sharma, 1997).The IMP activities were facilitated by a joint team
of Consultant firms - Louis Berger International Inc. (American),
East Consult (Nepali), and Cornell University (American)12. The
objective of the IMP was reformulated in 1989: to support the
DOI inimplementation of theparticipatory management program.
The scopeoftheworkwas reduced,andanewconsultingfirmthe
Computer Aided Design Inc (CADI) was hired by the USAID to
supporttheIMPactivity.
The IMP later supported the joint management program that
began in 1992,includingboth Khageri and West Gandak systems.
The IMP ended in 1994,but theUSAID continued to support the
new project, the Irrigation Management Transfer Project (EMTP)
hiring the same consulting firm, CADI.The IMP also carried out
pilot programs in the two agency managed irrigation systems,
Sirsiya Dudhaura13 in the Terai and Handetar in the Hills The
objective behind these two pilot experiments was to utilise the
experience and lessons learned to implement similar programs in
other parts of the country. The IMP formed the base for further
implementation of participatory programs in irrigation. The IMP
was the major player in formulating the new policies, acts and
regulations that began in the 1990s, as will be discussed in next
section
Another important eventthathelpedinitiatereform inirrigation
sectorwas the BasicNeeds Policy (1987) of the Government.The
irrigation sector was one of the most prioritized sectors in this
policy, as food security was its prime concern. The government
introduced a Working Policy on Irrigation Development (1989)
focusing on user participation. This document provided new
directives to Nepal's irrigation sector, mandating participation of
user farmers at all levels of irrigation development, from project
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identification, design and construction to operation and
management This policy specified a cost-sharing arrangement
between the farmer and the government in development of both
gravity and pumped schemes. This policy also set out an action
plan forjointmanagementandmanagementturnoveroftheAMIS.
TheBasicNeedspolicyalsoledthewidespread expansion of the
irrigation bureaucracy in the country, establishing the district level
offices in 1988. Previously, there were only divisional offices at
required places.The need to expand theirrigation bureaucracywas
recognized because there were no other government agencies to
lookafter theirrigationdevelopmentatdistrictlevel.
The WorkingPolicywas immediately followed by the Irrigation
Regulation (1989).The regulation for the first time prepared the
legal basis for WUA formation and registration. The strategy of
increasing farmer participation mainly stemmed from recognition
that government resources alone were inadequate to meet the
country's irrigation development objectives and sustain the
management of government irrigation systems after their
completion (Pradhan,1996).
With these ongoing changes,both the priority and approach to
irrigation developmentinNepaltook anewdirection.Priority now
shifted tomanagementimprovement oflarge-scalepublicirrigation
systems and the rehabilitation and extension of existing FMIS,
rather than on the construction of newlarge systems. Intervention
in FMIS received a major thrust The majority of the FMIS had
been considered outside the Government's domain, although they
irrigate more area than the government-built systems. Even at
present, some 70%of the total irrigated area of 1.12 million ha is
managed by FMISW. It was believed that much of the country's
food production could be generated from the rehabilitation and
extension of these FMIS as studies had shown that manyof them
were performing below their potential, especially due to technical
problems (ADB, 1988).
Intervention programs implemented since then include the
Irrigation line of Credit (ILQ pilot project (1989); the Irrigation
Sector Project (ISP in 1990) and the special public work program
ofILO.Out ofthesetheILCandISPwerefunded bytheWBand
theADB,with long-term commitment for irrigation development
The twoprojects arenowattheirsecondstageandcalledIrrigation
Sector Support Project (ISSP) and the Nepal Irrigation Sector
Project (NISP).Both these major funding agencies abandoned the
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individual project approach to development, and adopted the
program mode such that learning from one site could be used for
another. These programs mainly involved the physical
rehabilitation and expansion of FMIS as well as capacity
development of user farmers. It was based on a demand-driven
approach, and users were required to pay part of the construction
cost, based on scale and type of development varying from 5% to
25%. User involvement during design and construction was also
made mandatory, including the prioritization and approval of the
construction works. Users were also allowed to execute the
construction work by themselves if the cost was below NRs. 1
million.
Despite this, large-scale AMIS remained untouched by the
reforms. The Command Area Development Project (CADP)
initiated in 1982 planned to involve users in project
implementation.The CADPwas startedin threeirrigation systems
includingtheWest Gandak,but it could not succeed as users were
organized at a very late stage of project implementation (see
chapter 3).However, these groups vanished inmost cases as soon
as the project ended.These groups were created at the end of the
project period when construction activities were over and did not
feel responsible for later operation andmaintenance.These groups
also did not receive continued support from the DOI to improve
their canalmanagement capacities.Byrnes (1992)observes asimilar
situation in Pakistan. In India, the CADA15 experience is similar
(Narain,personalcommunication).

2.4 TheNewPoliciesandtheirLegalContext
In 1990, the Panchayat system was overthrown and the Basic
Needs policy also ended. By 1992,the newly elected government
was in charge, with a multiparty democracy and a constitutional
Monarchy established. The government initiated neo-liberal
policies, curtailing the role of the state and promoting privatesectorinvolvement,which stillcontinues.In theagricultural sector,
first the subsidy on fertilizer was removed and the private sector
allowed to import and market fertilizers. By 1997,the government
also started to withdraw subsidies from shallow tubewell
development These changes were a response to the policies of
major donor agencies like the ADB and the WB, who were
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pressing for more market-oriented economies with less
governmentinvolvement.In theirrigation sector,the O&Mof the
AMIS was known to be poor, and users participation in
management was seen as a viable option (Irrigation Master Plan,
1990; CMS 1992). Several policy reforms and legal changes were
thus made in 1992 affecting water sector development. These
policy reforms were shaped to promote participatory management
intheirrigation sector.
The Irrigation Policy formulated in 1992was a continuation of
thepreviousWorkingPolicywithamajor focus intheparticipatory
approaches inirrigation development and management The policy
classified irrigation systems into four categories: Farmer-Managed
Irrigation Systems (FMIS) developed and managed by farmers;
Agency-Managed Irrigation Systems (AMIS), which are to be
transferred to theWUAorjointlymanaged; Groundwater Systems
including both shallow and deep tubewells; and Privately Owned
Systems. Under the policy, the responsibility for supporting the
first three types of systems was kept with the DOI whereas the
responsibility for the private systems was left with ADBN. All
systems with less than 10 ha area (changed to 25 ha after an
amendment was madein1997)wereconsideredprivatesystems.
The policyalso set out the conditions for joint management,or
full transfer, of the AMIS, depending on the size of the project
Accordingly, AMIS of up to 500 ha in the hills, and 2000 ha of
irrigated are in the Terai, are to be gradually turned over to the
Water Users Associations. However, the policy does not bar
handing over even bigger systems if feasible, based on WUA
capacity and structural complexity of the irrigation systems. In
general,projects larger than 500 ha in the hills and 2000ha in the
Terai which cannot be turned over to theWUA, are to be jointly
managedbytheconcernedirrigationoffice andWUA.
The policy also encouraged the WUA to be self-reliant and
granted them the status of a full autonomous body. It states "His
Majesty's Government shallnotrealizeirrigationservicecharges on
the turned-over surface and groundwater irrigation systems. The
concerned water users may realize service charge for the
maintenance, rehabilitation, improvement and operation to be
carried out themselves. The WUA itself may, as required,
determine the rate of such charges. In cases where joint system
management has been introduced an exemption shall be given to
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thewateruser to the extent of 50%of the irrigation service charge
asprescribed byHisMajesty's Government".
The DOI was also restructured after this policy reform, and a
separate unit - the Irrigation Management Division (IMD) - was
created especially to look after the O&M of the large systems, as
wellastofacilitate theIMTprograms.
Soon after the promulgation of the Irrigation Policyin 1992,a
new Water Resources Act16 was enacted in 1992 replacing the
previous Canal and Electricity Act (1967). The Act sets out
provision for building the WUA, and handing over systems
developed by the government to such WUAs. It states that "His
Majesty's Government may, on terms and conditions as are
necessary, turn over to the users association any water resources
project developed pursuant to Subsection 1or2of Section 10 after
itscompletion."TheSubsections 1and2of Section 10reserves the
right of the government to take over any water resource projects
developed privately with necessary compensation if required,
consideringthewiderpublicinterest
The Act also states that all concerned users associations shall
have the ownership of the system turned over, and the concerned
user association shall operate such systems as if it has a licence
under this act As per theAct,the WUAs are an autonomous and
corporate bodyhavingperpetual succession (seeBox2.1).TheAct
has kept ownership of water with the state. However, it has made
provision to transfer water rights byissue of a licence.Persons or
corporate bodies are required to obtain a licence to carry out a
survey, as well as for the utilization of water. The licence requires
payment of annual fees, and it can be sold or transferred upon
prior approval of the authority issuing the licence. However, it is
not required to take a licence for domestic purposes and for
irrigating individual land. The Act also sets out priority for water
use with first priority given to drinking water before irrigation.
Subsequent priorities in order are for other agricultural purposes,
hydropower development, industry and mining, navigation and
recreationaluse.
Twoprovisions intheActgreatlyinfluencewater sector reform.
First, although the water right is vested with the state, it can
provideconcessions throughlicensing,such thatthelicenceholder
gets arightoverthewateritlicensed.Second,itrecognizes aWUA
as an autonomous body with legal authority. It empowers the
WUAto decidetheiroperation andmaintenance pattern,aswellas
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to charge users for the service delivered, granting them the status
of anindividuallicence holder.
Box 2.1 WUA as an
Autonomous Body
• A Users association shall
be an autonomous and
corporate body having
perpetualsuccession.
• A Users association shall
have seal of its own for
the purpose of all its
business.
• A Users Association may
as aperson have theright
to acquire, enjoy, sell,
dispose or arrange of
movable and immovable
propertybyanymeans.
• A Uses Association may
sueasapersonorbesued.

However, the Act is unclear on
three aspects. First, the
provision
for
joint
management is not clear.
Second, the Act says nothing
about the conditions of the
transfer, like the obligations
and duties of both government
and WUA after transfer, and
what properties and resources
of irrigation systems owned by
the government are to be
transferred.
Third,
the
procedures for issuing the
licence and the conditions to
obtain the licence are missing
intheAct.

Following this Act, a Water Resources Regulation was enacted in
199317. The main feature of this Regulation is that it formed a
District Water Resource Committee (DWRC) to issue licences for
water use for private sector actors seeking to develop water
resource projects. It also simplified the WUA registration process,
making the DWRC responsible for the registration of the WUA.
The DWRC is headed by the Chief District Officer of the
concerned district. The other members include the chief of
concerned District Irrigation Office, Local Development Officer
and Agriculture Development Officer. Previously, the registration
of the WUAs was regulated under a separate Act called the
Institution Registration Act (1976), which is more related to the
registration of NGOs. Though the 1993regulation cleared some of
the limitations of the 1992 Act, it also failed to mention anything
aboutthe conditions for turningoverirrigation systems to WUAs
In addition, all these policies and Acts have failed to address an
important factor, considered crucial in the reform: the issue of an
Irrigation Service Fee (ISF). In fully transferred systems, it is
understood that the WUA can set the fees and collect them under
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the rules set by them, because of their autonomous status.
However, there are no legal provisions by which the newly
established WUAs can enforce collection of fees. In jointly
managed systems,itisunclearwhowillfixtheISFrate,orwhowill
collect it. The Irrigation Policy was amended in 1997 to clear up
some of these confusions. It allows the WUA in jointly managed
systemstocollecttheISFandfixitsrate.Underthisrevisedpolicy,
farmers'payment togovernment decreases,asfarmers take control
ofthelargerpartoftheirrigation.(Table2.2).Previously,only50%
of the collection could be retained. The policy also sets the
percentage of contribution to be made by the WUA in the
construction activities asgiveninTable2.3.
TABLE 2.2Division of ISFbetweengovernment
andDOI under varying
management situations
Situation
WUA Share Government
Share(%)
(%)
WUAmanagementofwholesystem
100
0
WUA manage whole system except the
90
10
headwork
WUA manage whole system except the
75
25
headworkandmaincanal
WUAmanageonlyuptotheblocks
50
50
WUAmanageonlythetertiarycanal
75
25
TABLE 2.3 Minimum contributions to bebornebythe usersin different
scheme development
SystemsunderIMT
WUA managedsystems(FAUSs)
New
Improvement
Improvement
NewConstruction
construction
Hills
Terai
Hills
Terai
Hills Terai
Hills
Terai*
10
10
5-7%
10%
7-12% 15%
5%
Source: IrrigationPolicy,1992(asamendedin1997)
*In the Terai, under new construction, users are required to build watercourses
below 10 ha on their own and contribute 25%of the cost for construction of
ternariesserving10to30ha.

The problem is that these policy guidelines are not supported
through new Acts and Regulations, and have no practical
dimensions, as policy documents are not legally binding. So the
question of ISF remained unclear among all the parties (both
farmers and engineers) working in the field. In addition, the
problem of transfer conditions from the government to theWUA
also remained unclear. As will be seen in chapter 7, these created
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several problems at the time of handing over of the system
management to the WUA Realizing these difficulties, a separate
Irrigation Regulationwasproposed, and theprocess foritbeganin
1998. The regulation was finally passed in 2000, but instead of
solving the field level problems, it created more confusion. This
regulation actually seems directed towards more bureaucratic
control (aswillbeshownin chapter7).

2.5FromIrrigationPolicy toIrrigationManagementTransferProgram
The present policy of IMT originates out of the 1992 Irrigation
Policy.Withthispolicy,management responsibility for theAMISis
to be transferred to the WUA. The Agriculture Perspective Plan
(1996)further plans tohaveallAMISto behanded overto farmers
or joindy managed by 2015.The framework of IMT in Nepal is
showninFigure2.1 (Laitos,1992).
FIGURE2.1 Frameworkformanagementtransferprocessby theDOI
IrrigationManagementTransfer

H
Agency
Management

H
Joint
Managemen

JointManagement

+H-

w

Farmers
Management

Turnover

The turnover program aims at the complete transfer of O&M
responsibilities of small and medium scale irrigation systems to
legallyrecognizedwater usergroups.Turn-over'issaidto occurif
thewhole systemis transferred to the WUA,aswillbe studied for
the Panchakanya system. Joint management can follow several
forms depending upon the size and technical complexity of the
system. The most general form for the joint management is that
the irrigation agency operates and maintains infrastructure to a
certainpointofdelivery,after whichalocalorganizationtakesover
responsibility of water delivery (Molden 1998). However, joint
management can also be achieved without partial turnover of the
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system. In this,a shared responsibility is defined between the state
andtheusersfortheOMofpartorwholeofthesystem.TheJoint
management domainin Figure2.1maybe an intermediate stage to
achieve full turnover (as will be studied for Khageri), or a final
destination for themanagement oflarge-scaleirrigationprojects (as
willbestudiedintheNepalWestGandaksystem).
Following this policy statement and Water Resource Act, joint
management programs were started in 1992 in five selected
irrigation schemes covering 33,600 ha, including the Nepal West
Gandak irrigation system (8000ha) and the Khageri irrigation
system (3900ha)18studiedhere.Theybeganwiththe formation and
capacity development of WUAs in these systems. These activities
were supported by the IMP, and the consultant firm CADI was
involved in WUA formation and training them (see chapter 4).
However, farmers in these systems showed their concern over the
poor condition of physical infrastructure and asked for system
improvement togetherwiththeinstitutional developmentprogram.
According to engineers involved in the survey of these irrigation
systems before beginning the joint management program, most of
these systems irrigated onlyabout 50%of their targeted area.This
was mostly due to lack of proper O&M practices and poor
conditionofphysical infrastructure.
The DOI then planned the rehabilitation of these systems
together with the organizational development activities.According
to some engineers, there were two different opinions within the
IMD of the DOI, whether to carry out system rehabilitation
together with the joint management program or after it The first
group was of the opinion that if the rehabilitation were attached
with the IMT,itwould be atime-boundactivity,and participatory
management could be jeopardised.They also feared that it might
endup with 'construction asusual'.The other group argued thatit
would not be possible to encourage farmers to take up
management responsibility unless system efficiency was increased.
On the other hand, farmers were also not ready to take-over the
management responsibility without proper repair and maintenance
of the systems. Finally, the DOI decided to carry out early
rehabilitation of the systems selected for the IMT program, as the
majority of DOI engineers and the farmers favoured the system
improvementtogetherwithorganizationaldevelopmentactivities.
AloanrequestwasthenmadebythegovernmentwiththeADB
to finance the rehabilitation of the systems selected for
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management reform. The ADB, after a feasibility study in 1994,
agreedto finance therehabilitation oftheidentified schemes,under
the Irrigation Management Transfer Project (IMTP). This loan
request did not involve much discussion, as the necessary
conditions for the management transfer program were already in
place. The policy of the management reform was consistent with
theADBpolicy.The Irrigation Policy 1992wasinfeetdesignedto
address donor concerns regarding user participation in irrigation
management. Likewise, the USADDwas long involved (and akey
actor as explained in earlier sections) in irrigation sector reform in
Nepal through the IMP, and was interested to continue further
support the process of management reform in Nepal. The DOI
wasdesperatelyinneedof funds toimprovethe systemconditions.
The match of interest of the keyactors in the IMT program thus
madetheloanprocessmuch smooth.
The IMTpolicyultimatelychangedintoprogramactionthrough
the Irrigation Management Transfer Project (IMTP). The IMTP
included seven more projects, among them Panchakanya (600ha),
besides those selected for joint management earlier, but dropped
oneproject, the Kankai19.Soaltogether therewere 11sub-projects
at the start of IMT of the country. Only one out of these 11subprojects, the Chaurijahri, is in the hills: the remainder are in the
Terai. These systems are scattered in allfive-developmentregions
ofthecountry.These systemswereirrigating32000haagainsttheir
target command area of 67000 ha in total (efficiency of less than
50%) because of physical and operational constraints (GITEC
1992).Thesesystemscoveraboutathirdofirrigatedareaunderthe
controloftheDOI.The threecasestudiesareselectedfrom them.
The ADBwas tofinancethephysicalrehabilitation component
of the IMTP whereas USAID agreed to provide the Technical
Assistance (TA)totheprogram.TheADBloanwas US$11 million,
which is 59%of thetotalproject costof theIMTP.Theremaining
41% of the costswereto bebornebythegovernmentandthrough
farmers' contribution. In Chapter 5,1willshowhowthe 41% cost
was divided to 15%for the government and 26%to the farmers.
The USADD assistance of US $ 3 million came in the form of
grants and was meant to provide consultancy services to the
program, and support capacity development of the DOI and the
WUA. The ultimate aim of the IMTP was to transfer the O&M
responsibilityand/or ownership ofthe schemesinaccordancewith
thefarmers'capacitytomobilizelocalresources.
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It was planned to implement the program in two phases over a
period of sevenyears (1995-2002).In thefirstphase,threesystems,
namelythe Khageri (3900ha),Panchakanya (600ha) and theWest
Gandak (3900 ha) were selected. No reasons are given for their
selection inthe first phase,but discussions with DOI officials and
theconsultants involved showthattheirselectionwasbasedon the
previous levels of institutional development, water supply
conditions and topographic location. In both West Gandak and
Khageri, the WUA formation and its capacity development were
alreadytakingplacesince1992andfarmers werealreadyengagedin
canaloperation and maintenance activities.Besides, Gandak wasa
water-abundant system,withapparentlyno limittowatersupplyat
thesourcethroughout theyear20.
Khageri and Panchakanya were selected because of their
relatively simplewater control structures, and because the farmers
in the area are known to be innovative. The government was
expecting rapid institutional change in these two systems so that
theycould be models for other systems Panchakanya was specially
selected because of its smaller size and its previous history:itwas
developed by the farmers and was a FMIS before agency
intervention in 1974. Another reason for their selection was that
both are relatively water-scarce systems21 with opportunities for
improvement through collectiveaction.

2.6TheFramework oflMTPImplementation
The project framework for implementing the IMTPas adopted by
meDOI is shown in Figure 2.2.The process has been developed
on the basis of experiences from previous participatory
intervention programs like IMP, ILC and ISP. It consists of four
stages:the program initiation and institutional developmentphase;
the action plan preparation phase;the action plan implementation
phase; and post-turnover support phase (ADB, 1995).The action
plan forms the basis of program implementation. It specifies the
activities to be carried out during implementation, and the roles
andresponsibilities of different partiesinvolvedintheprocess.
As seen from this framework, theIMTprocess mainlyinvolves
the formation of the WUA and further support to them through
participatorydesigninnovations.It alsorequires newarrangements
between the government and the WUA for the system
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management. This model of policy implementation for
management reform is similar to those widely mentioned in
irrigation literature (for example Vermillion and Sagordoy, 1999;
Gei2er, 1996;and Groenfeldt, 1998).It isinfluenced bytheideaof
designingirrigationpolicyto createconditions underwhich desired
institutions would successfully emerge, for example that would
ensure functional infrastructure, debate type and size of
organization and allow user involvement at allstages and levels of
project implementation.
FIGURE 2.2Project framework forIMTP implementation
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Actionplan
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The framework shows a top-down approach to designing and
implementing policy reform, which Kloezen (2002) refers to as
institutional engineering. Farmers were not involved in die design
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of this framework, neither were they informed about the policy
reform.Thereform itselfwasnot demand-driven,andwasinduced
by the government, as explained earlier. Farmers were told by the
DOI thattheyhadtoparticipateinthe reform.
However, it is not only dominated by instrumentalist
perspectives.The elements mentioned in the framework also refer
onlyto thetasks,andtheactualimplementation processinthe field
is not laid down in the framework. Subsequent chapters of this
thesis will show how the actors at local level involved in the
process design, redesign, negotiate, adopt and transform these
guidelines in practice in line with the prevailing environment
surrounding the intervention. At the end of the book,I argue that
these policy steps helpin 'kickingoff the process',and should not
be treated as arigid method for policyimplementation.The actual
processes haveto beworked out and adopted through negotiation
andlearningduringtheimplementationitself.
The program designalsodirects allaspects ofwatercontrol:the
organizational,technicaland thesocio-political.Themajor focus of
theprogramisontheorganizationalcomponent,whereamulti-tier
WUA depending upon the size and technical complexity of the
systemwouldbe formed. Thiswouldbe trained and providedwith
the necessary legal and technical support to carry out the
management activities. The rehabilitation is a technical
intervention, but its objective is to facilitate the new organization
by providing better working conditions for farmers, with
technology compatible with their management The handing over
of thesystemmanagementwith newlawsandrulesand regulations
and conditions under which they can operate brings a new sociopoliticalenvironment to theirrigation system.However,themeans
to enable complementary evolution of these elements were not
really defined. Rather theywere just expected to develop through
the different phases defined for project implementation of the
IMTP,asoutlinedinthefollowingsections.
Initial Organizational Phase: The process begins with the
formation of theWUA matchingwith the hydraulic boundary and
structural complexity of the system. An introductory workshop is
organized to explain the process and discuss with farmers, the
objective and processes of management transfer. The structure of
the WUA is finalized after several rounds of discussions with the
farmers, to make the organization relevant to the prevailing
sociotechnical complexity. The constitution of the WUA is also
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drafted in parallel with the WUA formation. TheWUA is finally
brought into being through democratic elections, and registered
with theDistrict Water Resources Committee.Agencypersonnelwhich generally includes a sociologist, engineer and consultant play a facilitating role in organizing these activities. The team
carries outitsactivitiesthroughtheFarmers Organizers (FOs)who
are selected from thefarmers' community ontherecommendation
ofconcerned farmer groups.NecessarytrainingtotheFOsandthe
newlydevelopedWUAsisalsocarriedout TheroleoftheFOisto
prepare baseline data of the system such as household details,
irrigated area, and problems in water delivery. They act as an
intermediary between theirrigation agency andthe farmers atthe
initialstageofWUAformation. OncetheWUAsareregistered,the
FOs aredischarged.
Parallel with WUA formation and capacity development
activities, appropriate project orientation courses and training
programs arealso conducted for theagency personnel involvedin
these implementation activities.Theobjective of this trainingisto
ensure people understand theproject's guidelines andprocedures,
and are committed to attaining the project's goals and objectives.
After completion ofWUA development activities andthetraining
ofagencypersonnel,aSub-project ManagementCommittee (SMC)
is formed. TheSMCischaired bytheproject manager concerned,
and includes the officers of theWUAExecutive Committee.The
SMCisresponsible fortheimplementation ofthe project activities
ahead. The idea of involving the SMC is to make activities
transparent to the farmers and to involve them in the decisionmaking processes, and also to coordinate between the WUA,
farmers andtheimplementingagency staff.
Action Plan Preparation Phase:The second phase of activities
includes thepreparation of anaction plan andagreement over it
DOI technical staff, together with WUA functionaries, carry out
severaldiagnosticwalkthrough activities alongthe entiresystem,to
identify problems obstructing the smooth functioning of the
system. Theresults of this jointwalkthrough arethen prioritized
under five different headings: emergency maintenance; essential
structural maintenance; deferred maintenance; catch-up
maintenance and system improvement works22. Tentative designs
and estimates of structural improvement works areprepared,and
possibleusercontributionisalsodiscussed.Withthecompletionof
thesesurveysandactivities,theplanofactionisprepared jointlyby
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the WUA and respective project start". The plan will describe the
elements of technical improvement activities and institutional
development activities. It thus includes: additional training to be
provided to the WUA and farmers groups; rehabilitation and
improvement works to be carried outwith cost- estimates; the cost
sharing agreement between the D O I and the WUA; the WUA's
plan to raiseits cost share;and the responsibilities of both the D O I
and theWUA during the implementation.
After the preparation of the Action Plan, a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) is prepared and finalized by the D O I staff and
WUA representatives. The MOA will also specify. I) the bench
mark indicators that must be satisfied before rehabilitation and
improvement work can be undertaken; II) procurement,
disbursement and quality-control procedures to be followed in
connection with rehabilitation and improvement work; IH) recordkeeping and resource mobilization responsibilities of theWUA; IV)
conditions for transfer of O&M and or ownership transfer to the
WUA;V) the scope of transfer contemplated (including the case of
ownership transfer, precise description of the facilities, land and
equipment to be transferred) and VI) ongoing rights and
responsibilities of D O I and WUA.The MOA is then signed, which
opens the path for further program implementation. The MOA as
used in IMTP ispresented inAnnex 1.
Implementation of the Action Plan: The third stage is the
implementation phase,where the action plan conceived and agreed
by the concerned irrigation agency and the WUA is implemented.
It thus includes both physical rehabilitation activities, and
strengthening the WUA through training and field-visit programs.
It begins with detailed design and cost estimates of the elements
identified during the action plan preparation phase.These activities
are carried out in close co-ordination with the respective WUA or
farmers groups. Any changes from the previous study are
accommodated here and user contributions are negotiated again.
Once the detailed design is over, tendering and awarding of
construction contracts is carried out Such a contract is awarded to
either the WUA itself, or a contractor depending upon the WUA
priority. Under the financial regulation WUAs are also allowed to
execute the construction work if the construction cost does not
exceeded 1.5 million rupees ($20,000) and the WUAs can mobilize
the workforce. Among different types of construction work
emergency work is carried out first The remaining work is carried
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out linked with the institutional development of the WUA. The
construction may take to two five years depending on the
complexitiesof the physicalwork.
The construction isjoindymonitored bytheSMC,DOI and the
WUA to ensure the quality of construction. Regular meetings
between the DOI staff and the WUA initiated through the SMC
areheld to discuss andassesstheprogress of the work,toagree on
any change /revision in the design or manner of undertaking the
work, and to reconcile records of individual farmer contributions
and project expenditure. Once the construction is complete for a
particular contract, the WUA and DOI staff will run tests, review
theworkandcorrectdiedeficiencies notedduringthesetests.
Parallelwith theconstruction activities,various typesof capacity
development programs for theWUAareorganized bytheDOI,as
mentioned in the action plan. Such training is mostly on
construction quality control, leadership development, canal O&M
and resource mobilization. Such training is directed at different
levels of WUAs such as the main committee and the branch
committee. Field visit programs to successfully running FMIS are
organized.TheWUAwillalso,with supportfrom theDOI prepare
and test the O&M plan it intends to implement after taking over
management responsibility. Actual progress depends in project
supports andvision,aswillbeshowninlaterchapters.
Upon completion of the foreseen structural improvement and
institutionalactivities statedintheMOA,O&Mresponsibility and/
or ownership of the irrigation system,as specified in the MOA,is
transferred to the respective WUA. At this stage, farmers are
required to carry out the agreed post-turnover activities.The DOI
will provide the WUA with appropriate evidence of the transfer
and shall take all other necessary steps to make the transfer
effective. Theroleof theagencyatthis stageislimitedtoproviding
technicalandback-up support.
Post-Transfer Activities: After the transfer of management
responsibility to the WUA, the government's other job is to
establish effective monitoring and evaluation, besides providing
other technical support to the WUA. The necessary data and
feedback for this shouldbeprovided bytheWUA.Further training
programs to the WUA also continues as demanded by the WUA.
The government will continue to provide technical assistance, and
if required provide financial assistance in the case of system
damage from natural disasters. If the system is under joint
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management, the O&M responsibility for the main canal and the
head work remains with the government,and they are required to
perform managementactivities attheselevelsinco-ordinationwith
theWUA.

2.7 TheOrganisationalStructureofProjectImplementation
The project organizational structure for the IMTP implementation
in Khageri,Panchakanya and West Gandak isshownin Figure2.3.
There were two levels of authority in the project execution: field
level and central level. The field level actors included the project
staff of theconcerned irrigation offices, theWUAandthe external
consultants deployed in for the IMTP.The concerned field offices
were responsible for the implementation of the project. For
Khageri and Panchakanya, the NLIO was responsible for
implementationwhereasWest Gandakhaditsown separate project
office. Both these offices were headed by senior engineers of the
DOI (likemyself),whowereatmuchlowerpositioninthenational
hierarchyoftheDOI structure.
Atthecentrallevel,therewasaco-ordinatingoffice headed bya
project co-ordinator to supervise the implementation of thefield
levelprojectactivities.The co-ordinatorwasresponsible for dealing
with both the donor agencies in getting funds released and
furnishing project progress. He was also responsible for carrying
training and other capacity development activities to the WUA in
thefieldupon request from thefield-levelproject offices. He was
personally committed towards participatory approaches in
irrigation management. The co-ordinator was supported by the
System Management Branch (SMB), Research and Technology
Development Branch (RTDB) and the Human Resources
Development and Training Brach (HRDTB) of the IMD in
executingthe activities.The co-ordinator was againaccountable to
theDeputyDirector General (DDG) of theIrrigation Department
looking after the Irrigation Management Division (EMD)23. The
DDG of the IMD was also the project director of the IMTP, but
wasnot responsible for everydayproject execution.His jobwas to
oversee the overallimplementation. The actors at the central level
wereathigherpositionintheDOI bureaucracyascompared to the
field levelprojectmanagers.
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FIGURE 2.3 Organization of IMTPimplementation inKhageri,
Panchakanya andWest Gandak
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Consultancy to the project was provided by the Colorado-based
American company Computer Aided Design Inc. (CADI). The
consultants included an American expert and three local
professionals: two irrigation management experts and an
institutional development specialist The consultants worked for
both fieldandcentrallevelproject authorities.Oneoftheirrigation
management experts had previously been chief of the HRDTB of
the DOP 4 . Two local professionals, the institutional development
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specialist and one management expert (previously with HRDTB)
were based in Chittwan to assist all three systems where
management reform were being implemented at first stage. The
remaining two consultants (one American and one local) were
based in Kathmandu to assist the central coordinating office. In
addition,afewprofessionals (bothlocalandforeign) werehired for
alimitedperiodfor specific servicesasrequired.
The consultants worked as an independent team, and were not
involved in daily implementation of the IMTP. In this way, they
were not dominating and dictating in the project activities.
Howevertheirrolewasalsonotclear.Theyweremosdyengagedin
preparing evaluation reports, supporting WUA establishment and
providingadvicewhenaskedbythefieldlevel offices.
Besides these irrigation institutions, two other important
agencieswereinvolvedin theimplementation: the USAUDand the
ADB, but not at thefieldlevel.The ADB was mosdy concerned
with the physical progress of the project. There was one mission
visit everyyear from Manila to review the project progress.There
werealsoother severalpoliticaland administrativeinstitutions who
were involved directly or indirectly in the process including the
Ministry of Finance (MOF), the National Planning Commission
(NPQ, theoffice oftheAuditor General,theVillageDevelopment
Committees (VDCs), the District Development Committees
(DDCs),and theDistrict Administration Office (DAO).Theyhad
a limited but important role in the process as will be seen in the
ensuing chapters.The MOF is responsible for releasing the funds
annually and the NPC is responsible for approving annual plans
and programs. The Auditor General is responsible for the final
auditing of the project expenditure. The VDCs and DDCs are
local-levelpoliticalinstitutions and theDAO isresponsible for the
over-all administration of the district. These organizations are
always engaged in local-level intervention, although their roles are
not specific.
This presentation of the organizational structure shows the
multi actor environment of the IMTP. For the field-level
implementation offices, thecentralproject office andits supporting
units are part of their 'influencing environment'. likewise, the
DDCs, VDCs, and the DAO are also as part of their 'influencing
environment'. However, the MOF, NPC, USAID, ADB are the
elements of the appreciated environment However, the actors are
not always visible, especially those in the 'appreciated
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environment'. They can be unpredictable, shifting and highly
turbulent,asmentionedinchapter 1.
2.8 Conclusions
The IMT program in Nepal is a comprehensive one, trying to
address allforms ofwatercontrol:thetechnical,organizationaland
the socio-political. This differs from past efforts to promote
participation in water management in several ways. The major
difference is the inclusion of the socio-political dimension, with
changing rules and regulation to support the new management
Past efforts to promote participation in irrigationwere directed to
technical intervention and organizational development activities
only,liketheCADP ofthe 1980s.Theywere morefocused on onfarm development activities inside the command area (see chapter
3).The emphasis on aparticipatory design process to support new
evolutionary organizations is another major difference in current
IMT programs. In the past, design implementation was
conventionally based on top-down approaches without user
involvement. Another major change is in the concept of the
organization itself. In the past, local organizations were seen asa
unit to complement to the government agencies, co-ordinating in
water distribution activities belowthe outlet level (seefor example
Hunt, 1990). But now efforts are towards governance change,
replacing the government partially or fully depending on the scale
of theirrigation systems.At the sametime,organizations arebeing
formed at system levelwithout being limited to the outlet levelas
in thepast.
The reform program alsoincludes allthe different development
context of participation as mentioned in chapter 1. The current
IMT program originates from the context of economic
development and modernization and is driven both by die fiscal
deficits in the country and donor influence. However, its
implementation is based on a joint planning process, employing
participatory tools like PTD, to arrive at locally specific design
compatible with users' management. At the sametimeit aims to
increase the capacity of the WUA to manage the system through
trainingandfieldvisitprograms.It alsoaimstoempowertheWUA
through legalsupport and bringbenefit of irrigationtothepeople,
which the}' were deprived of earlier. The inclusion of these
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different development contexts in the program also shows its
comprehensivenature.
The chapter has also shown the framework of chapters 4-7,
which are based on the elements of the project framework
presented in Figure 2.2.These include:the development ofWUA;
joint action plan preparation; implementation of this action plan;
and handing-over, monitoring and evaluation of the new
management Subsequent chapters examinehow actors involvedin
these processes translate them in practice given their system and
project environment
Though the reform is a comprehensive one, design of its
implementation has several practical limitations. While the design
tried to locate conditions for collective action to emerge,laws are
notalwaysthat clear.Theyespeciallyfail to considerhowto sustain
the reform beyond the launching phase, both socially and
financially. The implementation of the reform is thus seen as an
isolated activity, without any connection to broader development
objectives of organizational evolution and participatory water
management The program design has also failed to bring the
actors at different project environment levels (or different subsystems) together in the program process,which is essential, both
to facilitate the change process as well as to sustain the reform
beyond the launching phase. As seen in Figure 2.3, the program
involves a complex project environment, but actors at higher
institutional layers are considered as either constraining or
supporting factors rather than as a part of the change process.
Participation has been limited to interaction between the engineers
and the farmers (and theWUAs) atlocal level with very different
ideological norms of participation are present in the different
project domains. The remaining chapters will show how both the
process and outcomes of the reform were constrained due to this
failure to bring different elements of the project environment
together in the program process, and allow for the struggle to
achieveparticipatorymanagementaspromoted bydifferent actors.
The program isheavily focused towards technical improvement
works to support organizational evolution, but failed to consider
the influence of choice of technology in water management
Besides, systems themselves are not always amenable to
improvement in water delivery as supposed, as the thesis will also
show.
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In addition, the new laws and regulations give norms without
reference to past practices of localwater management as they have
evolved under complex shifts in local government and agency
control, with which new organisations have had to struggle to
assert their new roles and rules. Also possible choices of
organisational structure, rules and roles areleft to be shaped by key
external actors and not just the farmers themselves. These
strengths and weaknesses help to define the struggles of new
organisations and their members, an ephemeral project structure,
and old agencies to enable participatory irrigation management.

Notes
1

These systems were initiated after the famine of the late 1890s in
NorthernBihar.
2
The British had constructed the Sarda Canal after entering into an
agreement with the Rana Rulers. Nepal was allotted 460 cusecs (13
cumecs) of water during the monsoon season and 150 Cusecs (4.3
cumecs)duringthe dryseason asper theagreement.Nepal developed the
Mahakali Irrigation system (see Pradhan, 1996) utilizing water from this
allocation. It is not clearwhether the construction of Chandra Canalwas
inexchangeoftheMahakaliAgreement.
3
The Rana Rulers were overthrown in 1951, establishing democracy in
the country.However,due to politicalinstability,electionswereheld only
in 1959.The elected government was overthrown by the King in 1961,
and aparty-lesspolitical system calledthePanchayatwas established. The
Panchayat systemwas again overthrownin 1990byapeople's movement
and a parliamentary democracy system with a constitutional monarchy
wasestablishedinthecountry.
4
Fordifferent typesoflandtenureseealsoPoudel(2000),Regmi(1978).
5
KulomeansacanalinNepali
6
SeePradhan (1989)for detailsofFMISdevelopmentin Nepal
7
Seefor example the regulation of 1935 and 1942 (Regmi 1979,cited in
Pradhan,1996).
8
For adetailed account of the changes inlocalgovernance and irrigation
governance,seePant(2000)
9
Administratively and politically, the country is divided into seventy-five
districts,14zonesandfivedevelopmentregions.
10
In2000,thegovernment enacted theLocalDecentralization Act Under
this Act the local political bodies, the District Development Committee
(DDQ and theVDC are empowered to control natural resources within
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theirboundary.UnderthisAct,allthedevelopmentactivitiesatlocallevel
aretobeoverseenbyDDCthroughitsowntechnicaloffice. Thishasalso
limited the role of the DOI, and anew structure was proposed to DOI
reducingthe75districtoffices to only42divisionaloffices (withreduced
start):while writing this thesis, I came to know this structure has been
nowputinplace.However,becauseoftheMaoistinsurgencyandpolitical
instability in the country, the Act is yet to be fully implemented and its
impactinirrigationgovernanceisyettobeseen.
11
FortheseagreementsseeSharma(1983).
12
For areviewof theresearchof CornellUniversityinirrigation,withits
strong focus on both the interface betweenagency staff andwaterusers,
and on FMIS, see Levine (1992). Levine notes how the Cornell
programmeinNepal,wasdesignedtoincreasetheinstitutionalcapacityof
the Government of Nepal to enhance wateruserparticipation in system
design,construction,operationandmaintenance.Itdrewontheirworkin
The Philippines and Sri Lanka, and also bought in professionals from
thesecountries(Levine,1992,p.29).
13
The 1600 ha Sirsya Dudhaura system was constructed by USAID in
1957.
14
Itisbelievedthatthereareabout1700FMISsinTeraiand11000inthe
hills ofNepal (Poudel, 1992).Bythelate 1980s,therewere manystudies
by the government (WECS, 1981) and other independent researchers
(Martin, 1986; Yoder, 1986; 1987a; Pradhan, 1989) on the FMISs and
their contribution in the agriculture development was found to be
considerable.
15
CADAstandsforCommandAreaDevelopmentAuthorityinIndia.
16
The Act is meant for the hydropower sector as well as for the
implementationoftheirrigationpolicy.
17
In Nepal, Acts generally set broad guidelines for the rules. The
provisions of Acts arefurther explained and clarified by the Regulations
following the acts. BothActs and Regulations are law. Policyguidelines,
however,arenotlaw.
18
The other systems were: the Kankai Irrigation System (8000 ha), the
Banganga Irrigation system (6200 ha) and the Manusmara Irrigation
System(6200ha)
19
The ADB refused the Kankai system because it had recently been
completedwithits own funding andADB was not convinced to finance
its rehabilitation soon after. The other six additional projects were
Hardinam (2000 ha), Chaurijahri (800 ha), Pathraya (2100 ha), Kamala
(25,000ha),ChandraCanal(6800ha)andMohana(3500ha).
20
However, subsequent chapters will show therewerewater distribution
problemsinWestGandak.
21
Relativewater scarcityis asituation,inwhichwateravailability slightly
fall short totheactualrequirement such thatthereis scope of improving
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water management situation through collective action. The argument is
that when water is plentiful, there is no incentive in organizing as they
have already enough water. At the same time where the water is very
scarce, only strong leadership can resolve the situation,which is beyond
resolution by co-ordinated exchange and collaboration between farmers.
Areaswith moderatewater scarcityare thuslikely to succeedin collective
action.
22
These are the improvements to be made in order of priority.
Emergencymaintenanceincludesthose,whichareinapositionto damage
the system if not improved immediately. Essential maintenance includes
those activities which have severely affected the systems' functioning.
Deferred maintenanceincludes thosethathavenot beendone duetolack
of funds (like canal desilting). Catch-up maintenance includes regular
maintenance. System improvements are meant to improve the efficiency
ofthesystem(likecanalliningandreconfiguration ofgates).
23
There arefiveDDGs in DOI: Planning,Groundwater, Surface Water,
River Training and Irrigation Management divisions.The DDG of IMD
looks after the operation and maintenance of completed systems: the
IMTP was thus under the IMD. The DOI is headed by a Director
General (DG) and is responsible for overall administration of the DOI.
TheDOIisundertheMinistryofWaterResources(MOWR).
24
Mostof theconsultantsworkinginirrigation sectorinNepal areretired
DOI professionals.

TheResearch Sites, theirEvolutionand
Agroecology

This chapter uses an agro-ecology approach (Altieri, 1990) to
understand how the technological forms of Panchakanya,Khageri
andWestGandak systems evolvedwith choices and adaptations of
farmers and agencies. It used this approach to trace the evolution
of the three irrigation systems,and theinterventions to take water
for irrigationanddistributeit,andresultant agricultureandagrarian
conditions that shape the agroecology of the systems. Manzungu
(1999) has also describes how water distribution is shaped by: the
water source, irrigation technology, socio/politdcal relations and
commodisatizion effects: these are also described here,in relation
to river regime, social dynamics after settlement, and the land
tenureandagriculturalpatternsinthesystems studied.This chapter
thus shows the history of their technical and organisational
development up to the period of the IMTP. From this, the
conclusions discuss the opportunities and constraints faced in the
IMT project, to initiate and help evolve new systems of effective
water control with complementary technical, organisational and
socio-politicalcontrol.

3.11rrigationinthe TendandFarmer-AgencyInterfacesBeforeIMTP
The Terai is one of the three main physiographic zones of Nepal,
andisthezone oflow-lyingplains,ranginginelevationfrom about
60-500 metres. It is also divided, to distinguish the Terai proper
south of the Siwalikhills (wheretheWest Gandak systemlies) and
the Inner Terai between the Siwaliks and Mahabharata hills — a
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zoneoflargevalleysliketheEast Raptiof Chittwandistrict (where
the Panchkanya and Khageri systems lie). Critical differences for
irrigationbetweenthetwoincludetheregimesoftheirrivers.
ChittwanDistrictlies intheinnerTerai,where the Panchakanya
and Khageri systems lie, 139km south west of the capital
Kathmandu. It is also referred to as the Chittwan Valley1, as it is
formed between the Mahabharat and the Churia Hills. Chittwan
District is divided into two sections: Eastern and Western parts
divided bya narrow corridor of dense forest (MahendraAaraskha,
see Figure 3.1) which links the Royal Chittwan National Park
(RCNP) and the Mahabharat forest The Forest is the main
corridor for the movements of the RCNP wildlife. The
environmental importance of this forest zone eventually came to
limit some options for the Khageri irrigation system (as will be
explained in Chapter 7).Most of thevalleywas uninhabited jungle
forty years ago, but there were a few Tbaru and Darah2 setders
sinceancienttimes.Therearenumerous smallandmedium streams
in the eastern part of the valley, from which the Tbarus could
develop irrigation schemes to support their livelihood.
Panchakanya is one such system developed in the eastern part of
the district by the Tbarucommunity in the past. However, the
westernpartof the valleyhad no suchirrigationfacility.The whole
valleywas then the preserve of wildlife like rhinos and tigers, and
partofthevalleyis stillcoveredbytheNationalPark.
Onceuninhabitedjungle,Chittwanhasnowbeen converted into
a green valley after the implementation of a planned resettlement
program and subsequent irrigation development Government
policy in Nepal during the 1960s encouraged resettlement by
clearing forest in flat Terai and Inner Terai areas3 of the southern
plains to boost agriculturalproductionin the country.In Chittwan,
a planned resettlement was implemented under a high-level
government authority, called the Rapti Valley Multipurpose
Development Board. Besides implementing the resetdement
program, the board was also responsible for malaria eradication
programs4 and rural road network development The board was
supported by the USAID in carryingout its activities.The settlers
in the area were mostly from the nearby hill districts. The new
settlersweregivenfivebigha (3.3 ha)landfor cultivation.
Therewereactuallytwogroups ofmigrants.Thefirstgroupwas
thevictimsoffloodsandlandslidesin 1953.Theywere encouraged
by the government to resettle in the valley by clearing the forest
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and cultivating the lands of which they eventually become the
owner.The second group of people cameunder the government's
planned resettlementprogram in thevalleythrough theBoard.The
planned resettlement program began in the mid-fifties and
continued until the mid-sixties. Even after the completion of the
resettlement program, migration from the nearby hill districts
continued but atlowerratethroughindividual initiative.Out of the
totalmigrants to Chittwan,about 42%migratedin 1960s,whereas
27% migrated earlier. The migration rate later declined sharply,
with only about 10% migrating between 1980 to 1995 (ICON,
1996)5.ThebeginningoftheNationalHighwaythroughthe district
inthelate1960salsoincreased itsattractiveness.
Parallel to the re-settlement program, irrigation needs were
identified especially in the western part of the valley,due to nonavailability of water sources. This led to the birth of the Khageri
irrigation system in the 1960s, which was completed by 1967.
Chittwancontinued tobeamajor focus forirrigation development,
asitcouldprovidefood for thegrowingpopulationinKathmandu,
duetoitsfertile soilfromdecayed forest materialandwater supply.
The migrant community had a strong agricultural background and
knowledge of irrigation management In 1972, the government
formed a separate board, the Chittwan Irrigation Development
Board (CIDB) to direct the irrigation development inthe valleyin
recognition to its potential. Under this board,an executingagency,
the Chittwan Irrigation Project (CIP) was set up to construct
irrigation projects in the district The Board was chaired by the
MinisterofAgricultureandIrrigation, astheIrrigation Department
was under this Ministry that time (it is now with the Ministry of
Water Resources). The project manager of the CIP was the
SecretaryoftheBoard.
The major focus of the CIP was to construct a lift irrigation
system by pumping water from Narayani River to irrigate an
additional4700haofland adjoining to theKhagericommand area.
The CIP was funded by the ADB. With the CIP now taking
responsibilityofirrigationdevelopmentinthedistrict,theO&M of
the Khageri system was also put under the CIP authorities:
previously it was managed by a separate division office. The CIP
also carried out some improvement works like drainage
improvement, canal lining and a service road network in Khageri
between 1980 and 1985. The lift system was also supposed to
augmenttheKhageriwatersupplyby2.4cumecs6,toovercomethe
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water shortageinKhageri However,owingto severalfinancialand
technical problems, the lift system could not reliably augment
Khageri water supply, although it occasionally supplements it, in
times of scarcity. The O P also carried out rehabilitation and
expansionofthePanchakanyasystem from 1974,andtookoverits
management responsibility from the farmers. This rehabilitation
and expansion was carried out under the influence of newly
migrated communitieswhoweredominantintheareabythen.
The construction activities of the CIP were completed in 1989.
However the body continued to manage the three irrigation
systemsithadbeeninvolvedwith,namelytheNarayanilift system,
the Khageri and the Panchakanya, until it was dissolved in 1994.
The layout of these three systems is given Figure 3.1. The lift
systemisnotpartofthecurrentstudy.
FIGURE3.1 IrrigationsystemsundertheNLIOinChittwanValley
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It has been a practice in Nepal that large construction projects are
implemented through an autonomous development board,to keep
it outside the regular bureaucratic processes such that smooth
project execution is possible. Once the major construction
activities arecompleted,theboard isdissolved and asmaller unitis
established to look after the O&M of the system. In this case,a
smaller unit called the Narayani lift Irrigation Office (NLIO) was
established to look after the O&M of the three irrigation systems
previouslyundertheauthorityof theCIP.Thenumberofstaffwas
reduced to 64 from more than 250 persons as a result There was
major conflict between the government and the retiring staff over
this staff reduction. The problem was finally settled by offering
additional benefit to staff losing their jobs. I was transferred as
ChiefofNLIO inDecember 1994.
The Nepal West Gandak Irrigation System (hereafter called
West Gandak) was constructed under an Indo-Nepal agreement,
and later on expanded under the Command Area Development
Project (CADP).The system is located in the Nawalparasi district
inthe Western Development Region of NepaL It islocated 22km
south east of District headquarters and 8 km south of the EastWest Highway. West Gandak emerged out from the Indo-Nepal
agreement on the use of Narayani Riverwater (inIndiait is called
Gandak River, in Nepal both names are used). The construction
started in 1963 and took about 7 years to complete. It now
provides irrigation to about a million hectare of land in India
through two large canals: the Gandak Western Canal, which
irrigates areas in Uttar Pradesh State of India and the Eastern
Canal7,which irrigates areas in Bihar. Under the agreement,Nepal
receives 300 cusecs of water8 to irrigate about 8700 ha of land,
through anofftake structure placed 600mupstream of thebarrage.
Additionally, Nepal also receives water to irrigate 1600 ha land
drawing water directly from the Western Main Canal going to
India, through two offtake canals called Piparpati and Parsauni,
whicharenot discussedinthisstudy.
Before the agency's intervention to develop the West Gandak,
there were some FMIS takingwater from small drains and rivers
lyingwithin the present command area.Farmers saythat theyused
tobuild diversionweirswith earthenbunds andwoodbrush,which
wererepaired after each flash flood inthe rivulets.Canalnetworks
were earthen, short in length and were cleaned out before the
irrigation season. Their main problem was maintaining the
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diversionweirthroughout theirrigationseason.Duetotheabsence
of flow in winter and spring, irrigation was possible only for
monsoon rice.The exactnumbers ofFMISthat existedinthisarea
is unclear, but local farmers say that about 1000 ha of land were
undersuchFMIS.
Unlike Chittwan, the command area of West Gandak is not a
newlysettled area.Much of the command areawas alreadyusedas
agricultural land even before the construction of the NWGIS.
However, therehas beenaninflux of outsidemigrants from across
the Indian border as well as from the hills of adjoining districts
over time. The Indian migrants came to settle in the area after
several harvest failures and widespread famine in the 1930s and
1940s in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar (Shukla etal, 2000). Migration
from adjoining hill districts however started only after the malaria
eradication program in the 1960s, and after the beginning of the
nationalhighwayconstruction. So,most residents of thecommand
area have been there since before the construction of the West
Gandakthatstartedin 1973.
The present scheme was originally constructed with the aid
provided by the Indian Government. In 1982,the DOI launched
the CADP9 in this system, as a lack of farm level structures and
support services were identified as the major constraints in
effective waterutilization.TheCADPwas funded bytheADB, the
IFAD and theUNDP.The CADP'sobjectivewas to increasecrop
production andincrease farm-levelincomethrough providingyearround irrigation facilities and providing other agricultural support
services.
The CADP was completed in the NWGIS in 1989ata cost of
$11.2 million, and was also under a Project Office. As well as
extensive construction, the project also developed water user
groups (WUG),and federations ofWUG,towhom theyenvisaged
handling over the project, which became defunct almost
immediately, for reasons explained later. The changes brought
about bythe CADP could not be sustained after its withdrawal in
1989.DuringtheCADP,ahighlevelofservicewaspossibledueto
massive funding, not available thereafter. After the end of the
CADPin 1989,therewasno proper repairandmaintenanceinthe
system, and lack of desilting work in the main canal reduced the
main canal's capacity considerably. The Project Office was also
scaled down to a much lower unit and a new Project Manager
joinedfor theIMTPwork.
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3.2ThePanchakanyaIrrigationSystem
The Panchakanya Irrigation System (PIS) is believed to have been
started some 200 years ago10 by the then local Tbaru community
inhabitants to provide supplementary irrigation to 100ha of land.
Laterthe government took over its control after rehabilitation and
expansion. This shift in control resulted from in migration of
outsiders,who became dominant in irrigation affairs. The migrant
communityoutnumbered the natives,andhadaccesstobetterland
andlocaleconomic opportunities.However,the managementtakeover by the government could not provide the service as planned
due to poor quality of construction. Despite two attempts of
rehabilitation andexpansion, the targeted command areaof 600ha
was never met The poor condition of the system made farmers
againinterested to take over the management responsibility when
themanagement transfer policy was started by the government in
1994. The layout map of the Panchakanya system is shown in
Figure3.2.
Theevolution ofthesystem
In thepast,most of the present command areaincludingDebauli,
Golhauli, Baghmara, Mohana, Bhedi, Gadauli and Nippani
Maiffban (see Figure 3.2) was irrigated by a separate canal called
BudiKu/oi12 (not shown in Figure 3.2),which had anintake inKair
KbokP. According to local farmers, in a major flood in Kair Kbola
in 1967,the intake of BudiKulo was completely destroyed and the
river altered its course, rendering subsequent irrigation from Budi
Kulo impossible. The users of these Maujhas then approached
Panchakanya farmers for access to irrigation, as Panchakanya had
amplewater at the source.A proposal was made in 1968to diga
canal 150m upstream from the current intake site, but the
Panchakanya farmers rejected the proposal claiming their prior
right over water However, the native Panchakanya farmers could
notresistthepressure forlong to expandthe systemto servethese
Maujbasas:
• Theflood affected Maujbashadnoalternativeforirrigationand
Panchakanyahadamplewatertoirrigatemonsoonrice.
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The massive influx of migrants had left the existing Tharu
population aminority.The new settlerswhowerethe majority
hadalreadygainedcontrolineconomicandpolitical affairs.
FIGURE 3.2The layout of Panchakanya System
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The farmers of the flood affected Maujhas were mostly the new
settlers. They approached to the CIP for expansion of
Panchakanya. The CIP finally took control over the project and
startedrehabilitationandexpansion activitiesin1974.
After the expansion of the system by the government, there
were two major changes in the system. Firstly, the new migrants
became dominant in irrigation affairs and in leadership14. Secondly
the government now took over the management control of the
system from the farmers. However, even with this rehabilitation
and expansion program, the targeted 600 ha area could not be
supplied with irrigation due to physical deficiencies, massive canal
lossesandlackofbranchandtertiarycanals.Thecanaloperators of
that time say that the maximum irrigated area was about 300 ha
after this expansion. The major works during this rehabilitation
were construction of a permanent weir at the intake and
enlargement of the existing canal section to accommodate the
increased dischargeinthecanal.
The second phase of rehabilitation and improvement was again
carried out by CIP between 1982and 1983,and aimed to provide
irrigation to 600 ha. The construction activity this time mostly
included canalliningwork and development of branch and tertiary
canals.Local farmers saythat theirrigated areaincreased to 400ha
during the monsoon season after this second phase of
rehabilitation and expansion program. Due to the poor quality of
boulder masonry lining, the canal sections cracked soon after the
construction,whichrapidlyincreased leakageand seepagefrom the
canal section. In 1994 November, I was involved in a discharge
measurement activityin Panchakanya under atrainingprogram for
the engineers wherewefound asmuch as 50%seepagelosswithin
the first 1.4km reaches of the canal section. At this time the
irrigatedareahadalreadydecreasedto265ha.
There were two reasons for the poor performance of the
Panchakanya. First, poor construction quality meant rapid
deterioration of structures and lined canals, resulting in heavy
seepage and leakage from the canals. Secondly, the budget
allocation was low after the funding to CIP from the ADB was
stoppedin 1989.Theaverageannualrequirement for regularO&M
then was Rs.120, 000 (Rs.200 per ha, $5 at that time), but the
budget allocationwere quitelowas showninTable 3.1.According
totechnicians,exceptin1993,thebudgetswereonlyenoughtopay
for the labourers operating the canals and cleaning of the main
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canal In 1993,theywereableto repair some of the seepage-prone
canal sections. Farmers tried to improve system performance by
forming aWUAin 1989of their owninitiative.TheWUAused to
helpthe CIPbyprovidingvoluntary labour for canal cleaning,and
alsoin co-ordinatingthewater distribution activities.According to
thethen chairmanof the WUA (whois stillChairman),theycould
notincreasethecommandareabeyond 265haduringthe monsoon
seasonbecauseofthepoorconditionofthemaincanal.
Thewatersupplyregime
The source of irrigation water of Panchakanya is Panchanadi
(meaning five rivers), which is formed by the confluence of five
natural springs.The total catchment area of these springs is about
40 ha. Part of this area iswetland, and a small reservoir has been
formed as a result of the construction of the permanent weir.The
Panchanadi joins Battar Khola 100m downstream from the intake
weir ofPanchakanya.These again joinwith Khageri Khola, source
of Khageri Irrigation system 500m downstream (see Figure 3.2).
The water is free from silt, even during monsoon season, except
during heavy rainfall. One of the major concerns of the
Panchakanya farmers was the decreasing water supply. According
to the farmers, the reasons were changing land use pattern,
encroachment of reservoir area and lack of silt flushing
mechanismsintheweir
TABLE3.1 BudgetallocationforO&Minthesystemsafter the ADB
withdrawal
Year
Panchakanya "Khageri
WestGandak

1990/1991
1991/1992
1992/1993

Total
Budget
NRs.
40,000
50,000
297,000

Per
ba
NRs.
66.6
83.0
478.0

Total
Budget
NRs.
254,000
158,000
500,000

Per
ba
NRs.
65.0
40.0
128.0

Total
Budget
NRs.
400,000
1,500,000
2^00,000

Per ba
NRs.
69.0
172.0
253.0

Source:AccountsectionsofNLIOand WestGandakProjectOffice.
Previously, the catchment area of Panchanadi was totally covered
byforest, andaccordingtofarmers,thiswasgraduallychangedinto
cultivated land. Farmers claimed that over the last 25 years
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(beforel997), as much as 50 % of the forestland had been
converted into cultivated and grazing land affecting water supply.
However,therewerenomeasurements availableon thevariationin
wateravailabilityovertheyears.
Another problem was that farmers with land adjoining the
reservoir had encroached on part of the reservoir, converting it
into cultivated land. Farmers had great concern on how to take
back this land and convert it backinto reservoir space. Generally,
takingbacktheselands causes much confrontation and canquickly
become politicised. However, the first challenge for the
Panchakanya farmers wasto allowno further encroachment on the
reservoir.
ThePanchakanya weirhad no siltflushing arrangement15, so the
siltload carried bythe river duringfloods piled up inthe reservoir.
The silting of the reservoir was further accelerated by the
cultivation in adjacent fields. Farmers feared that this
sedimentation could closedownthefivesprings supplyingwaterto
the reservoir. Farmers felt they needed a silt flushing arrangement
in the headwork. They also believed that if the silt build-up was
cleaned away,there could be anincrease in the water supply from
thesprings.
Waterconveyanceanddistribution technology
Panchakanya is a gravity scheme designed mostly to irrigate the
monsoon rice. Before 1974 the system had no permanent intake
and consisted of an unlined canalunder the farmers' management.
Thesuccessiverehabilitation and expansionbythe CIPin1974and
1985brought changes intheinfrastructure and the command area.
Apermanentweirwasconstructed,mostofthemaincanalsections
were lined with boulder masonry, and networks of branch canals
were developed. The aim of these improvements was to increase
the command are from 100ha to 600 ha by means of newwater
control structures. The system, however, had no tertiary
development and associated water control structures andwas thus
an extensive type of development16. The features of the system as
of 1994(beforeIMTPintervention)arepresented below.
The headworks consist of a solid concrete weir, with a side
intake with a head regulator constructed during the first
rehabilitation in 1974. It was in sound condition, but lack of an
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undersluice had created problems of upstream silt build-up,
explained previously.There were minor problems ofleakage from
theembankmentwalls.
The maincanalis4.94km longandlined inmost ofitssections.
It was designed to carry 1200lps of discharge.Interestingly, there
were all types of canal sections that were geometrically possible,
except the triangular section. There were circular (pipe),
rectangular, trapezoidal, and combinations of these canal sections.
At the same time, every type of construction material- cement,
concrete,stone,gabionwires andbricks-wereused.I donot think
one can find such a combination of different canalsections inany
other canal systems of this scale. The various types of canal
sections ofthemaincanalareshowninFigure3.3.
I was verymuch surprised to seethesedifferent canalsectionsat
thetimeofwalkthrough for planningrehabilitation duringIMTPin
Aug 1995,and could not imaginewhythiswas so.Themain canal
was constructed on depressed land,fillingthe ground with earth,
which necessitated canallining to control the seepageaswellasto
provide stability. But just a few hundred meters away, higher
ground levels (the ridgeline) was available where the canal could
have been constructed entirely on earth cutting eliminating the
costlylining.That could have been the best alignment Discussion
with the local farmers and the engineers of the time reveals that
this option was discussed, but rejected by farmers mainly for two
reasons. First, it required new land to be acquired,which farmers
were not willing to contribute and would add extra cost for the
government Second, if the alignment were shifted, a greater area
would have been brought under irrigation on the upstream side,
whereas the present tail end areas would have been left outfrom
the irrigation service. However, the rehabilitation and expansion
programs were done through the initiation of the downstream
farmers. These factors restricted any change in canal alignment
during the previous programs. The different types of section and
materialusedweredue to interventions at differenttimesandwith
different actors17 involved and also due to absence of standard
designpracticesinthe DOI.
There are 8 branch canals and 10 direct outlets from the main
canal. The branch canals are shorter in length and are mostly
unlined except branch 1,which is lined in most of its length,The
eighth branch canalwas alreadyabandoned by 1994aswaternever
reached there.The branch canal had no major problems in water
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conveyance andwere free from inundation and flooding problems.
The details of canalsections areshowninTable3.2.
FIGURE3.3CanalsectionsinPanchakanya
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Waterdistributionarrangement
The system used to be operated on a rotational basis.The main
canal was usually divided into three different sections for the
purpose of rotation among the branch canals. The duration of
rotation used to bedecidedbythe then informal WUA,depending
upon water availability.According to farmers, despite therotation,
branch canalsbelowthefourth branchhardlyreceivedwaterinthe
springseason becauseof themassiveseepage.Theyusedtoreceive
water in monsoon season, but at a much lower rate compared to
upstream farmers. There were three cross regulators in the main
system - in front of branch 1, branch 3 and branch 5 - with
manually adjustable steel gates. According to farmers this was
enoughtomaintaintherotationalschedule,but theirconditionwas
poor, for example the spindlewas missing or the gateplateswere
broken. On the other hand many of the branch canals and direct
oudets from the main canal had no gates and were vulnerable to
water theft. There was a need to redesign and adjust these control
structures tofacilitatetherotationalpractices
TABLE 3.2The features of canalnetworks inPanchakanya
Command
Rffltarfcs
BranchCanals Length
inm
Ana in ba
MainCanal
4920
DirectOudets
51
Intotal10outlets.
Branch 1
1359
100
Branch2
645
45
1101
41
Branch3
735
Branch4
22
Branch5
1126
72
Branch6
1180
45
827
Branch7
65
820
80
Not functional
Branch8
Total
521 ha
441 ha, deducting the 8th
branch
Source: baselinestudy1994,ShuklattaL (2000)

Water distribution within the branches was usuallythrough on-off
gates made of concrete, or open-close type of adjustment using
mud and grass, arranged by the farmers themselves. There was
againapracticeofrotationbetweentheoudets,andeachhectareof
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land used to have 4 to 6 hours' supply depending upon the
rotational interval from the main canal to the branch canal. There
were no gated check structures inside the branches. Tertiary and
field channels were not developed, and were temporarily
constructed during the irrigation season. Field-to-field irrigation
wasdominantthroughout the command area.

Land topography
Watermanagement in Panchakanya also faces particular challenges
due to its land topography. Farmers here classify the land in two
different categories: Tandiand Ghol. Tandirefers to higherland and
the GboA* refers to lower land. The situation is described by the
diagramin Figure3.4.
FIGURE3.4TerrainSituationinPanchakanya
.
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TandiKhet
GholKhet

Diainag
Tandi farmers have to rely on canal water year-round, irrespective
of the cropping season. Gholfarmers do notneed canalwaterin the
monsoon season, as rainfall and seepage from the higherlands and
canalare enough to meet the irrigation demand.According to Ghol
farmers, they get higher production in low rainfall years. In the
springand winter season, the Gholfarmers partly depend on canal
water as there is only seepage from the higher land or canal: this
can not fulfil the irrigation need and there is no effective rainfall
during the spring and winter season to meet the water demand.
The area between the Gholand Tandi fully relies on canalwater in
winter and spring season, whereas in monsoon season, they are
onlypartlydependent on canalwater.
The above situation is due to the fact that water applied to
Tandi area ultimately reaches the Gholarea as overland flow and
underground seepage, and joins the drainage. This gives Ghol
farmers an advantage compared to Tandi farmers. As will be seen
later, this situation has been one of the reasons for the low
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collection of the litigation Service Fee (ISF) in the monsoon
season. In many cases, Gbol farmers even try to avoid being a
memberofWUA,asnobodyornomethod canpreventthem from
getting water. At the same time, for the farmers having land
between the Tandi and the Ghol, there is always a way to evade
payingof service fee asaccess to seepage and rainfall canfulfil the
irrigationdemand.
Agricultureandland tenure
Among the irrigators, 88% are owner cultivators whereas tenants
account only for 1%. (ICON, 1996). The rest are the ownertenants. Small farmers with 1 ha or less land19 account for 81%
whereas only 19% arelarge farmers holding more than 1 ha.The
average land holding in the system is 0.67 ha. The average land
holdingin small farm category and large farm category is 0.4and
1.75 ha respectively. The much smaller landholding given the
originalallocationhasbeen dueto divisionofland amongthesons
(after the death of father) andalsodueto hightransactions inland
inducedbyincreasingeconomicactivityinthearea.
As in other parts of the Terai there are three agricultural
seasons: the monsoon season (June/July-September/October),
winter season (October/November-January/February) and spring
season (Feb/March-May/June). The average rainfall is more than
1600 mm, more than 80% of which falls during the monsoon
season between June and September (the mean monthly
hydrological and meteorological data are presented in Annex 2).
Paddy is the dominant crop in the area during the monsoon
irrespective of access to irrigation water. The monsoon paddyis
mostly followed by lentils and wheat in winter. The area under
wheatisvery low. In spring,maizeand springpaddyarecultivated
depending upon the water availability situation. The cropping
patternasof 1996(atthebeginningofIMTP)isgivenin Table3.3.

3.3 The KhageriIrrigationSystem
The systemliesinthewestern partof the Chittwanvalley,and was
developed toprovide supplementaryirrigationfor monsoon ricein
3900 ha land. Since its construction it has been a water-scarce
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system, asflowin the KhageriRiver is highlyvariable both within
the season and across the season,which is the major constraint to
the system. However, from an O&M point of view,it is an ideal
system requiringlowmanagementinput.Itsmaincanalisalmostin
regime condition, that is,with no problems of silting or scouring.
Its canal networks are safe from risks offloodingand inundation,
common in other large irrigation schemes in Nepal. It is again an
extensivedevelopment,with fewwater controlstructures and canal
networks inside the command area. At the beginning of IMTP, it
did not have any technical constraints in water delivery. Its only
major challenge was the limiting supply at the source. The canal
layoutisshowninFigure3.5
TABLE 3.3 Croppingintensityandcropyields
Season
Crops
Coverage
Tields
(t/ha)

Monsoon Winter
Paddy
Wheat Ofl
seed
91%
9%
26%
3.21
1.44
0.33

Spring,
Puis Paddy Maize
es
47% 3%
46%
0.34 3.6
0.62

Total

222%

Source(ICON,1996,NLIOcropcuttingsurveyreports)

Systemdesign shortfalls
The design of the Khageri System was conceived in 1960 by the
Department ofIrrigation (DOI).Thereweretwoobjectives behind
the development of the KIS: to support the livelihood of newly
settled peopleand tosupplysurplus food grainto feed thegrowing
population in the capital city of Kathmandu. The project was
approved inJune 1960by the government and then by the Rapti
ValleyMultiPurposeDevelopmentBoard.Theoriginalplanningof
theproject wasdonebyanFAOirrigation expertandthe proposal
was submitted to the Government in September 1960 (according
to available design report). Construction began in 1961 and was
completed in 1967atacost of NRs 7.3 million (some $1.2million
atthe 1967exchangerate).
The development of the Khageri system shows how system
design in the eariy days was constrained by the absence of
agrometrology dataaswellasbythelimitedexperienceofdesigners
at that time. The DOI at that time had no experience of
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constructing irrigation scheme of this scale;itwas mostly engaged
inthedevelopmentofsmall-scaleschemes.Itwassupportedbythe
FAOin carryingoutits activities.The external expertswerenotin
favour of construction of this system: they argued that the KIS
command areahadahighlyporous soil,not suitable for ricecrops.
It was suitable only for maize cultivation. The design report cited
that theKhageriwouldneed ahigherwater requirement duetothe
porous nature of the sandy loam soil. Other reports had a similar
view, suggesting that this type of soil needed comparatively more
water than that of the Indo-Gangetic plain. However, the
construction proceeded later with support from the Chairman of
theresetdement committee.
FIGURE3.5 CanalLayoutofKhageriSystem

At that time, there were no data available on the duties20 of the
crops nor any data for their estimation. Likewise, there was no
reliable data on available water flow in the river. In the original
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design,adutyof 54acrespercusecattheheadofthericecropwas
assumed.The duty at the main canalhead and branch canal head
were assumed to be 58 and 60 acres per cusec21 allowing the
conveyanceand othertypesoflosses.Likewisethemeasurementin
the river over short period (discharge was measured in the
monsoon season from 1959for aperiod of five years) showed that
about 280 cusecs could be available during the monsoon season.
With this basic assumption, the area for rice cultivation was
assumed to be 15120 acres (6123ha).During thewinter periods,it
was assumed to provide irrigation to about 7000 acres (2800 ha)
acres for wheat cultivation considering a duty of 100 acre per
cusec.
As construction proceeded, the command area was drastically
reduced to 10000 acres (4000 ha) from the planned 15000 acres.
The design report of 1967mentions two factors for this reduction
in the command area. First, the designers realized that the crop
water requirement could be much higher than anticipated due to
high percolation losses. Second, because of erratic monsoon
rainfall with respect to its onset and amount, water supply to the
systemwashighlyvariablebothfromseasonto seasonandwithina
particular season.A surveybyCIPlateron found thatthe potential
irrigableareainthesystemwas3900ha.
Construction was completed in 1967 and its management
responsibilitywas transferred to theCIP from the existingKhageri
CanalDivision in 1974.The CIP alsocarried out canalliningwork
in selected branch canals and added cross regulators in the main
canal in 984 to 1985.As in Panchakanya,with the termination of
theloanperiod to the CIPin 1989,themaintenancebudgettoKIS
was also drastically reduced as shown in Table 3.1.According to
thetechnicians,thebudgetwaslowascompared toits requirement
ofNRs.200perha thattime.However its performance wasnotas
poor as in Panchakanya because of relatively simple water control
technologies, functional canal networks and silt free water.
However,itstargeted commandareawasnevermet,becauseofthe
variableflowatthesource.
Riverregimeandwateravailability
The water source of the KIS is the Khageri River, which is a
tributary of the Rapti River in the Narayani River Basin. The
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annual rainfall in the catchment averages 1600 mm, about 80% of
which falls during the monsoon months ofJune to September but
can be highly variable. Water supply in the rainy season is mainly
from the runoff produced inthe catchment and springs flow, while
the dry season flow is entirely dependent on the base flow seeping
from groundwater of the catchment. Water measurement activities
in later years show that Khageri flow is highly variable across the
years and across the seasons. Its average flow from August to
October is more than 6000 litres per second, which drastically falls
to 700 litres per second towards the end of May. The main
problemwith the source is that flow in the month ofJulyis highly
variable as seen from Table 3.4,which makes the planning of rice
transplantation problematic.
According to farmers, it is also uneconomic to supplement the
canal water through groundwater because of the deeper
groundwater table (more than 30 m) and poor discharge available.
Except in the month ofJuly,paddy cultivation is not aproblem, as
the riverdischarge becomes stable.There is asayingin the Khageri
area that if you are able to transplant the rice, then your crop is
guaranteed.The observed discharge betweenJuly to October from
1992to 1999 is presented inTable 3.4.The Table alsopresents the
averagewaterrequirement for eachmonth forthericecrop.
TABLE3.4.Observedmonthlydischargeandmonthlywaterrequirement
Year

Dischargeandmonthlywaterrequirementfor monsoonrice(for3900ha)
inlps
Jul
AFR
Aug
AFR
Oct
AFR
AFR
Sip

1992
3840
6270
6660
8550
1993
3620
7260
NA
NA
1994
2960
6460
6280
6970
1995
6840
7350
7570
8140
1996
7176 8210
3920
7468 7590
6103 6580
1997
6080
6750
5740
5620
1998 7520
7460
8140
7000
1999
7930
8680
8680
6220
2000
6750
7260
6750
5740
Source:KaluetaL (2000);RTDB,DOIandCEMECAconsult(2001)
AFR:Averageflowrequired
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Due towatershortage andvariableflowinthe river,water delivery
hasalwaysbeenonanadhocbasisinKhageri,andirrigatedareaalso
varies accordingly. The farmers' first concern was about the
limiting source,when discussions to start joint management began
in1992.
Systemconfiguration andwaterdistribution
The Khageri Irrigation System is a typical medium-sized,
extensively developed surface irrigation system. It consists of a
barrage, a 23km long main canal, 8 branch canals and 4 minor
canals (see Figure 3.5). These minor canals also receive drainage
watertosupplementthecanalirrigation.
Thebeadworksandcanalnetworks
The headwork consists of two gates spanning 10meach separated
bya2m thick pillar.It was originallydesigned to pass 6000 cusecs
of flood water. In order to pass the excess flow, a causeway was
proposed alongside theheadworkbarragewhichwasreplaced bya
permanent bridgelater.A sluicehas beenput on theright-bank of
the barrage to divert water in the canal. There have been no
problemsassociatedwiththeheadwork.
The main canal can be considered as a regime canal, with no
problem of silting and scouring. It was developed as a contour
canal to irrigate the area south of this canal. Its original designed
capacitywas7850lps.However, flows ofmore than 8500lpshave
been alsoobserved in this canal (seeTable 3.3).Itwasdesigned to
collect water from both the Khageri River (7000 lps) and the
surrounding drainage (850lps).Themain canalinits head reachis
9kmlongandpasses through theforest Thetopographyoflandin
the jungle reach is full of ridges and valleys, where several small
reservoirs havebeen formed like'melons in avine'as theresult of
the construction of the main canal. These reservoirs act as
intermediate storage for the main canal, and have been of great
importance tomaintainthe water deliveryin the system.The canal
reachafter thisjungleinvolves severalcrossdrainagestructures.
Allthe nine branch canals and four minor canals arealigned on
well-defined ridges.In an earlierreport by the FAO expert,itwas
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proposed to line the branch canals, but this was rejected due to
financiallimitations. It was also assumed that the porous canal
would become lined by the silt over time, so lining may not be
required in future. The canal networks and their respective length
andcommandareaareshowninTable3.5.
TABLE3.5Descriptionofcanalnetworks
Canals

LengthinKm

CommandArea
ha

Remarks

MainCanals
Outlets
BC1
BC2
BC3
BC4
BC5
6Main
BC6East
BC6West
BC7
BC8
Minor1
Minor2
Minor3
Minor4
Total

23.20

483.0
266.0
505.8
392.1
127.5
194.0
165.0
429.5
341.9
238.1
177.3
189.9
256.7
99.9
60.8
3927.5

Total41outlets

3.77
4.98
7.30
2.90
2.30
1.44
4.S2
3.00
Z80
4.8
3.6
5.5
3
1.4

Source:NLIOofficerecords

Waterdistribution
Water distribution from the main canal is carried out bymeans of
cross regulators with manually adjustable steel gates. There were
five suchstructuresalongthemaincanalinfront ofBranch 1,2,3,6
and 7. Branch canals offtakes are overflow weirs and also have
manually adjustable gates. Inside the branch canals, there are no
gated structures, and water delivery takes place through piped
outlets.The CIP had started a pilot experiment with construction
of cross regulators inside two branches (1 and 2) with the aim of
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providingflexibledistribution, but the program waslater cancelled
after strongobjectionfromtailend farmers.
So, the water distribution arrangement was relatively simple in
this system. There were no gated structures inside the command
area,andgateoperationwasrequired onlyin the maincanal,which
were also few in number. Due to the limiting and highlyvariable
flow, rotational distribution was practiced. Most common was the
weekly rotation, in which branch canals were divided into two
groups. However, during very low flow situations, there was
another typeof rotation,calledthe sectional rotation. Moredetails
about negotiations of these rotations are discussed in chapters 5
and 8. Khageri had also similar problems in water management
inside the command area due to the characteristics of its land
topography,asexplainedinPanchakanya.

Agricultureandland tenure
About 97% of the farmers in the Khageri are owner-cultivators
(Wallingford and DOL, 2001),whereas tenants make up less than
0.5% of the total population. The remaining are owner-tenants.
The average land holding here is 0.87 ha, slightly higher than in
Panchakanya.The populationwithmore than 1ha oflandholdings
here also account for only at 19%,with remaininglandholdings of
less than 1ha.The averagelandholding for farms of lessthan one
hectare is 0.6 ha,whereas for farms larger than 1ha that figure is
1.9 ha. Like in Panchakanya, this shows that social differentiation
duetolandholdingstatusislimited.
The major crops grown in the area are rice in the monsoon,
wheatandpulsesinwinterand maizeand springpaddy(onlyinthe
first branch canal, Bi) in Spring. Except for rice, these crops are
grown under rainfed cultivation.The intensity and yield asin 1995
are presented in Table 3.6.The yields are similar to those realized
inPanchakanya.

3.4 TheWestGandakIrrigationSystem
The system was initially constructed by India according to IndoNepal agreement and handed over to Nepal in 1979. However,
canal networks at field level were not developed and irrigation
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could only take place in part of the command area. The CADP
feasibility report (1982) mentions that there was only one
temporary turnout for every 300 ha, and only 900 ha land was
under irrigation. But the government reports of same period
mentions an efficiency of 50% for monsoon rice and 30% for
winter crops (Silt Consult, 1989). This means about 4000 ha was
under irrigation duringmonsoon and 2500 ha duringwintercrops.
The lower figure mentioned in the CADP feasibility report might
have been cited to justify the CADP investment.Whateverthecase
may be, it can be concluded that irrigation provision at this time
was farless thanthepotential area.Itslayoutis showninFigure3.6

Seasons
Crops
Coverage
Yields
(t/ha)

TABLE 3.6 Croppingintensityanc
Monsoon Winter
Paddy
Wheat Oil Pulses
seed
92%
30%
12% 25%
2.9
1.46
0.33 0.34

cropyields
Spring
Paddy
Mai
ze
5%
40%
0.62
3.45

Total

206%

Source:NLIOcropcuttingsurveyreports.Othercropscoverabout2%area.

Command areaintervention andoperational change
In 1982,theDOI launched the CADPa in this system,asalackof
farm level structures and support services were identified as the
major constraints in effective water utilization. The CADP was
funded bytheADB, IFAD and theUNDP. The CADP's objective
was to increase crop production and increase farm-level income
through providing year-round irrigation facilities and providing
otheragriculturalsupport services.
The CADP was completed in the system in 1989 at acost of $112
million. Itwas anintensive type of development with irrigationfacilities
extendedupto the7-12hablocks. Inthehierarchyof canalnetworks, 8
different types of canal networks were developed, depending upon
irrigated area and canal discharge capacity. The CADP also carried out
drainage improvement activities by constructing embankment dykes to
control the problem of flooding inside the command area.The CADP
alsoprovidedruralvillageroadnetworksofmorethan122kmtofacilitate
transportationoftheagricultureproduceinthearea.
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FIGURE 3.6LayoutofWestGandaksystem
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The changes in the livelihoods of the people brought on by the
CADP were considerable. Silt Consult (1989) mentions that yields
of major crops like rice, wheat and sugarcane increased by 61%,
100% and 56%after the command areaintervention.The changes
incroppingpattern overtimeinthesystemareshowninTable3.7.
The report alsomentions that theamountof chemical fertilizer use
alsoincreased from 51kg/ha to 93.3kg/hainthesameperiod.
Local farmers say that with the availability of irrigation water,
they also started cultivating improved varieties (especially paddy
and wheat) bringing the seeds from India. Extension activities by
the District Agriculture Office (DAO) and credit facilities by the
ADBN had alsoamajor roleinimprovingproductivity.According
tothefarmers,thenewlyestablishedlarge-scaleLumbiniSugarMill
inthevicinityhadagreaterroleinincreasingsugarcaneproduction.
The factory had carried out several programs to increase the
productivityofthesugarcane.
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TABLE 3.7 Changes in

Crops
Paddy

thecrop yields after CADP

CbangfinCropYields, t/ba
1982/1983
137

1988/1989
2.2

1993/1994
3.4

Wheat

0.62

1.24

1.54

Maize

-

1.2

2.06

Oilseeds

0.3

0.53

0.56

Pulses

0.32
21.97

0.38
34.17

0.63

Sugarcane

47.7

Source:SiltConsult(1989);CADIandAPTEC(1999)

During the CADP, a high level of service was possible due to
massive funding, not available thereafter. One engineer who
worked in NWGIS during the CADP intervention told that there
were morethan 100 supervisors and gate operators to operate the
system. Water delivery even up to the tertiary level canal was
carried out by these operators. Likewise, canal cleaning, including
at tertiarylevelwasdonebytheproject office. After theend of the
CADPin 1989,therewasno proper repairand maintenancein the
system, and lack of desilting work in the main canal reduced the
main canal's capacity considerably. The Project office was also
scaled down to a much lower unit There were now only 18
operatorstolookafter theoperation of thesystem.Available funds
were very low to provide maintenance activities as compared to a
requiredO&McostofNRs.300perha,showninTable3.1.
The CADP had carried out radical changesin the infrastructure
to provide an adequate and reliable supply of water to farmers. It
hadplanned continuousflowatallcanallevelsduringthe monsoon
season for rice,and continuous flow up to the tertiarylevel canals
and four-day rotation among the farm ditches for wheat (CADP
Design MainReport,1982).Eachturnoutwasprovidedwith check
structures employing manually adjustable gates.There were more
than 1000gatesaddedinthesystemtoachieveflexibledistribution.
But this water delivery arrangement proved useless in the absence
of manpower and funds. The assumed flexible O&M plan as
envisagedbytheCADPcouldnotberetainedinpractice.
The system deteriorated rapidly and by 1992,only about 50 %
of the area received water.The discharge in the main canal fell to
2200 lps against the design discharge of 8500 lps due to heavy
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sedimentbuildup.GITEC(1992)mentions thattheactualirrigated
area declined to 2200ha for monsoon rice by 1992,and several of
the tertiary- and farm-level canalsandrelated structureswere either
abandoned or dysfunctional. Both farmers and the canal operators
saythat such rapid deterioration of the structurewasnot onlydue
tothebudgetary constraints,but alsodue to faultydesign ofcanals
and structures. They also say that much of the damage involved
lower-order canals,rather than on the Main Canaland the Branch
canals. Farmers were never consulted in the design and
construction of these canals and associated water control
structures. In many cases farmers found the location of the check
structure andfieldchannels inappropriate, and theydismantled the
control structures and started irrigation after constructing the
checks and field channels they felt appropriate. Canal operators
told that within two years after construction most of the gates
inside the command area were either removed or made
dysfunctional by the farmers. Damage to lower- order canals and
associated structures done by farmers had also been cited in the
post- evaluation study of CADP (Silt Consult 1989), which was
carriedoutimmediatelyafter thecompletion ofCADP.
System maintenance was not given required attention after the
CADP. According to the Project Office, about 70% of the Main
Canal was silted up by 1992. The situation inside the command
area was no better. The Project Office expected the farmers to
cleanthelower-order canals,but farmers expected the government
to clean up them likein the past. Some groups who used to clean
their canals alsolosttheinterest due to unreliableflow, inturn the
consequencetodecreasingflowintheMainCanal.
Efforttoinvolvefarmers
One of the objectives of the CADP was to involve farmers in
system O&M activities.Water user groups were set up to: ensure
proper distribution of irrigation water in farm ditches; promote
proper and effective communication and co-ordination between
irrigation personnel and water users; assure financial and
organizational incentives to fellow farmers; and form and
strengthen existingvillageco-operatives23.Ithadenvisagedhanding
over the O&M responsibility of lower-order canalslike MFD and
MCsand SFDs (thedetailsofthislower-order canalappearinnext
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sections) toWater users groups (WUGs).Accordingto the Impact
Evaluation Study of CADP (Silt Consult 1989), three levels of
water usergroupswere set up: the farm ditch group,to serve farm
ditches ofon averageabout 7.5ha;theWUGto serveMFD canals
(an average area of 50 ha) and the Federation of Water Users
Groups (FEWUGs) to serve supply-level canals like the Minor
(averagearea of 200 ha).However, this activity started towards the
end of the project when the construction activities were almost
over. A total of 132 WUGs and 11 Federations of WUGs
(FEWUGs) were formed, most of them within averyshort period
oftime,asshowninTable3.8

Year of
Formation
1986
1987
1988
1989
Total

TABLE3.8WUGsFormationDuringCADP
Number of Number of Totalnumbers ojtraining
WUGs

FEWUGs

3
12
72
45
132

11
11

sessionsto WUG

16

Number
of
Participants

763

Source (SiltConsult, 1989).

Such groups were formed from gatherings of farmers, and the
consultants and Project Office staff were jointly responsible for
forming these groups.Thegroups became defunct as soon as they
were created mainly due to the following reasons (according to
interviewswithfarmers andengineerswhoworkedduringCADP):
• Farmers had seen massive investment during the command
area development project and felt that government would
continue to provide support They were not involved during
the whole project implementation, and thus were not
convinced that they should involve themselves at the later
stageinoperation andmaintenanceactivities.
• Even the Irrigation Department had no framework for users'
involvementinirrigationdevelopmentandmanagement at that
time. So the project officials at that time also did not pay
attention.
By 1992, there were only a few WUGs remaining, and neither
the agency nor the farmers were performing their required
maintenance jobs.The agencycouldnotprovide the service,as the
annual fund provided by the government was too low. On the
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other hand, farmers sawno sensein maintaining the farm ditches,
as water delivery to their fields was unreliable. Each party was
blaming the other for the declining performance of the system.
Governmentblamed farmers for damagingthestructures,thegates
and destroying the tertiary and field channels and drainage
network,whilefarmers blamed the agency for not cleaningout the
main and branch canals which decreased the main canal flow
considerably. This lead to an accumulation of the deferred
maintenanceworks,andearlyrehabilitationbecameinevitable.
With the beginning of IMT Policy in 1992, the government
initiated theJoint Management program in this system, aiming to
stop further deterioration. According to the IMD engineers the
main reasons for its selection was the abundance of water at the
source.Besides,ithad tremendous potentialtoincrease agricultural
productivity because of the strong agriculture community, fertile
soiland easymarket access.Manyfarmers told that theywerevery
enthusiastic to participate in thenewprogram, for severalreasons.
Theywerefaced withthedecliningperformance ofthesystem after
thewithdrawal of CADPdue to alackof repair and canal-cleaning
activities. Even with radical changes in technology and
infrastructure bythe CADP,thetwo major problems inthe system
the inundation and flooding and silting of the main canal had
remain unresolved (details appear in the next few sections). They
expected a new program could bring better water supply
conditions. The Gandak system, its physical features, and the
challenges it presented to its operators, managers and the farmers
in 1992arefurther explainedbelow.
Riverregimeand associated problems
The system draws its share of water from a reservoir formed bya
huge barragebuilt across the NarayaniRiver alongtheIndo-Nepal
border. The intake point of the West Gandak lies about 600m
upstream of the barrage. Out of the three gated openings, each
with a capacity of 300 cusecs (8430lps) at the offtake point, only
one was in use with the others closed off with concrete walls.
There was no need to open the remaining two gates,as the canal
downstream was designed only for 8500 lps. Farmers in the area
say that they had heard that initially there were plans to irrigate
about 27,000 ha land, and the provisions of three gate openings
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were made accordingly. However, only 8,700 ha was developed
afterwards diverting8500lpsofwater.Thereasonsforthismassive
reductionintheareaandhenceinwaterdiversionremainunclear.
Operationalproblems
West Gandak does not face any water shortage problem at the
source asits diversion requirement is only 300 cusecs whereas the
expected low flow in the Narayani river is 20,000 cusecs, which
occurs during the month of February /March (as per the original
design report). The system can have full discharge year-round if
infrastructure downstream are in proper condition. However, due
to operationalconstraints resultingfrom occasionalfloodsand siltladenwater,wateravailabilityduringthemonsoon season isalways
variable. The control of barrage operation is with the Indian
authorities, and farmers also feel that they are not sincere in
maintainingtherequired pondlevelatthebarragelocation.
Silt problems: Silt intrusion in the main canal is another major
problem in the system. The Narayani River carries a tremendous
amount of silt during the monsoon which directly enters into the
main canal of the NWGIS. There are no mechanisms to control
the silt load entering the main canal. According to the project
technicians, the average silt deposition is 45 cm in the head reach
section which gradually falls to 20 cm at the tail end after each
monsoon irrigation season. A good design of channel however,
should allow the silt to be transported with the flow, and be
deposited in the field so that canalis not silted up24. However the
CADP ovedooked this criterion,providinglargenumbers of check
structures in the main canal which retards the flow, encouraging
sedimentbuildup.
The major portion of the main canal thus requires de-silting
work annually. This work is not only costly, but also requires
mechanical equipment like excavators and dump trucks. The
desilting process is also difficult, as both sides of the canal
embankment consist of Sisoo tree forest In the 1980s, all of the
canalnetworks inTendwereplantedwithSisootreesbythe Forest
Department (DOF) under theTeraiCommunityForestryProgram
funded bythe WB. The forest havenow become one of the major
problems in canal cleaning and maintenance activities in all of the
irrigation systems in Nepal There are three problems relating to
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this plantation. First, they hamper the canal- cleaning activities as
trees restrict the movement of heavy machines. Second, the roots
of dead trees upon decaying have been responsible for weakening
the canal embankment This not only increases canal seepage, but
alsomakes canalssusceptible tobreaching.Thirdly,upon falling on
the canal, dead trees obstruct the flow, which disrupts the canal
operation andincreasesthefrequency ofcanalbreaching.
Problems of flooding and inundation: The West Gandak also
faces particular challenges from problems of flooding and
inundation.The problems aremore dominant in the upper part of
the command area, where there are several rivulets flowing from
north to south which are blocked by the big canal embankment
going to India (see Figure 3.6). Though siphon structures have
been constructed at manyplaces to drainfloodwater, they are not
found sufficient and are less effective due to lack of proper and
timely repair and maintenance. This causes part of the command
area to be always inundated during monsoon period, destroying
whole crops. According to the Indo-Nepal agreement, the
responsibilities to clean and maintain these siphon structures lies
with the Indian Government However, according to project
technicians, these problems are given low attention by the Indian
Authorities. In many cases, at the time offlooding,farmers of the
areaorgamzeanddismantlethe embankment oftheirrigation canal
running into India in order to pass thefloodwater.The different
letters exchanged between the Project Office and the Indian
authorities showthatthereareone or twoincidents everyyear,and
this is one of the major problems for the concerned authorities of
both thegovernments.
Accordingto the Indo-Nepal Agreement,damageto crops is to
be compensated by the Indian Authorities. In 1992, the West
Gandak project office had asked for NRs. 893038 (about % 20,000
that time) in compensation from India for crop damage in that
year. Several letters exchanged between the West Gandak, the
Indian Authority and the DOI show that this compensation was
never given25. Since then, the project engineers in West Gandak
losttheirinterestincalculatingthedegreeofsuchdamage.Thereis
also a Standing Committee between India and Nepal to look after
the issues of floods and inundation between the two countries.A
review of the minute book of this committee shows that West
Gandak problems are always on the agenda of discussions.
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However, such discussions have always ended with recommending
further studyonthematter!
Theseproblemswerethere evenbefore the CADP,and resulted
from the construction of the canals and the bund by the Gandak
project, which obstructed the natural flow of drainage causing
flooding and inundation. The CADP had tried to solve this
problem by constructing the dykes at the riverbank, as well as by
constructing cross-drainage structures and drainage channels at
severallocations.Itwas expected that the dykeswould confine the
flow along the river channel and save the cropland from
inundation.However,thedykesbecamelesseffective incontrolling
the flow over time due to: erosion of the dykes and rise in the
riverbed level due to confined water width.This has resulted ina
situation such that the riverbed is higher than the adjoining farms,
whichhas further increasedtheriskofcropdamageuponfailure of
the dykes. Farmers of the West Gandak systems have been thus
suffering from the sameproblems; flooding and siltation since the
initiation of the project. Radical changes in technology by the
CADP could not bring any change in these problems. These
problems require continuous attention and many of the issues
cannot be addressed by the concerned local agency only. It also
requiresgood understandingandco-operationbyhigher authorities
in the Government of Nepal, and also co-operation by the Indian
authorities.
Waterconveyanceanddistribution system
The CADPaimedtoincrease system efficiency bymeansof radical
improvements in the system technology by implementing:
rehabilitation and improvement of the existing main canal,
construction and/orimprovement of major drains,collector drains
and associated structures and improvement of access roads. The
resultingconveyancenetworkiscomplex,owingtothepresenceof
different sizes of canals at different locations. In its hierarchy of
canals thereareeightdifferent levels of canals:theMainCanal,the
Sub Distributary (SD), Minor Canals (MQ, Minor Canal Blocks
(MOB), Water Course, Special Farm Ditches (SFD), Main Farm
Ditches (MFD), Farm Ditches (FDs). The Sub-distributors,
Minors, MC blocks and SFD draw water directly from the main
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canal whereas the MFD and FD and watercourse are lower-order
canalsofthesub-distributary andtheminors.
Thistypeofterminologyfor canalnetworks hadneverexistedin
other irrigation systems in Nepal (and even today exist onlyin the
three systems where CADP intervention took place) and were
introduced by the consultant involved in the design and
construction.The designsupervision of the CADPwas carried out
by the International Engineering Company (American) and NIA
CONSULT of the Philippines, and the nomenclature was
borrowed accordingly.Theschematicdiagram ofthe canalnetwork
inNWGISisshowninFigure3.7.Therearefour sub-distributaries
with a total length of 46.07 km and 6 minor canals with a total
lengthof 20.43km.
The total length of lower order canals like MFD, and FD is
more than 650 km. The FDs are the lowest-order constructed
canalswhich deliverwater to seasonallyprepared water courses, to
finally deliver the water into the fields. The features of the canal
networksarepresentedinTable3.9.

SJXo.
1
2

3

system
TABLE 3.9Details ofWestGandak canal
NameofCanal
Lenpb Command Capacity Remarks
inKm
Areain ba inm*/s
32.0
1686.77
8.5
MainCanal
Sub-distributary
canals

a

Bishnuganj

18.15

1310.81

1.31

b
c

Majhariya
Bhujahawa

8.60
9.80

1241.8
1147.62

124
1.15

d

Piparhawa

9.52

1347.67

136

Minor
Distributaries
Nandapur
Shankarpur
Palhi

420
5.80
2.88

372.49
456.99
189.10

0.37
0.45
0.19

3.45
2.05
2.05
29.43

259.58
2403
24723
8700

025
024
025
8.5

Gctma
Bhagatpur
RagarganR
Source: SiltConsult(1989)

termed
as
branch canals
inthethesis
inclusive of 3
subbranch
including 1 sub
branch
including 2 sub
branch

including 1 sub
branch
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FIGURE 3.7CanalNetworkdetailsofWest Gandak
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The main canal and other canal networks
The main canalwas extended to 32.7km from 25km by extending
the tailend portion, and four more minor canals were added to the
systemduringtheCADP.Thedesigned capacityof themaincanalis8500
Ips (300 cusecs). The main canal has 25 check regulators and 41 head
regulators of different capacity. It is primarily an earthen canal with
both cut and fill sections. There is dry boulder pitching in deep
cuts and sandy zones, and in areas adjacent to structures.The canal
slope for the first 30 km is 0.00018, and 0.00023 for the remaining
2km section. The designed diversion water requirement is thus
about 1 litre per second per ha. A minimum free-board of 60cm
has been provided in the original designed section. It is a contour
canal and thus irrigates only one side of its alignment (in this case
onlythe left side).
The construction of the main canal has blocked many of the
natural waterways. The canal systems thus include several cross
drainage structures like aqueducts, canal siphons, and drain
siphons. Provisions for interceptor drains to connect the natural
waterways into these cross drains were developed during the
CADP. The main canal includes all kinds of structures that are
mosdy found in supply-oriented gravity canal irrigation network as
givenin Table 3.10.
TABLE3.10Major structuresofthemaincanal
Type ofstructures

Numbers

Aqueduct
Cross regulators

3
25
7

Head regulators ofmajor off taking canals

Drain siphons

3
16
9

Village roadbridges

44

Canal escapes
Canal siphons

The designed carrying capacity of the Sub Distributary canal varies
from 0.34 to 1.25 cumecs while a minor canal has a capacity up to
300 lps.The same applies for each MFD and FD are 90 and 30 lps
respectively. A FD commands 4 to 10 ha or an average area of 7.5
ha, depending upon the topography. A MFD commands a 50 ha
irrigation block.The SD, MFD, and FDs are earthen canals. Some
portions of SFDs and MFDs pass through depressions and weak
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sandy zones and are fortified with boulder lining.The network of
tertiary canals (MFD), farm ditches and associated water control
structures areshowninTable3.11.
The intensity of these structures show the extent of
development CADP had carried out in the system.As mentioned
previously, most of the farm ditches and their turnouts were
already damaged or made dysfunctional by 1992.This section has
thus highlighted the high amount of infrastructure to be operated
and maintained by the WUA and DOI as well as problems of
floodingandinundationbeyondlocalcapacities toresolve.
TABLE3.11 Detailsoftertiarycanalsandfarmditchesandassociated
structures
191 km ofMFD
446kmofED
173MFDtum-outgates
305 MFDcrossregulators1884FDturnouts
375MFDculverts
443FDculverts

Waterdistributiontechnology
The West Gandak system was designed as ahighlyflexiblesystem
in terms ofwater distribution and consisted of check structures at
every turnout, which can be clearly seen from the Tables above.
The gates used in the division structures were manually adjustable
gates.Itwas assumed thatwithintroduction of thisflexiblesupplyoriented water delivery, farmers could receive the desired amount
of water in accordance with their need at any moment But this
requires morethan 100operators andarelativelylargemaintenance
budget The designers overlooked the operational reality, as this
level of management input was hardly possible in the Nepalese
context
Thelargenumbers of check structureswerealsothecauseof silt
deposition in the main canaL Interviews with the engineers
involved in the design and construction of the NWGIS revealed
that there was no discussion about the design prepared by the
consultant The construction was carried out as designed by the
consultant Thedesigndidnotpayanyattentiontothesiltproblem
and operational problems of the future. Pradhan (1996) has
reviewed a similar design in the Banganga Irrigation system which
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was also under the CADP and designed by the same consultant.
His study also shows how such technology causes problems in
canal O&M, and he considers this type of intensive development
unsuitabletoencourageself-management byfarmers.
SotheWest Gandak had two major challenges at thebeginning
of the management reform. The first was the challenge posed by
thephysicalenvironment (theproblem ofinundation,floodingand
silt) and the other was the constraint of the technology which
demanded higher and skilled management input and alarge O&M
budget However,itdid not have thewater scarcityproblem at the
sourcethattheKhageriandPanchakanya schemeshad.
Agricultureandland tenure
As in the previous two cases, more than 95%of the farmers are
owner-cultivators where as tenants account for less than 1%. The
rest are owner-tenants or practice share-cropping. The average
landholding hereis 1.89 ha (EverestResearch Centre, 1993).Based
on the records of the three branch canals studied in depth (the
MC5,Mangharia and the Germi minor),thepercentage of farmers
withmorethan 1 haoflandis 18%andtheycover49%ofthetotal
land,whereas those with less than 1ha constitute 82%and cover
51% of total land holdings. The average holding on the smaller
farm size is 0.45 ha whereas for the large landholding range it is
2.10 ha.The land holding sizeis slightly higher here as compared
to the previous two cases with a wider social differentiation
betweenirrigators.
Monsoon rice,wheat and sugarcane are principal crops grown
here. Maize is not grown here, whereas sugarcane is gaining
momentum because of number of sugarcane factories around the
area. Table 3.7 has already shown the change in crop production
overtheyears.

3.5 Conclusions:Opportunities and Constraintsfor Irrigation
ManagementReform
This chapter has provided a background to why management
reform has become essential in the irrigation sector in Nepal As
shown in the cases of West Gandak and Panchakanya, successive
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attempts to improve service delivery and area expansion failed to
meet the expected targets. Besides, all the systems were totally
dependent on government funding, which was insufficient to meet
the operation and maintenance cost Though the Panchakanya
farmers tried to improve their situation by forming an association,
it was not effective because of the poor condition of the
conveyance system. Top down approaches in project design and
implementation, and lack of farmers' involvement in operation and
maintenance after the project launch, made successive intervention
programs ineffective to deliver the intended benefit to the farmers.
The system features described here also show they have
different opportunities and constraints to encourage farmers'
participation. Both Panchakanya and Khageri are relatively waterscarce systems, which is considered as a positive factor to induce
collective action (Uphoff et al., 1992; Meinzen-Dick et al, 2002).
The power to resolve water scarcity is a positive role for a WUA,
which operates alongside the more difficult tasks of fee collection
and conflict resolution. However, the scale of scarcityis different in
different seasons. Panchakanya has enough water at the source for
monsoon rice,but has been facing water shortage because of heavy
seepage in the main canal. Khageri faces scarcity in monsoon too,
but it does not have the potential to irrigate in winter and spring.
The Gandak system has plentiful water at the source, but for
farmers, this too has become a water-scarce system because of the
technical and operational constraints. The thesis will further show
that considering only the linear relation between water scarcity and
collective action is not helpful: it needs broader understanding of
how water availability is influenced by several technical and
physical factors.
The technology in both Khageri and Panchakanya is relatively
simple. Inside the command area, there are no gated structures to
operate and maintain in these two systems.That means operational
and maintenance requirements of these systems are low. Whereas
in West Gandak, there are networks of canals extending up to 7.5
ha irrigation blocks, which also contain associated water control
structures, requiring high levels of management input Besides, the
Gandak also faces severe challenges from the chronic problem of
inundation and flooding. The solution to these problems requires
the co-operation and support from the Indian authorities across
the border. The scale of work required to overcome these
constraints,however, is daunting to a WUA.
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The pattern of system evolution has also brought different sociopolitical structures in these systems. Both Khageri and
Panchakanya are newly settled community from adjoining hill
districts, and were provided with uniform land holdings. At the
same time, they also have past knowledge of collective action in
irrigation development and management The society hereis more
homogeneous in this respect, which is often considered as
favourable situation for collective action to emerge (Meinzen-Dick
etal. 2002).Because ofits proximityto the capitalKathmandu, and
its central location in the country, Chittwan has developed rapidly
over the years withincreased economic and political opportunities
to the local communities. However, in NWGIS, there are three
different communities with different origins,and at the same time
have more dominant caste relationships. The different
communities speakdifferent languagesandmanyofthe farmers do
not speak the official Nepali language.Because of better access to
economic, political and educational opportunities, farmers in
Chittwanaremorepoliticallyconsciousandeconomicallybetter off
than in West Gandak. The socio-political dependence of local
farmers on locallypowerful peopleisthus greater inWest Gandak
as compared to Khageriand Panchakanya.One similarityin allthe
systems, however, is that all of them pose similar land tenure
pattern,asmorethan 97%ofthefarmers areowner-cultivators.
The following chapters of this thesis will show how these
opportunities and constraints were analyzed, debated and adapted
during the implementation of the management reform in these
systems and how they influenced the water management change
after subsequent management transfer. They will show how
understanding these opportunities and constraints is an important
part of strategizing participatory processes in irrigation
management,for both farmers andprofessionals involved.

Notes
1

Thevalleyalsoconsistsofpartoftheadjacentdistrict,NawalparasLItis
alsocalledtheRaptiDoonValley,anamederivedfromthemajorriverin
thevalley,theRapti.
2
ThesearethelocaltribesofNepal.
3
Nepalisdividedintothreemaingeographicareas: theHimalayan,MidHillsandtheTeraiRegions.
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.Owingtomalaria,peoplewereinitiallyafraid tosettleinthearea,which
was popularly known as Malaria hell (Belder, 1972, cited in Shukla and
Sharma, 1997). The countrywide eradication programmes in the 1960s
and 1970sattracted manymigrants to theTerai.
5
These figures are from the Panchakanya system, but reflects the
temporalvariationinmigrationin theChittwanvalley
6
One Cumecequals to 1000litersper second(lps)
7
There wasalready aninundation canalwithout anypermanent diversion
structure in the eastern part constructed by the British Rulers in India in
1911(seeChapter2).
8
The agreement does not specify the amount of water. Nepal also
receives 1000 cusecs of water to irrigate 29000 ha under the Narayani
Irrigation project from the Eastern Main canal at a location 90Km
downstream from the barrage. At the Western Main Canal, a 15 MW
powerhousehasalsobeenconstructed for Nepal.
9
There were three irrigation systems under the CADP, the Mnausmara,
Banganga (Pradhan, 1996) and the West Gandak. All these systems had
more assured water supply and potential of providing year-round
irrigationascompared toothersirrigation systemsinNepal.
10
The exact date of construction of the systemisunclear:GITEC (1992)
puts it as 1933 in the IMTP project appraisal whereas Adhikari (2000)
mentions a construction date of 1923.According to many nativeTharu
settlers,the Chittwan valleywas dividedinto four different administrative
zones called 'Praghanna' in the past The Panchakanya was in the 4th
Praghannaand theirrigation systemwasconstructed under thedirective of
Ratan Chowdhary who was the official representative of the Praghanna
some 215 years ago. The WUA's annual report (Devkota, 2001) also
mentions thatthesystemisalready218yearsold.
11
Maujbareferstoalandgrant,asmentionedinChapter2.
12
Ku/orefers tosmallcanalconstructed bythe farmers.
13
Kbolameans stream.
14
Tbaruswere amajority until the mid-late sixties but by 1992,were only
25% (Gitec, 1992).A Baseline Study byICON (1996) shows the ratio of
migrantsto nativesas59%to 41%.
15
Generallyaweircontainsagated openingatitssideadjacent to the offtaking canal The crest level of this gateis kept at alowerlevel than that
of the offtaking canal bed, so that water with higher silt content passes
under thesluicegateandrelativelysilt-freewaterpassesthroughthe canal.
Duringfloods the sluicegateiskeptopentoprevent siltingupof thearea
upstream oftheweir.
16
Pradhan (1995) distinguishes two types of development of irrigation
systems: the extensive and intensive. In extensive development, canal
networks are not developed at the lower level and have relatively fewer
water control structures. In intensive development, canal networks are
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developed at the lower field level (say up to 7. 5 ha block) and include
largenumbersofwatercontrolstructures.
17
DOI staff aretransferred tonewlocationsatevery2to3years.Soboth
contractorsand engineersweredifferent duringthetwo different
rehabilitation andexpansionprograms.
18
Gbolgenerallymeansasubmerged areainmonsoon season
19
There aredifferent farm sizeclassifications betweenNepalRastraBank
(the national bank of Nepal),National Planning Commission (NPQ and
other institutions.The Agriculture Perspective Plan (APP) has set a landholding of lha as the size below which the average income is below the
povertyline(ICON, 1996).The samecriteriaisusedhereforland holding
classification.
20
Duty is the areairrigable by a cusec ( or cumec,if expressed in metric
system)
21
I have put the data in imperial units as they appeared in the initial
design report The duties of 54, 58 and 60 acre per cusecs represents a
design flow of 1.30, 1.19 and 1.17 liters per second (lps) per ha
respectively. One cusec represents flow of 28.6 liters per second and 1
acreis0.4ha.
22
There were threeirrigation systems under the CADP,the Mnausmara,
Banganga (Pradhan,1996)and theWestGandak.
23
Village cooperatives were being promoted by the government
throughout the country to provide agricultural support services to the
farmers. There are hardly any such cooperatives operating successfully
thesedays.
24
Canalsinthe Indo-Gangeticplains aredesigned on the basisofLacey's
regime theory, which assumes an ideal situation of canal section, which
allow neither scouring nor silting in the canal. Details of Lacey's regime
theory can be found in most of the Indian text books in irrigation
engineering(seefor exampleBhartSingh,1988;Varshneyeta/, 1983)
25
At the time of writing of this Thesis there were three incidents of
flooding in West Gandak (between July to September 2002) and
according to newspapers, the canal is not operational The Water
Resources Minister from Bihar State visited the system and has promised
tocompensatethedamagethistime.
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InitiatingNew ljocalOrganisation:
Formingthe WUAs

This chapter is about the initial organizing processes of the WUA.
It first presents farmers' reaction to government decisions to
transfer management responsibility to them, and then describes
how the WUA development proceeded. It shows how the
outcomes of group formation process is shaped by existing societal
conditions, although they are based on similar design principles and
follow similar approaches. This shows that the organization design
should not be confined to structural design of the organization
only, but also consider the social and political relations within the
irrigation systems, as well as the technical demands and inequities
of the water distribution. My own involvement in the IMT
program in Khageri and Panchakanya came after these group
formation activities were over.
The first case, that of Panchakanya shows how the previous
tradition of collective action shaped the negotiations and the
processes of group formation. The second case, that of the
Khageri, shows how farmers struggled within their own domain in
negotiating their water rights and representation in the
organization. The third case,the West Gandak shows very different
outcomes from the other two. It is an example of how the
powerful local elite captured the process, to provide continuity of
their interests. In this case,politicians used the WUA as a platform
to demonstrate the strength of their political parties. It also shows
how a few selected people capture the WUA in a unitary
organizational model.
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4.1Reviewingthe Organit^ngProcess
The development oftheWUAsinIMTPinNepalissteeredbythe
concernedirrigationproject office lookingafter thatsystem,usually
with support from external professionals. TheDOI has itsown
Association Organizers (AOs)inallthedistrict-level offices anda
Senior Sociologist at Regional Offices. The idea of using an AO
was borrowed from Philippines, andwas first introduced inIMP
(see chapter 2) and other participatory management programs of
theDOIthatbeganattheendofthe 1980s (Gautam,1990;Pant et
al, 1992). The AOs and sociologists were initially hired on a
contract basis,butwerelater givenpermanent positions withinthe
DOI structure: it was found that they lacked motivation with a
short span of contact and lack of long-term career security. By
1992,allthepositions of theAOswere converted into permanent
positions,andtheirstatuswasalsoupgraded lateronfrom theNon
Gazetted II class to Non Gazetted I class1. Permanent posts of
senior sociologists were also created to provide career opportunity
as thenext higher position ofthe AO.Besides theinvolvementof
the AOs and the sociologists, Farmers Organizers (FOs) arealso
recruited from among the farming community to work as an
intermediary between the irrigation agency and thelocal farmers.
The useof FOs wasalso started bytheAmerican consultantfirm
involved in the IMP. The FOs are involved in preparing the
inventory ofthe system,to establish theboundary ofthe irrigation
system and also to find out system constraints in water delivery.
They aretemporarily hired, paid, and relieved after the formation
oftheWUA.
With the rapid expansion of IMT programs worldwide,
government agencies areoften directlyinvolvedinorganizinglocal
groups. In Mexico, the staff of the National Water Commission
(CNA) along with staff from the Institute for Water Technology
(IMTA),whichisthesister organization ofthe CNA,areusedfor
organizational development (Kloezen, 2002). In India, states like
Harayana (Narain,2003)andAndhra Pradesh (Mollinga,2001)use
agency staff, such as the technical staff of Command Area
Development Authority (CADA) for organizing theWUA. Some
states on the other hand useNGOs for organizing purposes, for
example in Maharastra (Narain, 2003). The Indonesian IMT
program alsousesagencystaff,theCanalInspectors,fororganizing
purposes (1990;BrimsandAtmanto,1995).
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The use of agency staff in establishing the WUAs, however, has
been also subject of debate (Groenfeldt, 1998). The argument in
favour is that the staff are already within the bureaucratic structure
of the agency so the lines of authority is clear, there is litde
additional expense and the staff are already familiar with the
physical systems and with the local farmers. Arguments against are
that they lack necessary training and incentives, and they may not
be interested as they started their job under a different job
description. At the same time their superiors need to be trained and
re-oriented so they understand and appreciate the new role to be
played by their field staff (ibid).However, forming the WUA is not
end in itself,but the beginning.The functioning of the WUA ahead
depends largely on the cooperation and support from the irrigation
agency. So the issue is not who organizes, but how the program is
accepted within the irrigation agency. A WUA design requires
understanding of the irrigation system, its network, the social
structure, and users' familiarity with theirrigation system: outcomes
are highly shaped by how the facilitators perceive these contexts
and act upon them.

The basis of organizational design
The WUA design in Nepal is based on the same criteria as defined
by Freeman (1989) and Ostrom (1992). It involves: defining the
boundary of the system, the membership criteria,type and size;and
the rules and regulations of the WUA. The organization usually
exhibits a combination of both the unitary and federated
characters. It is single-tiered or multi-tiered depending on the scale
and network of the system and us usually based on hydraulic
boundary. The membership is linked with land ownership.
However, tenants or sharecroppers can get membership, with the
approval from the landowner. In IMT, the membership is defined
in terms of a 'Share System Administration' (Freeman, 1989,Wilkin
Wells, 1994). The origins of this concept of a share system can be
clearlyidentified. The consultant of the IMTP (and also in previous
IMP) were the Colorado-based organization, Computer Aided
Design Inc (CADI), and Wilkin-Wells, a proponent of the Share
System, was himself involved in training the D O I officials and the
WUAs at the beginning of the program. I was also given training in
'Share SystemAdministration' before I joined the project later.
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The Share System links the right to use water in an irrigation
system with payment of cost to maintain the system. Freeman
defines twoessentialcomponents oftheShareSystem:(i)it confers
legitimate access to the water resource within certain pre-arranged
rules and (ii)itimposes on the users aspecified obligation toshare
in paying the water management costs. Therefore the concept of
'share' unites two essential aspects of organizational operations:
resourceallocationand resourceacquisition2.However,materialsin
this chapter shows that the concept of share as envisaged by the
program has not developed in reality,and farmers practice sharing
principles their own way.The reason is simple. The share system
links the volume of water given with the payment for a share.
However, fanners are used to payment on the basis of areaunder
cultivation irrespective of the level of water use. It is more
transparent to them. Volumetric measurement is difficult to put
into practice in Nepal.The amount of water one receives isnever
fixed,and can change year-to-year and throughout the irrigation
season depending on the rainfall. Irrigation systems are also not
equipped forwatermeasurement andthe farmers arenottrainedto
perform watermeasurementactivities.

4.2 Organisingthe WUA inPanchakanya
PanchakanyawasaFMISirrigatingsome 100ha oflanduntil1974,
after which it was taken over by the government to expand the
irrigated area upon the influence of newly migrant groups. They
formed theirowncommitteetogetinvolvedincanaloperationand
co-ordinatewith the irrigation agency (CIP) in the matters relating
to O&M.The WUA also became involved in providingvoluntary
contribution for canal cleaning. The CIP staff also had a feeling
that Panchakanya belonged to the WUA, and although theWUA
was informal, it was recognized by the CIP and its meetingswere
attendedbytheCIP officials.
TheWUAofthePanchakanyaweretoldabout themanagement
transfer program by the then CIP3 officials in April 1994. A
meeting between the water users and the CIP officials was then
organized to discuss the implementation of the program. The
meeting was held at the Khageri headwork site (the Khageri
headwork is at the highway, adjacent to the Panchakanya, and is
suitable for holding meetings with Panchakanya farmers). It was
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attended by WUA members, local water users4, the local VDC
chief, the institutional development specialist from the consultant
(who was based in Chittwan), the CEP Project Manager and CIP
engineer looking after the Panchakanya system. In this first
meeting, which was called by the CIP, a 13-member 'Constitution
Draft Committee' (CDC) was formed from among the users. Most
of the members of this committee were the members of the then
existing WUA. The institutional development specialist and
engineer of CIP looking after Panchakanya system were assigned to
support the CDC.
The technical officials from the CIP, together with WUA
members, then carried out a base line survey of the system to
establish the area under irrigation in each branch /tertiary canal,
number of users and their landholdings to design the structure of
the WUA. This team found that the system was only irrigating 265
ha of land against the target command area of 600 ha during the
monsoon, whereas only 13 ha land was under early paddy. The
survey team also found that the potential area of the Panchakanya
was only 450 ha against the previously designed area of 600 ha, due
to limitations of water supply.The team registered the membership
on the basis of then irrigated area (265 ha), but kept it open to the
farmers of remaining area,who could receiveirrigation in future.
The CDC drafted the constitution of the WUA by the end of
same month (April) of the first meeting. They proposed a two-tier
organization. A Main Committee (MQ for the system level and
Branch Committee (BQ for the branch canallevel.The MC had 13
members altogether, 9 representatives from the seven branch
canals and 10 outlets, and four executives: the Chairman, Vice
Chairman, Secretary and the Treasurer. In fact there were eight
branch canals in Panchakanya (see Figure 3.2) but the last, the
eighth branch canal,was not functioning and was not represented
in the MC. The 10 outlets were divided into two groups and each
group was given the status of a BC to be represented in the MC.
The total area served by these 10 direct outlets was 51 ha:
individual representation in the MC from these outlets was
impossible because of the smaller area irrigated as compared with
the branch canals. By dividing the 10 smaller outlets into two
groups, small outlets from the main canal were also represented in
theMC.
The General Assembly (GA),as an apex body of the WUA, was
proposed to have 45 members, one per area of approximately 10
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ha, as the potential irrigable area after the field survey showed only
450 ha. They were to be elected in the elections of the BCs
concerned. The BCs were to have 5 to 9 members depending on
the area served by the branch canals.The Chairman of the BC also
acts as the member representative in the MC. The organisational
structure of the Panchakanya is shown in Figure 4.1.The basis for
the organizational design is the hydraulic boundary, but equal
geographic representation in the WUA was also considered. The
structure mosdy exhibits the unitary character, as the MC is not
separately -formed, but formed out of the branch canal
representatives.
FIGURE4.1 TheWUAstructure of Panchakanya

Four executives out of
45GAmembers

BQ andBC»areformeddividing10outletsintotwogroups

The first election of WUA was held in May 1994 after the
formation of the draft constitution. It began from the branch canal
level. Registered farmers of the respective branch canals formed
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the BC and also selected the GA members (on the basis of one
person per 10 ha). With the completion of this election at branch
level, the GA and the MC representatives were also selected (as the
MC representatives were the BC chairman). The GA then selected
the four executives of the MC. The whole election process took
three days (two days for branch committees, and a day for MC
executives). The election was co-ordinated by the CIP engineer.
According to this engineer, all the functionaries both at BCs and
MC and in the GA were selected through consensus, without
balloting. Except the Chairman, all the members in the MC were
different from the previous informal WUA. The newly formed GA
passed the constitution6 of the WUA and the association got
registered in the District Water Resources Committee (DWRQ.
Thus the initialprocess took onlytwo months time.
One interesting feature of the WUA here is that it ignored the
some of the provisions of the Acts and Regulations concerning the
formation of the WUA. The Water Resources Regulation (1993)
requires that the MC should be limited to 7 members:however the
total membership here was 13. Likewise, the Regulation requires
that at least 20% of the total seats in the WUA has to be reserved
for women members. But there was not a single women
representative either in the MC or in the BCs. This was also not
feasible, according to the constitution of the WUA: the
membership is attached to land ownership, and the majority of
land ownership lies with the male members of a household (see
chapter 8).The DWRC knew these field level realities and did not
raise any objection against the violation of the rules and registered
the WUA.
After the election was over, the WUA drafted the operational
rules and regulations at the beginning of June, and by August, the
rules were already in place. It also introduced the concept of a
'Share System Administration' in the WUA. They defined share on
the basis of area: one share per Kattha(0.033 ha), that is, a farmer
with 1 ha owns 30 shares. By December 1994, the WUA also
started collecting the Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) of Rs. 60 per ha
(Rs.2 per share) in the command area.Farmers found it difficult to
allocate the share in terms of volume of water as they were not
aware of flow measurement and the system itselfwas not equipped
with flow-measuring devices. Chapter 9 will show the WUAs have
maintained this tradition, even after their increased experience in
system management,without changingto avolumetric share.
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The preceding discussions show that theprocess of organizingthe
WUA in Panchakanya was smooth, and without any conflict and
struggle. The whole organizing process was over within a few
months. The CIP engineer involved in the WUA formation and
development told me he had no major problem in constructing
WUA and holding its elections. The main reason underlying this
rapid response from the farmers wasthat thePanchakanya farmers
hadalongtradition ofuserinvolvementinoperation,maintenance,
decisionmakingand resources mobilization.
The process here was directed at turning the WUA into a
'formal' organization from its previous 'informal' status, with
registration and written rules and regulations. Before this, the
WUAhad nowritten rules andregulations,andwas not formed by
election. They were selected on an adhoc basis, selecting a few
individuals from different parts of the system to make up the
executive committee. So for Panchakanya farmers, the present
exercise was just a process of legalizing their status and
participating in management transfer was regaining the old status
of FMIS (the situation prior to 1974).They knew about collective
action and had been practising it even under the previous agency
management. Farmers in Panchakanya saw the management
transfers anopportunity to maketheWUAformal and empowered
to perform irrigation management activities. Another reason for
thefast institutionalchangewasthatthefarmers herealreadyknew
about the Irrigation Policy and the management reform process
from the adjoining Khageri System. In Khageri, the WUA
developmenthad startedin 1992,immediatelyafter the formulation
of the Irrigation Policy.All these factors contributed to the rapid
institutionalchangeinthesystem.

4.3 TheOrganisingProcessinKhageri.
The organizing process in Khageri was not as smooth as in
Panchakanya, for several reasons. First, it is a large system with
complex canal networks, and hence the large numbers of water
users enjoyed different levels of water supply. Secondly, the
farmers herewerenotinvolvedincanaloperation and maintenance
activities as Panchakanya farmers were7. They were less aware
about their system network and water delivery pattern, as the
system had been operated and maintained bythe government until
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then. A common aspect, however, was that a majority of the users
here belonged to the same group: migrants from nearby hill
districts. The Khageri farmers, like the Panchakanya farmers, also
had knowledge of collective action in irrigation development and
management because of their past experience in the hills.
The organizing process here faced several challenges, because of
the conflicts and struggle between different groups of farmers
regarding the rights and representation in the WUA. The Khageri
organizational development case shows how farmers struggle
within their own domain to establish their rights when their
governance structure changes. However, because of the relatively
educated status and political consciousness of the farmers, and
their past knowledge of collective action, the conflict arena
provided them an opportunity to learn about their system. Finally,
farmers were able to setde their disputes and craft the organization
over time.

Initial negotiation
In Khageri, a discussion program was organized at the agency
(CIP) office in August 1992 to disseminate information about the
1992 Irrigation Policy, and the management transfer program. The
meetingwas attended by the farmers of different branch canals and
local politicians. The fanners who participated in the meeting were
those who used to co-ordinate with the CIP technicians in matters
of water allocation and distribution. These farmers were clearly
known to the canal operators of the concerned branch canals. In
addition, farmers who were already active in other parts of village
life also participated in the meeting.The canaloperators workingin
the Khageri system were also farmers belonging to the irrigation
system, and knew the active farmers in the area. The local
politicians participating the meeting were the Chief of the VDC
and the members of the D D C representing the command area. The
participants were briefed about the irrigation policy 1992 and the
irrigation management transfer program by the CIP project
manager and the engineer responsible for the system.
The participants displayed different responses regarding the
management reform. Their main concern was about the water
shortage and variable flow in the river source.They questioned the
engineers briefing the program how under such conditions itwould
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be possible for them to maintain the water delivery sendee to
farmers. According to the engineer involved in organizing the
meeting,some farmers evenargued that thegovernmentwastrying
to dump their responsibility on them. Some were in favour of the
program,consideringitempowering,butasked thegovernment for
system improvement before transferring the system management
tothem.
There was no decision in the first meeting.The news about the
IMTprogramquicklyspreadaroundthecommand area.According
to localfarmers,theideaofWUA formation andtheIMT program
was discussed informally around the Khageri command area for
several days among the farmers groups. The majority of them
finally were in favour of WUA development and management
transfer becauseofthereasons describedinbelowparagraphs.
The transfer program also coincided with the period of
democratic reform in the country. The party-less political system
was overthrown by a people's movement and a constitutional
monarchywithmultipartydemocracywasestablishedin 1990.With
this political change,severallocal-levelNGOs andworkers'unions
were evolving throughout the country during this period. Under
these circumstances, farmers also adopted the governments'
program to promote WUA in the system without resistance. The
change was seen as empowering, through which they could
increase theirpoliticalpower tobargain and negotiate theiragendas
withthegovernmentandotherinstitutions.
Farmers had experienced poor system operation and
maintenance over the years with the lack of funding after
withdrawalofADB funding (seechapter 3.Theysawadvantagesin
being involved to obtain system improvements and ensure their
waterrights.
There was also a compelling reason to participate. So far the
government was managing the system and farmers enjoyed a free
service, whether good or bad. Now the government wanted to
share the responsibility. The Irrigation Policy specified that if a
system did not participate in the reform program, the government
would not provide any kind of support to it in the future. There
was thus a risk of losing government support in future by not
participating in the program. Under these circumstances, farmers
saw no choice but to accept the program. However, as explained
earlier,theiracceptancewasnotonlyduetothiscompellingreason,
butalsomotivated byseveralother factors.
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After fanners agreed to participate in the reform process, several
rounds of discussion were made with different farmers groups on
how to proceed further to implement the program. The organizing
process here was facilitated by an institutional development
specialist (local) from the consultant, CADI. She was supported by
AO and technicians of the CIP. According to fanners, she was
highly motivated and committed in organizing activities. Following
these discussions, it was decided first to select a farmer
representative in each branch canal, to work further in organizing
activities.These representatives were selected on a consensual basis
by farmers gathering in each branch canal. After the selection of
the representatives, a seven-day trainingprogram was organized for
them to help carry out their job as Farmer Organizer (FO). They
worked in their respective branch canals in carrying out the
organizational development activities.
The FOs were involved in carrying out the baseline survey of
each of the branch canals to collect data about the household
membership, status of the canal system and constraints in the water
delivery.The FOs were supported by the facilitating team.The CIP
technicians also prepared the details of the canal conditions
together with FOs through diagnostic walkthrough activities.
Discussion sessions between the CIP personnel and the farmers
about the process of joint management were also organized at
concerned branch canals, to share information on the management
transfer program with wider group of farmers. When these
discussions at the wider scale were over, a Constitution Draft
Committee (CDC) was formed with members from each branch
canal to draft the constitution of the WUA. The members were
selected by the farmers' gathering in respective branch canals. The
facilitators supported the CDC in preparing the draft constitutions.
The constitution development process here met resistance due to
two major problems: a water-rights dispute between two groups,
and the issue of who gained the representation in the MC.

Dispute overwater right and representation in the WUA
A major problem in this early phase of WUA development (and
subsequent management transfer) concerned the rights to water
among different branch canals. So far, the responsibility of water
distribution had lain with the government, and some branches were
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getting better water distribution than others. Farmers wanted equal
shares of water to be guaranteed before management
responsibilities were transferred. The main concern was over the
first branch canal, the Bi, which used to enjoy continuous delivery
during the monsoon rice season whereas others had rotation
between them. Likewise,it also used to enjoy irrigation facilities for
early paddy, which no other branch canals did. Early paddy was
being transplanted in the whole command area of Bi and parts of
B2.The Bi farmers wanted no change in their status.
The other branch canals, especially the tailenders, were
dissatisfied with the current status of water supply. But the Bi
farmers insisted that their canal section was smaller as compared to
other branch canals (in relation to the irrigated area) and that
seepage losses were high in their canal. It is true that seepage loss
was high in this canal but given its area, it has no smaller section
compared to others. Local farmers say that Bi had access to better
water supply because of the influence of some influential persons
and powerful administrators in this branch. It was upon their
influence that this branch used to enjoy better water delivery as
compared to the others8. They also had the advantage of their
topographic location, being the first off-taking canal from the main
system. This provided them with relatively better water delivery as
compared to the others.
Besides enjoying continuous water delivery in the monsoon
season, the Bi also had access to irrigation during thespring season
to cultivate earlypaddy.There is aninteresting story behind howBi
started early paddy transplantation. During spring, water supply is
very low in the Khageri river as explained in chapter 3,and farmers
never cared for water in the winter and spring seasons. Most of the
command area used to grow wheat and maize in winter and spring
seasons under rain-fed conditions, but Bi had problems in
cultivating wheat and maize. Its area is joined with the National
Park (RCNP) and the crops were damaged by the wild animals
(mosdy rhinos), so they used to leave the field barren in the winter
and spring. Once a farmer started a local brick factory bringing
water from the canal. He could not run the factory and as he had
already cleaned the canal to bring water, he thought he should
utilize it. He started early paddy cultivation upon advice from
farmers of nearby area who had experience of eady paddy
cultivation. It was highly successful and with this initial move the
area under early paddy expanded over the years: by 1992 all of the
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Bi command area and part of B2were cultivating the early paddy9.
As theywere at thehead,none of the other canals objected and the
Bi established its right overwater during the spring season.
On the other hand the four minor canals atthe tailend had aless
equitable water share. In the original construction plan of the
Khageri system, there were no provisions for the construction of
the four minor canals that presently exist.The areas currendy being
irrigated by them were supposed to get water from the branch
canal Bs (according to the engineer in charge during design and
construction) through the construction of tertiary canals called
'minor canals'. But later on, it was found impossible to irrigate the
tailend areas by constructing minor canals from the Bs, due to
topographic limitations. Four separate canals were then designed
and constructed as exist presendy. However, their names remained
as 'minors' although two of them (Mi and M2) are actually branch
canals10 (see Figure 3.3), and irrigate more areas than some of the
branch canals (Table 3.3). These minors have access to drainage
water during the monsoon and areless dependent on Khageri canal
water.
The upstream canals were of the opinion that these minors had
a right over the surplus water only, and they should be given
secondary status (lower representation in the WUA) in the
constitution. For the minor canal farmers, this was the only
opportunity bywhich they could claim their full right towater. The
Minor farmers argued that they were also part of the Khageri
system, and they should not be deprived of water rights equal to
those of other branch canals, just because of their name as
'minors'. Another issue was that, out of the four minor canals,
minor 3 and 4 had smaller command areas (99 ha and 60 ha, see
Table 3.3) resulting in questions whether they should have
representation in the MC. These canals bifurcate from M2 and
head-end farmers could not agree to recognize them as a branch
canal. The farmers on these minor canals feared that if they failed
to achieve representation in the MC, the head end canals would
have a majority position there.The head-end farmers, on their part
feared to lose their relativelybetterwater supply condition.
According to farmers, the conflict situation was helpful
afterwards, because it gave them an opportunity to learn about
their system and search for solutions. Accordingly, a solution was
found. The first point agreed by all the parties was that allthe four
minors and the 9 branch canals would have at least one member
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representative in the General Assembly. Considering the area
irrigated by each branch and minor canal,it was decided that there
would be a GA member from every 50ha command area.Bydoing
this, the smallest minor 4,which has a 60 ha command area,would
also have one representative in the GA. Another point of
agreement was that allthe branch canals and the minor canals were
considered branch canals.There would be a separate committee on
each of them to look after irrigation management inside their
respective canals.Thus-thirteen branch committees were proposed,
one for Bi, B2,B3,B4,B5,B^, B6W,B7,Bs,Mi, M2,M3andM4each.
However, M4 was not given representation in the MC, it was
combined with M2 to be represented in the MC (M4 bifurcates
from the M2 and the CDC could not agree to give it an
independent seat in the MC, see Figure 3.5). So the MC was
proposed to have 15 members: 12 representatives - 9 from branch
canals and 3 from minors and - the three executives. The three
executives, the Chairman, Vice Chairman and the Secretarywere to
be elected by the GA. The issue of representation was over. The
only thing the tail-end farmers lost was that M4 did not have its
representative in the MC.The tailend farmers were more vocal and
conscious - many are retired Army personnel, and thus able to
retain comfortable position in the MC.
Regarding the water right, the tail end farmers now did not
object the B1 having its right over water in spring. They realized
that there was no sense in bringing limited water to tailend areas in
spring, as it would be lost during its conveyance. In addition, they
could establish better representation in the main canal. On the
other hand Bi agreed to co-operate for rotational distribution
under scarcity situations in the monsoon seasons. However, this
point was to be further negotiated in the WUA by-laws to be
formed later on, not in the constitution.The parties agreed that this
would be taken careof when preparing operational rules.
In all these processes, there was no involvement of the
politicians or any third parties. The facilitating group and the
constitution draft committee members carried out the discussions
and negotiations. The setting of the 50 ha land unit to be
represented in the GA was the first unifying element The
committee had fixed this considering the fact that each canal unit
would have at least one representative in the GA.This took careof
the tail-end farmers. At the same time, all the minor canals were
also given equal status of the BC having rights to establish their
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own office and form their own rules and regulations. The group
was able to settle disputes, as farmers here were educated, they
were aware of this kind of needs and there was a political
consensus. Fanners also said that the institutional development
specialist involved was competent in bringing the different
conflicting parties together.

Approval of the constitution, and election processes.
With the draft constitution completed, a farmers' meeting was
again organized in Shivanagar (where the present WUA office is
located) by the CDC to discuss the structure of the WUA and the
draft constitution. The CDC had designed the WUA as a two-tier
organization: the MC at system level, and BC at branch canal.
Above the MC would be a GA, a policy-making body for the MC.
The GA would have 85 representatives. Of this, 73 members
would be elected by the farmers of respective branch canals in
proportion to their command area on the basis of one member for
each 50 ha area. The remaining 12 members were the member
representatives of theMC,one from each branch canal.
The MC would have 15members in total:twelve representatives
from the 12 branch canals and the three executives: the Chairman,
Vice-Chairman and the Secretary. The three executives were to be
elected out of 73 GA members. The 12 representatives were not
the representatives of the branch canals as in Panchakanya, but
were to be elected separately by the branch canals farmers. The
chief of CIP was also an ex-officio member of the MC, but his
attendance would not be included in the quorum of the MC
meeting. The BC would be formed by the farmer members of the
respective branch canals, who are also the GA members of that
particular branch. Each BCwas also proposed to have a Chairman,
Vice Chairman, Secretary and four members. By forming the MC
and BC separately through direct elections from the farmers, the
Khageri WUA takes on a federated character.
Besides the branch canals, there are also 41 direct outlets
withdrawing water directly from the main canal having an average
area of 10 ha. Instead of forming separate groups for them as done
in Panchakanya, the outlets here were merged with the nearest
branch canals for organizational development purposes. According
to the farmers, this was done to make the organization simple and
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equally representative. The responsibility of water allocation to
these outlets was also given to the concerned BC to which the
outletbelonged.
The gathering atShivanagar approved theproposed structure of
the organization. In the same meeting, it was decided that any
change needed in the draft constitution would later be reviewed
and approved by the GA to be formed after the election. This
opened apath for the WUA formation. The proposed structure of
theWUAorganizationisshowninFigure4.2.
FIGURE 4.2The WUA structure of the Khageri System
85 members
GA

12persons
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The meeting in Shivanagar, after accepting the proposed structure
of the WUA, asked all the farmers to organize elections in their
respective branch canals. By December 1992, the elections in the
branch canals were over, and members were mostly selected by
consensus. With the completion of elections at branch canal level,
the GA was also automatically formed, as its representative were to
be elected by them on the basis of one representative per every 50
ha. The 12 representatives in the MC were also already there, who
were also elected together at the time of BC elections. The only
vacant posts were for the posts of the Chairman, Vice Chairman
and the Secretary of the MC, which were to be elected by the GA
members.
The election for these posts was held in January 1993. In
accordance with the constitution, the candidates for these posts
were selected from the 73 GA members: the 12 members from
branch canals were not allowed to compete for the post. The post
of the chairman was selected from branch canal B^, which is in the
middle of the command area and is also the largest branch canal in
the system. The Vice-Chairman was from Mi in the tail portion,
and the Secretary from branch canal Bi in the head portion. The
selection clearly showed farmers' determination to balance the
power within the WUA for equitablewater distribution by selecting
key officials from head, middle and tail reach of the canal sections.
The BCs had also a similar composition, where at least one of the
key positions in the committee was elected from the tail-end
portion of the command area.

4.4 The Organising Processin West Gandak
West Gandak is a large system with communities of different
composition. There are three different groups of settlers here: the
Indian migrants, the native Tharus and the hill migrants. It has a
complex and challenging ecological environment as explained in
chapter 3. The majority of farmers here were unused to collective
action, and past efforts to involve users in management could not
succeeded as explained in chapter 2. When IMT was discussed
here, it did not face any disputes.The process was as smooth as in
PIS. But the reasons were different Here, political leaders took
over the process. The area overlaps to two parliamentary
constituencies, out of four constituencies in the district (it also
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slightly touches the third one) and the WUA could provide a
platform toincrease (party)politicalactivities.
ThebeginningofWUA formation
Theprocessofinitiation of management reform herewassimilarto
that in Khageri. It started with the formation and capacity
development of the WUA. Upreti (1999) has documented the
detailed process of this initial WUA development activities.
According to this report, a meetingwas called on 17July 1992 by
the West Gandak project office to inform and discuss about the
joint management program and the 1992 Irrigation Policy. The
meetingwasattended by256people including the two MPsofthe
area.The MPs and other political figures like the VDC chiefwere
personallyinvited by the West Gandak project office, whereas the
VDCswererequested to pass theinformation to common farmers
about the gathering. As the joint management program started
from this project (in Khageri it started a month later), the higher
officials from the Irrigation Management Division QMD) of DOI
in Kathmandu also attended the meeting. The meetingwelcomed
theideaofinvolvingfarmers intheirrigationactivities.Someofthe
participants showed their concern whether this would be again
another WUA formation, as in the past during CADP.TheIMD
officials and the West Gandak project manager explained the
gathering about the newly adopted Irrigation Policy, and how the
department was committed towards the participatory management
as per the irrigation policy. They also said that the WUA
development this time would be at all levels of the canal system,
notonlyinthelowerorder canalsasinthepast.
Theorganizingprocess herewas facilitated bytheWestGandak
project manager and a sociologist (institutional development
expert) supplied by the consultant, CADI. A second meetingwas
again called in September 1992 in which 160 people participated,
discussing how to proceed for development of the WUA. The
meetingdecided to selectFarmer Organizers (FOs) towork further
in thedevelopment of the WUA. For this purpose, the command
areawas divided into 12divisions and separate meetingwereheld
in these divisions to select the FOs. The division was made
considering an area of 700 ha per FO as an appropriate unit for
organizing purposes. In Khageri, the FOs were selected based on
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hydraulic boundary: one FO per branch canal. Here, they decided
to select FOs on area basis, due to complexity of canal networks
(see Figure 3.7). A meeting between the facilitating team and the
farmers was then held in each divisions to select the FO. The FOs
herewere required to have 10th grade education, and were selected
by the gathering. Whenever there was more than one candidate,
one of them was selected by voting. A total of 715 persons
participated inthe F O selection activityin total.
As in Khageri, the FOs were hired on a temporary basis and
were paid11. They were used to collect necessary data like
household numbers, and status of canal alignment in their
respective divisions.They were also to explain to farmers how joint
management program works. They worked as intermediaries
between the D O I and farmers groups during this early stage of
WUA development. They were given basic training for carrying out
these activities. Parallel with the FO activities, two more meetings
were organized to discuss about the development of the
constitution of the WUA which were attended by 146 and 106
interested farmers respectively. The final meeting,held in February
1993 decided to form a 15-member committee, one from each
division to draft the constitution for the WUA.

ProposedWUA structure
The CDC recommended a four-tiered organization based on the
hydraulic boundaries and structural complexities of the system.The
four levels are: (i)) the main committee at the system level (ii),
branch committee to serve branch canals (iii),tofifor tertiary level
canaland (iv) upa-toli(sub-tertiary levelgroups) below the tertiary.
The UpatoU, the lowest tier of theWUA,would be formed at the
tertiary level canals that irrigates approximately of 50-150 ha area
likethe MFD, main canal blocks (MCblocks) and SFD (see Figure
3.7). There were 172 such blocks and thus were 172 UpatoHs. The
Tolis would be formed out of the UpatoBrepresentatives and
represent the minor canals.There are 19 Tolisin total, out of which
8 are directly connected with the main canal.The BCwould alsobe
formed out of the representatives of the UpatoBs and ToHs inside
the Branch. Three BC were proposed each for the Bishnujung,
Piparhawa and Bhujawa branches.The Mangharia branch canalwas
not considered for a branch committee. The reason for this was
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thatindesigningWUA, only those branch canals that bifurcate into
two or more divisions downstream were considered branch-level
committees. The Mangharia does not have a major bifurcation
downstream and was thus given Toli committee status (se Figure
3.7).
The MC was to be formed out of the representative of the
Upatoli,Toli or Branch that directly off takes from the main canal.
As seen from Figure 3.7, there are 24 main canal blocks and 6
SFDs, which together would claim 24 representatives in the MC
(the SFDs were merged with the nearest main canal blocks owing
to their smaller size). Likewise, the 8 minor committees and 3BCs
would have 11 representatives in the MC in total. The MC would
thus have 35 members. The executives of the MC - the Chairman,
Vice Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer - would be elected out of
the 35 members of the MC by the GA members. The GA was to
have 172members, one from each upatoL The WUA configuration
asproposed bythe CDC is presented in Figure4.3.
TheWUA structure is a perfect example of the unitary modelas
defined by Freeman. It is highly concentrated towards the MC and
hashighlyunequal representation. There were two major defects in
this structure. First, it is solely based on hydraulic boundaries. In
doing so,it gave representation to each and every offtake from the
main canal irrespective of their command area. This led to a
situation where the small offtake canals (24 MC blocks and 6
SFDs) irrigating 1686 ha had 24 seats in the 35-members MC
whereas the four large branch canals totalling 5047ha had only
four seats.That is, canals irrigating about 19.4. % of the area had
68.5%of themembership in the MC,whereas areas serving 58%of
theland only had 11.42 % of the membership. As we have seenin
the previous cases of Khageri and Panchakanya, farmers chose
different strategies to make the MC equally representative. In
Khageri, the small outlets were merged with the branch canals for
representation in the MC. In Panchakanya, the 10 outlets were
divided into only two groups so that the the MC is equally
represented from different canal reaches.
Another serious limitation was that the executive posts were to
beelected out of the 35representatives only, and the GA members
werenot allowed to stand for these posts.Whereas in Khageri and
Panchakanya, these representatives were not allowed to stand for
these posts,instead theywere to be selected from the wider group,
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the GA. By the structure itself, the power of the committee could
bekeptin the hands of only a few individuals inWest Gandak.
FIGURE4.3TheWUAstructure oftheWestGandak
The GA elects the Chairman,
Vice Chairman, Secretary and
Treasurer of the MC out of 35
representatives

GA
172

I asked the then project manager of the West Gandak and the
consultant involved in preparing the constitution of the WUAwhy
the MC was designed with such an unequal representation. They
told me that it was done so that MC decisions could be passed to
all the off-taking canals. The then project manager of the West
Gandak said that small canals were given equal status to the larger
ones asanydisturbances by these small canals would alsoaffect the
main canaloperation,which ultimatelywould affect the functioning
of the large canals. But this is a minor operational problem,
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whereas the new WUA configuration could have great impact on
WUA functioning.
Regarding the second issue of not allowing the GA members to
be elected inthe executive posts, theyhad no precise answer.There
are reasons to believe that this was deliberately done by the
involved actors facilitating the WUA development to promote
selected people to the leadership. Many of the farmers in the area
also share the view.They say that it was due to influential persons
from the small canals, the main canal blocks, that the WUA
structure was designed that way and that GA members were
stopped from standing for the executive posts. The two successive
Chairmen of theWUAwere in fact from these small canals,which
alsosuggests some truth in farmers' views.
However, the ordinary farmers were not aware of the WUA
structure and the constitution. Because of low political awareness
and literacy, they were not very active like the earlier systems
discussed, and were dependent on their leaders whom they had
selected to form the constitution.

Theelectionprocess
After the completion of the draft constitution, the election process
started from the upatoli level. The constitution draft committee
worked as the election commission for the purpose of conducting
the elections. However, it was supported by the West Gandak
project office. The Upatolicommittee was formed out of the
meeting of the farmers of that upatoli. They were informed about
the time and venue of the election by the concerned FO of that
area.The size of the upatolivaried from seven to eleven members,
depending upon the size of the particular canal. The committee
members then selected a Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Secretary
and selected one member to be represented in the GA. The
members also selected another member to be represented at the
next level up in the organization, the Toli, branch or main canal
level depending upon whether the upatoli is located. The ToSand
theBCwere formed out of the members sent from the upatolilevd.
The members selected the Chairperson, Vice Chairperson and
Secretaryfrom among themselves.
With the completion of the election of the ToS, UpatoliandBCs,
there were already 35 members for the MC, as well as the 172
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members of the GA. The only remaining job was to elect the
executives of the MC. Before the election of the executives, the
candidates were allowed to speak and campaign on their behalf.
The time and venue of the election was notified to the GA
members and the MC members in advance. There was no ballot:
the executives were selected by census within the GA. As in
Khageri, the key posts of the MCwas shared by the head-enders
and tail-enders. The Chairman was from the tail of the canal, the
Vice-Chairman from head, and the treasurer from the tail and
Secretary form themiddlesection.Thewhole electionwasoverby
June 18, 1993.The process documentation report also shows that
theWUA development process here took seven months and cost
US$3925, excluding the cost of the consultant and the West
Gandak staff involved. There were four farmer gatherings, 15
regional meetings, and 146 discussion programs. In total, 7784
personsparticipatedinthiswholeprocess.
Once the election was over, the GA ratified the constitution
prepared earlier by the constitutional draft committee.The WUA
was registered in the District Administrative office on June 29,
199312 The WUAs were given training on Share System
Administration andother capacitydevelopment training.Fieldvisit
programswerealsoorganizedtoselectedsuccessful FMIS.
However, the casehere questions thevalueof those interaction
programs. Ultimately they resulted in an organization, which was
highlyunequalinits representation, andwas concentrated towards
a few individuals. There can only be two reasons for this. Either
the actors, the engineer, consultant and the constitution draft
committeewereless awareof the WUAdevelopment process,and
just followed the routine procedures, so that the structures came
intobeingbycoincidence,orthesepeopledeliberatelydesigned the
organization favouring particular groups of people to emerge in
leadership.
ElectionpoliticsinWestGandak
Both farmers andNWGISproject officials saythat thefirstWUA
electioninNWGISwasheavilyinfluenced bypartypolitics.Nepal
entered multiparty democracyin 1990:the new emergingpolitical
parties tried to influence every sector, and irrigation was no
exception. Organizational development activities in the West
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Gandak also coincided with this period. In the first election, the
political influence and connections dominated the dynamics of
electionprocess.However, therewas no dominance byaparticular
landlord or rural elite. People having connections with political
parties and contractors were the frontrunners in the election. The
reasons for thiswere:
• Peoplehad seen massiveinvestment during the CADPperiod.
They had heard of another rehabilitation program comingin
future to support the organizational development activities.
They had heard from the visiting IMD officials and theWest
Gandak staff that a project named 'Irrigation Management
Transfer Project' was about to be implemented in the system
under the funding from ADB. It was thought that ADBwas
again going to make huge investments, and contractors and
local politicians sought to be elected to gain access to future
projectresources.
• For contractors, representation in WUA would provide easy
accessingettingtheconstruction contract.
• The NWGIS includes two constituencies for the election of
Member of Parliament So for politicians, it could provide a
platform for theirpoliticalcareer.Politicalparties alsousedthe
WUAelectiontomeasuretheirpopularityamongthevoters.
TheWUAthus electedwasamixofpoliticians,contractors,and
other local powerful men. They had their own vested interests to
be elected in WUA, as mentioned above. The contractors were
there to get opportunity in construction activities.Politicianswere
for measuring the strength of their respective political parties.
Manyfarmers whom I interviewed said that the electionwasbased
on partypolitics.Interestingly, landlords were not interested tosit
on the MC. Instead, they preferred to be in the branch or toH
committee.They said that theywere interested in gettingwaterin
their canal rather than being part of the wider politics in theMC.
Mydiscussions with the technicians involved in the NWGIS and
severalother informants shows that the composition of theWUA
wasasshowninTable4.1
The Table should not be read in terms of exact figures, but
reflects discussionwithvarious farmers and techniciansinvolvedin
the election. The objective here is to indicate that the WUAwas
dominated bypartypolitics.The question isthus:whatenabledthe
politicalparties tobecomesodominanthere?
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The West Gandak hasa different social setting than that ofthe
Khageriwith three different immigrant groups.More than 52% of
thepopulation hereis from lower casteswhoseexploitation bythe
upper castes is dominant. The literary rate stands at 39% and
politicalawareness likethattheChittwan farmers donotexisthere.
The majority of the population depends on the local eliteand
politicians for jobs and other economic opportunities. This
situation allowedlocalleadersto exploitthefarmerswithease.
TABLE 4.1 Percentage of WUA representation bydifferent political
groups
Politicians holding Affiliation with political
position in local parties, hut not in
governmentposts
governmentposts
35%

25%

Contractors

20%

Common
farmers
20%

4.5 Conclusions
This chapter began by describing how farmers reacted tothe
government policy when they were told about the shift of
management responsibility to their domain. Inallthethree cases
farmers did not object to this, except for showing some local
concerns facing the irrigating systems. There were three main
reasons for their non-objection to participating themanagement
transfer. The firstwasthat farmers hadnoalternative,becausethey
feared thatthegovernment mightwithdrawsupporttotheirsystem
if they didnot participate in the program. Theirrigation policy
specifies that for those systems notwilling to participate inthe
management transfer, would notreceive any kind ofgovernment
supportinfuture. Sotherewasadangeroflosingthe government
supportifnot participating,whereas therewas scopeofimproving
systemcondition byparticipatingintheprogram.
The second reason was that theWUA development almost
coincided with the political change in the country. This also
motivated farmers to form the WUAs, as similar organizations
were being formed in other sectors of the society as a way of
empowering themselves. Farmers in these irrigation systems also
recognized the WUAs asameans toincrease their politicalpower
to negotiate andbargain fortheir causewith thegovernment and
other institutions. Thirdly, all the systems were physically
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deteriorated and farmers did not want to lose the opportunity of
system improvement offered by the reform program. Farmers
participation in the reform was thus not only from the compelling
factors of theIrrigation Policy,butalsodueto theirownindividual
interesttoo.
The chapter then described theprocess ofgroup formation and
the struggles therein.The discussion on these cases showhowthe
organization design is shaped by the existing socio-political
structure. This is illustrated by the different outcomes of the
organization design in the three systems. In PIS, the processwas
shaped bythe existingpractices of the collective action.Therewas
alreadyan existing organization, established and recognized inthe
systemand farmers knewabout collectivemanagement.Sofarmers
designedtheWUAinaccordancewiththeirprevailingpractices.
In the case of Khageri, there were negotiations between the
farmers groups regarding water rights and representation in the
organization. The conflictive environment at the beginning gave
farmers an opportunity to learn about their system and find
solutions. In this case both parties got what they wanted finally.
The tail-end farmers got equal representation in the GAaswellas
in the MC, except that M4 had no representative in the MC.
However,alltheminorcanals,includingtheM»gotthestatusasof
branch canals and could have their own committee. Byagreeing
this, the head-enders had nothing to lose. On the other hand,the
tail-enderscameto realizethattherewasno advantageto objecting
thefirstbranch canal using the water in spring, as they could not
access it. So the head-end canal was able to keep up its relatively
betterwater availability.Because ofrelativelygreatereducationand
political consciousness, Khageri farmers werein aposition to craft
theirWUAasdemanded bytheir context
Butin NWGIS, a few were able to capture the process andthe
rest were silent because of the pattern of social and political
dependence. The WUA was used as a platform to monitor the
strength of thepoliticalparties.One of thereason for highlevelof
(party)politicalinfluence hasbeenalsodue toits scale.Theareaof
West Gandak overlaps with two parliamentary constituencies.Itis
aruralarea and other forms of economic and politicalactivityand
related forums are almost non-existent here.So theWUAwasthe
first and onlyorganization in the areawherepolitical partiescould
enter to increase their influence. Whereas Chittwan was alreadya
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developed area and there are several other economic and political
platforms to represent the political parties.
The organizational structure of all the three systems was based
on hydraulic boundaries. But in Panchakanya and in Khageri,
farmers also took care of geographical boundaries to arrive in a
balanced WUA. Interestingly this factor was overlooked in the
West Gandak, resulting in highly unequal representation in the
WUA where 68.5% of the MC members are controlled by farmers
cultivating 19.4% of the land, whereas farmers holding 58%of the
land has only 11.42% representation. Another interesting feature is
that the posts of the executives were limited to only for the
representatives of the MC, not to the wider group the GA.To my
knowledge, the executives in the MC are always elected out of the
GA.This resulted the Gandak WUA being a perfect unitary model
with power concentrated on few keypolitical figures.
The chapter has also shown how the prescriptive views on
organizational design can clash with local concerns at
implementation. Farmers discarded the rules set by the Water
Resources Regulation, on the other hand, the DWRC set up to
register the WUA also did not pay attention to violations of thelaw
by the WUA. Likewise, a 'Share System' with volumetric
measurement was highly advocated in the design. Farmers did not
reject the concept of share, but practiced it the way they found
compatible with their water availability scenario and canal
networks,linkingirrigated area with payment, not with thevolume.
If the water delivery pattern is acceptable to farmers (as decided by
their WUA), then linking cropped area with the payment is the
same as linking it with the water volume. Farmers avoided shares
being based on volumetric basis because of the highlyvariable flow
and difficulty in establishing water measurement mechanisms. The
Share System did not materialize the way it was designed, just
because it was not designed on the basis of what was already there
inpractice orwhat peoplewere familiar with.Instead it started with
prescriptive designwhich farmers found new and complicated.
WUA cannot be designed just by following a set of routine
activities. The chapter has shown how the actors in the project,
their actions, and their understanding of the irrigation system
environment shape the outcome of the organization. In Khageri,
the facilitators made several efforts to bring different conflicting
parties together and finally succeeded to find awin-win situation to
both the parties. In West Gandak, despite several interaction
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meetings and group discussion activities, the organization finally
resulted in a highly unequally representative system, concentrated
towards a few individuals, which gave further room to capture the
process by political parties. Another point is how the Coloradobased Consultant remained unaware of the unitary model, while
Freeman had warned about its danger of being captured by a few
influential people13.
The critical question in developing the WUA is thus not who
organizes it and what process are to be followed, but iswhatvalues
and interests the actors have, their understanding of irrigation
systems and its environment (both physical, technical and social)
and how they translate the opportunities and constraints of these
environments into their actions.

Notes
1

Civilservants in Nepal are appointed at two levels: Gazetted andNonGazetted. Non-Gazetted positions are thejunior officers, and are further
ranked intothreeclasses,I,II and III.
2
A share can be also obtained by initial investment on system
development and can be sold and exchanged and this practice exist in
manyFMISinthehillsofNepal (seeMartinandYoder,1986)
3
The CIP was dissolved only in August 1994 establishing NLIO as
mentionedinchapter3.
4
TheWUAhad informed all thewater users about the meeting,butonly
those who were active in water management and other parts of their
villagelife (teachers,RedCrossmembers) participated themeeting.
Theconstitution prepared earlier isonlythedraft constitution formed for
thepurpose of holding the election, and according to this constitution,it
requirestobepassedbythe newlyformed GAof theWUA(whocanalso
change provisions of the constitution prepared by the CDC). Onlythen
can the constitution be registered to the District Water Resources
Committee.
The constitutionpreparedearlierisonlythedraft constitutionformed for
thepurpose of holding the election, and according to this constitution,it
requirestobepassed bythenewlyformed GAoftheWUA(whocanalso
change provisions of the constitution prepared by the CDC). Onlythen
cantheconstitutionberegistered totheDWRC.
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However, this does not mean that farmers were not aware about the
system at all.This was relatively a water scarce system, and farmers and
local politicians were generally in contact with canal operators and
engineers to know about their irrigation turn. According to operators,
theyalsousedtohelpincoordinatingthewater distribution.
8
DuringthePanchayat System (before 1990),therewere provisions fora
zonal commissioner to look after the administration and development
affairs in each of the zone. There were 14 such commissioners in the
country for the 14zones.Part of thecommand area of theBiwasowned
by one such commissioner. In addition, a large portion of the landwas
alsoownedbyoneof theinfluential politiciansinthecountry.
9
Local farmers saythat the rhino does not damage the rice crop,sothis
cultivationwaspossible.
10
Minor canals are the one which bifurcates from the branch canal,
whereas the branch canals are the ones which bifurcate from the main
canal.
II
Payments to temporarily hired persons differ from district to district.
PaymenttotheFOs areslighdylowerthanthosetoAOs.
12
Before water resources Regulation (1993)was enacted formingDWRC,
theWUAswereregisteredintheDAO.
13
Freeman from Colorado University has discussed about different
models of the WUA while the consultant, CADI, is a Colorado-based
firm and also has an affiliation with the university (to my knowledge).
JohnWelkinWells,the researcher of the ColoradoUniversityhimselfwas
alsoinvolvedintrainingtheWUAsinSharessystemadministration.

TheJoint PlanningProcess

Thenexttwochapters ofthethesispresent theparticipatorydesign
construction process to support organizational evolution. This
chapter concerns the joint planning processes, which is the first
activity of any PTD process, whereas the next one describes the
implementation oftheActionPlan (AP)prepared outofthesejoint
planning exercises. Before describing the joint action planning, I
introduce how I began work in Khageri and Panchakanya, and
what values, knowledge and perceptions our project team had, as
these also affected the outcome of the process, and affected our
struggle to make the process stable. It then describes how the
different actors have perceived the context of management reform
and how they struggled to gain control over the process. The
chapter then documents theAP development process.The chapter
concludes with a description of issues in facilitating the
participatory development process, as well as the limitations and
scope ofthemethodologies used.
The objective behind the joint planning process is to identify
local problems and needs to be prioritized by the users; to find
workable solutions;andtofindand agreeupon the implementation
regimes after discussions and negotiation with the farmers or their
organization. The planning process is based on incorporation of
local knowledge and skills, and also combines the technical and
scientific knowledge of the external agents. For this purpose, it
utilizes range of methodologies like Participatory Rural Appraisal
(PRA) and Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and other group
discussions (Gill, 1994).In irrigation, especially in the planning of
maintenance and in the rehabilitation process, Diagnosis
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Walkthrough Activities' (Neupane, 1992) are the mostly advocated
and used tools, as a first step in a PTD process.This involves the
joint survey of the functional condition of the structures and the
problems in delivering the services, with a main objective to find
agreed options for change.
The PTD process should be client-driven, such that knowledge,
needs, criteria and preference of farmers are given weight in
decisions about technical innovation. Addressing client needs
means that designs should be site-specific and locallyadaptive. The
design should be_interactive, evolving through time with users
participating at an early stage of development. Interactive designs
that utilize the local knowledge and skills also form the basis of
learning process approaches (Scheer, 1996; Korten, 1980) where
changes are discussed and integrated throughout the intervention
process. Interactive design implies a dialectic action-reflection
process in which users, as well as assisting support teams mutually
investigates with each other and learn from each other, through the
actions they undertake jointly and from the reflections on these
actions (Boelens, 1998). Decentralization is another key feature of
the PTD, in which end users (or their representative situated at
different organizational levels) are directly involved in adoption and
testing of the developed technology.
It will be shown here that mere use of walkthroughs as a
methodology is not enough to appreciate the users' needs and
preferences in the planning of rehabilitation process. The most
important element is the question "who participates in the
process", as the knowledge and values of the participating team
strongly determines the outcomes of these diagnostic processes. In
large-scale irrigation, there is also another risk, as only a few
individuals (the WUA members) participate on behalf of larger
groups: the outcomes thus depend on how accountable and
knowledgeable (about the system) these individuals are. The
process of local knowledge sharing is also shaped by the project
structure aswellas by the activities of the keyactors within it.

5.1 First Meetingswith WUAs: FrustrationsandEncouragement
When I came to NLIO in December 1994 as its project manager,
the initial WUA development process discussed in Chapter 4 was
already over. Before leaving Kathmandu, I was briefed by the
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coordinator of the IMTP about my future role to facilitate the
management change in Khageri and Panchakanya Systems. I was
assigned three specific tasks. First was the development of an AP
to facilitate the management change.This APwas to be developed
both for technical improvement and further capacity development
of the alreadyestablished WUAs.Togetherwith thisAP,the terms
and conditions for the future transfer of responsibilitywerealsoto
be negotiated with the WUA. The second job was to implement
the AP joindy with the users and the third was to hand over the
systemmanagementafter theimplementation of theAP.
I began mywork bothwith both encouragement and frustration
and some personnel decisions.On the second day of myarrivalin
December 1994, a training program was being held in the
Panchakanya system. This program was organized by the coordinator office in Kathmandu and I was told to join the training
session to introduce myself to the farmers. The trainer, an
engineering colleague come from Kathmandu, introduced mewith
WUAmembers.Attheendoftheprogram,the traineesweregiven
their daily allowance of NRs 60 (75 US cents). The participants
however did not keep the money but donated it to the WUA to
open the bank account for the association I was very much
encouraged to see the kind of understanding the Panchakanya
farmers hadbetweenthemselves.
After the training session,wehad adiscussion about the system
and its problems. I was also impressed by their knowledge of the
irrigation system and its constraints, and that they were even
discussing possible solutions. I also came to know a litde about
historyofthe system andhowfarmers had struggled so far to keep
the system running. Farmers were cooperative, knowledgeable and
willing to work jointly.When I had left Kathmandu, I was not so
confident on whether I would be able to take up the challenge of
management transfer. Due to my study in Bangkok, I was less
aware of the recent policy changes, and was also not involved in
field-level implementation activities for the past two years. My
brief encounter here helped to boost my confidence. On theway
back to myoffice, I thought itwould be excitingto workwith this
group of people.I also came to know that there was mutual trust
andunderstandingbetweentheproject office and theWUA.
But the project's relation with the WUA of the Khageri was
strained.This was due to a dispute between the project office and
the WUA over the authority regarding tendering and contracting
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procedures. Just after the WUA formation, the government had
allocated some funds for the financial year 1993/1994 for system
O&M.The moneywas specifically meant to carry out maintenance
work that had been deferred for many years:this mosdy included
de-silting of the main canal and some structural improvement
works.The project office had made a tender call to carry out this
maintenance work without consulting the WUA. When the WUA
heard about this, they seriously objected, arguing that they should
have been consulted on how to carry out the work: and if the job
were to be done by the contractor, the decision should have been
taken jointly. The WUA vigorously protested to the DDG of the
IMD in Kathmandu. The tender call was finally cancelled. The
matterwasthendiscussedwiththeWUA.TheWUAdecided todo
the job itself, as it mosdy involved earthwork. The WUA hired
different labouring groups to carry out the job and completed the
workin time.Theywerealsoableto saveRs.356,000 (about$7000
in 1993) out of total contract funds of Rs.l,300,000 (about
$20,000).They deposited the savingin the bank,which worked as
seed money for further orgaruzationaldevelopment to be followed
inthe future.
Thethenproject manager told methat this situation cameabout
due to lack of understanding about the duties and responsibilities
between the agency and the WUA at the beginning. However
because of this incident, the WUA was very suspicious about
projectactivitiesandhadlittlefaith inus.The first challengefor me
wastobridgethisgapbetweentheKhageriWUAandour office.

The office environment
The environment inside the project was also frustrating. There
were 64 staff to look after the three irrigation systems.They were
from different disciplines including civil engineering, mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, sociology, finance and
administration. Except for the electromechanical group, which
worked only for the lift system (not part of IMT), the remaining
staff worked for both Khageri and Panchakanya. Out of these 64
people, only 21 were permanent: the remainders were hired
temporarilyonayearlybasis.WithIMTnowbeingimplemented in
Panchakanya and Khageri, the number of staff was going to be
reducedin future.Therewasnoplanning for this,butitwasclearly
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understood that many of the staff, especially those working on a
contract basis, would lose their job in the years to come. Those
who were on contract started asking me whether their position
would be retained next year. Even though I knew some of them
would lose their job, I had to be diplomatic, and used to tell them
that I would try my best to keep their position. Otherwise this
would not onlyhamper our work, but could be a threat to my life1.
Beside myself, there were two engineers and four overseers
(juniors to engineers) working for IMT implementation in Khageri
and Panchakanya. All of them worked for Khageri, but in
Panchakanya only one engineer and an overseer was assigned due
to its smaller scale. The problem was that none these project staff
had any prior experience in participatory projects or had any ideas
of participatory tools and methodologies. My own expertise was
only from previous work. I was equipped with practical experience
but less aware of the theoretical insights behind the tools and
methodology. For the rest of the team it was almost a new
experience. The two engineers however were very committed and
motivated to work with farmers. We were told by the co-ordinator
office that there would be training programs in the future (but to
my surprise such training never happened) for the field level staff
to train on tools and methodologies. Training and capacity
development activities of the field level project staff were directly
handled by the co-ordinator office, and the field- level project
offices had to depend on them.
There were two (local) consultants: an irrigation management
specialist and institutional development specialist to support the
project implementation. However, they were not involved in
everyday project implementation. They were involved in capacity
development activities of the WUA, providing logistic support to
them, and monitoring progress and preparing progress reports of
the project implementation.
Confronted with the poor relations with Khageri WUA and the
uncertain environment of the project office, at once I told the
D D G of IMD that I did not intend to stay in NLIO and briefed
him about the office environment and the project relation with
farmers. I was not confident I could facilitate management changes
in this situation. However, the D D G insisted I stay and assured me
of any help that I needed from the department I could not say no
to him for two reasons.The first was about the discipline of being
a civil servant. I was not supposed to run away from an assignment
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given to me. The second was about my own personal reasons.
Chittwan was a good place to stay. It is near to Kathmandu and
centrally located in Nepal, where all the major highways meet.
There was a good residence facility. For me it would be the best
placetolivenextto Kathmandu.2
I also realized another advantage inworking here.In the past I
had enjoyed working with farmers in design innovations, and
alwaysbelievedinworkingtogether.Butmypreviousworks wasin
small farmer-managed irrigation systems where groups were small,
mostly homogeneous, and farmers were already familiar with
collective management and with their agroecology. The present
systems were large and the context was different. It was a context
of disengagement from the state to the farmers, whereas in
previous cases thesystemswerealreadyfarmer-managed. I thought
working in IMTP would help me discover new learning, provide
new experiences and insights, and build up my capacity and
confidence to implement participatory interventions like IMT
whichwasgainingworld-wideattention.I thuspreferred totakeup
the new challengeanddecided to continue thejourneyin Chittwan
with encouragement,frustration, confusions and self-doubt.

5.2 TheStruggle overProjectControl
Committing myself to facilitate the management reform, I moved
to the first activity: the preparation of the action plan. In the
project design guidelines, it was mentioned that the AP would
include the elements of both technical improvement and also
capacity development of the WUA. Likewise, a Subproject
Management Committee (SMQ3 to oversee theimplementation of
the AP atfieldlevelwas also to be formed in each of system (see
framework presented in Figure 2.2). But neither the WUA nor
myself had anyideahow to prepare this,what elements should be
included, and what would be our roles and responsibility. We also
did not know the status of SMC,who was to form it and how it
was to be formed. Our project colleagues in theWest Gandak had
asimilardilemma.
This situation developed because die field level project actors
(both WUAs and the field project mangers) were not involved in
the design of the implementation framework. It was design and
developed by the actors at higher institutional levels: the Co-
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ordinators office, donors and consultants. The field level actors
were neither aware of this framework, nor were they satisfied with
some of the content of the framework when they were asked to
implement it. We put our concerns to the project co-ordinator in
Kathmandu, and a workshop was organized in Kathmandu to
discuss the preparation ofAP and an SMC to oversee it.
The meeting was held in July 1995, and all the relevant
stakeholders and the project actors participated. These included:
the co-ordinator of the IMTP, the D D G of the IMD;
representatives of the major donors the ADB and the USAID; the
Chairman and Secretary of the WUAs of all three systems where
IMTP was being implemented at first stage; the project manager of
the concerned irrigation projects (but the West Gandak Project
manager was not present in this meeting); and the project
consultant firm. The objective of the workshop was to discuss and
finalize the details of design implementation of the action plan.
The project co-ordinator briefed us about the different stages of
project implementation and the activities to be carried out (the
implementation framework is presented in chapter 2). The WUA
leaders had two major objections to this framework: the formation
of the Sub-project Management Committee (SMC) and the WUA
contributions to the rehabilitation process. I also had different
concerns regarding the proposed SMC.
The farmer leaders were not satisfied with the concept of the
SMC presented. As per the loan agreement with the ADB, a SMC
was to be formed to supervise and execute the overall
implementation procedure. It was to be headed by the concerned
sub-project manager with four farmers' representatives other than
the WUA executive members. The four farmers' representatives
however were to be selected by the WUA themselves. The SMC
was designed to bridge the gap between the WUA and the
irrigation agency. The idea was also to involve farmers into
decision making process, through representation in the SMC. So
far farmers were mostly involved in providing contribution in labor
or cash, and in prioritizing the type of improvements with in the
system. Now efforts were made to empower farmer groups by
involving them in decision making process.
The WUA leaders had three major concerns regarding the SMC.
Their first concern was on the Project Manager being the chief of
the SMC. They did not express it openly, but it could be
understood that they did not want this. They were in favour of a
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SMCheaded bytheWUA chairman.Another objection was against
disallowing the WUA executives to be in the SMC:theywanted the
SMC members to be from within the MC of WUA. Some WUA
leaders were comparing the SMC with the "Polit Bureau4" of the
communist parties, with all the powers vested to i t They feared
that non-representation of WUA executives on the SMC would
reduce their influence over the farmers. They argued that SMC
would bypass project execution to the WUA and said that they did
not want the SMC. Instead they suggested that the concerned
irrigation agency and the WUA should implement the project
jointly.The third concern of theWUA leaders was about restricting
the numbers of farmer members to four.
My own argument against the SMC as presented was that the
roles and responsibilities, as well as the accountability of the SMC
members including the project manager, were not clear. So far,
according to the prevailing financial rules and institutional
arrangements within the DOI, the project managers were
responsible for the financial expenditure they made and the quality
of the work in any project Now the SMC was made responsible
for the project execution, and the responsibility was to be shared.
But there was no clear mention about this in the SMC framework.
The rest of the participants were silent on these issues, as the
provisions were designed by themselves. Also, they were not to be
involved in the every day project execution processes at field level
towhich the issue being raised were related.
What to do with the SMC?The question was put to the farmers'
side by the project co-ordinator. The farmer leaders were in
difficulties: they could neither reject nor accept the SMC in its
present form. They did not want to reject it as they realized that it
tried to involve farmers in the decision making process. Some of
the farmer leaders also did not object to the concerned project
manager being the Chairman of the SMC. Their view was that the
chairman must have good knowledge of the financial and
administrative management Farmers are not very familiar with the
bureaucratic process of project execution. All the farmer leaders
knew this. After discussion with each other, they agreed about the
need for the SMC and also agreed on the concerned project
manager heading the SMC. However, they demanded that the
WUA executives themselves be allowed to become members of the
SMC,and that the numbers should not be limited to four. This was
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acceptable to donors and the DOI. The issue over the SMC was
resolved.
Farmers agreed to have a SMC because they realized its
importance. They also thought that a small group would be more
effective for day-to-day execution of the project. Farmers'
acceptance of the Project Manager as a SMC chairman was a
compromise. They did not want to confront the managers with
whom they had to work beforehand. Besides, the majority of
funding was from the project, and farmers themselves were less
aware of the bureaucratic processes and procedures of the project
administration. Regarding the representation in the SMC, The
WUAsgotwhattheywanted.
Highercontribution from users:anothercauseof disagreement
Another disagreement over the project framework was over the
users' contribution in the technical rehabilitation. The IMTP
required a contribution of 26% from the fanners. In fact this was
not clearfrom theloan agreementwiththeADB,which onlystates
that 59% of the total cost of the IMTP would be borne by the
ADB. The general trend within the DOI regarding its own
contribution is usually 15% of the total cost of the project. So,
there was a deficit of 26%,which was proposed to be generated
from farmers' contribution. None of the projects so far in Nepal
had targeted this scale of contribution from the farmers side.The
WUAleaders attending the meetingvehemently opposed this.The
Irrigation Policy requires a minimum of 10% contribution under
such circumstances. They said that they would be unable to
generate this 26%contribution andtherefore would not participate
intheprogram.
Farmers had two objections regarding the higher contribution.
Farmers' contribution in construction work is generally voluntary.
Mobilization ofvoluntarylaboriseasyandeffective in construction
activities involving earthworks (like canal digging and land filling).
However in the rehabilitation of these irrigation systems, most of
the construction activities included structural renovation with less
earthwork. The scope for farmer mobilization was thus limited.
That meant the farmers' leaders had to convince fellow farmers to
contribute in cash,which theyfound impossible.The problemwas
alsothatmanagementtransfer wasnotdemand-driven,and farmers
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were not told at the beginning of the group formation (chapter 4)
that they had to contribute a higher percentage during system
improvement work.
Another reasons for the WUA leaders' objection was that in the
adjoining East Rapti Irrigation Project, the amount of contribution
to be borne by the farmers was about 10%, and it was also funded
by the ADB. The WUA leaders questioned the donors, the
coordinator of IMTP and the D D G why should they pay so much,
when other users in the vicinity were contributing less in the
construction program implemented by the same department with
financial assistance from the same funding agency.This was not an
invalid argument by the WUA leaders.The WUA leaders knew that
there was no wayinwhich they could convince their fellow farmers
to agree with 26% contribution back in the field. I also believed
that this would be difficult, as ithad not been communicated to the
farmers at an early stage of group formation. I told the project
coordinator that it would not be possible to generate a 26%
contribution in this context and it was necessary to adopt a flexible
approach, he agreed with me.The farmers were ready to agree to a
10 % contribution, but above that they would not decide on their
own and had to consult with farmers back in the field. I felt that
the best way to compromise was not to insist on a 26%
contribution in strict sense, and at the same time to convince
farmers to contribute the maximum possible. This was acceptable
to both the government and the WUA. Finally, farmers'
contribution to the project was stated like this: 'efforts shall be
made to achieve maximum contribution from the farmers without
limiting to 26%in strict sense.This satisfied the WUA, donors and
the DOI. (Chapter 6 explains the ways in which WUAs later dealt
with this contribution issuein the field).
With our concerns and confusion cleared up after the workshop,
we came back to the field and started preparing the AP. Before
this, SMC were formed in both Khageri and Panchkanya. In
Khageri, the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and two other
members of the WUA were nominated by the WUA main
committee to represent in the SMC. likewise, in Panchakanya also
the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and two additional
members of theWUA were nominated as members of the SMC. In
West Gandak, the Chairman and Vice Chairman stayed away from
the SMC, and five other members, from within the WUA main
committee,were selected to siton the SMC.
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5.3 Back totheField:PreparinganAction Plan in Panchakanya
The major objective and content of the AP was to evaluate the
system constraints and find options for change such way that the
WUA could manage the system after transfer. In the Panchakanya
system the fundamental problems were mostly at the main canal
and head works. There was massive seepage and leakage from the
main canal which had drastically reduced system efficiency. The
problems in the headwork concerned the encroachment of the
reservoir area and lack of silt flushing arrangements.There was also
a problem of depleting water resources due to environmental
change in the upstream catchment. Farmers in Panchakanya were
saying that if these problems were solved, they could manage the
system on their own. They were not worried about the branch
canals,as they said that inside the branches,they could manage the
affair themselves owing to shorter canal lengths and limited
technical problems. It was thus decided that the walkthrough
activitywould be carried out along the main canal only.

Walkthrough activities in the PIS
Before the process could start, we formed a joint team to carry out
the Walkthrough. The team consisted of Chairman, Secretary and
one member from the WUA, one member from the SMC, one
engineer and one overseer from our office, who were assigned to
Panchakanya. The WUA and SMC members were not fixed, but
selected on the basis of who had access to information at a
particular reach of the canal. However, any members were
welcomed to participate in this process. Due to parallel activity in
Khageri and other work schedules in the lift irrigation system, I
could present myself only partly in the walkthrough processes 5 .
There were no standard questionnaires prepared in collecting the
information. The key information to be noted were: the existing
condition of the structures; whether they were able to provide the
intended services; what type of changes (incremental or radical)
were required to provide the services; the water allocation and
distribution methods; and the WUA's future plan on water
distribution.
We had several advantages in PIS in forming an AP. The users
had several years of experience in canal O&M and thus had good
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knowledge of the system. There was already a common working
background between our technicians and the farmers. In the past
too, the CIP and the then WUA (though informal) used to coordinate with each other in matters relating to O&M. More
importantly - local people had faith in the WUA and in its leaders.
Farmers said that the Chairman and the Secretary had worked hard
for the past several years to keep the system running to its capacity.
This was an ideal case for using their skills. However even in this
ideal situation, when we completed our survey, we still missed
many elements as some of the problems were outside our domain
and some were due to a lack of awareness in using this diagnostic
tool.The results of thiswalkthrough were:
• The visible problems were noted down- the canal breach
section, the damaged structures, silted canal sections etc. The
wider causes of these problems did not come up. For example,
everybody in the team pointed to the reservoir silt deposition
and its encroachment as a major problem. But the reason for
this, and how we could solve it was missing. We also realized
that we needed to talk to farmers in the catchment, who were
not users of the Panchakanya system.
•

We carried out the walkthrough with 'canal closed' conditions
assuming that problems would be visible to our eyes.This gave
us an idea of structural problems. However, we missed another
equally important factor: the hydraulic performance. For
example, we noted seepage areas based on farmers'
information, but not the intensity of the seepage at different
sections.
• We also missed an important person during the walkthrough:
the gate operator. When we discussed our data with him, he
pointed out many new problems regarding gate operation and
canal seepage.
The project team remained highly instrumental in this process.
We prepared the technical inventory to find the problems, and
prioritized the options for change. The real diagnosis part was
missing. For example, we listed down where the seepage was, but
not whether the seepage water was lost or used again elsewhere.
We did not discuss the why and how of the problems. Another
limitation was that we did not discuss any social and legal issues
affecting water delivery.At this stage we even did not comprehend
this aspect We were more focused on technical problems and
finding the best possible options.
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However, we did not limit ourselves to this first attempt, and use
the walkthrough only. We decided to carry out several meetings
between our joint survey team and local leaders, with farmer
groups of different canalreaches,andwithother farmers whowere
not users but farmed adjacent to the reservoir. The walk through
was again repeated in canal-running conditions to observe the
hydraulic performance. These exercises not only provided the
physical condition of the canal and its structures, but gave a
broader picture of the system constraints, including the historical
changes.
The fundamental technical and physical problems resulting in
poor servicein Panchakanya werethen clear to us.The first major
problem, as identified by the WUA was massive seepage from its
4.92km long main canal. This had resulted in a water scarce
condition especially in the tail-end areas. Otherwise, the
Panchakanya had ample sources toirrigatemonsoon riceinits 450
ha area. Another major constraint of PIS was reservoir
encroachment bythe adjoining farmers, and massive siltdeposition
of the reservoir at theintake duetolackof a silt-flushing devicein
theintakeweir.Wethenmadeatopographic surveyand found that
more than 40 % of the area was already encroached on by the
adjoining farmers and converted into fields. Farmers also claimed
thatthis had alsoresulted in adecreaseinwater flowin the stream
andhencein thecanalitself.Alltheseproblems had contributed to
the decreasing command area of Panchakanya. Also problematic
werewater distribution processes because of the poor condition of
thegatesandtheoutlets.
Analyzingtheconstraintssettingfuturetargets
When all of these constraints were discussed, the following
objectivesweresetfor thefuture technicalimprovementwork:
• tocoverthetargetedcommand areof450ha
• to improve the equity and reliability of the water delivery
system
• toreducetheoperation andmaintenance costofthesystem
To eliminate these constraints, the WUA set the following
priorities for technical intervention: to improve the seepage
condition in the main canal; to solve problem of reservoir
encroachment and siltation in the headworks;and remodelling the
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outlets and the gates which were dysfunctional. It was also agreed
that no new water control structures would be added in the main
canal system. Improvements in the branch canals were given the
least priority as the farmers thought these were under their control.
The WUA was then left to decide where to prioritize the
improvements and what kind of innovation would be appropriate
to solve the problems. As expected, they came up with a shopping
list of demands, because they were not given any limitations.
Farmers favoured radical changes in the existing technology. They
asked to replace the existing canal sections with another crosssection type, the vertical brick wall, over the whole of its length.
But this was not onlygoing to be very cosdy, but was also difficult
to justify to the donors, and even to my own seniors in the
department On the other hand these canal sections were
structurally safe and stable, but leaking heavily due to poor
construction materials used in the past. The WUA's proposal was
highly shaped by the project structure: because they thought that
most of the cost would be borne by outside funding agencies, they
did not focus on finding the appropriate solution under the given
situation, but instead favoured an entirely new one, considering it
to be better and superior. Tiffin (1987) also documents similar
cases where farmers came with an extravagant list of desirable
demands for improvement, when not presented with any
limitations on the costs and budgetary provisions.
There was no way this change could be justified. We then
decided to discuss the matter together, between project technical
team and the WUA. In the discussion, I came to reali2e that it was
.not only the outside funding that had resulted in the extravagant
demand, there were also other reasons:
• They had over-expectations on what technology could do for
them. They had observed several canals being constructed in
nearby projects utilizing brick lining.They thought this was the
best option. They had also a feeling that lined canals were
better than unlined canals,and thatgated outlets could provide
a better service than ungated ones.
• It was also due to the usual trend in our bureaucratic process,
which attempts to consider alldemands irrational and what we
get is always less than what we ask for. So people ask more,
even if their need is less. The farmers had also deliberately
included extravagant demands knowing that at the time of
negotiation therewould be reductions in them.
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•

The system was going to be turned over to them and they did
not want to confine their demands, as they do not know when
theywould get further support
After the discussion, our technical team and the WUA again
inspected the canal sections and discussed the problems. I was not
in favour of dismantling the existing canal section, but the WUA
insisted on new brick lining and dismantling the old one. Despite
several efforts, I could not convince the WUA to change their plan.
We were told by the project co-ordinator of the IMTP that the
average cost of rehabilitation should not exceed about Rs 14,000
($200 per ha).Within this limit, it was possible to construct only a
1.2km of newlined section. However, the WUA agreed to continue
the discussion on the type of lining, to find better options, if
possible during the detailed design work, as discussed in the next
chapter.
The experience in Panchakanya shows that it is essential for
walkthrough activities to be carried out in both the conditions:
canal closed and in running conditions. We found many
differences between what we were told by the farmers, and what
we observed while the system was running. But this is not really the
fault of the farmers, as their knowledge is localized and they cannot
usually discuss the situation of the whole system. Another problem
is that common farmers generally do not participate in these
exercises, they feel that it is the WUA's job, and they are selected
for this. Within the WUA too, generally, only the key figures like
the chairman and the secretary participate regularly. So discussion
with wider groups of farmers (at appropriate intervals) is essential.
The evidence here also shows one should not depend on the
efficacy of a particular participatory tool to generate information: at
the same time one must recognize how the project structure shapes
the planning process.

Priorities ininstitutional development activities
With the technical inventory over, another element required was to
prioritize the institutional development activities.However, this did
not involve a joint exercise. There were already standard training
modules developed in the Irrigation Department for the capacity
development of the WUAs. Such training was on both technical
and non-technical aspects of irrigation management. It included
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training on construction quality control, flow measurement, system
maintenance, system operation, share system administration
(chapter 4), leadership development, and basic training on
participatory approaches and methodologies. The same training
was proposed here too.The training sessions were to be carried out
throughout the implementation period.
The field level project offices were not responsible for most of
these training programs. They were to be carried out by the Coordinator's office at central level and the consultants were
responsible for facilitating the training programs. Beyond training
programs, field visit programs to different groups of farmers and
WUA were alsoidentified. Such field visit programs were proposed
to places where there were successful FMIS, and to areas where
farmer could learn about agricultural innovations.

5.4 TheJoint Walk ThroughinKhageri
The management situation was more complex in Khageri than in
Panchakanya. Farmers here were less aware of the system
problems, as they were not direcdy involved in canal O&M in the
past The WUA here was formed in 1993.When the walk through
started in August 1995, the WUAs had been involved in canal
operation for only two irrigation seasons (the monsoon seasons of
1993 and 1994). There was an election of the WUA in January
1995, and as a result about 50% of the representatives in the WUA
body were new. The new members were less familiar with the
operational problems in the system.
Khageriwas alarger system, and thewalkthrough activities were
to be carried at two different levels: at the main system level and
branch canallevels.It was not possible to carry out the activity by a
single team, where there was a 23.2 km long main canal and 13
branch canals totalling more than 50 Km length. Furthermore, the
farmers in Khageri already had exaggerated expectations of the
upcoming project, making their demand based on what the project
could offer, rather than actually analyzing their needs.However, we
had also some advantages here. We had experience from the
Panchakanya case that a walkthrough should be done in both canal
operating condition as well as in closed condition. Also that we
needed to include the canal operators in the process. Canal
operators in Khageri were highly knowledgeable and some of them
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were very popular among the farmers. Another experience from
Panchakanya was that only one walkthrough was not enough in
understanding the problem situation: therewas aneed to discuss it
among different groups of farmers as only limited numbers of
peopleparticipateinthewalkthrough exercise.
Tryingdifferent options
An alternative way of joint working was tried in KIS: beginning
from the farmers themselves.That is,the concerned BC members
were asked to discuss the problems and probable solutions with
their farmer groups, and prioritize the necessary changes. This
would then be jointly discussed between the WUA and the
technical team. This was especially done because of the time
limitation.Wetargeted to complete thewalkthrough byDecember,
such thatwe could enter the Agreement with theWUAbyJanuary
1996.Therewereno fixed targets for theproject, butwewere told
bytheproject co-ordinator to complete the technicalimprovement
work in three years time. Considering this, we were targeting to
complete the technical inventory by the end of December 1995.
Beside time limitations, this option had two advantages. First, the
problems would be discussed within farmers group themselves at
the beginning, so that more farmers would participate in the
process. Second was that it would also avoid walking through
unnecessary places and detailed investigations could be
concentrated on theidentified problem areasonly.
This approach proved disappointing. About half the BC
memberswerenewasaresultofthe recentelection.Manyof them
had not walked alongtheir canals.They knew about the problems
in general, but not in particular. Those who were members in the
previous committees had only one year of experience of canal
O&M.Sowhen theywere asked aboutwhat support they needed,
their replywasgeneral:theywanted canallining,wideningof canal
crossing bridges, concrete pipes for road crossings and
construction of tertiary canals.There was a huge list of demands
from the branch committees. There was no advantage in going
further with this approach,andwe started thewalkthrough directly
aswedidinPanchakanya.
Thejointteamhereagainincludedourtechnicians,includingthe
canal operators andWUA members of the concerned BC.Beinga
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large system, therewere two technical teams and I could participate
only in some of the canals due to my time limitation. However, at
the final priority setting between the concerned WUA and project
staff, I was always present. In branch canals, together with the
concerned BC members, the member representing the branch in
the MC was also assigned for the walkthrough. All the BC
members were asked to participate in these joint exercises.
However in most cases, only the Chairman and Secretary of the
committees were present from the WUA side.This exercise proved
useful to both the parties as in most of the cases even the
Chairman and Secretary of the branch canals had not studied their
system in detail6!
The walkthrough in each branch (and also in main canal) was
done in three steps.At the first stage, the joint team, used to carry
out detailed walkthroughs and prepare the inventory. At the second
stage, tentative cost estimates were made, and discussions with the
larger group of farmers were carried out. After this discussions, a
revisit to the field was made to incorporate the suggested changes.
The third stage was the final negotiation stage, where the tentative
designs were further discussed and changes made as per the cost
available.As the activities in the different branch canals overlap, it
usually took a month to complete the walkthrough in four branch
canals.

Analyzing the constraintssetting the priorities
The Khageri canal network was not in as bad a condition as in
Panchakanya. Its major problem was the limited supply at the
source. So the major focus herewas to increase water availability in
the field, especially at the tail-end areas.The major priorities of the
farmers were:
• Reuse of seepage water by diverting drainage water back in
canalwherever possible.
• Liningthe canal sections
• Improvements in the gate configuration
• Development of tertiary canals
• Widening the canal crossing bridges and construction of new
bridges.
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The farmers' first priority followed the problems in land
topography (see chapter 3),where seepage water immediately joins
the drainage and was a loss to the system. Farmers had known
about this since the construction of the system back in 1967. They
had also tried to reuse the water, but with limited success so far.
The reason was that this required land acquisition to dig a new
canal, which farmers were unable to do because of financial and
bureaucratic processes. Reuse of this lost water got immediate
attention to farmers who expected to succeed this time through
government support. Canal lining was also targeted to reduce the
canal seepage, and to reduce the annual maintenance burden of
reshaping and remoulding of canal sections.
The Khageri system used to operate on a rotational basis. With
their short experience of canal operation and their interaction with
the canal operators, farmers in Khageri favoured a strong rotational
practice to be put in place in the future. For this they demanded
additional cross regulators in the main canal, and changes in the
design of existing gate configuration. The present gates were easily
tampered with, and the problem was more with fishing by
outsiders than water theft by the farmers. In a certain section of
canal reach, outside people used to block the gates in the night for
fishing, affecting irrigation. So they sought tamper-proof gates. But
the farmers' demand for change in water control structures was
only at the main canal, not inside the branch canal. They related
that inside the branch canal, 'social control' (rules, regulations and
social relationships) was enough to regulate the flow. But along the
main canal, they needed better technical control as well, to guide
the high volume of water as well as to control the vandalism and
interference by fishermen.
The problems identified, and the suggested priorities after the
joint exercise,were in line with the future management plan of the
WUA. The WUA wanted to utilize every available water source
inside the command area, control the seepage and have a strong
rotational plan. However, we (from the project side) could not
agree over demands for canal lining. Farmers demanded almost
50% of their canals be lined. As in Panchakanya, extravagant
demands were due to higher expectations generated by the project,
butwere evenhigher here,and generated byproject activities.
There was high mobility of the consultants and project staff in
the field. Farmers had seen consultants (both foreign and local)
with white Toyota jeeps in the field more often during the WUA
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developmentandtrainingprograms.Therewerealsofrequent visits
by the higher authorities from the IMD, as well as by donor
agencies. I also learned that one local consultant involved during
theWUAformation had toldtheWUAthat moneywould notbea
problem in future7. These activities made farmers expect a big
construction project to belaunched inthe area.Therewas a strong
feeling amongtheWUA and farmers that theparticipatory process
was meant for the implementation of the construction activities.
This feeling existed among our own technical staff too.Theywere
lessawareofthemanagement reform, andIMTPwasseenmoreas
a construction project, not a part of broader process of
management reform. Bruns (2002) notes similar situation in
Indonesia, where management reforms has often ended up
discussingonlyissuesoftechnicalrehabilitation.
In one of the WUA meetings, I tried to convince the WUA
members that the ultimate objective of IMTP was to further
accelerate the process of participatory management that begun in
1992. Technical rehabilitation was just to bring the infrastructure
uptoalevelthattheycouldoperate andmaintain.Itwasmeant for
incremental change, to provide them with better working
conditions. I told the farmers that we needed to look at better
alternatives for the lining, as it could increase the maintenance
burden in the future. Farmers thought that lined canal would
reduce their maintenance burden (exaggerated expectation of
technology). This was only partly true. Lining could reduce
immediate maintenance burdens and eliminate the task of canal
reshaping, but its maintenance in future would be more cashintensive.
InKathmandu,theproject co-ordinator and the DDG were not
in favour of canal lining. From the experience of previous
operatorsandaswellasfrom theresultofwalkthrough,therewere
advantages of canal lining at certain places. Most of the Khageti
branch canals as explained in section 3.3 were constructed with
filling sections and therewere moderate seepage losses from these
canals.There was no measurement of the seepage loss so far, but
the drainage flow downstream of the canals indicated that seepage
amounts were high.There was no prospect of re-using lost water
due to topographic limitations and wherever it was possible,
farmers had already taken action. But the scale of demand was
high.For meitwasessentialtoaddressboth farmers' concerns and
theco-ordinator's.
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According to farmers, seepage loss had increased in Khageri since
its construction. Farmers themselves knew the reason why: initially
the canal embankments were wide (2.0m), and well compacted.
Over the years, farmers had encroached on the canal embankment
(now less than 1m) in many places,and converted space into fields
which had increased the seepage. I suggested that instead of canal
lining, its embankment be re-widened back to its original shape, or
slighdy wider. I preferred slighdy wider embankments than the
previous section so they could be used as village roads, besides
controlling the seepage. But this had a practical limitation. It
required taking back the encroached land, and the WUA feared
that these farmers could be hostile towards the WUA.
For many WUA members, this was innovative: they were
especially attracted by the idea of the village road, which could
control the seepage and also provide local transportation. This had
also another value. This involved mostly the earthwork and it
would be easier for farmers to contribute to this activity. Farmers
agreed with this plan, and agreed to cut their demand, favouring
lining at selected places only.With further negotiation,itwas finally
agreed to line the canals for 6.2 km out of the total length of 50km
(considering allthe branch canals).
However, the higher authorities in the co-ordinator's office were
still not satisfied with the lining proposal, as it involved more cost.
Later on, in one of the field visits,one ADB official during his field
visit even said that the canals were being 'silver-plated'. However, I
now had to defend whatever we had agreed with farmers, and
argued that lining was essential as it could save considerable
amounts of seepage and provide a better service especially to tail
end farmers. I explained that the need for canal lining was also
mentioned in the earlier project design report of 1967 (chapter 3).
The designers then had assumed that the soil pores would be filled
up by the incoming silt and that canal lining may be avoided in
future, but this did not happen. There was still heavy seepage loss
within the branch canals. With the available data to support my
argument, the project co-ordinator was finally convinced for the
lining work.
The total amount for the rehabilitation here was NRs. 52.5
million (Rs. 13,400 per ha) out of which 26% was expected from
farmers side.Farmers' contribution was expected to generate out of
voluntary contribution. The total cost was also under the limit of
Rs. 14,000 per ha cost as suggested bythe co-ordinator.
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Training and field visit programs
The training and field visits programs here too were similar to
Panchakanya. This was already set by the project co-ordinator
office in Kathmandu. The WUA here was initiated in 1993, and the
members were already supported by training on 'leadership
development', 'share system administration', and 'flow
measurement activities'. The chairman of the WUA also had the
opportunity to visit the Philippines to gain experience in early 1994.
This field visit program was funded by the USAID as part of the
capacity development program of the WUA, and was participated
in by the WUA leaders from Khageri, Panchakanya and West
Gandak systems. Additional training on 'construction quality
control', 'office administration', 'financial management' was
proposed for the future. In addition to the MC, the training was
also targeted at the BC. Because of its relatively smaller system,
traininghad not been targeted at the branch canals in Panchakanya.

5.5 Action Plan Preparation in West Gandak.
The West Gandak is an intensive-type development system, with
canal networks and associated water control structures up to field
level. For farmers, the immediate need was to test its compatibility
with their management, rather than addition of the new water
control structures. Farmers were more concerned with two major
problems, flooding and inundation, and the problem of silt
intrusion, which was not resolved so far despite huge investment
during the CADP.
Flooding and inundation had been a problem since the
construction of the Gandak Barrage and it was especially due to
inadequate cross drainage structures, and poor maintenance of the
associated drainage canals.The maintenance of the drainage canals
however was the responsibility of the Indian Government,which is
beyond the authority of Gandak Project Office. These were no silt
exclusion mechanisms to control the silt entry in the main canal
which used to result in quick sediment build-up in the main canal,
drastically reducingits capacity.
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The walk through process inWest Gandak.
Both the minute book of the SMC, and discussions with the then
project manager of the West Gandak show that the process here
also began with several rounds of walkthrough activities inside the
command area. In the branch and minor canals, first demands
from these particular canals were collected for the type of
improvement required in their system. They were notified to
submit their demands by the West Gandak project office. After the
demands from all canals had been collected, they were discussed in
the SMC,which then decided to carry out the walkthrough activity
on the canals. The branch/ minor committees were then notified
about the walkthrough date in their canals. The committee
members of the respective canal were asked to join the
walkthrough, and show the problems which they had asked to
solve. The respective committee was also asked to discuss the
problems in their canal networks with local farmers. Any new
problems identified during the exercise were also noted down. At
the time of the walkthrough, the project manager of the West
Gandak, and other technicians, one of the SMC members and the
members of the respective branch or minor committee were
present When the Project Manager could not be present, another
engineer was present on his behalf. The Project Manager told me
that from the WUA side, only key position holders like the
Chairman or Secretary were present during the walkthrough
activities. The final lists of demands and probable solution were
finalized in the field itself.
Once the final lists of the improvement needed was completed,
a discussion was again made between the walkthrough team
members and farmers of the canal. The date and venue of such
meetings were jointly decided by the SMC and the respective
committee: common farmers were notified later on by the
respective branch/minor committee regarding the date and venue
of the meeting. In these meetings details of the demands made
were again discussed, and the final checklist for the improvement
works was prepared. The finalized items of works were separated
into five different headings, namely: Emergency Repair and
Maintenance, Essential Structural Maintenance, Catch up
maintenance, Rehabilitation and Expansion.
Farmers demands in the branch and minor canals mainly
involved the remodelling of old and damaged structures and
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cleaning, shaping and reshaping of earthen canal sections. At the
system level, flood control structures, and construction of a silt
ejector8 to remove siltload from the canalwere prioritized.
Considering the intensity of structures the system has and the
system constraints, it can be said that very limited improvement
works were identified while preparing the AP, especially in the
branch canals. There were no debates about the problems
regarding water delivery structures or any type of conveyance
structures as occurred in both Khageri and Panchakanya. My
discussion with the then project manager, SMC members and some
branch committee members reveals that
• The whole WUA team was new as a result of recent elections.
The team had neither the experience of canal operation, nor
had they received knowledge about the system, except around
their own locality. They did not know about appropriateness
and compatibility of the technology for their management.
This resulted in limited participation from the WUA side. In
West Gandak, farmers were not involved in day-to-day
operation of the canal and thus lacked the knowledge regarding
operational constraints.
• Farmers knew that there is abundant water at the source, and
their major problem was the heavy sediment build up in the
canal.They believed that if the silt intrusion is limited and the
canalis regulady cleaned, the system could be efficiendy run.
• Very few persons were involved in the problem identification
process. For example in branch canals,one or two members of
the WUA, technicians from NWGIS and one SMC members
were involved in thewalkthrough activities.It was thus a group
of four to five people involved in the walkthrough and among
them, only one or two were from that particular canal. While
preparing the initial demand, most often it was the Chairman
of the committee who prepared the list and submitted to the
project office, without even discussing it with the committee.
The BCs were to discuss the operational problems with the
farmer groups before joining for walkthrough. Farmers told
me that they did not know about these activities. In Khageri
and Panchakanya too, it was only the key figures who used to
participate in this exercise.But these people used to discuss the
problem (both formal and informal) with the fellow farmers in
parallel.
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•

In group discussions (which occurred in the discussion of main
canal),and meetings, the process was dominated by one or few
influential people. Farmers say they mostly agreed with what
these people said.
The CADP had carried out radical changes in the system
infrastructure and technology. Construction of additional structures
was thus not required in West Gandak. According to the project
manager, West Gandak problems, especially the silt and the
flooding, were chronic and require continued attention, and one
event of rehabilitation had thus limited scope to offer. But one
cannot deny that there wasvery limited discussion and study during
the walkthrough. Both the WUA and some of the project
technicians agree that if farmers had had more experience of canal
operation and maintenance, a wider debate on the type of
improvement in technology could havetaken place.
Besides the elements of technical change, types of support
needed for the institutional development of the WUA were also
discussed. The training programs were designed by the consultant
involved with the project. As the types of proposed training were
similar to KIS and PIS,they are not presented here.

5.6 SigningtheMemorandum ofAgreement (MOA)
When elements of both technical rehabilitation and institutional
development activities were finalized, aMOA to implement the AP
was signed between the WUA and concerned project office (on
behalf of the government). This was the binding document for
both the government and the WUA for the implementation of
IMTP in the system. The MOA is a legal document that includes
the terms and conditions of the transfer arrangement, the level of
transfer (whether it is a full system transfer or joint management)
and other specific concerns of the particular system. It also
specifies roles and responsibilities of each party involved (the
WUA, the SMC and the concerned project office) in the
implementation process and type of the support that the system
would get after the turnover. The actual turnover would take place
after the completion of the technical rehabilitation and institutional
development activitiesidentified in theAP.
In Panchakanya,itwas not necessary to negotiate with the WUA
on the level of the transfer. It was dictated by the Irrigation Policy
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itself.That is,its command area is less than 2000 ha, and the whole
systemwas to be transferred to theWUA. Farmers had participated
in this program knowing this provision (chapter 4). Regarding the
condition of the transfer, such as what properties to transfer, what
would be government's role and responsibilities after the transfer,
we decided that these would be further negotiated after the
implementation of the AP. The reason was that so far there were
no policy guidelines for this. For the execution of the AP, the
following principles were agreed after a meeting between the
consultant,theWUA and the project:
• The WUA would mobilize and execute the construction work
to be provided as part of its voluntary contribution. The
project office would provide necessary technical support for it.
• The SMC would execute remaining work in collaboration with
the project office and the WUA. This point was already made
clear during the workshop in Kathmandu, that the SMC would
be responsible for the execution of the project at field level,
and therewas no disagreement over it atthis stage.
• The WUA and the project office would jointly supervise the
construction work.
• The WUA would decide who would implement the
construction work (contractor or the WUA itself). As per the
financial rule the WUAs are also allowed to carry out the
construction work. So a contractor would be employed only if
theWUA decided not to carry out the construction work on its
own.
• Payment to the contractor would be made after the joint
commissioning of the construction work.
• Any disputes between the project office, SMC and the WUA
would be resolved by the co-ordinators office in Kathmandu.
• The project office and the coordinator office in Kathmandu
would carry out all the necessary training and field visit
programs asidentified in the Action Plan.
• The system would be handed over to the WUA after the
implementation of the action plan, prepared.
• It was also agreed that legal issues regarding the transfer would
be dealt atthe time of handing over after the completion of the
AP (see chapter 7).
The AP and the above-mentioned conditions were then
discussed and passed in the GA of the WUA. A ceremony was
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organized to sign the MOA between the WUA and the project
office inJanuary 1996. It was held in the headwork of the system.
The ceremony was also attended by the D D G of IMD and the coordinator of the IMTP. The document was signed by the WUA
chairman from the farmers' side (witnessed by two others) and by
the project manager (myself) from the government side.
The MOA agreement in Khageri was similar as in Panchakanya.
However, since the command area is above 2000 ha, only the
branch canals were to be transferred to the WUA, in accordance
with the Irrigation Policy. So the signing of the MOA document
was done by both the Chairman of the MC and the Chairman of
the concerned BC.The ceremony was held in Shivanagarwhere the
MC office is located. It was attended by both MC and BC
members. Before the agreement was signed, the AP was approved
bythe GA of theWUA (for the whole plan,including for main and
branch canals) and the GA of the concerned branch committees.
The conditions and processes were similar in the West Gandak
too, but with one big difference. The agreement was for the
transfer of the whole system. Among the three systems, it is the
largest and most complex one with a command area of 8700 ha
(chapter 3).The Irrigation Policy specifies that only systems below
2000 ha are to be transferred to the WUA. For larger systems, only
the branch canals are to be handed over and the main canalis to be
joindy managed by the agency and the WUA. But the policy does
not prevent from handing over a larger system, if the WUA
demonstrates its technical and financial capacity to manage the
systems. How did the WUA, which was only two years old and so
far not involved in canal O&M, got interested in taking over the
whole system, and why did project office and the D O I agree on
complete handover of the system? Project officials say that a few
aspiring leaders in the WUA were in favour of taking over the
management of thewhole system, whereas the keyleaders involved
at that time saythat theywere encouraged by the project officials.
The WUA herewas formed inJuly 1993,and theMOA for transfer
was signed in January 1995. Within this short period, how much
maturity can the WUA have earned who still had not establish
proper mechanisms of fee collection, and so far was not involved
in canal operation in such a complex system? This point leads one
to believe that the full transfer of the system was constructed from
the government side, because of their aspiration for IMT.
However, a few WUA leaders were also attracted to full transfer
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because of the resources (forest, road tax) the West Gandak could
provide (seechapter 7 for details).

5.7Conclusions
This chapter reviewed the processes of joint problem analysis for
the technical improvement work, and capacity building of the
WUA. In addition, I described my own involvement in the
facilitating process. My intention here was to present the working
environment, and the kind of challenge managers face in managing
the project process, the continuity of which depends as much on
managing these externalities as on actually being committed
towards the program itself. Another objective was to show how
personal agendas also get embedded into professional life, which
ultimately determines people's commitment to be involved in
particular problem situation. My commitment to work in the IMTP
was as much shaped by my personal belief and personal factors, as
by being an engineer of the Irrigation Department.
The chapter shows prescriptive designs of norms for a project is
problematic, and how they clash with actors, when external
agendas are put to them for implementation. Though considered
participatory, the design of the IMTP began in the usual top down
fashion, norms of which were set by the actors at higher
institutional layers: the project co-ordinator office, the consultant
and the donors.The actors at the local level,who were responsible
for the project implementation, remained unaware of the
implementation framework. The project design also fails to bring
different elements of the project environment together in the
program process, instead each actor were seen as independent
from each other. The actors at central level consider themselves as
a controlling or supporting authority and hold the decision making
power. Field level project offices were asked to implement the
project as designed, and had less authority to accommodate
changes in the plans and programs.
The chapter presented the three different cases of Action Plan
preparation and agreement over its implementation. It mainly
focused on the walkthrough activities to prepare the technical
inventory to find options for change.The materials here shows that
the outcome of this exercise is highly shaped by the experience of
the facilitating group in performing the tasks as well as the
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understanding of the system features by both facilitators and the
users participating the processes. It shows that farmers are
knowledgeable actors:however, projects generally raise the level of
expectation on the part of local people. This usually limits the
scope of self-analysis of problems and probable solutions. People
can construct their ideas based on what project can offer (see also
Moose 2001), without actually diagnosing the problem situation
and probable means of solution. Instead they can be biased
towards a set of new technologies, considering it to provide better
water delivery. The demand for the technical change in the cases
presented was highly shaped by the belief that some outside
funding agency would bear most of the improvement cost, without
detailed discussions about the problems.
Likewise, unfamiliarity with tools and lack of experience on the
part of the technical team can lead to 'blue printing' with no real
diagnosis of the problem, as happened in Panchakanya at first trial,
despite committed and motivated staff. Problem diagnosis is the
crucial element in the walkthrough. Such a diagnosis has to
incorporate both hydraulic and structural considerations, and their
socialdimension, and include the experience of canal operators and
others who are familiar with system opportunity and constraints.
The participating team should thus be trained on how to diagnose
the problems, rather than onwhat steps to follow in the process.
Participatory methods therefore should not be limited only in
consultation over what things are to be included for change, but
also in subsequent negotiation for change. They should be
practiced iteratively, with detailed diagnosis of the problem and be
based on future operational strategy of the local organization, for
which understanding of technology and its requirement of use
plays a key role. It is essential that the information generated be
discussed by broader circles, as well as through group discussions
at different fora. At the same time the project activities should not
create unrealizable-expectations bythe local groups.
A planning exercise shall not limit itself to only one type of
methodology, and needs different approaches to show people's
needs priorities and preferences regarding future water use. It is
essentially alearningprocess,where people come to learn about the
physical environment, the technology they use and the actors
within it. The outcome of the process is highly dependent on how
these actors learn about their system and themselves. At the same
time, the knowledge generated is only the raw material, which has
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to be refined in due course to transfer it to the actual products for
action.The next chapter willexplore this.

Notes
1

When the CIP was dissolved, and the NLIO established, staff were
reduced from 250 to 64,abigproblem was created in the office: the then
project managerwasthreatenedwithhislife.
2
Inmanyother cases,anengineer'sworkinNepalisbasedinremotehilly
locations, which involves walking even up to 4,5 days depending on
location.SoI favoured stayinghere.
3
As the IMTP was being implemented in different projects, the central
project coordinator office termed the different projects at field level as
sub-projects and accordingly the term sub-project management
committee isused.
4
Communist parties were (still are) also major political forces in Nepal
and farmers arefamiliarwiththewordPolitBureau.
5
That is I was not always present in this process. I used to get
information from the engineer participating the Walkthrough. But I was
alwayspresentinthediscussion afterwards.
6
Although theywere from the sameareaand had observed the canals for
severalyears,theyhad not diagnosed problems,as theywere not involved
initsoperation andmaintenance.
7
Once the systemwas also visited by the then USAmbassador to Nepal
as the management transfer was also supported by USAID. During the
visit,onelocalconsultanthappened to tellthe farmers thattherewouldbe
enough money for the project in future. His intention perhaps was to
keep farmers happy, such that farmers would tell the visiting dignitaries
only positive aspects of the organizational development on which they
wereinvolved.
8
Asiltejector isastructure constructed atthecanalwhichhelpsto reduce
silt in the canal downstream by diverting the silt-laden bottom layer of
waterto aflushingchannel

JointAction Continues:Participatory
Design andConstruction

Chapter 5 presented the process of joint analysis to find options to
improve technical water control. This chapter further describes the
process of design and construction and looks at the keyactions and
process involved in the PTD: the process of iterative discussions
and negotiations, copying, majority priority setting, confiictive
negotiation and quality control. It gives much detail about
discussions and choices, to show what levels of negotiation,
support and patience must go into participatory planning.The first
three sections of the chapter review the design processes for new
water control structures as selected during the action plan phase for
each irrigation systems.The chapter then presents the construction
process and reviews the challenges in maintaining construction
quality: it concludes with a discussion of the scope, issues, and
challenges of PTD inlargeirrigation systems.
The chapter shows how the project environment guiding the
technology development processes shape the outcomes of these
actions and processes. The chapter also draws attention that PTD
is not only a means of finding appropriate technology what people
want, but also building a stable project environment, which is
essential not only to facilitate the participatory change process, but
also to sustain future water management locally. Likewise,it has to
think of building accountability with the WUA for future
governance and management.
Another argument in this chapter is that PTD in the context of
management transfer should be viewed as a way of establishing
service-oriented water control. I argue here that service-oriented
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design must be based on future operational plans of the users. This
requires, together -with the users, the involvement of the previous
operators and experience of the designers. The design should
proceed only after the WUAs are in a position to formulate
performance-oriented action plans based on these experiences.
This will allow for different operational strategies to be followed in
the future rather than freeze the infrastructure into a specific
inflexible distribution pattern. This requires that the agency adapt
an iterative and interactive process of design, take into account the
feedback from canal operators, invest in initial training of the
WUA, accept departures from the design standards to meet the
farmers' requirement, and allow sufficient time for the process to
take place.

6.1 The DesignProcessin Vanchakanya
The Panchakanya case shows how design is constrained when there
are already different types of water control in use. It also shows
how continuous interaction between the users and designers helped
arrive at the most feasible solutions to the local problems in water
supply and that participatory design requires a series of innovative
actions from both users and the facilitators to make the action
situation truly participatory.
The technical rehabilitation work in PIS was targeted to control
the seepage from the main canal section, and resolve the silt
deposition and encroachment problem at the headwork. The
ultimate goalwas to increase the command area, and provide better
water supply for the farmers. The major areas for improvement
identified were:
• Improvement in the existingheadwork configuration
• Main canal improvement for 1.2km through new lining works
bydismantling the old ones
• Re-configuration of gates and outlets matching with the
rotational plan
The same team was involved from both the project and WUA
side as in AP preparation. But this time, I was present in every
discussion while finalizing the design.
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Findingoptions forheadworkimprovement
To resolve the problem of reservoir encroachment, non-technical
measureswererequired.Itwasdecidedto carryoutasurveytofind
theboundary ofthe reservoir, andput afence around itto prevent
encroachment in the future. At the sametime,it was also decided
that the Panchakanya farmers would talk with the farmers of the
upstream area, to ask them not to encroach further on the area.
The sedimentation problem could besolved,partlyby constructing
a siltflushingstructure.The PISheadwork isasolid-mass concrete
weir without any arrangements to flush the silt accumulated
upstream. This had resulted in silt deposition in the upstream
section. There was thus a need both to stop further siltation and
alsotocleanoutexistingsilt.
There were several discussions (informal) among the WUA
themselves and alsobetween theproject staff and theWUA about
the probable solutions, and there were different solutions put
forward bythe different parties.Afinaldiscussion was held at the
headwork itself, to select the appropriate design, in which
advantagesanddisadvantages ofdifferent proposalswere discussed
in detail. The different proposal are presented in Figure 6.2 and
discussedbelow:
Proposal 1:Gate at the middle of the weir dismantling part of
theweir.This proposalwasput forwarded bytheWUA.Allof the
WUA members and fanners were in favour of this proposal.
Accordingtothisthemiddle oftheweirbodywould be dismantled
up to the floor of the riverbed and replaced by a gate, such that
oncethegateisopened,ittakes awaythe siltload.This would also
helpthemincleaningthereservoir.Theydemanded this from their
experience of Khageri head works, which is near to them, and
whichtheyhadobserved for manyyears.TheKhageriheadwork is
a gated barrage,without any problem of upstream siltation. From
thetechnicalaspectoftheheadwork,thegatesareatthesideofthe
weir with the head regulator of the canal. The farmers' idea of
putting gates in the weir body was right from a technical point of
view.However, itwas abandoned later on because of construction
difficulty.
This change required the dismantling of the middle portion of
the weir,which could destabilize the weir body.The weir had not
created any problems and was stable during the past 23 years. It
had no maintenance costs so far! Farmers also thought that
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dismantling of the weir body could cause cracks in other parts of
the weir body, which could cause seepage from the weir. It also
required constructing a gate-operating platform above the weir
body, to operate the gate. So they agreed not to risk the
dismantling of the weir body, which had provided them service for
so long.
FIGURE 6.1Different proposals for headwork improvement
Canal

Reservoir

Proposal 2: A side channel. One of the consultants involved had
suggested a side channel linkingthe upstream body of the reservoir
to the downstream of the weir, during his past field visits1. With
this arrangement it was not necessary to alter the existing weir
body. This proposal was rejected outright both by WUA and the
design team. Farmers could not imagine how this arrangement
works. This also required construction of a long flushing channel.
The construction burden was greater than the first option but its
capacityto flush the silt could be far less.
Proposal 3: An escape structure 2 just at the beginning of the
main canal. This was the idea of the design team. It required
minimum construction, and no disturbance to the existing weir
body. This option was finally agreed upon. It was accepted mainly
because it did not involve dismantling the existing weir body. It
required construction of two gates one for checking the flow at the
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main canal, and another to open the escape channel. This was a
compromise between the available options. The first option was
the best from the functional (to flush silt) point of view. Farmers
could also seebyitsalignment thatitwas thebetter option.Butits
applicationwasconstrained bythepreexistingconditions.

Designingfor changeinconveyance structures
This was the most difficult part- to decide how to reduce the
massive seepagefrom the maincanal,given that therewerealready
so many different types of canal sections made of different
construction materials,as already shown in Figure 3.3.During the
AP preparation we had agreed to dismantle existing boulder-lined
canal walls and replace them with vertical brick wall sections at
seepage-prone sections. Of the two canal banks, the left bank
(facing downstream) included a canal service road, and seepage
from this bankwas relatively less due to the thicker embankment
section. On this side, no new wall was proposed, except in high
seepage zones with weak service road embankments. The other
side was to be dismantled and replaced completely. Hence, two
different typesofsectionwereproposed asshowninFigure6.2.
FIGURE 6.2 Proposed canal sections atthe time of AP

Partly new sections
withnewverticalwall

Entirely new section
dismantlingtheoldone

The idea of a vertical brick wall lining had emerged from what
farmers had seen in other systems, including one nearby. When I
asked farmers whytheypreferred lined sections withvertical brick
walls, they replied that they see it as more stable as compared to
trapezoidal sections and they seethe same typeof section in most
of the systems3.Atthe sametime,inPanchakanya,theyhad avery
particular bad experience with boulder lining and concrete works.
Contractors can easily create large voids in boulder masonry (due
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to their irregular geometry) whereas in brick masonry there is less
chance of this.
The feasibility study of the IMTP (Gitec, 1992) had proposed a
similar types of canal section in its design reports. Under this
arrangement, only 1.2km out of a 4.9km canal section was
proposed to be lined. The remaining sections were to remain as
theywere.The proposed 1.2km length was the most seepage-prone
zone with cracked canal sections at several locations.
After the signing of the AP there were already discussions
among different fanner groups that the remaining sections should
not be left in its same condition, as they also displayed seepage,
though less than those sections identified for improvement. The
gate operator also was of the opinion that entire lengths of canal
needed treatment if the seepage was to be controlled. The system
was going to be transferred to them and they would not have any
government support to carry out these activities in future years,
except after natural disasters. Now the WUA asked if more funds
could be arranged and new sections to be included. We had
allowed an additional 10% of the total cost for likely changes and
variations in the AP, but this was not sufficient for this purpose.
Changes in design were allowed, but increases in cost were usually
not entertained either by project Co-ordinator and donors, except
in exceptional circumstances.
So there was no possibility of additional funding. I was not in
favour of dismantling the existing canal sections. I insisted on the
treatment of existing sections trying different options. Knowing
that there would be no increase in funding over the amount agreed
in AP, the attention of the WUA then shifted to finding solutions,
without dismantling the existing canal sections. There were already
different canal sections with different masonry work, as explained
in chapter 3.They had been dysfunctional due to the poor quality
of the construction work. They were structurally safe, farmers also
agreed this. So we decided, instead of dismantling them, to trying
find alternatives keeping the existing section. One such alternative
was to have a thin layer of concrete lining over the existing canal
sections. I was in favour of this approach because of its simplicity
and low cost, and proposed i t When the idea was discussed in a
wider group meeting, there were differences of opinion. Two
difficulties with this proposal were seen. First, it would reduce the
flow area,hence reducing the canalcapacity. Second,if such thicker
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masonry sections were notable to control the seepage,howcould a
thin concrete lining controlit?
The first point was valid. Laving concrete over the existing
section would reduce the flow area. But it would not create
problems. The Panchakanya was designed to carry 1200 lps of
water. This design flow assumed that water from theButter khola
would also be diverted to Panchakanya (see Figure 3.2).But after
the disputes over water rights on the Butter Khola with the
Khageri farmers, no water diversion from the Butter Khola was
made. The Panchakanya farmers knew this history. The maximum
water flow Panchakanya could accommodate was 1000lps only.So
a reduction in canal cross section would not create problems. Our
design calculations also showed that even with this reduction, new
lined canals could carry 1000 lps. Farmers' awareness of these
historical disputes could help solve these concerns and difference
of opinions.
It was difficult to make farmers understand howa thin layer of
concrete could control the seepage. Many farmers would not
believe this because they had seen seepage from their lined canals.
However, theproblem with theexistingcanal sectionswaswiththe
qualityof the work, rather than thework itself.T o give an example,
I told the farmers that an 8 cm thick concrete slab is used for a
roof, which effectively works in protecting the houses from rain.
Why can not a similar thing control the seepage here? With this
example, they realized that the existing canal sections were
structurally sound (strong enough to take care of anylikely force
or pressure) and the seepage could be controlled bymeans of thin
concrete lining. With these discussions, we finally abandoned the
idea of dismantling the existing canal and replacing it with new
brick wall sections: in favour of thin (5-7cm thick as required)
concrete lining over the existing sections. This shift would give no
problems to the higher authorities and the donors, asit would not
increase the costs. With this newdesign, we could improve a4km
long section,instead of 1.2kmasidentified earlier.

Gates andoutlets
It was agreed in the AP that no new control structures would be
added, and only reconfiguration of the existing gates and outlets
were proposed. There were already three cross regulators in the
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main canal and according to farmers' experience, these were
sufficient to maintain the rotational distribution already practised
and to continue it in future. Likewise, there were already gates in
the offtake structures in all of the branch canals. However, while
there was no need for new control structures, they needed to be
rectified. Farmers were asking for a tamper-proof gate. Demand
for such a gate was also extensive in Khageri, where we had
developed a gate which farmers termed a 'lock system' gate. I shall
discuss how this gate came to be designed in the Khageri case. The
same designwas used here, as demanded by the farmers.
The design of outlet structures posed particular challenge, for
various reasons. First, it was the concern of more than one group.
Second, the flow variations across the outlets are not linear to their
diameter, and is difficult to make farmers understand this. One
such case of outlet design is presented in Box6.1.
The design cases presented here show how the interactive
design translate farmers ideas and preferences into practical reality
and help to arrive at a desirable solution despite constraints
imposed by the existing infrastructure conditions. Farmers are
knowledgeable, and share their experience and historical factors in
the process of design. When the problem situation is beyond their
experience or knowledge, they compare with similar situations,
which they have observed and can realize. Scale models and
diagrams are also used to explain and discuss the problem situation
with farmers in the design (Sheer, 1996) process. However, in large
and medium scale irrigation systems, such a possibility does not
exist and making comparison with similar phenomenon as well as
building their capacity through field visit to similar examples
remains only the option.

6.2 The DesignProcessin Khageri
It would be unwise to assume that farmers have complete
knowledge sufficient to shape the design process. As expressed
earlier, and again here, farmer's knowledge is based on their
experience as well as historical memory. In large systems an overall
knowledge of the system is often lacking among farmers, and even
if they have this knowledge it is mostly localized. However this
does not limit the scope of the PTD, if the design is incrementally
carried out to allow learning by both users and designers. This fact
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draws attention to the need to make a program flexible to allow
learning and change. The Khageri case also shows that replication
of successful designs of one place to another can be disastrous.
Box 6.1Outlet designin Pancbakanya
The branch no 1 of Panchakanya had three piped outlets, of
diameter 40cmand 30cmand 10cmeach,as offtakes from main
canal.When the system was first rehabilitated in 1974, there was
only one offtake, the 40-cm diameter pipe. The farmers
complained about the water shortage and the CIP had added
another pipe of 30 cm. The last 10-cm was added under the
influence ofparticular farmer of thearea1.Thegatesof thesepipes
were also damaged, and the WUAwanted to replace them with a
singleoudet for easieroperation.Itwasdesignedtobereplacedby
a 50-cm diameter pipe. We had discussed the design with the
WUA members. But the farmers of the branch objected to it
saying that they needed an 80-cm pipe.Their demand was based
on simple calculations that theyhad in total 80cm pipe openings.
Some of the WUA members had understood that flow across an
outlet is not linear with the oudet diameter. Together with these
members,wetriedto convincethe farmers of branch 1tellingthat
the canal discharge is proportional to square of its diameter, ant
thus it was not necessary to provide 80-cm diameter pipe. They
were not convinced byarguments by the Chairman and Secretary
of MC, a dispute started among them. The farmers told us that
they would never agree to the 50cm diameter pipe.Sowe started
to bargain,and the final compromise was toput a 65cm diameter
pipe,andwith acondition that thatitwould be replaced if proved
too small for their canal downstream. Later on, when the
construction activity was over, there was full discharge in their
canaldownstream but theflowdepth in pipe oudet wasless than
30cm!
As Khageri was a large system with a large-scale rehabilitation
program, we decided in the SMC meeting that design and
construction activities would be carried out in a phased manner, so
that earlier experience could be utilised in later designs. This
approach had several advantages. First, it could allow learning to
proceed further. The farmers here did not have a long experience
of canal operation as in Panchakanya. Farmers knew problems in
and around their ternaries and oudets, but the problems in the
branch and main canalwere less known to them. Secondly, most of
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the branch canal of Khagrei had similar design characteristics so
any feasible solution at one place could be replicated. Thirdly, it
wouldprovideenoughtimefor planningbudgets and theirreleases.
Construction budgets are released annually in Nepal.This requires
the submission of budget proposals well in advance to the DOI,
which after review passes them to the National Planing
Commission for approval and them to MOF for fund release. If
design constructions were carried out incrementally, it would
providetimefor properplanningand implementation.

Firstphasedesignand construction
With these ideas, we first began to carry out detailed design and
construction on branch canals Bi, B5 and Mi. This selection was
based solely on their geographic location i.e. canals from head,
middle and tail-end portions were selected at the first stage (see
Figure 3.4) to avoid any conflict among the branch canals. The
major priority for change in all the above three branches were
similar for:
• Canallining
• Re-designofwatercontrolstructures tosuitrotationalpattern.
• Outlet/tertiarycanaldevelopment
• Wideningornewconstruction ofVillageRoadBridges(VRBs).
There were several reasons for the demand for lining work.
First, it was meant to control seepage. Canals of Bi and Mi were
constructed by higher earth filling, which was more prone to
seepage. In Bi, the land topography is such that the canal seepage
water immediately joins the natural drainage. For farmers of Bi, it
was a total loss, even though downstream farm areas utilize this.
The seepage water exempted many farmers from needing
membership of the WUA and paying ISF, as they had free access
to this seepagewater.Thus farmers demanded canallining,as they
thought lining would control the seepage and those farmers
enjoying free water would ultimately join the WUA and pay the
ISF. As discussed earlier, they also thought,wrongly,that itwould
reduce maintenance. Farmers believed that if quality of
construction was properly controlled, maintenance requirements
would be small even in the lined canals.They said this from their
experience oflinedcanalsintheirsystemitself.Bihad alined canal
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section in part of its area. This had no maintenance requirement
over the last few years. At the same time, they knew that future
rehabilitation would be done by the government. So they favoured
alined branch canal.

Selecting the desired lined canal section
Canal lining can be done in various ways, as shown by the canal
sections of the Panchakanya in Figure 3.3. It can be made of
concrete; concrete with steel; boulder lining, brick lining or
combination of brick and concrete. It can have different
geometrical shapes, like trapezoidal or rectangular. However, from
a technical view, the choice and type of lining in general is dictated
by: existing canal geometry, purpose of the lining availability of
materials locally and cost Considering these factors, we decided to
discuss the following canal sections with the WUAs (Figure 6.3):
trapezoidal section having bed with concrete and sides with bricks
(type I), same section but sides also with concrete (type H) and
rectangular section with brick masonry (type III)
FIGURE 6.3Different lined canalsectionsdiscussedwith theWUA

TypeI

TypeII

Type

Bi had a narrow canal section with an existing lined section mostly
of Type HI, and this section was proposed for i t In B5 and Mi,
liningType I and III were proposed. However, opinions differed in
choosing the section in Mi and B5.One group of farmers were in
favour of Type III, for reasons explained for Panchakanya.
Another influence has been the massive construction activity in
and around the East Rapti Irrigation Project, where Type HI lining
was widely used. O n the other hand, another group was in favour
of Type II, which they had seen in Bfe of Khageri where Type II
lining had been working satisfactorily for the last 10years.This site
was nearby B5,so farmers had observed it for many years. Finally it
was decided to try with both Type I and II sections. There were
two reasons for this. First the existing canal geometry of both B5
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and Mi were more suitable for type lor II lining (already in
trapezoidal shape). The second was that this was cheaper than the
Type III lining.The only danger with these two types was that they
were liable to damage (by cracking) if there were any settlement in
the embankment. Farmers also asked about this possibility.
However, the canal was more than 30 years old (as Khageri was
constructed in 1967) and no such problems existed as already
shown by in B6.Considering all these factors, it was decided to
proceed with the type II and III type of the liningin Bsand Mi.

Changes ingate configuration
Khageri farmers wanted to put a rotational water delivery in their
system. For this, it was agreed during the preparation of AP that
two more cross-regulators would be added in the main canal
(downstream of B4 and B5) and relocation of one cross regulator
which was just downstream of B7.It was also agreed that no gated
control structures would be added inside the branch canals. Inside
the branch canals, farmers told that the existing ungated piped
oudets had worked well and there was no need to change and
adjust them. The two new cross-regulators were added, but the
relocation of one cross regulators was not possible due to
opposition of B7 farmers. The farmers of B7 strongly objected to
this as they thought they would lose the control they had if they
allowed to shift the cross regulator. The relocation of this cross
regulator was then abandoned .
Another demand by the farmers was to redesign the gates as
tamper-proof, as the existing gates were manually adjustable types
and were dysfunctional, for two reasons. First, they wanted more
technical control in the main canal. The WUA chairman said it
would take several years for farmers to adapt to the new rotational
practice and rules and regulations between the branch canals. So
until they obtained maximum control in water distribution socially,
they needed tamper-proof gates, to achieve control technically.
Inside the branch canals,however they told that they could achieve
control socially through rules and regulations because of smaller
areas, so no such gates were needed. Panchakanya farmers gave a
similar answer to the need for tamper-proof gates.
The second reason for tamper-proof gateswas to control fishing
in the canals.Khageri canal brings in avarious varieties of fish, and
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at.night, people come and close the canalgates for fishing. This has
been one of the major problems in some of the branch canals:Bs
suffered most from this problem. The Bsfarmers used to guard the
canals the whole night to avoid this and once they caught the
persons involved in fishing at 3 O'clock in the morning. They
brought that person into the project office at 7 in the morning to
take legalaction. Even the project office had no authority to punish
such persons. Later, we thought of a gate that could not easily be
dismantled. In conventional gates, the spindle (iron rod attached to
lift the gate) is fitted at the top of the gate body and move upward
when the gate is lifted. The handle of the gate is attached with the
spindle. Instead, we designed the gate such that the spindle does
not move upward but sticks with the gate body. The handle of the
gate was not fitted with the spindle, and could be separated from
the gate body and placed in the WUA office. This gate worked
quite well in Khageri and Panchakanya farmers also wanted similar
design for their gates. Later, farmers and engineers from other
irrigation systems also visited Khageri and Panchakanya systems
and favoured this type of gates.

Other design configuration
Changes to the road crossings over canals were of less interest to
farmers, as they did not affect the hydraulic performance of the
canal flow. Most of these village road bridges (VRBs) had been
constructed for bullock carts in the past, which were now unfit for
trucks and tractors.They were designed at right angles to the canal
and were thus skewed with the road alignment. This made
movements of the trucks and tractors difficult. In most cases,
widening a bridge on one side could solve this problem and this
was agreedwithout further discussions.
The implementation of these designs provided valuable learning
to both our technical team and the WUA and formed base to
proceed ahead:
• The brick masonry for lining, Type I was problematic due to
doubts over quality (to be discussed in section 6.4). The type
m section proved to be costlier than the other two. So its
application would be limited in other areas.
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Type II cross sections would be promoted wherever possible,
as it was the cheapest among the three. It was also easier in
construction .
According to farmers, seepage control was also more effective
byType II lining as compared to other types.
Farmers found the tamper-proof gate effective in its
functioning

The second phase in Khageri: design and re-design continued.
The learning from the first phase of design formed the base to
proceed for the second phase. At this stage, we prepared detailed
designs and cost estimates for the remaining nine branch canals
and also for the main canal. The same approach was followed in
the design of the structures. In all the canal sections, linings were
now to be done utilising the Type II section. Gates would be
remodelled into lock system gates as in the previous cases.
However, the uniform application of these concept developed
earlier did not work here in two of the branch canals M2and M3,
due to their different water supply situation and topography. In
these canals,there were two parallel canals serving the same part of
the command area as (see Figure 6.4). The lower canal was also
augmented by the drainage of nearby area. The lower canal was
developed by the farmers in response to the water shortage in the
area, whereas the upper one was developed by the government. Its
objective was to collect seepage from the upper canal and to utilize
the drainage water from nearby area. The lower canal was
constructed at a lower level than the upper canal, to allow the
seepagewater from the upper canalto be collected here.
The design team together with the concerned WUAs had
proposed canal lining in the upper canal (government) with type II
sections. Accordingly tendering and contracting was done for the
construction. When the actual construction was about to begin, a
group of farmers strongly opposed the proposed development
plan. They said that they get more reliable water from the lower
canal built by them. They also argued that since seepage from the
government canal is automatically collected to the lower canal,
which is again used for irrigation, lining in the upper canal would
make no sense. So, the farmers proposed an alternative design:
construction of a side-wall on the lower canal so that seepage from
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both the canals is not lost as shown in Figure 6.4. The lower canal
had been constructed by farmers buying land from their fellow
farmers, with a very narrow embankment. Due to this, there was
heavy seepage from the side of the lower canal. The farmers'
arguments were reasonable.
FIGURE 6.4Designchangebythe farmers

Farmercanal
Designchangeproposal
fromthefarmers

Initialdesignwith typeIIlining
inGovernmentcanal

This situation materalized due to a lack of detailed design
discussions with the local farmers group. The discussions were
limited to technical team and the WUA only. Both were influenced
by the success of Type II lining section in other canals. So they
simply copied the earlier design without analyzing the field
situations and discussing with local farmers. I too was heavily
influenced by the previous success and did not explore the
conditions! I thus realized the danger behind copying a successful
design to another environment without exploringits applicability in
detail.
However under prevailing financial rules and regulations, a
change in design was not easy, as they were already contracted for
construction. According to the rules,costs variation above the 10%
of the total cost, as well as quantity variation of any construction
items beyond 25% need to be approved by the Director General
(DG) of the DOI 7 . That is, even the project co-ordinator and the
D D G had no authority to approve such variations. These
bureaucratic processes are not only lengthy, but also sometime
questionable, especially at the level of Auditor General Office, who
finally approves the expenditure. In this case, the design change
was not goingto increase the cost, but the variation in construction
items were beyond 25%.
As the farmers' demand for the change in design was technically
reasonable and at the same time it was not going to increase the
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total project cost, I decided to take the matter to the Project Coordinator in Kathmandu and convinced him for the change. He,
too, had no authority for this, but assured me to supply the help
needed. He was also personally committed to the participatory
design process, and visited the site himself during an interaction
workshop, and became convinced for the change needed to be
made. Back in Kathmandu, he explained to the DOI who had
authority to approve such change about the field-level problems
and convinced him to approve the design change and the
constructionproceededinthe fieldwithchangeddesign.
Despite interactive and iterative design cycles, implementation
of the design were still constrained due to dynamic nature of
institutions. The design interactions were mostly with the WUAs,
which changesin everytwoyears (nowchanged to threeyears) due
to election. The new people often changed the idea of their
predecessors,andwanted additional constructionworks toincrease
their popularity among the farmers. Likewise,the problem of over
designing of the structures, due to lackunderstanding of hydraulic
behaviour by the farmers, also appeared here. However, these
should not be seen as a limiting factor of the participatory design,
instead, designers need to be aware of these factors, and act upon
theproblem situation accordingly.
The design cases here show the need to follow an iterative
design process together with interactive discussions to allow both
experimentation and learning. This help build up knowledge to
both thedesigners and the farmers, onwhich future actions canbe
builton.Learningatsmallerscale,andexpansionoverawiderscale
has been one of the key approaches in participatory learning
process. This works welL but one has to be careful especially in
replication of the successful design without detailed understanding
oftheparticular system environment.

6.3. TheDesign Case ofWestGandak
The design case presented here is quite different to the others
becauseofthenatureand scaleoftheproblem dimension.Farmers
here had preferred to solve two major problems: to control
flooding in the command area and to control silt intrusion in the
maincanal,byconstructingaflood diversionweirandasilt ejector.
The design and construction of these are presented below.Due to
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conflict among different actors involved and difficulty of work
across different domains, the final result of the design was very
different than planned.

Construction of the silt ejector
As mentioned previously, silt intrusion in the main canal had been
a major problem in the efficient management of West Gandak
main canal. Farmers were of the opinion that construction of a silt
ejector would alleviate much of the problem captured in canal
operation. For the government, it would be a great incentive for
the farmers to take up the future responsibilities of canal O&M if
the silt intrusion could be reduced. A discussion was then made
within the SMC for its construction. Later on, an appropriate site
was selected after several rounds of site visits by the joint team of
SMC, WUA and some interested farmers of the area. It was
proposed to construct the silt ejector at 900 m downstream of the
intake site (See Figure 6.5). It was an ideal site for the construction
of such a structure, as the ejected silt could easily be flushed
through the adjacent drain.
FIGURE 6.5 The layout of silt ejector design

India

Newly developed
flushing channel
with silt eiector

Draininitially proposed
for flushing
NWGIS
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However, the idea to construct the silt ejector at this location was
bluntlyrejected bythefarmers adjoining thedrain (Farmers from A
andB)fearing flooding oftheirlands.Theresponsibilityofclearing
the siphon structure at the Indian main western canal and the
drain downstream until it joins the Gandak River lies with the
Indian government. But this had not been carried out (or poorly)
in the past resulting in occasional inundation in this area. Farmers
from A and B believed that flushing the silt here would further
choke the siphon and increase the inundation problem. Besides
this, fanners of Area A objected as they are not receivers of the
irrigation service. After several rounds of discussions with the
farmers, the Project Manager and the MC members succeeded in
convincing the farmers to allow the construction work. But when
the construction was about to start, there was again disturbance,
butthistimefrom the farmers ofareaC.
Both the project office and the WUA had not expected this
opposition,asthisareahad no impact from theconstruction work.
The farmers of area C started their opposition because they had
encroached on the drainage area and converted itinto farmland. If
the silt ejector was constructed, the drainage areawould be cleared
and theywould lose the occupied land. Farmers from Cwere able
to convince the farmers from AandB that maintenance of siphon
structure and thedrainage downstream had not been carried outin
the past by the Indian Government and there was no guarantee
that it would be done in the future. The SMC, WUA and the
project office were just misleading the people. In the end, all
opposed the construction work. The idea to construct the silt
ejector at this location was finally abandoned in spite of having
severalroundsofdiscussions.
It was then decided to construct the ejector at 400m
downstream from the intake, where the implementers did not
expect to confront anybody. But it required the construction of a
new flushing canal, which had to cross the Indian Main canal
before finally discharging the siltinto the Gandak River.This also
required topass thenavigation canal(seeFigure 6.5).Even though
both WUA and project office knew that there would be some
objection from the Indian authorities, they decided to go ahead
with the construction. The ejector was constructed and flushing
channel excavated until the point where it meets the navigation
channel.Atthat moment, the Indian authorities complained to the
West Gandak project office about the construction. They also
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complained to the Liaison offices in Balmikinagar and
Kathmandu.
However the construction was already over. Later on, this
matter was raised in the Standing Committee meeting in New
Delhi10.Higher authorities in the Ministry of Water Resources and
DOI whoattended thismeetingwereangryabouttheincident after
returning from Delhi. The Project Manager of the West Gandak
was questioned by them to justify the construction. The Project
Manager justified his intention, saying that he had discussed
(verbally) about the construction with the concerned authorities in
India. He also argued that it was not going to pose any threat to
structures in theIndianMainCanal.The Ministry then sentahighlevel team to investigate the matter.Theytoo found that therewas
no problem with its construction. All the farmers ofWest Gandak
were also behind its construction. Later on, nobody paid anyheed
to it, as all knew that this would do no damage, and the matter
faded away. Even though the construction of the silt ejector has
helped reduce the silt problem in the canal, the maintenance
burden to the farmers has not reduced much as theyhave to clean
the flushing channel.Another problem is that theyhave always to
beinclosecoordinationwiththeIndianauthorities for itscleaning.

Thecaseof flood diversionweir
The Jharahi river switched its course (b) to a new one (a) (see
Figure 6.6) during the flood of 1964.Since then larger portion of
flood used to pass along the new course, which is joined by the
Dhanewa Riverfurther downstream.Thisnewcoursehaddamaged
both the canal alignments and increased the flood problem in the
area. During the command-area intervention in the mid-eighties,
the old course (b)was canalized and part of the floodwater from
the new course was again diverted back to the old course. This
worked quite well for few years but later on the major flow again
started to pass into the new course. Farmers adjoining the new
course desperately wanted to divert part of the floodwater to the
oldcourseagaintosavethe farmland.
In order to do this, a gabion weir was proposed to be built
across the new course. However, farmers from the old course
opposed the move to divert the flow back to the old course. The
two channels lie in two different parliamentary constituencies (3rd
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and 4*) of the NawalparasiDistrict and the design proposal quickly
caught attention of the politicians. Part of the flood-affected area
of the new channel also lies in the constituency no 4. For the MP
of Constituency No.4, this was an unfavourable situation and he
was interested to solve the problem in an amicable way. Finally a
meetingwas held between all the parties involved: WUA members,
the VDC chief, local politicians including the MP from region 4,
and the project staff including the Project Manager. After several
rounds of discussions and negotiations, the meeting agreed to
construct the weir, butwith changes in the original design: reducing
the height of the weir from 2.2m to 1.5m. The original design had
proposed to divert about 40% of the floodwater, which required
2.2m highweir from the river bed level.The IMTP consultants also
favoured the idea to avoid conflict between two groups of farmers.
The new course farmers were not satisfied fully with this new
proposal, but they compromised with the plan.
FIGURE 6.6ThelayoutofJharahidiversionwork
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Construction started after the agreement. However, the old-course
people were still not satisfied to divert the part of the flow. They
started to disturb the construction work and sometimes even
engaged in throwing stones to the labourers. The contractor
stopped the construction work and said he could not continue the
work Now another meeting was called among the relevant
stakeholders, as in the first meeting. In this meeting the farmers of
the old course made new demands:
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• . protection of both left and rightband of the old course
• increase in the height of the nearby bridge across the old
course
• re-excavation of the old course should be done before the weir
construction.
These demands were not included in the AP, and the West
Gandak Project office had no authority to decide over i t The coordinators office in Kathmandu was not in favor of additional
demands, and asked the West Gandak project office to further
negotiate about these demands. After several rounds of
negotiations between the old course farmers, the WUA and the
West Gandak project office, it was finally agreed to carry out the
protection of only the Right-Bank of the old course. However, left
bank protection was rejected by the project office, being deemed
unwanted, which the farmers agreed. The demand to increase the
bridge height got solved politically. There was a program to
upgrade the road by the Department of Roads and the Project
Manager told the old course people that he would request them to
do that job,which farmers agreed.The MP also supported his idea,
and people were convinced by this.Accepting the last demand was
not a problem to the West Gandak project office, as they had
heavy machines in the office to carryout the excavation work.
Agreeing these conditions, the construction work moved again.
The MP of constituency No. 4 played crucial role in getting the
disputes settled.
However, the disturbance from the old-course people again
started. But this time the situation was different, and the MP was
not in the area. The new-course people had been very silent so far
fearing that construction might stop. But then these people
thought that unless they organized and confronted the old course
people, the problem was not going to be solved. People across the
border in India had also suffered from the floods of the newcourse, and wanted the diversion weir to be built. They also joined
with the new-course people to confront the old course people.
People from the new-course, together with the people across the
border, then helped the contractor to finish the construction work.
After this, the old-course people did not object to the construction
work, as they became smaller in number and only asked to
maintain the height of the weir at 1.5m as agreed in the early
meeting. When I talked with farmers of old-course, they told me
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that theyhad opposed the construction work just to ensure that the
height of theweirwould not be raised beyond 1.5m.
Later on, some farmers found that the weir was not constructed
as designed, and felt corruption had occurred in the construction
process. The farmers blamed to all the actors involved in
construction supervision: the WUA Main Committee, SMC and the
West Gandak Project Office. Local farmers then asked the
Director General of the D O I to make an inquiry about this.A twomember investigation team was sent to examine the situation. The
team found some alteration in the construction, but no action has
been taken to anybody so far. The system was turned over to the
users before the investigation. Common farmers criticized both the
D O I and WUA for not taking any action against anybody involved
in this process. Because of this event, all the actors: the West
Gandak project office, the DOI, and the WUA Main committee
and the SMClost their credibility atlocallevel.
Both these cases show that a participatory process is not only
about the methodologies and interactive consultation, but also
involves conflictive negotiations. Problems generally are highly
interconnected, and required to be represented and negotiated in
different domains involving different actors and may need forceful
actions. The relevant actors are needed to be identified at earlier
stage, and then guide the process through negotiations. Both actors
and domains can change with the change in the stages of program
implementation. As the scale of the system increases, the
dimensionality of the problem also increases. Efforts are thus
needed to be made to bring different levels of the project
environment together, and devise a win-win situation acceptable to
allparties involved.

6.4 EnsuringQuality ofConstruction
I now turn to the construction implementation process of the
design. During construction, farmers' input has the function of
quality control, cost sharing and gaining of construction
knowledge. These are often linked with the empowerment to local
users. These are reviewed in turn, with arguments on how these
must be conceptualized differently for participatory processes.
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User involvement in quality control
The term 'quality control1 is most often related with maintaining
the design standards through direct user control in supervision of
construction work. Beyond this, the quality aspect must also
include the quality of the process. This means the process of
tendering, contracting and users role in these processes. Both in
fact represent dimensions of quality: the first concerns the quality
of the materials and their final product, whereas the second is the
quality of the process involved. They are not independent, as the
quality of the final product depends on the process adopted.
The quality issue has also triggered several questions regarding
the efficacy of the participatory design process. It is often argued
that even though participatory processes are adopted in making
demand requests, and finalizing the action plan through joint
problem analysis, the process of tendering, contracting and
subsequent construction often has limited participation from
farmers.
The reason for this argument is that the implementing agency
enjoys control over these processes because of financial rules and
regulations and other administrative and institutional requirements
of the donors and the Irrigation Department. Farmers usually do
not have control over the funds, making them absent in the
decision making process regarding tendering and contracting. To
avoid this, in IMTP, the SMC (the board made up by four WUA
members and the Project Manager) was made responsible for
executing these activities. Many of the problems however, can be
avoided if transparency of the process is maintained, which also
ensures accountability on the part of the project to the WUA.

Theprocessadapted in KIS and PIS
In the SMC meeting of both Khageri and Panchakanya, we first
decided that the respective WUAs would be asked whether they
would do the construction work by themselves or theypreferred to
employ a contractor for the purpose. Under the financial rule,
whenever a WUA does the contracting job, it has to do the job at
20.75% below the Engineer's estimate. The reason for this is that
out of 20.75%, 15% is contractor's profit and 5.75%is the contract
tax that the contractor has to pay back to the government When a
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WUA does the job,it is neither given the profit nor does it have to
pay taxto the government.
In both the systems,the construction workwas to be carried out
at different stages and different package of construction contract.
The contract jobs were not to a high amount, usually at a range of
0.5 million to 2 million rupees. In both K3S and PIS, the WUA
decided to get the job done by the contractor. The WUAs did not
want to be involved in direct construction activities mainly for two
reasons:
• The job mostly included structural improvement works, which
require good managerial skills. Even if they chose to do the
construction work, WUAs would have to hire a third person
with experience in executing construction work.
• Previous experience had shown that structural works would
not provide any profit to them. Usually, a WUA favours to be
involved in earth-work only, which is manageable and
sometime profitable (see chapter 5). But in this case, all the
earthworks were to be done by the farmers as part of their
voluntary contribution.
With the approval of WUAs, tender calls were made in National
newspapers to carry out the proposed construction work The
interested contractors were asked to visit the construction sites and
have discussions with the WUA before bidding for the contract.
We had also decided that a meeting between WUA members,
interested contractors and our technical team would be proposed
and itwas mentioned in the tender notice itself.But during the first
stage of construction, the meeting could not be held due to
difficulties in bringing contractors of different parts of the country
together. The association of the contractors in the district liked this
idea.They stated that theywould make this type of meeting happen
in future at their own initiative.
The second attempt however was a great success. At this time,
the WUA, our technical personnel and contractors held an open
meeting in the office compound. Most of the contractors were
from the same district, but some from adjoining districts. The
association of contractors also welcomed this approach. Over the
past several years,many of the construction works were being done
by the WUA and this had decreased jobs for the contractors. They
tried to utilize this opportunity to convince the WUA that they
would favour good construction quality. The WUAs found this
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meeting effective because they could clear their concerns at the
earlier stage of the construction.
This gathering was welcomed by all those involved in the
construction. Meanwhile, we also thought that there should be
workshops between the contractors, the WUAs, field technicians
and consultants so that problem could be discussed and solved in
an amicable way. We had planned at least one such workshop a
year. However, again due to difficulty of arranging all the personnel
in one forum we were able to organize only one workshop at the
middle of the construction activities. At this workshop, the higher
authorities of the D O I were also invited to make them understand
the field-level problems.The co-ordinator of IMTP, his supporting
staff and the consultants, also participated in this meeting. It
initiated a dialogue between low -level technicians and the higher
authorities, and also provided an opportunity to discuss problems
together among the different parties involved - the WUAs,
contractor, higher authorities and the field-level technicians. As
explained in the case of the Khageri in the previous section, the
change in the design configuration were in fact possible due to this
workshop, as all became aware of the design problem. These
efforts proved very useful in making the project environment
stable.
The documents of the tenders were opened in front of the
WUA representatives and the SMC members. Under the financial
rules and regulation, the lowest bidder was provided the contract11.
A copy of the contract document was also given to the concerned
WUAs. After signing of the contract, a joint committee of WUA
and our technical staff was formed to supervise the construction
work done by the contractor. From WUA side, there were four
members in the supervision team: one from SMC, one from main
committee and two from the respective BCs. A summary sheet
showing the construction details was also given to the supervision
team and to the concerned WUA. An initial construction meeting
was also held between the contractor, quality supervision team,
WUA and project technicians to discuss the different activities in
construction.
After the completion of the construction work, the payments to
the contractor were made only after the approval of the SMC and
the concerned BC. Upon completion of the construction work, the
measurements of proposed works were to be taken in the presence
of the concerned WUA members and SMC representative. In
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Nepal, previously the joint signature of the WUA Chairman and
the Project Manager were also tried in previous projects. But my
experience is that these are not going to make farmers feel
empowered. The more important thing is to develop a process
through which the WUAs feel professionals are accountable to
them, which is more related to transparency of functioning. Below
I show how failure to maintain transparency caused problems to
our team later on.
The construction implementation was transparent to the WUAs
as all the activities were jointly carried out. The design was jointly
finalized, the construction works were joindy supervised and the
awarding contracts were joindy decided. There were also timely
discussions on status of the work progress between the concerned
WUA the SMC and our technical team. Besides this arrangement,
we had developed a format showing details of the construction
works, the expenditure and progress, and provided it to the
concerned BC, the MC and GA.With this information, we used to
hold discussions between the concerned WUA, the MC and our
technician. The VDC chiefs were also invited to this type of
meeting. In this meeting discussions were held regarding the
progress and problems in the implementation process. Altogether
four such meetings were held during the construction, though we
had targeted six such meetings.
The idea behind these meetings was to provide information and
discuss the problem with alarger group of people. In regular work,
usually only the executives of the WUAs and SMC members were
involved in decision-making process and GA and other members
were less aware of the project activities. These meetings were able
to provide the necessary information on project progress to the
farmers, discuss the problems and get feedback. However, these
were highly time-consuming exercises. Details of each and every
construction activity including expenditure were to be prepared for
separate branch canals. But it was transparent and the WUAs were
satisfied with this process.
These types of workshops to discuss project progress and
expenditures with the WUIAs, GA and others were not mentioned
in the project document. But we had started it at local level to
develop trust and confidence with each other. However, at the final
stage of the construction, our group lost interest in supporting this
activity. This widened our misunderstanding with the Khageri
farmers (inPanchakanya the construction was already over) and we
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were charged with failing to maintain the transparency of the
process. The mutual trust and confidence which we enjoyed over
the years declined and the WUA Chairman of Khageri criticized me
for failure to provide these details, and he raised this issue with me
even after I left the project.
The reason for our losing interest was different Working in
participatory projects is challenging, as it requires bringing people
with different interests, who are situated at different project
environment levels, together in the program process. It takes time
and effort. The technicians often have to face angry WUAs and
farmers when they fail to meet their expectations. Technicians
working in these projects often expect incentives in terms of
training (especially abroad), which are generally present in the
project proposals. Hope of such higher studies attracts them to
work in these projects. In IMTP there were also provisions for this
and USAID had allotted US$ 200,000 for the capacity development
program. As I mentioned in chapter 4, none of our staff had
previous experience of working this kind of project and we were
told that training would be provided as the project moved on. But
to my surprise,not a single training program aiming to improve the
capacity of field-level technicians ever happened.
None of our staff had a chance to participate in a training
program or have opportunity of study tours aboard. Once one of
our engineers was selected for Indonesia, but he failed his English
Examination Test (this is a requirement on the part of USAED) so
that he could not attend i t From the West Gandak, one
Association Organizer had an opportunity to attend a study tour to
Indonesia and its project manager had an opportunity to pursue
Master's Study in AIT. Once I was also selected for a study tour on
Mexico together with few other engineers. Permission for such
tours needs approval of the Minister of Water Resources. At the
final moment, our visitwas cancelled and the Minister himself with
secretary and two high ranking DOI officials made this visit
However, I was unaware of this, and only came to know after it
appeared in alocal newspaper1 .

The disputes in construction
Despite arrangements made to ensure good construction quality,
the outcomes were often otherwise. The problems were different
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in different construction cases. The events below describe the
challenges in maintaining the construction quality, and how we
kept on changing the design aswe moved forward.
The WUAswere very cautious on the quality of the construction
materials, as they had seen poorly constructed structures by the
contractors. As soon as the contractor started to bring the
construction material, disputes over its quality started. In Bi, the
WUA would not accept the brick quality, claiming it to be second
class brick. Under standard construction specifications, bricks are
divided into three classes: first, second and third class. First class
bricks are well burnt, red in colour and produce a metallic sound
when clapped against each other. The third class types are overburnt, black and of irregular shape, and thus easy to notice. The
confusion is always between the second class and the first class.
Bricks were transported to the construction site in trucks in loads
of 4-6 thousands and to guarantee quality of each and every brick
was not possible. Immediately, a meeting was held between the
contractor, our technical team and the WUA to find a solution of
the problem.
In this meeting,we decided that bricks used in the construction
of the houses in the area would also be accepted here. The
contractor was given a few samples that the meeting decided to be
of the first class type and asked to bring the same quality. There
were also problems relating to the quality of sand and stone chips,
the other two construction materials. For these two, we made a
decision that sand from 'Manahari' and stone chips from 'Jharahi
would be accepted. These two places are famous for good quality
of sand and stone chips in the nearby area. Finally, the major
problem was in getting good-quality cement. In our local markets,
filling and re-filling cement bags are very common. It was not
possible to go for laboratory tests for carryingout small-scale work.
There were no such laboratories in the nearby area. So we decided
that if the setting was good, we would consider it as good quality
cement. If not, we would considered it of poor quality and its use
would be restricted .
With all these initial confrontations, the construction activity
moved smoothly. But as we moved ahead, we came across
different problems. While the construction was going on, the Coordinator office had arranged a training program on 'construction
management and quality control1 for the members of the WUA
main committee and the SMC. The trainees were taken to the
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construction site in Bi to explain about the construction activities.
The participants found weak mortar in brick joints in some places.
The trainees then started shouting to their fellow friends who were
supervising the construction about their failure to maintain the
proper quality. Later on, an inquiry was set up by the co-ordinator
of the IMTP to find out what actually had happened. The
committee found that some of the construction was poorly done!
The report further said that there was no ill intention from any
party, but negligence on the part of the contractor. The ADB
official in its mission visit also raised the issue of poor quality
control and gave the report to the higher authorities including the
Ministry of Water Resources (MOWR) and National Planning
Commission (NPQ. It was shocking to see poor outcomes despite
sincere efforts.
The problems were not only on the quality issue, there were
other problems, which we never thought we would face. In B5,the
contractor did good quality of work and there were no complaints
about quality. But he could not complete the work. We came to
know that the contractor was bankrupt: he had not enough finance
to carry out the job.He ranaway after completing about 80% of the
work and had not paid the labours,who were mosdy local farmers!
The project office had the retention money, but it could not be
given to any person without the permission of the contractor
himself (according to the rule). There was no legal document
stating who were employed by the contractor and whether they
were paid or not.There was tremendous pressure from the farmers
to solve the problem. But we could do nothing until we found the
contractor.14
All these successes and failures provided rich experience to the
whole team. Based on this experience, we decided the following
changes to our approach to carry out future construction activities:
• Brick masonry was controversial so we decided to carry out
construction only usingconcrete lining.
• Design construction would be continued in aphased manner
Even with these efforts, cheating from contractors could not be
eliminated. In one case in PIS, the contractor was using two
different-sized boxes for measuring cement and sand. The one
used to measure sand and stone chip was larger than the standard
one. Most often the contractors would be very sincere at first and
obtain the trust of the team. It was at alater stage that they started
cheating. In another event in PIS, the contractor made a very
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inferior construction.Itwasin factidentified byagroupof farmers
who were not in the supervision team. This event even led to
distrust between the WUA Chairman and farmers. The
disagreement over quality of materials between two different
groups of farmers in canal lining work continued, and also led to
verbal fighting between them. Despite sincere efforts of the team
to ensure high quality of construction work, the challenges
continued ahead.
Inirrigationtheconstruction phaseisthekeyofthePTD,asthe
design gets transferred into the final product, which should be
there for along time to provide service.It needs huge investment
and can not be removed or altered easily once placed.
Transparency of the construction process is crucial to ensure good
quality, which also helps to build up accountability between the
WUAandthe project
User'scontributionintechnology development
User contribution in technology development has always been an
important element of participatory initiatives. In the past,
'participation'inNepalwaslimitedto contributingvoluntarylabour
in the construction process. The objective was to reduce the
construction cost employing free labour. The argument for user
contribution these days is put differently: to create a sense of
ownership among the users. It is also believed that users'
contribution to the technology development process makes the
implementers more accountable towards the farmers. However,
user financial contribution has been both confusing and
problematic.Mostoften thetargetedobjectives arenotmet.Whyis
it so different and does it help to establish accountability between
the users and the farmers? Some of these issues are dealt in this
section.
In IMTP, a controversy started at the earlier stage of program
implementation over the higher percentage of contribution
required compared to other projects, as explained in chapter 5.
Though a contribution of 26%was required from the farmers, in
PIS only 12% could be achieved, whereas in KIS and NWGIS
theseamount onlyto 10%.This againraises severalquestions:was
the construction completed when the farmers' contributions were
less than agreed? Yes. The reason was that the items of works
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included for farmers' contribution mostly included the externalities,
that is, the system could functions smoothly even without their
being done. For example in all the three cases, the works given to
the WUA were canal shaping and reshaping and strengthening of
the canal embankments. Farmers in most cases cleaned the canal,
but they did not bother to shape and reshape in proper section.
This however was not going to decrease the flow. Similarly, except
at the points of immediate danger, farmers did not bother to reconstruct the embankments. These factors resulted in a lower
percentage of financial participation.
There are many factors why could the expected percentage not
be achieved. In the case of IMTP, one major factor was that it was
not demand-driven and farmers did not feel that the government
would pull out of the program even they did not contribute as
planned. They had also stated at the very first interaction meeting
held in Kathmandu that contributing 26% percent was beyond
their scope. The shorter time span was also another factor in not
achieving the desired farmers' contribution. For example in
Panchakanya, farmers were to contribute about NRsl.5 million to
the system's development. This means a farmer with 1 ha of land
had to contribute 56 days of work or equivalent cash, which is
normally not achievable within two years' implementation time.
TABLE 6.1 presents the contribution to be made in each of the
three systems.
TABLE6.1Required uservoluntary contributions
System

Panchakanya
Khageri
WestGandak

Contribution Required in
NRs
Total
in Perha
million
1.5
3,400
12.5
3,200
10
1,200

Contribution equivalent to
manpower
Total
Verba
25,000
208,300
167,000

56
54
20

In the Table, the cost of a labourer is assumed to be NRs. 60 per
day. The Table shows that in both Khageri and Panchakanya
farmers with 1 ha of land had to provide about two months of
voluntary contribution in two years of construction time. To find a
month of free time in a year is not easy for a farmer. Another
problem is that different farmers have different slots in the year
and matching the free time of all farmers is not an easy task. In
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large systems it is also very difficult to organize large numbers of
farmers to provide voluntary contribution continuously. Coordinating the voluntary mobilization at this scale also demands
sound management on the part of the WUA. Voluntary
mobilzation is a slow process and cannot be achieved in a short
time span.
Many farmers feel that their voluntary contribution to working
in users groups should be included in the users' contribution.15
These also come to of considerable amount. Table 6.2 presents the
person involvement in man-days in the WUA meetings on the
three systems in a year. In the Table, a participation efficiency of
60% for the main canal and 50% for the branch canals is assumed
in calculating the man-days. The computation is based on the
review of WUA meetings between 1994 to 1997. The minute
books of the systems show that about 20% of meetings were
cancelled, and the same percentage of members were usually absent
during the meetings (this percentage is even higher in NWGIS) of
the MC.The percentage is lower for the branch canal committees.
TABLE6.2Costinvolvedin theWUAmeetings
Systems

PIS

MondaysinvolvedinWUA meetings
Total
MC BC
GA of GA of
MC
lower
canals
108 240
45
500
893

KIS
150 540
NWGIS 252 3600
Source:WUArecords.

85
172

2000

2775
4024

CostEquivalent
Total
Perha
NRs.
Rs.
71,440

158

222,000
321,920

57
37

So if meetings held by the WUA in a year were converted into
cash, it would come at substantial figure. For example in
Panchakanya, the cost involved in WUA meetings in a year is NRs.
71,440.This is almost about 5% of the total voluntary requirement
(see Table 6.1). This cost is involved every year, but it is reflected
nowhere. There is also personal involvement in conflict resolution
and other WUA activities. A large input also comes from
construction supervision work. In Khageri, it usually took 6
months' time to complete construction on each branch canal, and
four persons were involved in the supervision process. If this cost
is calculated, it comes to Rs.50000. The voluntary contribution in
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WUAs administrative activities so far has not been part of the
construction contribution, though the amount is substantial.
Despite constraints in achieving the financial contribution from
the users, it must be given due attention in the technology
development process, as it help to increase bargaining negotiating
power to the local users,and can hold designers accountable to the
quality of technology on offer.

6.5 Conclusions
The chapter has reviewed the key actions and processes of the
PTD and explored how they build up to support future water
management locally. It has shown that interactive design process is
important, but not sufficient alone:it must be linked to an iterative
process where project work uses and feeds back knowledge.
Iterative processes allow experimental learning, such that action
ahead builds on previous learning. Behind interactive consultation,
PTD equally involves conflictive negotiations, where interests of
the different parties involved have to be negotiated and translated
in the design. As these actions and process involves range of actors
situated at different project environment levels, the outcome of the
process is highly dependent on how the project environment builds
up and facilitates the technology development process.
PTD is mostly seen as a technology development process
through interactive design, but its scope is much wider than this. It
forms the base for future local governance and management in
different ways: providing service oriented water control, building a
stable project environment and developing accountability between
WUA and irrigation agency.
It involves a series of joint actions for a long period of time
bringing actors at different project environment together in the
program process, and thus provides an opportunity to build trust
and confidence among the key stakeholders. It thus helps to
establish a stable project environment, which is essential not only
to facilitate the technology development process, but also to
sustain future local management Likewise, transparency in the
process helps theirrigation agencies implementingprojects to show
their accountability with the localorganization which is akey factor
for future governance and management
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The chapter also showed that PTD faces several constraining
factors. At the local level, farmers' knowledge can involve biases.
Farmers' knowledge evolves out of different contexts: sociotechical
or holistic, experienced-based, historical and dynamic and sensitive
to micro-level contextual diversity (Vermillion, 1990). These
characteristics are always not positive, for example sensitivity to the
micro level context may include vested interests or preclude
system-wide perspective (ibid). Engineers often are not trained on
how to feed back this knowledge in the design.The dynamic nature
of institutions also poses a challenge to maintain participatory
design,as ideas and preference changes with change in personnel.
PTD involves actors in different areas of the project
environment, facilitators must have a multi-actor perspective,
understanding different aspects of representation and different
attractions to participation. It needs to link different levels of the
project environment into a single system, to allow flexibility and
change. However, as the cases show, actors at the higher
institutional layers often are not part of the change process, and
keep themselves as controlling and supporting actors with decision
making power vested to them, limiting flexibility and change at
locallevel.
Another issue lies in the accountability of the designers (Ashby
and Spurling 1994) for their design. To my knowledge, there is
hardly any mechanism by which designers are held accountable for
the quality of the technology on offer. The bureaucratic processes
require designers to be more accountable towards their agency than
to the users for whom they are designing. There is no recognition
on being accountable to farmers and at the same time there is also
no punishment for-not being accountable to the farmers.
These constraints do not necessarily limit the scope of the
participatory design. Actors involved in the change process need to
be aware of these factors, and act accordingly so as to achieve the
best possible option in the given situation.

Designingwith farmers for service-oriented water control
A key conclusion from this chapter has been that a participatory
design process should not be seen on its own, but be viewed asa
process to develop service-oriented water control. The service
concept involved comes from the farmers, not from any external
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blueprint of appropriate technology or institutions. Users have first
to prioritize the type of service delivery pattern that they want to
practice in the future. This requires both users and designers to be
involved in system operation for a certain period of time, so that
they gain knowledge on system constraints and opportunities. This
initial knowledge investment can then form the base of the future
design. This approach avoids presuming a particular set of
institutions and technologies as suitable for farmers' management.
Rather it provides an opportunity to test the compatibility of the
existing technology and institutions in system management, and
seek changes where required.
In Khageri and Panchakanya, farmers familarized themselves
with the existing technology, and then sought changes to suit a
strong rotational pattern, resulting in only incremental changes in
the water delivery technology. In Panchakanya only the gate
configuration was changed whereas in Khageri, a few additional
cross regulators were added and others re-sited to suit the delivery
pattern. The limited discussion in West Gandak reflected the fact
that users were not involved in the operation of the system, and
lacked any idea of the type of service pattern and institutions
feasible in the system.
It is often argued that proportional divisions are more suitable
to farmers' management (Pradhan, 1996 and Horst, 1998). The
logic is that it is transparent and easy to maintain. But in these
cases, farmers preferred to have different types of rotational
practice and favoured adjustable tamper-proof gates. But they were
also careful to avoid a larger number of gates and preferred this
technology in the.main canal only. Inside the branch canals, on the
other hand, they preferred ungated outlets. Farmers themselves set
the criterion: they needed strongtechnical control in the main canal
until they established strong social control among different branch
canals.But inside the branch canals, farmers felt that local rules and
regulations were enough to distribute water, and check structures
needed were constructed temporally during the irrigation season
only.
There is also ongoing argument world-wide on whether system
improvement should be done before or after the management
transfer. There is no single answer to this.This chapter has shown
that the important issue, however, is how to put service-oriented
water control into practice for future water management. This
requires both users and designers be involved in canal operation
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and maintenance for a couple of irrigation seasons to gain
understanding on system opportunities and constraints, before any
design innovations are made. At the same time it is essential to
adapt iterative and interactive design processes into a project
framework linking different actors together in the learning process,
that also allows flexibility in technical, institutional and financial
norms set down in irrigation development work.

Notes
1

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the consultants were not involved in the
design and construction processes. However, they used to give advice
when asked.This particular consultant was not part of regular consulting
team,andwashired temporarily. Hewas basedinKathmandu andvisited
thefieldtoprovidesupportwhen needed.
2
Astructuretodivertwater from thecanaltothestream/ oranydrainage
available
3
In trapezoidal sections, bricks are laid in parallel with the ground slope
and thethicknessof theliningislessthanaverticalbrickwall.Thisisalso
thereasonwhyfarmers favoured verticalbrickwalls.
4
Interestingly,I found itrelocated,when Ifirstvisited thefieldinAugust
1999aspart of this study. Farmers of B7laterlearned that this shift was
notgoingtoaltertheirwaterdelivery,andallowedthe relocation.
5
Ingeneral,brickmasonry sections (Type1)arecheaper.Butin thiscase,
as huge construction work was going on in East Rapti Irrigation Project
using brick masonry, the local brick factory increased the cost of bricks.
This led to a situation in which cement concrete lining (TypeII) became
cheaperthanbrickmasonry.
6
This was towards the end of the project when all parties had become
confident with the previous design and avoided discussing with local
farmers. In previous cases, there had been at least one discussion with
localfarmers'group.
7
Within this limit, the project manager at the field level can approve
variations.
8
Astructureconstructed belowthecanaltopassthedrainagewater.
9
Both Nepal and India have Liaison Offices to look after bilateralissues
inirrigation and flood control.The Indian liaison office isin Kathmandu
and Nepal has its liaison office in Balmikinagar, where the Gandak
Barrageislocated.
10
There is a Standing Committee between Nepal and India to look after
bilateral issues at policy level. Its members are high-ranking officers of
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DOI and Ministry of Water resources of both countries. They generally
meetonceayear.
11
However, inlarge projects funded bythe donors,generally contractors
areevaluated onthebasisof the technicalaswellasfinancial proposals.
12
However, this is not the exception, but the common phenomenon in
the Department Much of the funds are usually spent on the visit of the
higher officials and only a little reaches lower or implementing levels.
Nobody remonstrates because of the dependence on higher levels on
mattersrelatingto transfer and otherbureaucraticnorms.
13
This was the only option for us. However, early setting does not
necessarily mean good strength. The setting time of cement depends on
chemicalgypsumandcanbereducedbyincreasingthegypsum content.
14
He neverappearedintheoffice sincethen.
15
WUA members are not paid and work voluntarily. In overall project
execution, theyalsowork together in quality control and canal operation
activities.They also spend considerabletimeinWUAmeetings and other
activitiesofWUAtodecideonmatters related toprogram execution.
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ShiftingtoljocalManagement: Strategies,
Actions andStruggles

The handing over of management to a WUA is recognized as a key
event in future success giving not only formal stature, but also
clarifying institutional rules to steer the future. This chapter looks
at how both the project environment and wider social environment
shape events and outcomes in the organizational debut of a WUA,
and their future actions. While local policies shape the acceptance
of WUA, once started the WUA itself can become a political
institutions in the ways it involves law and wider government
institutions to help it. Project workers committed to supporting
change alsohave to be able to work with these struggles even when
they bring greater stress. Farmers and WUAs are also strategic
actors: problems and ambitions of wider context can be brought
into the local process to express these convictions. A WUA is a
newgovernance space which people willuse for their concerns and
ambitions. So, project support has to negotiate and mediate in
these ambition and strategies.To illustrate these struggles and actor
networks shapingWUA transformation, this chapter looks not only
at the procedures of change, in each site, but also at key struggles
that shaped the WUA and its relation with the project office, the
wider political established and their members.

7.7 Preparingfor Transfer.Establishing theNew Management
Irrigation management handover is an important event and should
be formally recognized (Smout, 1990), as it represents the end of
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project support and beginning of the farmer-managed or joindy
managed operation. This event provides opportunities to both the
government agencyand the WUAto negotiate the support needed
to sustain future local management, and help avoid the likely
second generation problems (Svendsen, 1997). Likewise, it also
helps to clarify roles and responsibilities of irrigation agency, the
WUA and localfarmers, and minimize the disputes in future water
management.
Transfers can involve transfer of 'ownership' or of 'use right'
over irrigation infrastructure and water. In most cases, the
ownership lieswiththe state for bothwater and infrastructure, and
only 'water use rights' and infrastructure are transferred to the
WUA (as in Mexico and Turkey, see Svendsen, 1998). In many
cases, farmers themselves resist ownership transfer (for examplein
USA and in Columbia, seeVermillion and Sagardoy, 1999) fearing
that this will entail unwanted liabilities like financing the cost of
rehabilitation and modernization, property damage and property
taxes.
In Nepal,itwas not clearwhat the management transfer would
entail,thoughitwasallowed bythe law (Chapter 2).Even near the
end of 1997,When the Action plans were fully implemented the
status of ownership ofthetransferred infrastructure, andterms and
conditions of the transfer were still not clear to both WUAs and
the project office. This was because the Water Resources Act
(1992) and the Water Resources Regulation (1993) were also not
clearon thestatusofownership ofthetransferred systems.
The Water Resources Acts and the Regulation failed to clarify
these elements, as they were more concentrated on attracting
private sectorinvestmentinhydropower, and paidlessattention to
the irrigation sector reform. Thus there were no guidelines
regarding the type of documents to be prepared, and what rights
andresponsibilitieswereto betransferred to theWUAs.Moreover,
as already agreed during the MOA signing (Chapter 5),in Khageri
only the branch canals were to be handed over whereas in both
West Gandak and Panchakanya, the transfer was to take place at
system level. It was not clear how to proceed in these different
situations involving full or partial transfer of the system
management.
Having reached the end of the project and there being no
possibility to form newregulations to clarify the constraints of the
existing rules and regulations, we decided to discuss it among the
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relevant parties: the D D G in charge of the IMD, the coordinator
of the IMTP, the consultants and the WUAs of the concerned
irrigation systems. The consultant (who was previously with DOI)
was then asked1 to prepare the transfer document through
discussions with the above stakeholders. Ultimately, the following
criteria were set for the transfer of the systems after detailed
discussions and negotiations.

Ownership status and conditions of the transfer
The status of the transfer would be 'right to use' infrastructure
only. That is, the WUAs were restricted from pledging the
transferred structure, or from transfer of its ownership to others by
way of sale, donation, exchange, or agreement otherwise. Damage,
spoiling or change of structures that could lower the quantity and
quality of water was also prohibited. However, changes in the
structures and canal network could be made for the purpose of
necessary maintenance and expansion. It was also decided that the
WUA could not transfer the system again to another person or to
any other organization.
Together with the irrigation system, the transfer would include
the property that was part of it: the lands, natural resources like
forests along the canal, canal service roads and any other structures
that previously belonged to the Irrigation Office responsible for
the system. However, the forest resources along the embankment
of the canals were the property of the Department of Forest
(DOF), and theD O I had no authority to hand it over to the WUA.
For the systems going under joint management like Khageri, only
the resources under the concerned branch canal to be handed over
would be transferred to the concerned WUA.

Post turnover support
The WUAs considered the issue of post-turnover support more
important than the ownership issue. Kloezen (2002) documents a
similar situation in Mexico. It was needed to boost the confidence
of the WUAs to manage the system ahead. Two types of support
needed to be clarified: the support for emergencies and the support
for future development and expansion. .
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The WUAs were especially concerned about the damage of the
structures due to natural calamities,which could run far beyond the
farmers' capacity. In most cases, damage needs to be repaired
within a few days, so as to avoid crop failure, which requires sound
financial conditions and intense management input This cannot be
expected from newly established WUAs. In allof the three systems,
there were fears among farmers as well as within the WUA on
whether the government was going to abandon the system. To
boost the confidence of the WUAs, the D O I needed to assure the
WUA that itwould help them at the time of need, and at the same
time the WUA were required to assure the farmers that
government wouldhelp in problems beyond their capacity.
At first it was mentioned that any damages due to natural
calamities beyond the capacity of the farmers would be repaired by
the government, but with participation from the WUAs as
specified in the Irrigation Policy. However, the problem here was what were the criteria to decide whether damage is beyond the
capacity of the farmers? Farmers wanted specific criteria. The final
solution was that if damages in the main and branch canal are
greater than as mentioned below, the government would provide
support in the reconstruction, but with the necessary contribution
from the WUAs:
• If unlined canals are damaged beyond 250-m length and lined
canals are damaged beyond 50m length
• If the cross-drainage structures2 of branch and main canals are
damaged such that they areunable to deliver the service
• If the head works of the systems arewashed away
These conditions were in fact put forwarded by the
Panchakanya farmers. They had came to this criteria considering
the technical and financial constraints in carrying out the works
mentioned above.
Another fear of the farmers was future government support for
system development and expansion, including extension of
command area and increase in the water supply situation. This was
not mentioned in the Irrigation Policy or other documents.
Farmers wanted this clear before transfer arrangements were made.
They argued that they should have these opportunities and
government must provide support for them.
There were now conflicting views between the government and
the WUA. The government wanted to avoid any support to the
WUA in the near future as their systems had been recently
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improved, but the farmers wanted to be allowed to seek support
even immediately after the handover. I tried to convince the WUAs
that the government would not agree finance in near future as the
systems had been supported recendy, and suggested a longer time
frame before they ask for such help.The WUA leaders replied that
they knew it, but they needed a shorter period to assure their
farmers that the government would help in any future
development. Ultimately, the WUA agreed a time period of five
years, before which they would not seek government help for
system development and expansion.
The responsibility for future rehabilitation was not spelled out,
and was assumed to be the government's responsibility. The reason
was that in the Irrigation Policy the FMISs are also allowed to ask
for government support and the DOI's major activity involves the
rehabilitation and expansion of the FMISs. Once the systems are
handed over to the WUAs, their status would also be that of the
FMISs and they cannot be restricted from seeking support from
the government for future rehabilitation.
Another support to be cleared was about providing technical
services to the farmers by the concerned irrigation offices. In
Nepal, most operation and maintenance activities are carried out by
the direct participation of users through voluntary contribution
from the member farmers. They generally do not hire any outside
technicians or contractors to supervise in technical affairs.
Continued government support in this direction was thus needed.
It was agreed that in case theWUA requires technical advice during
repair and maintenance of the structures the user association may
request the concerned Irrigation Office, who shall provide the
necessary technical advice requested.

WUA responsibility and authority
The responsibilities of the WUA towards the farmer members are
mentioned in their by-laws and constitution, and there was no need
to repeat them in the transfer document. The WUAs major
concern was that - they felt they were not empowered enough for
resolving conflicts and raising funds from the users. In many
instances their laws, by-laws, rules and regulations were not
effective, and required support from wider political and
administrative institutions where they felt unrecognized.
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When WUA rules and regulations were insufficient to resolve
disputes, they had to take them to the VDCs, DDC and the
District Administration Office (DAO) depending on the nature of
disputes. However, they found that they were not well recognked
by these institutions and so demanded provisions in government
Acts and Regulations to make theselocal offices provide immediate
help to them in solving these problems.
They were also concerned about the evasion of Irrigation
Service Fee (ISF) by many farmers, and wanted to have strong
rules and regulations to check this. There were two problems
relating to collection of ISF. First, in all the three systems farmers
with large land holdings were not paying the ISF, and WUAs were
helpless to take any action against them. This problem was greater
in West Gandak than in Khageri and Panchakanya, where the
percentage of farmers with larger land holding is much higher, and
high monsoon rainfall and land characteristics made it easier to
evade paying the ISF.
The WUAs were already empowered to set up their own rules
and regulations, set up own operation and maintenance fee and
collect it. Those who failed to pay the ISF were supposed to be
sanctioned from the irrigation services. However, in practice,
sanctioning a particular farmer or group of farmers from the
service is difficult in irrigation because of its specific characteristics:
• In unlined canals, where seepage and leakage are common,
sanctioned farmers canhave access to this water
• Field to field irrigation is practiced in rice cultivation, and
control of flow from one field to another is usually absent
• Small farm plots, due to which water moves quickly from one
plot to another belonging to different farmers.
• Specific features of the land topography as explained in chapter
2, due towhich water applied to one field automatically reaches
to adjoining field atlower levels.
All three systems were also facing this dilemma, and fee
collection had remained poor in these systems (will see in chapter
9). The WUAs themselves put forward some innovative proposals
to solve this problems aiming to bring the other institutions
together in the process.
The farmers' view was that the ISF, or any form of fee or fines
imposed by the WUA, should also be linked with the other service
sectors. They felt that the VDC, DDC, DAO, ADBN and the
Agriculture Development Office (ADO) should also be brought
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into the process of building WUA authority. The idea of involving
these institutions was also being discussed within the Irrigation
Department as they were direcdy related with farmers' affairs. The
ADBN provides loans and credit to the farmers and the loan
request (may) need to be certified by the ADO. The ADO is
responsible for overall agriculture development in the district
helping farmers in providing the necessary agriculture extension
services.The VDC is the lowest political unit in Nepal -without its
recommendation, one can not obtain a national identity card or any
facility or services that the government provides to its citizens. The
VDC is the unitwhere people register deaths, births and marriages.
Land taxes are also paid in the VDC, and without paying the land
tax, one cannot use the land for economic activities like in selling,
takingloans or building houses.
If services from these institutions were restricted after reporting
of a fee violations by a WUA, one could not escape from paying
the service fee. This required changes in the existing law, which
was not possible at that moment. However, it was agreed to work
in this direction in the coming years. Vos (2002) documents a
similar situation in Peru, where the WUA considered the linkages
between the different institutions, which provided an 'obligatory
passage'asa keyin fee collection.
A need for a separate Irrigation Regulation was then realized, for
two factors that were clearly lacking in the current acts and
regulations. First, the terms and conditions of the transfer and
second, to empower WUAs to collect the ISF and resolve conflict
through wider political and administrative linkages.This regulation
came only in 2000, but still failed to address the issues relating to
ISF, though it clarified the terms and conditions of the transfer:
• It failed to address whether government property like land,
buildings and machinery could be transferred to the WUA or
not (though these were already felt needed and done in the
West Gandak in 1997). However, it granted the forest to the
WUA, so that there is no need to contact the forestry
department onwards
• It failed to link the issue of ISF to other political institutions.
Instead, it formed a committee under the chairmanship of
concerned District Irrigation Office to decide and collect the
ISF. The committee also consisted of WUA chairperson and
the Chief of theAgriculture Office. It was also unclear whether
this provisionwas applicable to the fully transferred systems.
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Instead of empowering the WUA, this kept power within the
irrigationagency.
The agreement over the terms and conditions discussed in
above paragraphs prepared the base for management transfer to
the respective WUAs.However, the transfer process faced further
problems from the system and project environment, as discussed
below.

7.2HandingovertheSystemManagementinPanchakanya
After agreements over technical improvement and institutional
development activities in the AP were over, the system was to be
handed over to the WUA as per the MOU signed in 1995.The
decision to takeover the system from thegovernmentwas madein
July 1997bythe GeneralAssembly of theWUA.However, before
the formal agreement was signed with the government, farmers
wanted some improvements in the branch canals too,which were
not initiallymentioned in the AP.An additional 0.8 million rupees
was sanctioned by the government to carry out these
improvements. With the completion of these work, the WUA
organized a ceremony for the turnover of the system from the
government.
The ceremony for handover was held in the headworks of the
systeminJanuary1998.Thehandover documentwassignedbythe
WUA chairman from the farmers' side and by myself from the
government side. The handover document included the system
details, the length of main and branch canals, the map of the
irrigated area,structuresinthe system and theproperty transferred.
The PIS did not have any other properties like trees and land
owned by the government, but only a small house at the
headworks.The housewas of no use to the farmers asitwas quite
remote from thefarming community-theWUAlaterprovided this
house to a local NGO. The other conditions regarding postturnover support, and duties and obligation of the WUA as
identified andagreedearlier,werealsoincludedinthis document.
The ceremony was chaired by the WUA Chairman and the
Director General of the Department was the chief guest. All
district-level politicians including the mayor of the municipality,
were present in the ceremony. The Chairman and Secretary of all
other irrigation systems under the IMTP were also invited.
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However, Members of the Parliament from Chittwan were not
invited to this ceremony, since the WUA wanted to keep the
ceremony at local level only. Later on, one local MP complained to
me about this, but the WUA had organized the ceremony and I
was not involved in decidingwhom to invite.
I kept away from organizing this ceremony for fear that people
might think I was influencing the WUA to takeover management
responsibility. As an implementer, I always tried to convince
farmers that the system would operate better under farmers'
management while reassuring them that the government was not
going to abandon the system after the turnover. But I never tried
to influence their decisions.
One group of farmers dissatisfied with the idea of turnover of
the system to the WUA registered their opposition to the visiting
dignitaries (the mayor, D G of DOI). They demanded continued
government support in the system and wanted further structural
improvement works. I was already involved in Panchakanya
facilitating the transfer process for more than two years, but had
not faced any opposition from these people earlier. When I asked
these people about their opposition, they had no satisfactory
answer to this. However, they were calm when other farmers and
WUA members attending the ceremony started confronting them.
Later I came to know that this opposition was more directed at the
secretary of theWUA because of their political differences3.
Once the agitation was over, the program began. The certificate
of the handover together with the transfer document was handed
over to the WUA Chairman by the D G . The WUA Secretary first
briefed the gathering about the history of system, its expansion and
participation in the IMTP and the achievements made so far. Other
dignitaries including the Mayor, the coordinator of the IMTP and
USAID representative, also addressed to the program. Many of
them highlighted the successful end of IMTP in Panchakanya. I
was not convinced with thewords 'end' and 'success' being used. In
my turn, I argued that itwas not an end but the beginning.The aim
of participation in this case goes beyond project execution. The
way farmers would manage the system in future and get returns
from it were yet to be seen. Of course, project execution was
completed without many problems here, for which, one had to go
back to its history of development and the past interface between
the government and farmers.
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The handing over ceremony increased recognition of the WUA at
local level, and increased its confidence for future water
management.

7.3 Handing overSystemManagementinKhageri
In Khageri, only the branch canals were to be transferred to the
WUAs. There were 9 branch canals and 4 minors together. As
mentioned in chapter 5, the implementation of the action plan for
different branches happened at different stages. Hence the transfer
of the branch canals was also done in stages. As happened in the
Panchakanya, more demands for improvement were asked by the
WUA here also. It was agreed that if any major problems had been
left out during implementation resulting decreased flow in the canal
or if flow could be increased, would be considered even after the
transfer of the system. However, most of the new demands were
again for the lining of the canal, so no additional works was carried
out at this late stage.
The branch canals in Khageri had no property to be handed
over except the canal networks.The date and venue of the handing
over ceremony were fixed by the respective WUAs. Before the
ceremony, the GA of the concerned branch committee gave
approval for signing of the transfer protocol. In all these GA
meetings, farmers were asking about future support and made
additional demands for construction. Regarding additional
construction, my reply was same - only if there were money left at
the end out of the previously agreedAP, as there was no possibility
of increasing the cost beyond that Because of these detailed
discussions and stepwise approach, the progress of management
transfer process was slow. The department was pushing me to
move quickly, but I resisted. The slow stepwise approach was
productive, because all the confusions in roles and responsibility
were cleared with the farmers. However, my assurance for system
improvement if there was remaining budget, increased farmers'
expectations. At the end, these expectations were not met for
which I had to face criticism from severalWUA leaders.
The handing-over ceremony was usually performed inside the
command area of the concerned branch canals. It was usually a
school building so that large numbers of farmers could gather.
Besides the branch committee members and the farmers of the
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concerned branch, the Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary of
the Main Committee were also present on the occasion. No
outsiders, including the higher authorities from the DOI, were
invited to attend the ceremony except VDC chiefs and DDC
members, as it involved only the transfer of the branch canals
management and their presence was not thought important As a
result,only the field-level technicians including myselfwere present
from the government side. The transfer document was signed by
the Chairman of the concerned branch committee on behalf of the
farmers and by myself on behalf of the government.
However, the handover process was retarded due to the
multiplicity of the problems outside the framework of the project
There were conflicts between different farmers groups as well as
between the government and the WUA: these made our efforts to
transfer the management to the farmers collapsed almost at once.
The events here show that problems are not necessarily inside the
framework of project control but still affect the outcome of the
process. Efforts to solve it require the bringing together of
different institutions with different strategic actions in the program
process.Two such events are explained below.

Conflicts in branch no 5
As mentioned in chapter 6, branch canal 5 (B5)was under the first
stage of implementing the AP. This branch also had access to
drainage water from adjoining higher land (see Figure 7.1). In
Khageri, drainage water was used at several places to complement
water sources to alleviate scarcity conditions. While developing the
AP*for technical improvement work, there were more proposals to
bring the drainage water back in the canal and farmers gaveit first
priority (chapter 5). B5 was also receiving drainage water since
1992. There was a drainage channel and a canal crossing structure
constructed to divert drainage water in the B5 canal as shown in
Figure7.1.
When the technical improvement activity in B5 was over,
farmers had their first experience of improved canal operation.
Meanwhile in July 1996, a few farmers group (here after called
opponent farmers), not belonging to Khageri system, blocked the
drain inlet of B5.This drain was very helpful to Bsfarmers, as they
received water even when there was no supply from the main
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canal. It put B5 relatively at an advantage over other branch canal
farmers. This drainagewas important for main system management
too, as the water saved in B5 could be utilked in other branch
canals.This blockage of drainagewas politically motivated.
FIGURE7.1Draininletarrangement tobranchno5
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The drainage source lies outside the command area of the Khageri
canal (the Khageri is a contour canal irrigating only left of its canal
alignment),and the farmers who had blocked the drainagewere not
members of the Khageri WUA. The B5 farmers, together with
branch committee members requested the farmers to unblock the
drain and allow free flow of water. In reply, the opponent farmers
said that the land with the drainage channel belonged to them and
theywould no longer allow the drainage canal from their land. The
drain had been there since 1992: several such drains were
constructed in Khageri and their legality was never challenged. No
one knew why this issuewas beingraised now.
The farmers of B5 made several requests with the opponent
farmers to open the drain but without success. When the local
community failed to solve the problem, it was brought to the
attention of the MC, who also failed to convince the opponent
farmers, so the matter was brought to our office. We had
developed an understanding with the WUA for this procedure, so
problems only come to our office after internal actions have been
tried. The irrigation offices in Nepal have no authority regarding
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the conflicts over such issues and we (the MC and project office)
decided to take the matter to District Administration Office. A
meeting was arranged between MC, Chief District Officer (CDO)4,
Police Superintendent (SP) and the opponent farmers. Despite
several requests by these higher authorities, the farmers did not
agree to open the drain. They insisted that the land with the drain
belonged to them, and argued that neither the government nor the
Khageri farmers had the right to construct the drainage channel
from their land. There was no way left after this, except to go in
the court.
It was already time for rice transplantation. Farmers were
pressing to solve the problem quickly. Local farmers were asking
questions like:if the WUA cannot solve a problem like this,what is
the use of ongoing IMT? How can the WUA manage the system in
future? I realized that going to court was not helpful at that
moment, as a court case takes a long time. Farmers of B5 were
pressing me that they would open the canal if I supported them. .
So, I decided to talk again with District Administration and higher
authorities in my own department.
Both these authorities told me that if WUA and farmers
favoured to open the drain, even forcefully, the administration
would support their initiatives. So I told the farmers they could
open the canal. However, the Bs farmers asked to do it in our
presence only, as theywere afraid of future legal consequences. We
agreed to be present, and farmers and WUA members from B5,and
the WUA main committee, in the presence of our technicians,
finally opened the drain inlet. The opponent farmers were there,
but instead of opposing our move, they were busy taking
photographs. A few days later I learned that the farmers had filed a
case in the District Court citing that their land had been forcefully
occupied by the farmers of theB5.
Interestingly, the farmers had not charged any of our office staff
but only the members of the Branch Committee and some farmers.
The drain was opened under the supervision of our technician, so I
was surprised that they did not charge us. It turned out that those
farmers who were charged were politically active in the area. I then
sensed that this problem was not linked with drainage canal. The
farmers did not charge us because if we were charged, the District
Attorney would be involved from our side and there would be no
need to hire a private lawyer5. It was clear that some farmers and
members of B5committee were the target of opponent farmers.
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The members of the B5branch committee and some other farmer
members were then asked to be present in the District Court.
Farmers in Khageri were now very much disappointed. Everybody
questioning why they should support and participate in a program
which was going to end in court cases for nothing. The ISF
collection decreased rapidly and WUA could not function properly
after this event. Farmers from other branch canals were also
disappointed. I felt that the effort of 4 years was going to collapse
at this stage.
However, I was confident that the court would order the
blockage to be opened. As per the customary law Act 1963 QAukki
Ain, 1964), nobody can block natural drainage or canals,
irrespective of land ownership. The problem was that the court
case would take a long time. So I decided to talk about the matter
with the District Judge directly. My intention was not to influence
the court process, but to request an early judgement because of the
sensitivity of the case. In one of the court proceedings, I requested
all the parties including the lawyers from both sides and a
representative from the court, to visit the site and see the problem
physically. The judge agreed to visit the site himself together with
both the lawyers6. In the next court proceeding, the judge declared
that the drain cannot be closed and farmers of B5have rights over
the water. This was a great relief for all of us. Had we not won the
case, the process might have collapsed at this stage.

The Padampur resettlement program
Another challenge that emerged pertains to resettlement of flood
victims of the Rapti River in the catchment of Khageri River. In
1992, just at the beginning of the IMTP, the Government made a
decision to resettle the flood victims of Padampur village to
Saguntole clearing about 540ha of partially forested land there:this
involved 10,200 people belonging to 1700 families (Source:
Padumpur resettlement committee). Saguntole lies in the
catchment of the Khageri River, and Khageri system farmers were
concerned about the effects of this resettlement. At the beginning,
Khageri farmers took no action, thinking it would not happen.
However, the Government formed a high-level committee and
started the resettlement program and there was a great concern
among the Khageri farmers. They believed the program would
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destroy the river catchment and affect the water supply regime of
the Khageri River. They also feared upstream diversion by the new
setders. Padumpur village and the Saguntole are shown in Figure
3.1.
The WUA members first tried to solve this problem through
local political leaders, asking them to request the government to
stop the resetdement program. But the D D C had already approved
the resetdement program. The Chairman of the DDC was also a
farmer from the Khageri command area. He stated that the DDC
had approved it after reviewing the environmental impact report
prepared by the Ministry of Local Development, which showed no
serious impact from this resetdement program. When the problem
could not be solved at district level, they took the problem to
national level politicians. They even talked with two successive
Prime Ministers, but that gave no solution. The government
repeatedly told the farmers that an environmental impact study
about the resetdement program showed no adverse affect on
Khageri water supply.
Finally the Khageri WUA filed a case in the Supreme Court of
Nepal in March 1995 to stop the resetdement plan on
environmental grounds, the first of its kind in the country. They
charged that the resetdement would lead to the destruction of the
catchment of the Khageri River and lower the water availability
downstream. It now became a national issue. The politicians were
then desperately seeking to setde the problem out of court as the
verdict of the court to any side would have led to a lose-lose
situation for the politicians. I was only the observer now, as the
case was with national level politicians and in the Supreme Court.
Farmers' attention now shifted to this issue, and the progress of
IMTP rapidly slowed down and farmers no longer showed interest
for management transfer.
The politicians finally succeeded in convincing theWUA leaders
to withdraw the case from the Court. But before that the Khageri
WUA wanted a guarantee from the government that theywould be
provided with additional water supply. Now the ball again came to
my court: I had to find a means by which Khageri could be
provided with additional water. I was asked by the Minister of
Water Resources to find possibilities within a week. Through the
farmers, I came to know about a nearby stream, the Budhi Rapid
(see Figure 3.1) from which we could augment to Khageri canal.
Budhi Rapti was 2.2 Km away from the Khageri canal We
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explored that possibility, but unfortunately, Khageri Canal was
almost about 15m higher than the Budhi Rapti River, needing
another lift scheme.
I was never in favour of constructing a new lift scheme, as I had
the bitter experience of running one. It demands both skills and
resources and is not favourable to farmers' management. I shared
my view with the department in Kathmandu and with the Water
Resources Minister, who was also not in favour of constructing
new lift scheme. However, the Prime Minister wanted this problem
to be solved quickly, and the Water Resource Minister later agreed
to go ahead with the proposal of the lift scheme.
I prepared a pre-feasibility study report of the proposed scheme,
listing several problems relating to environment - it had to be
constructed inside the National Park as well as having likely
problems in operation and maintenance.But I had no choice but to
move ahead with the proposal, as without this, there would be no
agreement between the government and the WUA and the Cabinet
itself was in hurry to solve the issue. An agreement to this was
made between the WUA and the government, in which the
Minister of Water Resources, the Minister of Local Development,
the State Minister of Water Resources and another Minister on
Behalf of Prime Minister's Office signed from the government
side. The WUA Chairman and Vice Chairman, the Chairman of
DDC of Chittwan and the MPs representing the Chittwan signed
on behalf of the Khageri.
This politically setded negotiation however had a big impact on
common farmers who believed that they were cheated by the
government. The WUA also had no alternative except to
compromise with the government, because it was equally difficult
to prove in court that.the resetdement would decrease the available
flow in the Khageri River. Many times, during the field visits,
common farmers used to ask me about the effect of this
resetdement program on water availability in Khageri in the long
run. As USAID was also involved in the IMTP, it carried out an
EIA of the resettlement program through aprivate consultant, who
could not provide any concrete details on the impact of the
resetdement It again carried another study on the impact of the
resetdement program on the water supply regime,which also failed
to quantify the impact.
The root of the problem was in fact a lack of discussion about
the resetdement program with Khageri farmers. Khageri farmers
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knew the suffering of the Padumpur farmers and they also knew
that in Chittwan District there was no land available other than at
Saguntole. The Khageri farmers' fear was not so much for the
upstream diversion, as for the destruction of the forest-land after
resettlement. A topographic survey of the area later showed that
there was no possibility of water diversion from the Khageri and its
tributary to the planned resetdement area. The fear was that the
newly resetded people could inflict massive destruction of forests
for their livelihoods,which could affect the water supply regime of
the river. If the Khageri people had been consulted, and
participated in an action plan for resetdement program and
catchment area, there could have been an amicable solution of the
problem.
The dilemma was that the Khageri farmers never knew what
was going on in this resetdement program and what effect it would
have, and how they could minimize the effect of the resetdement
The Ministry of Local Development was implementing the
resetdement program through a high-level resetdement committee
which included members from the local land revenue office,
District Administration, DDC, and Forest Department. Neither the
Irrigation Department nor the WUA of KIS were represented in
the committee and never knew what was going on. The
government advocates participatory policies in all development
fields, but in this, the affected people never knew what was
happening.
The ADB also showed concern over the situation in Khageri,as
it was the major funding agency in the IMTP. In its successive
mission visits during 1996/1997, ADB representatives asked the
government to prepare an action plan for the resetdement program
and guarantee that it was not going to have any negative impact in
the functioning of the Khageri. It even suspended all the
reimbursement of the expenditure made in IMTP unless the action
plan for resetdement was presented to them. The ADB was
particularly concerned over the process of the resetdement
programme, which was going on without any detailed plan. There
were only maps showing the division of the land. The ADB
mission raised theissuewith the NPC and MOWR7.
After strong opposition from the ADB, a meeting was held
between the Ministry of Water Resources, Irrigation Department,
Ministry of Forestry, Ministry of Local Development,the high level
committee for resettlement and our project office. The meeting
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was organized by the NPC to discuss about the preparation of a
detailed plan for the resettlement and to discuss how to minimize
the degradation of the Khageri River catchment. It also discussed
on how Khageri WUA could be involved in the future catchment
protection and the resettlement program. However, there was no
budget available to prepare such a plan and a lack of co-ordination
between the different ministries. The Local Development Ministry
implementing the program did not pay attention in preparing the
action plan for resettlement, as it thought that the irrigation
department only needed it to satisfy the ADB. The Forestry
Ministry had already provided land and took no further interest.
There were no further meetings of this kind. However, such a lack
of co-ordination is not uncommon inNepali bureaucracy.
The resettlement program was still continuing during my last
visit in November 2001.It was originally planned to be completed
in five years, but was slowed by a lack of funds. The total cost of
the resetdement program is Rs. 300 million, but only around RS.10
million was allocated per year. The setders were given marginal
land in Saguntole, and were to be compensated for their lands in
Padumpur. Since the Committee had insufficient funds at its
disposal, it tried to compensate by giving more land. This led the
Committee to demand 300 ha additional land from the
government, which the government later approved.
Every farmer in Khageri feels insecure about their future and are
expecting the lift system to be constructed as agreed by the
government But there has been little progress in this direction too:
It is still at the detailed study level. On the other hand, the
resettlement program is moving slowly, and is not being done in
planned way. The D O I has its own problems of getting
reimbursement from ADB. Therefore it became rather a tragic
incident These events reduced farmers' interests towards the joint
management activities. However, all the branch canals had already
been transferred to the WUA. As willbe seen, the WUA have been
maintaining the system without any deterioration, but there is no
progressive achievement either.

7.4 Handing overin West Gandak
The dynamics of the transfer process was much wider here as it
involved transfer of the entire large system. The case here also
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shows how problems are interconnected, and involve a range of
actors at different project environment levels with different
strategies and interests in participating in water management, and
come to shape the management transfer process.
In the West Gandak the handover was to occur at two levels: at
lower level,which would involve transfer of the branch and minor
canals; and at the main canal level. This section first reviews the
handing over of the lower order canals, and then the dynamics of
main system management transfer.

Handing over of branch and minor canals.
Available documents and interviews with WUA and the project
office technicians show that the handing over of the branch canals
were overshadowed by the concentration at the main system level.
There are no documents or protocols signed showing that
particular canal system (branch or minor) had been handed over to
the WUA. Documents of the West Gandak project office show
that the handover of these branches was done by means of a letter
from the project office only. First, upon completion of the
construction works as agreed in the AP, the concerned BC used to
forward a letter mentioning that the construction activities were
over and theywere ready to take over the system management. The
project office then used to issue a letter notifying the committee
that responsibility of operation, maintenance and resource
mobili2ation had been handed over to them with no details
attached. This means .that only the committee members of
concerned canals knew about the handover of the canals. For
example there were 23 members in the Mangharia Toli committee.
There are more than 1200 farmers in the Mangharia minor and
only 23 farmers made the decisions and knew about the handover
decision.
There were two reasons for this limited discussion regarding
branch canal transfer. The first is that the branch canals had no GA
(see Chapter 4), so there was no discussion with wider groups of
people. The joint planning process had a similar dilemma. Second,
all the other actors - the co-ordinator, the local project office and
the consultant - paid attention to the main system only. Elsewhere,
upon handover, the WUA was also to be provided with the details
of the system, its functional status, canal operational rules, their
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right and duties, and post-turnover support that they could receive
from the government. Such documents were missing there.
The IMTP was being co-ordinated by the same unit in the DOI
and was being supervised by the same consultant group, but they
did not pay attention to this in the West Gandak. After signing of
the MOA in 1996, meant for the transfer of the whole system, no
real focus was given on what was happening inside the branch
canals.
However, the branch and minor canal WUAs also never asked
for these documents. Many farmers in the area say that the WUA
members themselves were involved in the construction activities,
and never asked for the documents: instead were in hurry to
recommend that construction had been done to their satisfaction.
The payments to the contractor were to be made only after the
recommendation of the WUA. In this way, all the branch and
minor canals were handed over upon the interest of few members
engaged in construction.
The IMTP was being co-ordinated by the same unit in the
Irrigation Department and was being supervised by the same
consultant group, but they did not pay attention to this in the West
Gandak. After signing of the MOA in 1996, meant for the transfer
of the whole system, no real focus was given on what was
happening inside the branch canals. Yet many of the Gandak
branch canals are larger than the Panchakanya system, or branch
canals of the Khageri:the largest has the command area of 1300 ha
(seeTable 3.9).

Handing over of the main system to the WUA
At the main canal level, however, the decision to take over the
management from the government had to be approved in the 172member GA. Before this, the MC had to make the decision first
and draw up the agenda in the GA meeting for approval. Only then
could the WUA enter into the agreement with the government to
take over management responsibility. At the MC level, two
opinions were put forward regarding the taking over of the
management responsibility from the government. One group was
not in favour of taking the responsibility, feeling it was too eady to
do this. People had just begun to learn about the management
activities, ISF collection was still below than 30% and its rate was
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five times lower than required (see chapter 9). Their idea was thus
to stay with joint management and take up the responsibility of
main canal management gradually over aperiod of few years.
The other group favoured takeover of the full system
responsibility. They thought the system had enough resources to
meet the operation and maintenance cost. They were talking about
the forest resources, road tax collection and the land property of
the West Gandak. There was an understanding with the
government that these properties would be handed over to the
WUA together with system handover.
Many WUA members told me that the consultants and project
authority also encouraged this group to takeover the main canal.
Some farmers even claimed that the project office told the WUA
that if the main canal was handed over, some WUA members
would be given the opportunities to visit a foreign country as in the
past8. However, the consultants and project officials of the time
told me that theynever made this type of commitment.
However, it cannot be denied that the project authority including the central co-ordinating office in Kathmandu - were
interested to hand over the system. This could provide advantages
in dealingwith the donor community to show that they managed to
handover a system of this scale. The interest of the project
authority, and ambition of key leaders in the WUA, finally won the
batde and the MC decided in favour of taking over full
responsibility. Later on, the GA also approved the takeover, as
decisions in the GA were usually dominated by the MC members.
When the MC made the decision, the chairman was not present
and the meeting was presided over by the Vice-Chairman
(according to the rules). The chairman told me that he was on a
private visit. However, other people told that he intentionally
avoided the meeting so that he could escape the controversy
regardingwhether to takeover the system or not.
After the GA approval, the MC organized a ceremony on
January 1998 for the transfer of the system from agency to WUA.
The Director General of the D O I was chief guest of this
ceremony. The Chairman of the MC himself presided over the
ceremony, although absent during the decision on takeover. The
Director General handed over the certificate of transfer to the
chairman. Interestingly, the document specifying the terms and
conditions of the transfer was not present at the ceremony.
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The band over arrangement
The management transfer certificate was handed-over to the WUA,
but as mentioned, necessary documents were not prepared at the
rime of transfer. According to project officials and consultants of
the rime, it was agreed with the WUA that the terms and
conditions of the transfer would be decided later on.
The WUA made several visits to Kathmandu to finalize the
conditions of the transfer. They had to come to Kathmandu as the
West Gandak Project Office in the field was not in a position to
setde issues regarding the transfer of government owned
properties. The following conditions were finally agreed between
the D O I and the WUA:
• Transfer of both management and right to use of main canal
and the associated structures
• Right to use the land under the main, branch, tertiary, and field
channels and some of the buildings owned by the government.
There were about 50ha land in total.
• Operation and maintenance and right to use the bulldozer,
loader, dump trucks,and vehicles.
• A sum of Rs. 8.5 million for the period of three years to assist
in operation and maintenance activities and during which the
WUA had to graduallyincrease its resources.
• Control of forests including those in the canal embankment
and flood protection dykes.
• Right to collect tax from the canal service roads and houses
built among the canal embankments.
• A smallunit office to support theWUA in technical affairs.
However, handing over the canal forests and authority to collect
the tax from the canal service roads and houses, was beyond the
authority of the Department of Irrigation. There were more than
126,000 trees (according to the inventory made at the time of the
forest transfer) along the canal alignment The WUA expected to
raise part of the maintenance cost out of the forest resources. The
canal service road is also one of the major road links with the
national highway and the District-headquarters. There was high
potential for collecting a service tax out of this road through a toll
arrangement with a manned barrier. Likewise along the side of the
canal and service road, people had occupied the land and started
business. Housing construction on canal banks was illegal, but
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removing them was impossible for political reasons. Instead of
removing them, theWUA planned to raise funds out of this.
Many of the issues were resolved over time. The transfer of
forests was made possible due to the influence of the MP of the
area. Forest resources were with the Department of the Forestry
P O F ) and handing this to the Gandak WUA required D O F s
approval. The DOI requested the D O F to hand over the forest
resources to the WUA. Incidentally, the Forest Minister then
happened to be a close friend of one of the MPs of the Gandak
area. The MP himself was in a powerful position, as chief of the
Public Accounts Committee of the Parliament9. It was through his
influence that the forest was handed over to the WUA, rather than
the DOI.
The issue of authority over the road tax collection was resolved
through the effort of the project office and the WUA themselves.
When the WUA started collecting tax from roads and houses along
the canal embankment, residents and public transporters
complained to the District Administration Office. The DAO
questioned theWUA and the Gandak project office regarding their
authority to raise such taxes. The WUA and the project office
explained to the District Administration about the ongoing
management transfer policy and that a law allowing collection of
such taxes was in the making. Finally the District Administration
decided not to object andWUA started collecting such taxes.
Other issues were inside the domain of the DOI. The
Government allotted the budget as agreed. A small unit office
consisting of an engineer and an overseer was kept to help the
WUA in technical affairs. Otherwise, the Gandak Project office
was to be merged with the District Irrigation Office of the
Nawalparasi District (finally merged in 1999). However, the
transfer protocol was still not signed because of the conflict
between the DOI and the WUA regarding the transfer of the heavy
machinery, which the government had promised to hand over to
theWUA (seeChapter 8).
Because of the disagreement over the transfer of heavy
machinery, the document specifying the conditions of handover
was never signed between the WUA and the DOI. On the other
hand, WUA has received other support as agreed.
With all these dynamics going on in the system, how has the
NWGIS matured under the new management? The results so far
are disappointing, and party politics are now blamed for the failure
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of the new management. But, is it party politics only that restricted
the development of new management? In the following chapters, I
argue that the D O I itself was key actor in the wider politics that
occurred the West Gandak: its interest to get a quick success
without realizing the technical and organizational complexity, has
been a root cause of the management collapse.

7.5Conclusion
Handing over irrigation management creates new forms of local
governance and not just local task management, in which both
social rivalries and resource management problems will be areas of
struggle. Political rivalries will often surface in struggles for new
governance, which are not easily addressed by simple consultative
methods. Often actions are strategically timed, without word of
problems in earlier stages of change. Without recognition of the
scope of political action, the structured and supposedly democratic
procedures of consultative irrigation management transfer may be
little more than paper. By negotiating the weakness and gaps in
policy,WUAs first developed by struggling against factors (and not
being dominated by them) that helped give WUAs power for
further action when the project could not immediately help —as in
Khageri - they lose relations and WUAs struggle further for action.
If a project pushes to hard and fast without proper negotiation - as
in West Gandak then other weaknesses emerged. WUAs as new
form of local governance, became entwined in politics because
from their creation they are shaped by political systems of
government —and need their wider support (but not domination).
The chapter also showed that how' process of policy
implementation were driven by local negotiations and decisions.
The relative success or failure of these local process also were
shaped by the wider politics of other local struggles with the
Government or the preferences of the project actors.
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Notes

1

He was in regular contact with all the system managers as well as the
higher officials in the department and the WUAs of the different
irrigation systems,andwasthusassigned thisjob.
2
Cross-drainage structures comprise aqueducts, siphons, culverts and
other related structures
3
I came to know that theywere from two different rival political parties,
includingone opposed to thegovernmentwho organised thisprotest,and
this difference was reflected in this ceremony. The demonstrating group
wanted to show the public that the WUA was unnecessarily taking the
burden from thegovernment.
4
CDO is the chief administrative officer in the district and heads the
DAO.
5
In Nepal, when government offices are charged for their action, the
districtattorneyfightsthecaseonbehalfof thegovernment office.
6
I havenevercomeacross acasewhere thejudgehasvisited the problem
siteinperson before decidingthe case.He told me that hewasinterested
to seetheproblem himself becausehewasinvolved in severalconflicts in
waterissuesinthepast.
7
Theissueof resettlement and displacementhasbeen ofgrowingconcern
for donors (see Dwvedi, 1999;Cernea, 1988 and Cernea and McDowell,
2000).
8
As mentioned in Chapter 4, in 1994 a few WUA leaders from systems
where joint management was being implemented, were given the
opportunity tovisitPhilippines:twoofthethemwerefrom West Gandak.
9
Itisconsidered tobethemost powerful committeein Parliament,which
overseesgovernment expenditure.

8

OrganisationalChangeandInvolution

The policies and projects for transferring irrigation management in
Nepal were aimed at creating new local organisations to manage
irrigation. This thesis has argued that such functionality first
depends on theirwider evolution andrecognition as anew form of
local governance, in which their political capabilities will also
evolve.This chapterreviews theevolutionof theneworganisations
after their handing over. It reviews how elections and new
committees wereused to bringchangein functioning of theWUA,
butalsohowWUArepresentatives networked inwiderpolitics and
told actions that both defended their systems and built their
recognition. It also examines how internal personal agendas and
power politics stifled some new management options, rather than
creatinganewmanagement force.Therelation between technology
and institutions is partly seen here in the forces shaping
institutional evolution, but the everyday interactions in water
managementand thenewinstitutionsisstudiedinthenext chapter.
The chapter shows that localgovernance needs actions beyond
the local level (but see Ostorm, 1992) and political accountability1
of the actors (Kloezen, 2002). Organization needs legitimacy and
power for local credibility and acceptance.These build up through
visionary leadership that allow local rules to expand and develop
future visions,and with recognition from wider administrative and
politicalinstitutions (Chapter 7).Theseareoften relatedin political
action, and organization will continue to seek resources and
legitimacy externally for their survival. The WUAs thus acts as a
platform toincreaselocalsocialandpoliticalpower,andpeopleuse
their social status and political power to be elected in the WUAs
and use this status further to expand their economic and political
networks for the system sustainability (ibid). However, chosen
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structure and administration and processes involved make a
difference to their evolution, in which project support plays a role.
The participatory processes of IMTP did influence initial
conditions and options to build functional and representative
institutions, and project failures in the IMTP did shape initial
weaknesses in new local management.

8.1 ChangesandEvolution in Pancbakanya
The Panchakanya WUA evolved as a two-tier organization: the MC
at system level and the BC at the branch canal level. The GA, the
policy-making body of the WUA consisted of 45 members elected
from the constituent branches and outlets on the basis of area
under irrigation — one member to represent in the GA from 15
bighas (10 ha of land) under irrigation. The MC constituted of 13
members including the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and
the Treasurer. These four executives were to be elected from
among the GA members whereas the 9 chairpersons of the
constituent BCs were to be ex-officio member in the MC.
The second election of the WUA was held in May 1996. As in
the first election members in the MC and BC, including the four
executives of the MC were selected by consensus. One of the
engineers from the project office was the election officer during
this election. However, the WUA used to prepare all the necessary
documents to hold an election, likepreparation of the voter list and
time and venue of the election.
The same persons were re-elected in executive posts, as farmers
found this group most balanced in terms of power sharing, and
were satisfied with them for their negotiations with the
government. All the executive members in the WUA were active in
other parts of local social and political life. The Chairman was well
respected as he negotiated with the government during
rehabilitation and expansion in 1974 and 1988. He had been in
leadership from the beginning of the (informal) WUA formation in
1988. He had been Chairman of the District Farmers Association
in the past, and a supporter of the major political party, the Nepali
Congress. Farmers wanted to keep him as Chairman because of his
significant involvement in many arenas of power.
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The Secretary was from the United Marxist and Leninist (UML)
party, another major political party in Nepal. He was equally active
locally in other social affairs. He was trained by the project in
maintaining the accounts and other administrative jobs, and was
equally knowledgeable in water distribution and the constraints of
the system. The Chairman and the Secretary are the two most vital
posts in any WUA. Here, they were from two large but rival
political parties and farmers saw this as a strength of the WUA.
The Vice-Chairman was selected from the native Tharu
Community and had a strong base within that community. The
treasurer was a schoolteacher and well respected locally. Local
farmers appreciated the balance between political and ethnic
groups and that all members were active in several areas of local
social life. Farmers also found the WUA successful in negotiating
the Action Plan and subsequent rehabilitation.

ChangingWUA configuration
Before the third election, there were several changes in the WUA
structure.The changes were made immediately after the system was
handed over to them in December 1997. There were two reasons
behind these changes.First, to match the WUA with the changes in
the structural attributes and operational plan brought through the
IMTP intervention. Second, to increase women's involvement in
the WUA.
The changes in operations (see chapter 9) brought new
management requirements to the organization. The increased water
availability, as a result of improvement work which controlled the
massive seepage led to a gradual increase in the irrigated area,
especially during the spring season. This required more
management input on the part of WUA, especially in co-ordinating
the water distribution inside the branch canals (will be discussed in
section 9.1).This necessitated the formation of outletgroups below
the branch canals.The increased water supply also made the eighth
branch canal, abandoned before, interested to join the WUA and
so it had to be included in the system.
The WUA also found a problem in co-ordinating water
distribution among the 10 direct outlets, which receive water
directly from the main canaL which did not have their own
committees to look after the water management2. The oudets were
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at different locations in the main canal and their committees (the
two BCs looking after these outlets) had failed to maintain the
water distribution inside the outlets. Instead of two BCs
representing the 10 oudets, the WUA realized that it would be
better for each oudet to have its own oudet committee to distribute
thewater below the oudet.
The WUA took the initiative to have a greater role for the
women in the WUA for three reasons: time, donor requests and
women themselves. The ADB, the USAID and the government
wanted a wider role for the women in the WUA. Local women
groups were interested to join the WUA, because of the
recognition of thePanchakanya WUA locally.
The Panchakanya WUA office was established inJanuary 1996
and since then its local recognition increased. Since its
establishment, its executives (or representatives) were invitees in
the local or district level functions like the Municipal Assembly
meetings, Ward meetings, and other public forums. The local
Municipal office also later on negotiated (finally agreed in February
2001 only) with the WUA to rent its land on the headwork to start
the weekly market Some localswere also contacting with the WUA
to start a fish hatchery in the reservoir upstream of the headwork
(final agreement made in March 2001). The DAO also started
targeting its training activities at the WUA.
In Chittwan, women groups were very effective in controlling
alcohol abuse, and in creating awareness among villagers about the
importance of primary education and personal health care.It is the
district with the highest women literacy rate in the country and
recendy, a study (published in a local newspaper) shows more girls
attending primary school than boys. Women riding bicycles, both
young and old, is common in Chittwan, a rare phenomenon in rest
of the country. As the WUA became an established institution,
women alsowanted awider role in it.

The new WUA structureand elections
Because of these new requirements, the constitution of the WUA
was changed in December 1997 by a general Assembly meeting
immediately after the system hand over. I was also invitee in this
GA meeting.
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This new structure was intended to bring as many persons as
possible under the umbrella of the organization so that people
would know about the WUA and pay the ISF. The number of GA
members was increased to 110 up from 45. Besides one
representative per 10 ha area, executives (Chairman and Secretary)
of the concerned branch, outlet groups were also made GA
members. Women representatives were allotted 20% of the GA
seats. Details of the debate on how to increase female membership
are given in Box. 8.1. The numbers of MC members were increased
from 13 to 16. Separate outlet groups were formed for the 10
outlets taking off from the main canal. Their representation in the
MC was kept at two, as in the past. Out of the 16 members in the
MC, 10were from the eight branch canals,with one extra seat each
for branch canals 1 and 5 because of their larger command area.
Two members were from the 10 oudet committees and one
women representative was to be elected by the GA.The remaining
three were the executives of the WUA: the Chairman, vice
Chairman and Secretary and were also to be elected by the GA.
The post of the treasurer was removed, and the job was transferred
to theWUA Secretary.
The third WUA election was held after this amendment in
October 1998. The same persons were again elected as Chairman
and Secretary of the WUA, and 50% of the members were the
same as in the old committee. The Chairman, who was elected by
consensus, wanted to be relieved this time, as he thought he was
too old for the post in his mid- seventies, and had been Chairman
for so long. But later, he agreed to retain the post as all farmers
wanted him to stay because of his earlier contribution. The
Chairman told me that he also decided to staybecause this post has
given him social and political status: everybody in society respects
him. He is also known among the D O I authorities, the NGOS and
INGOS working in the Nepal irrigation sector. Though too old to
expand his political career, this post has provided him an
opportunity to retain his symbolicvaluewithin the society.
There was however balloting for the post of the Secretary. A
supporter to the Nepali Congress Party (the same party as the
Chairman) stood against the then Secretary, who was from the
Communist party. But the sitting Secretary won the election.
People favored him again because the same pair (the Chairman and
Secretary) had worked for the last years to the satisfaction of the
farmers. Farmers see this combination as the strength of the WUA,
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and that it works effectively because of the dynamic leadership of
these two persons, belonging to rival political parties. Shukla et al.
(2000) also cast a doubt whether the WUA could work if these two
people left the WUA.
Box 8.1 The GA meeting tochange WUA structure
The meetingwas held in front of the WUA office. At the beginning,
the Secretary explained about the need to change the WUA
configuration. He explained that as the system is just handed over,
they needed to bring more people into the GA so that they would
know about the WUA activities and pay for the system. He also
explained why they needed to form the oudet committees to help
implement the strong rotational pattern. The members knew the
Secretary as the man involved in system operation as well as in fee
collection from users.Sothe members accepted his explanations,and
his proposal for the new structure with oudet committees waspassed
withoutmuch discussion.
Then a debate began in how to increase the women members in
the WUA. It was interesting to observe that all were in favor for
increasingroles of thewomen in the WUA, but nobody wasclear on
how to do this. Everybody knew the obstacle: the membership was
based on land ownershipwhichwasattached to men.One of the GA
members said that they should transfer part of their lands to their
wives and encourage them to become members. But this was not
practical,everybodylaughed athim for being too emotional.Another
option, tabled by another member was to let the male and female
decide who would be member from the house. The discussions
continued up totheeveningwithnosolutionto theissue.
The meeting continued on the second day, although I was not
present. I learned from the Secretary that theymade aprovision such
that the member can transfer part or whole of his share (in
Panchakanya 1ha equals to 60 shares) to anyone and recipient could
then be a member to theWUA.This opened the door for women to
be member s of the WUAwithout owning land in their name,but it
stillrequires togetconcession oftheshare from theirhusband.
However, the structure prepared at the time of the third election
proved cumbersome, as there were too many members involved in
different tiers of the organization. Hardly any meetings were held
in lower order committees. The numbers of members were thus
lowered after another amendment in 2000, although the structure
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has remained the same.The change in the membership numbers of
the WUA in successive election is shown inTable 8.1
TABLE 8.1The changingWUAmembership arrangement
Committee

MC
BC
Outlet
canals
Outlet

1"
2*
Thirdelection
election election Oct1998
May
May
M
F
Total
1994
1996
15
1
13
16
13
40
45
45
32
8
40
50
10
-

Fourth election
Jan,2001
M F
Total
14
35
8

1
21
20

15
56
28

-

-

105

30

135

0

78

78

45

45

72

38

110

22

67

89

groups

GA

Source:WUARecords.M:male,F:Female
The table shows that lower order committee members are now
dominated by women representatives. According to the WUA, the
women members were more effective in convincing the farmers to
pay the ISF and creating awareness among the farmers to keep the
canal clean and not to encroach the canal.The present structure of
theWUA is shown in the Figure 8.1.
The composition of the WUA as a result of the changes are
summarized below:
• The WUA now has three tiers of organization: the MC at
system level; BC or outlet committee at the next lower level;
and outlet groups below the branch committee. However, ISF
collection is done by the MC only and branch and outlet
committees only carry out water operations within the branch
or outlets.
• The MC members are formed from representatives of the eight
branches and 10 outlet committees. The executives of the MC
are to be elected by the GA. Besides, a woman member would
also be elected bythe GA as aMC member.
• Each BC and outlets has 5 members with one compulsory
woman member
• The GA includes executives of branch and outlet committee
besides,the elected members.
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FIGURE 8.1 The present WUA in panchakanya
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The fourth WUA election was held in January 2001, after the
second amendment in its constitution. The Chairman and the
Secretarywere againthe samepersons,showingcontinued support
from the farmers. The secretary is now paid (Rs.1500 per month)
for performing the administrative and finical management of the
WUA.
The Panchakanya WUA has expanded its adrninistration and
structure, for which the project support played a crucial bringing
betterwater deliveryand operational preferred bythe farmers. The
changingstructure has allowed institution to reform itself as seems
best for the organization and its members.The PIS had alreadya
visionary leadership in place, shaped by the existing local social
norms, that was accountable to its members addressing local
concerns and needs,which further added legitimacy and power to
theWUA.Thenext chapterwillfurther showhow this was able to
deliverpositivechangesinwater management

•

^
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Increasing roles for women in Panchakanya WUA
The reasons for the initial lack of women's involvement in the
WUA processes is that there was no guidelines and framework for
this in the project. Of course, there were sentences like 'women
involvement would be given due attention' and 'they would be
encouraged to involve in the WUA' in project papers and
documents. The Irrigation Policy also states that at least 20 %
women representation was required in the WUA. But in practice,
this was not being done at the beginning, when no system had a
singlewoman in the MC.
But implementerslikeme have a different dilemma. I was hardly
aware of the issue at first because of my technocratic background
and bureaucratic orientation. Once two USAID officials, on a
mission to the project, asked me why there were no women in the
WUA. I had never thought about the question nor had an answer.
But from my own perception, I told them that activities like water
distribution and system maintenance are likely to be a male job. I
continued to believe this until I read Zwartveen, 1995 and realised
that allactivities ofirrigation could be shared bymen and women).
It was only during the GA meeting in PIS (se Box 8.1) that I
could understand the problem behind women's' participation in the
WUA, in that a water right is attached to land right mostly owned
by the male head of the family. There were several
recommendations for women involvement by the consultant,
donors and also policy papers by the government, but removing
this major hurdle has been nowhere mentioned3.
In Panchakanya, the change in constitution made it possible to
increase the numbers of women representation in the WUA, as
seen from Table 8.1.But the real change in their activity came only
after the involvement of an N G O in helping the women to form a
group and move ahead. In October 2000, the N G O formed a
committee called the "Women Helping Group' to help women
members take an active role in irrigation management activities.
According to the Secretary of the WUA, the group was formed
through the joint effort of the WUA and an N G O called "Women
Plus'. I came to know later on that the ADB had supported the
N G O for promoting women's role in Panchakanya. The structure
of this group is shown in Figure 8.2.
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FIGURE 8.2The structure of theWomenHelpingGroupin
Panchakanya
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In the Figure, the function of the training and income generation
group is to increase the income of members through capacity
development in agriculture by means of training and credit
facilities. To start the credit program, the group has already opened
a bank account. The function of the resource mobilization
committee is to help the WUA in collecting the ISF by raising the
awareness among farmers to pay for the system.The subcommittee
for operation and maintenance was created so that the operation
and maintenance activities below the main canalwould be gradually
taken over by these groups. The administration sub committee was
meant to carry out the daily administration of the helping group.
According to the WUA, this group has been effective in
convincing the users to be members of the WUA and pay ISF as
well as creating awareness among the farmers about the importance
of canal cleaning and maintenance activities. I observed an active
involvement of this group during the fourth election in Jan 2001.
The 60% representation in the present WUA (considering all the
tiers, see Table 8.1) would not have been possible without the
involvement of them.
The WUA report prepared by the Secretary of the WUA in
December 2001,mentioned that the increase in the membership of
the WUA, ISF collection and the maintenance fee in the years
1999/2000 and 2000/2001 (see section 9.2) have been due to effort
of the women's helping group.I also saw a 500m long tertiary canal
constructed with the initiation of this group.The WUA say that 61
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new members joined the system after this construction. I had also
two more opportunities to observe for myself the activities of this
group in the Panchakanya.
The WHG is now getting support from the other government
institutions and NGOs especially in training and capacity
development activities. Immediately after their formation, they
were given seven-days training on canal management, leadership
development, office administration by the N G O . As part of the
training and awareness program, the group also organized an
awareness program inside the command area for keeping the canal
in proper condition. There were about 500 women in this
campaign, and they travelled from head to tail of the main canal
telling the farmers not to encroach the canal embankment, nor to
throw remains of dead animals, broken glass, plastics and other
wastage in the canal. Local farmers feel that this awareness
program has helped to keep the canal clean. When I visited the
system later on, I did not find much change in the condition of the
canaL but for two visible changes:nobody now put his buffalo into
the canal and encroachment of the canal embankment had reduced.
On April 2001,the women's group asked the WUA to call for a
GA meeting of the WUA. The reason was that part of the springs
in the catchment were diverted by the adjoining farmers which had
caused the decreasing water supply at the source. This was peak
season for the early paddy transplantation and I was there to see
the canal operation in this season. Due to ongoing training and
capacity development activities the women members were in
regular contact with each other and they able to call the meeting
quickly. The recendy completed awareness campaign had also
encouraged the groups to call the GA meeting where they decided
theywould visit the field and took necessary action. Two days after
the GA meeting, the WHG organized themselves and together
with the WUA, moved to the catchment and dismanded the
diversion made by the farmers to divert the springs. The farmers
said that theywould not repeat this in future.
The problem of land ownership is not going to be solved in the
near future. Talks are ongoing in Nepal regarding women's rights
over the property of their parents. The newly changed legislation
has made it clear that daughters would also share property with the
sons, but has to be returned once she is married. Further discussion
about this is beyond the scope of this book. But it seems unlikely
that the majority of women will have land ownership in the near
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future. That means WUA will continue to be dominated by men
unless theyintentionally enable female representation.
The Panchkanya arrangement for transferring share concessions
is one step ahead in resolving the problem. But the head of the
family has still to transfer the concession. This has worked in
Panchakanya because of a relatively aware and educated society.
Formation of a separate Women's Group and taking part in
irrigation can also be another approach. This group can involve
itself to other income generating activities besides involving
themselves in the irrigation activities, or encouraging the women to
involve in the WUA.

8.2 Changes andEvolution inKhageri.
Khageri has not seen the level of changes in structure and
responsibility as Panchakanya. There has not been much change in
water availability scenario to drive change, nor demands for water
users for different representation. Indeed, there has been ongoing
concern over water scarcity, especially given the resettlement
struggle.
By January 1999 there had already been four elections in the
Khageri since its first in 1993. I had just become involved with the
Khageri at the time of second election in January 1995. The
representatives at all the levels of WUA, the MC and BC were
chosen by consensus this time: previously, the three executives
were selected through balloting. The same persons were again
selected for the executives of the MC.
The GA members who elect the executive posts cited three
main reasons for the selection of the same group of people as
executives. The first was that these people had two years' of
experience in the WUA. It was time to negotiate with the
government for the management transfer arrangement and the
presence of the same group was considered essential so that they
could put into practice what they had learned and experienced in
the first term. The two-year term was realized as a very short
period to gain experience.
Also farmers were satisfied with the way the WUA had coordinated with the agency in system operation and maintenance.
They gave the example of how theWUA saved Rs. 365,000 rupees
out of the contract with the government and kept in the bank
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account (chapter 4). Thirdly, farmers felt that the committee was
able to maintain the equitable water distribution and were
accountable to the farmers. Just after the formation, the MC took
control over the operation of the system from the government.
The WUA had decided to do so thinking that unless they had
control over the main system operation, equitable distribution
among the branches would not be possible. According to local
farmers, the MC worked hard to maintain the equitable water
distribution in the system4.
Though elected by.consensus, all of the executives and the
members had political attachments with either the Nepali Congress
or the Communist party. The six members from the Branch Canal
Bi to B& were from the Communist party whereas the remaining
six members were from the Nepali Congress party. The three
executives were all from the Nepali Congress party, as this party
had majority support in the WUA. Likewise, almost all the
members were already attached to other organizations and were
visible in wider society. Usually, they were members of the primary
school board, the forest group, the local political party or their
affiliated institutions5, or thelocalRed Cross society.
However, I never found any single incident of (party) political
domination in the Khageri during my stay in the years ahead. The
decisions in the MC and in GA were always unanimous despite
their political differences, though it required several rounds of
discussions and negotiations. From the beginning of the action
plan preparation (chapter 5) to the different Court cases described
in Chapter 7,the WUA was always united.
I was present at the third election inJanuary 1997 as an observer
from the project office. The administrative support for holding the
election was also provided by our office as in Panchakanya. This
time there was no consensus for the posts of Chairman, Vice
Chairman and the Secretary and election (by ballot) was held. In
the past elections, these posts were held by the Nepali Congress
party whereas the 12 MC members were equally divided between
the Congress and Communist party. In this election, the sitting
Vice-Chairman showed his desire for the post of Chairman.A welleducated man and owner of a boarding school, he claimed to
provide better leadership in the WUA. However, the existing
Chairman was also interested to continue the post. Since both of
them were from the same political party, the Vice-Chairman
abandoned his idea to run for Chairman at the very last moment of
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the election. Besides this, many farmers opined that the ViceChairman had insufficient time for the WUA if he became the
Chairman, as he also runs the boarding school. This forced him to
abandon his plan to run for the post of Chairman.
But this time, the Communist party decided to fight for the
posts of the executives as these were always taken by the Nepali
Congress. Because of this, there was no consensus and election
(through ballot box) was held for these posts. The previous group
again won the election. Farmers already knew that the old group
would win because the GA was dominated by supporters of the
Nepali Congress party. One member of the WUA who was
supposed to be a Communist party supporter told that they knew
they would lose the election, but still they nominated their
candidates to boost their identityin the society.
In the fourth election, in January 1999 the same persons were
elected as Chairman and Vice Chairman, but the Secretary was
changed this time6. He however, belongs to the same political
party. Since the last election, the tenure of the members of the
WUA members has been also increased from two to four years.
The need to change the tenure had already been felt by the WUA
since the time of second election, as a two-year tenure was found
too short to build plans and programs and a vision for the future.
However, it was not changed then as many farmers thought that
the initial phase provided an opportunity to a wider group of
people to be represented in the WUA, and learn about the
participatory process and the irrigation system. Only after the third
election was the constitution of the WUA changed to a four-year
tenure.
Here also the same persons are elected in the executives post of
the WUA in successive elections. But there are sign of change in
that the secretary is replaced now. It is interesting to observe why
the same group is re-elected over and over again. There are two
factors explaining this. First, why do farmers keep on choosing the
same persons and the second is that why do leaders seek to retain
their posts?
About the first question, farmers in Khageri believe that the
leadership in the WUA have been working well They give the
example of the way the leadership pressed the government on the
resettlement issue. The WUA was also able to establish a network
with the National Park (the first few kilometres of the Khageri
canal lie in the National Park) and other government offices in the
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district. The national park authority has already supported the
Khageri system with more than a million rupees.As the main canal
was not transferred to the WUA in Khageri, the canal embankment
forest was also not handed over to the WUA. But the WUA
convinced the District Forest Office, and took control over the
forest resources since 2000. The WUA also regularly organizes
workshops inviting all the district level offices to establish network
for future co-operation.
In parallel, farmers are also satisfied with the current water
allocation practices, which will be dealt in next chapter. The survey
by Wallingford (2001) shows that there is strong support for the
WUA in Khageri as shown in Table 8.2. A 72% of the farmers
agree that the committee does a good job and 80% of the farmers
agree that there is a good co-operation between the committee and
the farmers. Likewise, the agency personnel are also supportive of
the WUA: 87% say that there is good co-operation between the
D O I and the WUA and 84% say that WUA gets advice from the
agency as needed by them. This suggests that all parties are
accountable to each other in their functioning.
People want to stay in the WUA is because of the social
recognition and opportunities it provides them for further career
opportunity. The WUAs in Chittwan are recognized as separate
organization with their own identity. Once, when the Prime
Minister was in Chittwan to address a function (can not recall the
date), the WUA Chairman of the Khageri was also invited on to
the stage to sitnear the Prime Minister.
The Chairman of this WUA was also elected the president of
the Nepal Federation of Irrigation Water Users Association
(NFIWUAN). He is now Vice-President of the INPIM Nepal
chapter. The Vice-Chairman is agraduate, and owner of a boarding
school. For him too, it has been a place for the development of
leadership. With the Chairman now engaged in the NFIWUAN,
the Vice Chairman has been responsible for the running of the
WUA. Local people believe that he wants to continue in the WUA
because he has also bright political career ahead.

ChangingWUA configuration
As in Panchakanya, the two-tier organization here is also now
gradually changing into a three-tier organization, adding the outlet
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committee below the BC. The need to form the outlet committee
here is also guided by the new management requirement and the
process of outlet committee formation has been on the farmers'
own initiative. Besides, the problem in holding the GA meeting
inside the branch canals has also necessitated the formation of the
oudet committee.
TABLE 8.2Farmersperception ontheirWUAinKISandNWGIS
IsThereaWUA

AreyouamemberoftheWUA

IsThereaGAmeeting

Does the committee do a good

Job
Is there good co-operation
between fanners and the
committee
Is there good co-operation
betweenWUAand DOI
Does the WUA get advice from
theDOI ifnecessary
HowActiveistheWUA

Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Yes
No
Don't Know
Most
members
Only a few
members
Only
committee
Only
Chairman
Don't Know

KIS
94
0
4
53
41
4
57
37
4
72
16
10
80
7
11
87
4
7
84
3
11
42

NWGIS
92
8
0
19
78
4
38
62
0
20
80
0
23
77
0
25
75
0
30
68
2
27

45

16

0

0

0

5

11

52

Source:Wallingford 2001

The WUA here also gradually shifted towards the implementation
of strong rotational practices (see chapter 9).With this, the branch
canals always receive the full discharge within it: the duration
however, depends upon the type of delivery whether it is weekly
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rotation or the sectional rotation. Delivery from the branch to the
outlets also accordingly shifted towards the sectional rotation.
However, the outlets did not have any committee, and the BC
members had difficulty in co-ordinating the water distribution
among the outlets.
On the other hand, the farmers below the outlets had also two
problems. First, they lacked the information on when their
irrigation turn came.Second, they were also having difficulty in coordinating water distribution inside the outlets. So the outlets of
the branch canals formed outlet groups to co-ordinate water
distribution among the farmers as well as to co-ordinate with the
branch committee.
Another reason for the formation of the outlet committee has
been the administrative one. In Khageri, each branch canal has
their own GA to form policies regarding the system management
within the concerned branch canal. The GA members of the
branch canals are the farmer members of that particular branch.
According to the constitution of the WUA, at least 50% of the
member farmers must be present to hold the GA meeting in the
branch canals (itis the same for allthe branch canals).For example
in branch canal 1, there are 860 households and at least 481
members are required to be present to hold the GA meeting.
Organizing a meeting with such a large group of farmers and
arriving at conclusions was found practically impossible. This
problem has been there since the formation of the WUA. During
my stay between 1995 to 1998,1 remember, only in few instances
that the GA meeting of the branch canal could be held7 at the first
call of the meeting and the same trend has been continued. Most
often itwas cancelled for lack of a quorum.
So BCs tried to change this arrangement through the
development of the Outlet Committees, such that only the
executives of the oudet committee are made members of the GA
of the BC.During my fieldwork, many branch canals were forming
the outlet committee and it was over in B2 B^, B ^ and B7.
However, these outlet committees are so far are not included
officially inside the structure of the WUA, and the process for this
is still being discussed in the MC. The other structure of the
organization has remained the same so far.
The MC of the WUA has its office at Shivanagar and employs a
regular office secretary and a peon 8 . The responsibility of the office
Secretary is to look after day to day aclministration and record
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keeping. The MC meets regularly on the first day of each (Nepali)
month. Informal meetings are also arranged depending on the
need.
The Khageri WUA has also matured to its administration and
structure. A WUA can not be designed as an apolitical body, party
politics often enter in the leadership selection, as it increases social
recognition to both leaders and the political party. However, these
are not necessarily problematic, the main issue is how the
leadership maintain accountability to the farmers and to the agency
and vice-versa. The Khageri also shows how external support and
networking playrole in the evolution of the WUA.

8.3. ChangesandEvolution in WestGandak
In Chapter 4,1 explained how the first election in the West Gandak
was dominated by the party politics, and this has continued in the
NWGIS since then. People in the area say that the second election
of WUA was more dominated by the party politics than the first.
One JT (Junior Technician) of the NWGIS, who was directly
involved in the election told me that most of the local political
figures including the Member of Parliament were present during
the election to influence the voters in favour of their concerned
political parties.
The candidates for the post of Chairman of the MC also used
loudspeakers, printed pamphlets and hired vehicles to campaign on
their behalf. On the day of the election, the GA members (who
were the voters) were provided with transportation facilities by
each candidate. There were three candidates for the post of the
Chairman and only one of them used motorbikes: the others hired
jeeps. Local people said that each of the candidates for the post of
the Chairman spent more than fifty thousand rupees in the
campaign. It is also said that there was a large crowd inside the
West Gandak office compound where the election was being held.
The police were calledin to maintain (likely)violence at the time of
election. Local people recall that it was like an election for a
Member of Parliament.
New persons were elected in the post of executives of the MC
including the Chairman. Local people say that all the executives
were from the Sadhvabana party, which had a stronghold in the
area and a majority in the GA of the WUA. However, by the
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constitution itself, the GA members were not allowed to contest
for the posts of the four executives.They were to be selected from
the 35 member representatives of the MC: as this was also
dominated by only 19% of the command area, the selected key
figures could easilycapture the posts.
The increased influence of the party politics at this second
election was due to two reasons. The first is that the rehabilitation
activities were about to begin. That means the Chairman would
have access to resources and being the Chairman one could
influence the priorities in the improvement work. Another reason
is that the WUA was also looked at as a platform to build a political
career. To be a president of the WUA in the West Gandak is to be
farmers representative for the 22 VDCs and it cover 2
parliamentary constituencies. There was no organization of the
scale in the area that could provide opportunity of leadership for
such a large group of people. This made the Gandak a WUA very
attractive venue to aspire for the future political career.

Change inWUA configuration
By the time of the third election (February 1998), the WUA
themselves realized that the WUA structure was ineffective. The
lower-order committees, that is the ToHs and UpatoHs were almost
non-existent Shukla et al (2000) notes that people aspired to be
elected in the upper tiers of the WUA only, nobody was willing to
work in the lower tiers. Because of its unitary configuration
(chapter 4),representation in the lower committee was acquired to
fight for the upper-tier post or support the candidate belonging to
his party.
Another problem was that mostly the MC meetings used to be
cancelled for lack of a quorum and even when held, only a slim
majority was present. This was mainly because of its unequal
representation. As explained, about 19% area covers more than
68.5% of the MC membership. This area hardly had any problems
of water availability and even in difficult years, they managed to get
water as they are small canals directly drawingwater from the main
canal Table 8.3 presents the WUA attendance and the type of
decisions made by them.
The Table shows that there has been very low attendance in the
WUA meeting. That is to say,only few individuals were making the
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decisions inthe WUA.Another point the Table shows isthatthe
WUA has notseen itself asanorganization responsible forwater
management, astherearehardlyanydiscussions on canaloperation
andwater distribution.
TABLE 8.3 Members attendance in the main committee meeting
Meetings

Average

Presence

events

Held

attendance

of

key

when more

against

in

personals

than 85%

the target

meeting

the

were

Type ofdiscussions
0&

Financial

Conflict

M

matters

s/others

present
60%

55%

60%

20%

20%

50%

30%

Source WUA minutes books.

Meantime, with thehanding over ofthe system management,a
newwater delivery pattern was designed inthe West Gandak (see
Chapter 9).Accordingto this plan,the main canalwasdivided into
four sections toco-ordinate thewater distributionineachofthese
regions areas. Accordingly itwas also necessary to form regional
committees ofthe WUA. Because ofall these new requirements,
the structure oftheWest Gandak was also changed before the
thirdelectionwasheld.
The first and mostimportant change madein theWUAwas the
formation ofa'ManagementCommittee'.The committeewouldbe
formed outof the members of the MC representing all four
different canal regions, andwould look after the system O&M. In
this newmodel, theMCmembers would becalled a 'boardof
directors' andtheManagement Committee members were to be
selected bythem.The conceptofthe Management Committeewas
generated bytheconsultant, asitwas found impossible tomove
ahead with the large number ofMC members (nowcalled the
board ofdirectors).This new structure was aimed atchanging the
WUA towards a management model similar to theAmerican
Model (Freeman, 1989) and practiceinMexico (Kloezen, 2002)in
which theboard hires managers andtechnicians tocarry out the
daily activities ofthecanal O&M However, thedifference here
was that they were again from within theWUA body and thus
could not escapefrom widerpoliticswithin theWUA.Atthesame
timetheytoolackedknowledgeofcanalO&M.
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The Management Committee was designed to look after the daily
management tasks of the WUA. It would contain five members
among which one would be appointed as manager. The others
wouldlookintolegal,financial administrative and technicalmatters
of the WUA. With the formation of this committee, it was also
decided that the regular meeting of the WUA (or the board of
directors as now called) would be called only once in two months
insteadofaregularmonthlymeeting.
Another major change was made from then on: the GA
memberswerealsoallowed to stand for theposts of Chairman and
Vice-Chairman, previously restricted. This had been the weakest
point in this WUA and had resulted inlimited participation in the
leadership. With the executive committee assuming the daily
management of the WUA, the post of the Secretarywas removed
from theWUA.TheMCmembers (nowcalledBoard of Directors)
was increased to 39, adding four women representatives9 and the
total number of Board of Directors may increase to 41, if the
Chairman and the Vice Chairman are elected from within the GA
members. Another change made was the addition of the four
regional committees to look after thewater distribution inside the
four regions. The new arrangements of the WUA is shown in
Figure8.3.
The third election of theWUAwas held in February 1998.The
election this time too was shaped by Party politics. However,
Shukla etaL (2000) note that the influence of political leaderswere
less this time as compared to past. The reason, according to local
people was the completion of the system improvement activities.
Yet the money spent and the type of campaign using printed
pamphlets andloudspeakers were sameasin the previous election.
The lower tiers of the organization have remained the same as
presentedinchapter4,andarenotshowninFigure8.3.
Both Chairman and Vice-Chairman again changed, and both of
them werehigh-levelpolitical leaders in the district.The Chairman
was from the Sadvabhana party, as was the past Chairman. Local
people say that the past Chairman was not favoured by his party
because of two reasons. First, he had already been elected to the
post of the Chairman of the VDC. Second, the current Chairman
had recendy shifted to this party from another rivalpolitical party.
He had no public post and sohewas favoured for the post of the
ChairmanintheWUA.
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FIGURE 8.3 The New WUA structure in West Gandak
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The Vice-Chairman was from the Communist Party. He had stood
for MP in the last Parliamentary election and lost. This shows that
even national level politicians prefer to be in the WUA of West
Gandak. As the post of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman were
now to be elected out of GA (after the change in constitution), we
can also see how power is divided between two rival political
parties,which used to be limited to particular political parties in the
previous elections.
From this time, the WUA board was to hand over its
responsibility to the five members Management Committee which
was to be selected by the Board of Directors. The person selected
for the post of Manager of the Management Committee was the
first Chairman of the WUA. It is interesting to see a past Chairman
assuming the post of the Manager. But he shared his view that the
Manager would be now the most important person, visible to the
farmers and because of this he accepted the post. But this Manager
was from different political party, from both Chairman and ViceChairman who did not transfer the power to the Manager. He left
the job after few months, as he did not receive the support from
the keyfigures in the WUA.
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A new Management Committee with a new Manager was then
selected from the board of directors. In my fieldwork in West
Gandak, I found this manager very committed to his work and was
interested to improve the situation in the West Gandak. He tried to
implement the new water distribution practices and timely repair
and maintenance of the canals and structures. But he too could not
work. The WUA Board of Directors were supposed to give the
necessary authority to the Management Committee regarding
finance and administration, which they never handed over. They
feared loss of power. The major problem to the manager was that
there was no money with the WUA, as there was no mechanism to
collect the ISF from the farmers (se Chapter 9).The situation was
such that he was blamed by the farmers for not being able to run
the canal,whereas he had neither the authority nor the resources to
perform management activities. So after about a year, he also quit
the job.
The first Chairman, who was made Manager of the WUA first
time was again made the manager. The same person was requested
this time to work as Manager as he had the experience of the
system more than others. For him, it was again an opportunity to
establish his position in the WUA and society.
The new structure however, could not bring any change in the
service but increased the complexity of management The reasons
were: first the Board of Directors never handed over the authority
to the Management Committee, fearing loss of power. Papers
relating to past expenditures and income and other administrative
processes were never given to this Management Committee.
Secondly, the Management Committee had no resources to
carryout O&M activities except the fund provided by the
government,which was not enough. They were also not able to use
this money due to lack of authority. Thirdly, they were again from
within the Board of Directors, not professionals having knowledge
manage the system.
In next chapter, I will show that the attempt to improve the
irrigation management through WUA development and the system
improvement could not bring change in West Gandak, for which
Party politics has often been blamed. However, I disagree: despite
the influence of the party politics, there was considerable strength
inside the WUA. Except the present Chairman, the past two
Chairman were common farmers with marginal land holdings. The
present Vice-Chairman is also from a lower caste group and a
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subsistence farmer. Though the socially and politically active
people were inthe WUA, theywere not landlords and alocal elite
Because of the scale of the project as compared to Khageri and
Panchakanya, a wider political influence in the WUA is not
unexpected here: a comparatively rural society and lower political
awareness, divisions in caste and ethnicity further helped political
influence in theWUA. But its failure I argue,is due to poor project
structure and lack of accountability and policy gap of the
government as explained below:
According to the government, they had handed over the system
because of the strong demand from the WUA. But I found no
reason to justify belief that the WUA could operate and maintain
the system. At the time of handing over, only 29% of the farmers
were the members in the WUA (according to the Audit report
1997/1998). Poudal (1998) reports 35% membership in the WUA
at the time of handing over. That means a majority of the people
were still not members in the organization. The data in Table 8.2
also supports this, as only 19% said they were members of the
organization. The Table also shows the low recognition of the
WUA in the society.
The WUA, who was supposed to takeover the management
responsibility had so far (until at the time of handing over) no
experience of system O&M. So far it was only involved in
construction supervision activities. Besides, the WUA here was
constantly changing, and no one had knowledge about the system.
It was only at the time of handing over that a need to form a
Management Committee to look after the operation and
maintenance was realized. But this too, was from within the MC,
and could not function.
Since its formation in 1993, there was no increase in ISF rate
and its collection efficiency. As it will be seen in chapter 9, the
collection efficiency was about 2 1 %and the rate of ISF was eight
times less than what was required to operate and maintain the
system. There was no planning on how the system O&M cost
would be generated. For the WUA, this is the most conflictive role
which they definitely wanted to avoid.
In this situation, what led the government to believe the WUA
was capable to manage the system? The organizational and
managerial requirement to govern and manage water in such a
complex system environment was overlooked, and this led to the
collapse of new governance.
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8.4 Exploring Future Prospects: the Development of the WUA
Federation
Despite the different dynamics of IMTP in irrigation systems, the
creation of the WUAs and handing over of the system
management alsogave these WUAs an opportunity to develop into
a National Federation. The Irrigation Policy mentioned that the
government would promote a federation of the WUA at the
national level: this turned into reality with the implementation of
the IMT in large irrigation systems. The federation of the water
users association was born in 1999 during a national level INPIM 10
seminar.
The INPIM Nepal Chapter organized a three-day seminar to
review the status of IMT in the country in November 1999. The
meeting was inaugurated by the then Deputy Prime Minister (who
was also looking after the Ministry of Water Resource) and
participated by professionals from DOI, officials from Ministry of
Water Resources (MOW), professionals, academicians and
consultants involved in irrigation development in the country. I
was also present in this meeting and was partly responsible for
arranging it as it was held in Chittwan. The WUA leaders from
different irrigation systems where the joint management program
was being implemented were also participants of the program, as
were key INPIM representatives11. This was the first occasion in
which large numbers of WUA leaders of many irrigation projects
were together. They utilized this opportunity to form a federation
of the WUAs at National level. During the workshop itself, they
formed an adhocCommittee of the federation which was chaired by
the Chairman of the Khageri12.
The Federation later got support from Ford Foundation
through a local NGO, which arranged a workshop in Rajapur to
discuss the future course for the federation. The constitution of the
federation was completed by 2000 and got registered under the
name of "National Federation of Irrigation Water User's
Association, Nepal' in March 2000. The federation held its first
election in April 2000 during a national level conference of its
members. By that time there were already 37 district level
committees asits members.The federation is also supported by the
D O I in its capacity development programs. The federation has
taken partin INPIM seminars and other international conferences
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However the objectives of the federation are not fully clear. In
Colombia, for example, a WUA federation emerged with a clear
vision to prepare the WUA to take over management of the
irrigation district from the government (FAO). The federation is
financed by the member WUAs and it hires lawyers to assist with
transfer negotiations and engineers for technical problems. The
objectives here are clear: the federation would increase the ability
of farmers to lobby more effectively for their interest before the
government agencies and in political fora. The Federation in Nepal
immediately came under N G O funding and its own resource
collection mechanism has not evolved yet.There is a provision that
each district committee of the federation would pay the fee, but it
has not been effective. Likewise, how and where it would represent
farmers has not become clear.
A further drawback, pointed out by many professionals is that
the federation, by its constitution itself, originally restricted many
of the WUAs to become the members. The constitution originally
allows that only those WUAs who are registered with the
government (registered under the Water Resources Act) to become
members. This provision has been changed now allowing any
WUA to become member in the Federation.

8.4Conclusions
The chapter has shown that institutions are dynamic, that changes
in onewater control areas bring change in another: this brings new
management requirements. Project support makes a difference in
facilitating the change and supporting the administration structure
for organizational expansion. Project support can ensure that new
organisations have clear information on their systems, and clear
responsibilities at the time of transfer need to present at all system
levels. Projects need realistic expectations of the WUAs they work
with, and projects should bevalued for their response to the WUA,
rather than the targets of donors.
Both local social structure and wider external support play a key
role in shaping the local governance, which been often ovedooked
in institutional design principles.While local social dynamics shapes
the pattern of leadership and its recognition, the wider support
from external political and administration help execute decisions
and get support for water management, that also adds to local
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credibility and acceptance. The WUA therefore will continue to
develop economic and political network among the different
WUAs themselves and among the WUA and other political
institutions. Farmers' effort to develop the Federation of the
WUAs was in search on this direction. Because of these wider
political activities embedded in organizational evolution both at
local and external level, people use their already earned social and
political status to be represented in the WUA and use this position
to expand their social and political network. As we saw in all the
cases how farmers used their social status to be elected in the WUA
and how they used it to get wider recognition. The Khageri
chairman got elected president of the federation because of being a
chairman of the Khageri. On the other hand, Khageri is recognized
towider society because its president is chairman of the federation.
There is aneed to change the official view on theWUAs as nonpolitical, non-partisan bodies looking after the water management
activities. They are delegated governance roles, and to be effective
in organizational development and water management, they need
to evolve local governance and execute decisions not only on
water, but on production and through this, livelihood and welfare.
It must thus be looked as an organization that provides power to
bargain and negotiate with the government and with other agencies
and provide an opportunity to build up social and political career.
Because of these opportunities, party politics also often enter in the
WUA development process. However, they may not be always
dominant in allaffairs as shown by both Khageri and Panchakanya.
The dominant role of party politics can be problematic too, as
shown in the Case of West Gandak, especially when there is lack of
accountability between the key actors involved: the irrigation
agency, local users and the WUA. The political activity needed to
sustain local governance have to be accepted, rather than ignored
in program design.

Notes
1

Politicalaccountability hereisseenashowproviders ofirrigation service
are liable to show that theyhave followed agreed upon arrangements for
decision making,user representation,leadership selection and equity and
democratization targets(kloezen,2002).
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In the previous WUA structure, the 10 direct outlets from the main
canalwere divided into two different BC (one committee for outlets 1to
5andanotherfor outlets 6to 10)torepresent themintheMC.
3
There are few discussions in the DOI regarding women's role in the
WUA, and only occasional seminars and workshops. To carry out
research on women's involvement in irrigation, the USAID hired a
foreign and a local consultant, who were based in the project office in
Chittwan. In one of the training programs, I requested the team to come
up with some recommendation to represent women better in irrigation
design under prevailing socio-economic conditions, and find what legal,
institutional or other actions are required for this. Their report gave the
same recommendations on better representation and involvement in
decision making, but no practical means to achieve this! To my
knowledge, there are rare cases in which both male and female of the
household aregivenmembershipintheWUA.
4
The Khageri was under joint management, but canal operation was
carried out bythe WUA themselves, but with financial support from the
DOI.
5
Each political party has their own sister organizations representing
farmers groups,youthgroups,womengroups,studentgroupsetc.
6
The secretary was very gentle, older than others, but less dynamic
compared to chairman and vice chairman and he was intentionally
removed.
7
I was always invited to the GA meetings of the branch canals, I
personally attended manyof them and when I was out of the office, one
ofour engineersused toparticipateinthemeeting.
8
A lower clerk employed for cleaning and maintaining the office aswell
astocarrynoticesanddeliverletters.
9
Here too, the women members were included to address the donor
concerns
10
INPIM stands for International Network for Participatory Irrigation
Management,originallybasedattheWorld Bank.
11
These included Geert Diemer from central INPIM unit and Raymond
Peter, Additional Secretary at the Irrigation Ministry in Andhra Pradesh
Sateof India (nowexecutivesecretaryofthe INPIM)
12
The federation quicklygot attention in the meeting,and donors quickly
showed theirinteresttosupportitahead.
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After turnover, the WUA had to face the various challenges that
their system environment brought to irrigation management. The
changed practices were partly a reflection of the skills and
knowledge they took care to develop technical water control and
operational and financial accountability. However, they also
depended on the political accountability, and credibility, that the
WUAs built up with their members, and with the DOI. Project
support through action around technology, tried to translate
concerns over the system environment in practical design for
improved water delivery and operation acceptable to farmers, and
to build the skills, resources and accountability needed to sustain
water management. However, poorly executed programs without
due understanding of system environment, undermined change,
resultingin failures cosdytousersneeds and theprogramprocess.
The chapter describes the changes in water supply and
operation, changes in maintenance status and financial sufficiency.
Thesethreearestudiedhereastheyhelpexplainthedifferent water
control elements (Mollinga, 1998) and financial accountability
(Kloezeon,2002)thatshapelocalwatermanagement.
9.1 WaterSupplyandCanalOperation
Panchakanya

Canal operation in Panchakanya was joindy done even before the
initiation of the IMTP. A Dhalpawas assigned by the government
to look after gate operation and water distribution from the main
canal.Hewassupported bythetheninformal WUAincarryingout
his activities, especially in the monsoon paddy season. There was
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no allocation schedule for the monsoon paddy, but during winter
seasons they used to rotate water among the branch canals. There
were no written rules and the Chairman used to decide the time of
rotation.
A new principle for water distribution has been put in practice
since 1998 considering the possible water available at the sources
and the cropping pattern in the command area. The operational
rule is ad hoc, developed from the experience of the WUA.
However after the system transfer, water measurement and
calibration activities were performed to make the WUA and the
work force, which is called the Katyadal, to understand the water
availabilityat the canalintake.The ruleis as follows:
• If the discharge at the main canal entry is above 1000 litres, all
the branches and outlets gates are open and all will get
continuous flow.
• If discharge falls to between 500 to 1000 litres, the command
areawillbe divided into two sections and rotation is applied
• If the discharge falls to 300 to 500 litres, the water will be
rotated between three sections
• If the discharge is less than 300 litres, hourly schedules are
implemented for each branch canal. The time depends on the
si2e of the canal and mayvary between 9 to 24 hours.
The first two rules are only applicable in the monsoon season,
whereas the last rule applies in spring. The third rule is applicable
to both spring and monsoon season (depending on rainfall). If the
water availability is above 1000 litres, nobody worries about water
and all the gates are opened. In the second scenario, the rotation
period is kept at four days whereas in the third situation, the
rotation period is reduced to two or three days.The fourth option
is only for early (spring) paddy and spring maize as water
availabilityis usually below 300litres during this period.
In all the distribution patterns mentioned above,we can see that
an effort is made to concentrate water to a particular canal reach
when the discharge decreases.The concerned canal reach is always
provided with full discharge, but the time of its allocation varies
with canal flow. This shows that farmers prefer to have a higher
discharge within a short time period, rather then a lower discharge
for a longer duration. Fanners say that this increases water use
efficiency for several reasons. First, as the water flow is
concentrated in alimited areaonly,seepage loss is low compared to
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distribution over -wider areas. Second, when the canal runs with
higher discharge intensity,flowvelocityis also higher compared to
conditions of low flow. This again reduces the total seepage
volume. Thirdly, farmers have to work for a shorter duration to
obtainthesamevolumeofwater.
This distribution pattern tends to be similar to the Warabandi
systemofwaterdistributionin thedesignofprotectiveirrigationin
India (Narain, 2003) and Pakistan where outlets are operated in
'either or' conditions. That is: either they have full discharge or
none,with afixedrotationalinterval.However, the difference here
is that it is attempted to keep the discharge the same with varying
timeallocation.This makes themanagement taskmore challenging
here than the Warabandi distribution pattern, as it involves
adjustment ofthe scheduleinaccordancewiththeflowavailability.
Thetimeofrotationisdecided bytheMC,on recommendation
from the workforce called the Karyadal. The Karyadalrecords the
discharge at the intake and reports it to the MC. Depending on
water availability, the MC decides which pattern to follow. The
Karyadalconsists of two members who are selected by the WUA
from the farming community.Theyweretrainedin canal operation
anddischargemeasurement byCADIafter thehanding-over of the
system management. They are paid (Rs. 1500 a month) by the
WUA and report directly to the Secretary of the MC, who
supervisestheKaryadal.
The real challenge for canal operation in Panchakanya is the
spring season. In monsoon, there is no water shortage in the
command areaatpresent and theWUAalsosaythat theyhave no
complaints about water shortage. In winter, Panchakanya farmers
hardly care for water. Wheat is not popular here and lentil is the
mostpreferred cropinwinter.Accordingtofarmers, field moisture
isenough togrowlentils andirrigationisharmful. In spring,maize
and paddy are the predominant crops and farmers prefer to
cultivate paddy.Because of the limitedflowat this time, they plan
the irrigation schedule in advance for the spring in which each
farmer has to announce which crop hewants to grow to the outlet
groups concerned, which pass the information on to the Branch
Committee (BQ.The BC submits it to theMC.Once the demand
from the all networks have been collected, the MC decides which
branch can cultivate what area with what crop,where restrictions
are put in the area under early paddy.But the division is made in
proportiontothecommand areaofthebranchcanals.
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This mode of canal operation is working, but the WUA faces the
problem thatmore farmers arenowinterested togrow earlypaddy.
The water discharge at the source varies from 250 to 400 lps
between March and May, the period when early paddy is grown.
Their experience shows that they cannot increase the eady paddy
beyond 100hawiththis flow. For springmakeandvegetables they
put no restriction on the area, as their irrigation requirement is
quite low. Therefore they are now thinking of a new strategy.
Instead oftransplanting earlypaddyindifferent branch canals,they
now plan for yearly distribution (only for early paddy), such that
theupper half command areawouldreceivewater for the first year
and lower half the second year.This again is targeted to minimise
thewaterlossintheprocess ofconveyance and distribution.
The implementation of this new rotational plan has been made
possible due to the increase in the discharge in the main canal and
the matching of water distribution technology to implement the
rotational schedule. The presence of three check regulators in the
maincanaland thegated structure at thehead of thebranch canals
make it possible to practice this type of delivery from the main
canalto thebranch canals.The reason for thematch of technology
andthedeliverypatternisthat,asexplained earlierin chapter 5and
6,the users in the Panchakanya system with their prior experience
of canal operation, had similar ideas on water distribution and the
rehabilitationwasbased on considerations oftheserotationalideas.
Farmers say that water availability for the system has increased
more than two-fold. To find out the impact of the lining
improvement,I measured dischargeduringJulyandAugust 1999at
the same point where I had carried out measurement in 1994
(chapter 3). This location is 1.2km downstream of the intake.
Comparison of flow at this point and flow entering the headwork
(thereis alreadyaflow measuringgaugeat theintake) showed that
therewasnoseepagefrom thiszone,wherethereused to bea50%
seepage loss prior to canal improvement work. Canal discharge at
this location was now always higher than 1000 lps for these
periods. Myprevious experience is that during the month ofJuly,
discharge atthis location was never above 465lps.I did not check
thedischargeinspring,but morethan seven-fold increasein spring
paddy area (Box 9.1) is cleady an indication that there has been a
substantialincreaseinspringtimewateravailability.
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Farmersperceptionregardingwatersupplyandsystemoperation
Farmers' perceptions regarding the present supply condition and
operational pattern are shown in Table 9.1. 81%of the farmers
believe that water is adequate in the monsoon seasons. The
percentage saying water is adequate in winter is greater, 85%,as
irrigation is not important because of lentil cultivation. Only 40%
of the farmers saythat water is adequate in spring, sayingwater at
thesourceastheconstraint for this.
TABLE 9.1 Farmers perceptions of water supply and system operation
Item
Percentage judging
supply
to
be
adequate during
Percentage judging
distribution tobe fair

Main constraints in
different seasons

Monsoon
Winter
Spring
Between
branches
Along
Branches
Monsoon

PIS
81
85
40
85

KIS
48
8
15
66

NWGIS
55
30
0
13

75

60

18
Operation

Water
shortage
86
10

Water
shortage
Water
shortage
Water
shortage
83
10

21
74

72

10

5

22

68

21

3

15

74

Winter
Spring
Percentage judging Acceptable
supply/operation of Poor
main system tobe
Percentage judging supply/operation to
bebetter comparedwithfiveyearsago
Percentage judging supply/operation to
besamecomparedwithfiveyearsago

Operation
Operation

Percentage judging supply/ operation
to be worse compared with five years
ago
Source:FieldSurveyandWallingford,2001.

Amajority ofthefarmers believethat thedistribution isfair among
the branch canals (81%)and alittlelowerpercentage (75%) feels it
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is fair inside the branch canals.This shows that the present practice
of canal operation is satisfactory to the farmers. At the same time
almost all the farmers in the command area agree that present
operation is far better than it was under government management
(before 1994). The rapid increase in the collection of service fees
and farmers willingness to contribute to the increasing service fees
also indicate that the allocation is satisfactory to the farmers.

The operational plan in Khageri
The Khageri system requires intensive management input during
monsoon paddy cultivation, running from July to October, due to
high fluctuation in the river source. Prior to the joint management
program in the system (before 1993), water allocation and
distribution was the responsibility of the CIP. The engineers and
overseers used to prepare the water distribution schedule in the
office and the gate operators were responsible for gate operation.
The gate operators say that there were informal farmer groups in
branch canals, who used to help implement the designed schedule
of water distribution. The CIP personnel used to consult these
groups about the schedule, but large numbers of farmers never
knew about the distribution schedule. According to farmers, water
distribution was unequal, those at the head receiving more water
than the tail-enders. Owing to water shortage, a weekly rotational
schedule was in practice.
After the formation of the WUA in 1993, it took control over
the canal operation from the government I found this the most
interesting feature of the IMT activities in the Khageri when I
joined the NLIO in 1994 and got involved in canal operation
supervision inJuly 1995:what encouraged the WUA to take over
the operational responsibility of the main canal at a timewhen they
had hardly any knowledge of the system? The MC members later
on told me that they saw two advantages. First, if they were not
involved in the main system operation, the MC had hardly any
other job to do, as the activities inside the branch canals were the
responsibility of the branch canals. Second, it would give them full
control over water delivery and there would be no conflict between
the agency and themselves in matters of water distribution. So, they
decided that theywould make the operational decisions themselves,
and the CIP gate operators would implement it. Although no
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agreement was made over it, it became practice for the decisions
on canaloperation to bemadebytheWUA,whilethe government
continued topayfor the costofoperatingthemaincanal.
The WUA used to base their decision regarding water
distribution ontherecommendation ofthecanaloperators.When I
becameinvolvedinJuly 1995- myfirstinvolvement inthe process
of joint supervision of canal operation - I was struck by the
experience of someWUAmembers.Theytalkedinterms of'litres',
'cusecs', and 'centimetre' to denote canal discharge. They told me
thattheydeveloped theirknowledgebysharingtheexperiencewith
the gate operators, and from the water measurement training the
DOIgavetothemin1993.
There were nine gate operators in the system, sixof them from
within the farming community itself and four who were from
outside the district, and had been there already for more than
twenty years. Because the operators were locals and familiar with
theWUA,itwas easier for the WUA to work together with them.
Four of the operators used toworkinside the command areawhile
therestworkedinthemaincanalandinheadwork operation.Eight
of thegateoperatorswerepermanentwhereas onewason contract
with the government. In the monsoon season, about equal
numbers oflabourerswerehired to support thegateoperators.
In 1996/1997, the WUA formed a canal supervision committee
to look after canaloperation in the main canal.Itwas co-ordinated
by the Secretary of the MC and there were three other WUA
members from three canal sections (the main canalis divided into
three sections for the purpose of water distribution) and one
technician from NLIO. The supervision team was converted into
themaincanalworkforce,theKatyadal, in 1998andweretrainedto
carry out canal operation activities. In Panchakanya, the Katyadal
were different from the WUA committee members, but here they
were from within the WUA. The reason was that the three
members had good knowledge of the system, its constraints and
the operational rules. They were directly involved in canal
operation for the last five years. So the MC was interested to
continuewiththesamegroupofpeopleasaworkforce.Theywere
also interested to stay, as the Karyadalwere to be paid from the
government O&Mfund ofthemaincanal.
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Presentallocation and distribution
Presently, the MC decides the water distribution schedule for the
main canal and the Karyadalimplements it. The Karyadalsupervise
the gate operators and the labourers, and are fully responsible for
the operation of main canal.They visit the different canal sections
and listen to complaints from the farmers and from the branch
canal representatives. Any changes in the distribution schedule are
done upon the recommendation of the Karyadal. They decide the
type of delivery by measuring the flow depth at Devnagar, which is
at 9km downstream from the headwork and from which the
command area starts. The distribution pattern in the Khageri is
based on the flow available at this section, with three types of
schedules:
• Continuous delivery: When the water level is more than 1.8 m at
the escape structure in Devnagar the cross regulator gates are
lifted to avoid any obstruction in the canal flow. All the branch
canal gates are also opened to allow water to entry freely into
the branch canals. Inside the branches water is rotated among
the outlets at aseven-day interval.
• Rotationaldelivery:When thewater level at Devenagar is between
1.4 to 1.8m, a weekly rotational schedule is practiced on the
branch canal forming two different groups, each receiving
supply for seven days. Inside the branch canals, the
distribution pattern is a section rotation, in which the branch is
divided into two or three sections depending upon canal length
and water is rotated accordingly.
• Section rotationalschedule:When water level reduces below 1.4 m
at Devnagar, sectional rotation is enforced among the branch
canals.Under this schedule, the main canal is divided into three
divisions. The first division receives water for four days, the
second section for five days and the last section for six days.
Higher days for tail-end areas are meant to compensate for
more conveyance loss and travel time. Whenever there is
section rotation, a branch canals also practices section rotation
inside the branches. The rotational schedule now practiced in
Khageri is giveninTable 9.2
From the Table 9.2 it can be seen that as the discharge drops in
the main canal, the delivery pattern also changes. The principle is
to concentrate the available flow at particular canal section by
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varying the time, as we saw earlier in Panchakanya. In the first
pattern, water is plentiful and allowed flowing freely in the canal
network. In the second pattern, water is rotated between different
canals within a seven-day interval. As the water availability falls
further, sectional rotation is applied. In this type of rotation, the
canals at the first section receive water only after an 11-dayinterval,
the middle section receives it at a 10-day interval and those at the
tailreceive after a 9-dayinterval.
TABLE 9.2The changedwaterdistribution scheduleinKhageri
Flow
regime
h>1.8 or
Q>8

1.4<h<1.8
or 4<Q<6

Type

of

scheduk in
MC
Continuous
flow
to
branch canals
Weekly
rotation
among the
branchcanals

Detailsofschedule

Schedule inside the
branch canals

All branch canal gates are
opened and no checks
provided in the X
regulators
7-day rotation among the
branch

rotation among
theoutlets

group 1: Bj.Bj.Bs.Dfc,

Sectional
rotation among
different canal
reaches.

group 2:Bi,B2,B4,B6w,Nfe,

U3M*
h<1.4or
Q<4

Sectional
rotation
among the
branchcanals

Sectional rotation
Group 1: Bi3233 for 4
amongthe oudets
days
Group 2:B^fisfitcfij for
Sdays
Group 3:B6„fiiMiM2Mi,
M,for 6days

hiswaterlevelexpressedinmetersandQisdischargeexpressedinm3/sec

The MC functionaries said that they have found the schedule
effective in ensuring equitable water distribution. Because of the
uncertainty of water supply at the intake, the MC functionaries
meet frequently to work out the irrigation schedule matching the
supply situation at the source with an irrigation schedule based on
recommendation of the Karyadal. Only the Karyadalhas the right to
adjust the gates (both cross-regular and head regulator).
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The canal operation inside the branch canal is entirely carried out
by the concerned BCs. They hire labour for water distribution for
four months, who are assisted by either the Secretary or Chairman
of the BC (depends on who is active in that particular branch). The
distribution among the oudets of the branch canals is made
according to their allocation from the main canal. Inside the
outlets, farmer themselves decide on how to divide the water
among them. Now many branch canals are in the process of
forming oudet committees for water distribution inside the oudets.
Only two permanent gate operators remain in the system at
present, as many took retirement after 2000. The gate operators
were to be relieved earlier together with the management transfer.
But the problem was that they were permanent employees and
there was no provision to relieve them unless they retired by the
age limit In 2000, the government brought an early retirement
program with financial incentives, which the gate operators took1.
The additional labour requirement to operate the main canalis now
filled temporarily.

Farmers'perception on canal operation
The farmers' perception of canal operation and water availability is
presented in Table 9.1. It shows that the majority of the farmers
share the view that water is not adequate, identifying the limiting
supply at the source. The percentages agreeing water to be
adequate are only 48%, 8% and 15% for monsoon, winter and
spring season. In chapter 3, I explained that Khageri has a major
supply problem at the source. As there were no additional sources
to augment the flow, attempts were made to improve the situation
through canal lining (chapter 4, 5). The new lining and the
introduction of the rotational schedule has increased the total
irrigated area for both main paddy and spring paddy, but the
changes do not attain the level seenin Panchakanya.
About 66%of farmers consider distribution to be fair along the
main canal and 60 % share the sameviewwithin the branch canals.
The higher percentage of farmers agreeing fair distribution along
the branch compared to those within the branch indicates that the
MC, through the Karyadal,has been able to maintain a fair
distribution among the branch canals. The MC had tried several
options to make branch distribution fair, whereas the branch
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committee are now implementing strong rotation through the
newly formed outlet committees and are still to arrive at an
acceptabledeliverypattern.
At the sametime 68%share theviewthat supply and operation
has been the same over the lastfiveyears.The majority, 83%say
that the present supply and operation plan is acceptable to them.
The figures here suggest that operational performance has not
declined over theyears and farmers consider the present allocation
satisfactory. On the other hand, there are no significant
improvementsinthewateravailabilitysituation.
WestGandak
The Gandak systemwasdesignedtoprovidecontinuousflowupto
thetertiary blocks and rotation among the farm ditches. However,
as explained in chapter 2,it used to run on an adhoc basis mosdy
upon the experience of the canaloperators.With the handing-over
of the system in 1997, a new water distribution pattern was
developed for the system by the consultancy firm involved. The
main canal was divided into four divisions and each division was
allocatedafixedwatershare,asshowninTable 9.3
TABLE 9.3Water share for different canalregions in NWGIS
Region
1
2
3
4
Total

Work
force
1
1
1
1
4

Ana
inha
1577
2883
1733
1159
73522

Main CanalOfftakes
MC Minor Branch
7
1
1
2
1
5
1
1
9
5
4

SFD
4
1
1

Water
Share/ps
2016
2883
2242
1300
8441

Source:Neupane(1998)

Water measuring gauge stations were established at the beginning
of each region to measure theflow,such that a fair share of water
goes downstream in accordance with the above plan. All branch
and minor canals inside each region were then supposed to have
their separate water scheduling arrangement. But according to
Poudel (1998),water measurement activitieswere confined to only
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the first two regions. The WUA say that the operational plan was
developed only for a few selected canals,and was unclear to them.
Another proposal bythe consultant was to test different rotation
schedules among the regions when the water shortage occurs as
shown in Table 9.4. According to this two different types of
rotation schedule are proposed. In the first arrangement, region 1
and 3getwater for few days,after which supply is shifted to region
2 and 4 for the same duration. The rotation cycle is then repeated.
Upon the second arrangement, region 1 is grouped with region 2,
and region 3 with 4 for rotation purposes. The period of the
rotation as well as the type of arrangement (out of two different
groupings) were to be selected by the farmers testing different
alternatives and adopting their preferred schedule.
This Table does not say anything about the conditions under
which the rotation has to be followed and the delivery plan for
different branch canals under the rotation. It only says: if the
discharge is less, test the rotation and adapt the feasible one
suitable to them. The system thus did not have any delivery pattern
at the time of handing over, and appropriate delivery patterns had
to be developed bythe WUA over time.
TABLE 9.4Typical proposed rotational schedule
Region
/
2

3

4

FirstArrangement
Firstturn
Second turn

O
C

C
O

O
C

C
O

O
C

O
C

C
O

C
O

Second Arrangement
Firstturn
Second turn
O:open;C:Close

A five-member Karyadalwas formed to look after the operation of
the main canal.The four divisions were made after discussing with
MC, considering 8km length as the most appropriate for one
Karyadalmember. The main duty of the Karyadalwas to carry out
water distribution activities from the main canal to the branches in
accordance with the schedule inside their region. The members of
the Karyadal were selected from among the farming community
representing each region. A co-ordinator was selected to coordinate the water distribution activities across the regions. The
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Karyadal were trained on basic rules and regulations of the canal
operation. They were provided with a bicycle and supposed to be
supported with additional labourers as required (during busy canal
operation likein monsoon) in performing their duties.
For the branch canals, distribution schedules were proposed for
selected branch canals only and the rest had to rely on their
judgement and find suitable delivery patterns over time. The
branch canals were also asked to form aKaryadalto distribute water
inside the branch canal. According to the WUA, a total of 219
farmers were trained to work asKaryadalfrom branch canals.
But the reality turned out differendy. N o new management
regime could get established in the system, which ran under 'no
management'. The Karyadal quit the job after few months as they
were not paid by the WUA.The Karyadalwere supposed to be paid
NRs. 1500 (US$22) per month but were not paid by the WUA due
to lack of funds. As explained in section 9.4, the WUA could not
establish mechanisms to collect the fees from the farmers and was
totally dependent on the Government funds provided as part of
the post turnover support. Part of the funds provided by the
Government were utilized for paying staff other than the Karyadal
like - peons, drivers, mechanics, operators and office watchmen.
Any remaining money after paying these staff was used for cleaning
the canal. This staff previously worked with the West Gandak
project office and were now retained for operating the machines.
They were mostly from the same area and could influence the
WUA for their job continuity. On the other hand, the project
officials also wanted them to continue as they had sympathy for
them. So neither the WUA could generate money from the farmers
nor were they able to utilize the government fund to pay for the
Karyadal,who refused towork for theWUA. Once theKaryadallefr,
nobody was responsible for canal operation in the main canal.
I spoke to all of these Karyadal members including the coordinator. They had good knowledge of canal networks and
operational methods, and were very angry with the Board of
Directors (the previous M Q for not being accountable to the
farmers. They had even agreed to work for half the amount agreed
previously, but the Board of Directors did not pay any attention.
The 'Management Committee' formed later also could not bring
any change due to lacking funds. The 'Management Committee'
were regularly paid, but no attention was given to paying the
Karyadal. They blamed both the Board of Directors and
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Management Committee for the poor functioning of the main
canal.Inside the branch canal,there was no single person for water
distribution as branch KaryadaJilso quit their jobs.
Another problem with the system's operation was that the
system maintenance was completely neglected after handing over,
for lack of a repair and maintenance fund. This resulted in the main
canal capacity being reduced by sediment build up.According to an
overseer, the canal discharge in the monsoon paddy season (JuneSeptember) after the first year of transfer itself never exceeded 5
m 3 /s. The de-silting in the main canal was carried out just before
the main paddy season and only part of the head reach section was
cleaned. The de-siltingwas done out of the money provided by the
government as post turnover support.
The situation deteriorated further in subsequent years. When I
first arrived into West Gandak in August 1999,1was ama2ed to see
the main canal almost filled up with silt. One technician told me
that the discharge in the main canal was only about 3000 litres per
second. There was not a single person - except a gate operator at
the intake of the main canal - to look after water distribution in
such a large canal network. Whoever wanted water used to
organize in groups, come to the main canal to divert water into
their respective branch canals The same situation continued
throughout my field-work period.
To establish the volume of flow in the main canal, I carried out
measurements at the head reach from June to October 2000. The
maximum discharge in this period never exceeded 2.3m 3 / s against
the design discharge of 8.5m3/ s.This gives an indication of the silt
deposition in the main canal. Because of the low flow in the main
canal, the tail-end areas hardly receive anywater. The Germi Minor
at the tail received water only eight times during the whole canal
operation period in 2000. Confrontations between the head-end
and tail-end farmers over the distribution of water were common
in the absence of authority over the water control, with one
example outlined in Box9.1.

Farmersperception on canal operation
Table 9.1 shows that about 55% of farmers feel water is adequate
for them during monsoon, and 30% during the winter. Farmers
think that sediment build up is the main problem. Despite no
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management arrangements for water control the number of
farmers considering water to be adequate is high, as the monthly
water requirement of West Gandak is quite low as compared to its
design discharge as shown in Table 9.5, which clearly shows why
this sense of adequacyis possible.
Box 9.1 Confrontation in Water Distribution
Once I observed adailyconfrontation between the farmers of Germi
tailend minor and the Nandapur Head-end minor. It was during the
wheat irrigation season (March 2000),and therewas nowater flowing
in the tailportion of the command area.The Nandapur farmers, who
were at upstream usually blocked the cross-regulator gates to stop
waterflowingdownstream and downstream farmers from the Germi
Minorused tocome oncethewaterwasblocked toopen thegates.As
soon as these downstream farmers returned back, the Nandapur
farmers used to close the check gate again. Sometimes there were
verbal confrontations betweenthesetwogroups.
Once the Nandapur farmers lowered down the cross gate and
dismanded the gate structure such that it became impossible for the
downstream farmers to lift it again. Farmers from Nandapur made
severalefforts tolift thegatebut failed. In thefield,I could seethatif
the Germi farmers did not get water within the next few days, the
crop could die. One day,we were returning from the Germi minor
and sawhundreds of farmers to tryingto lift thegate,butwithoutany
success.This time we could not stand back. I knew that the project
office has equipment to lift the heavy gate. I talked with the
technicians there, and succeeded in getting the lifting device at the
site.The checkgatewaslifted andfixedatthe top.Afterfivedays,the
Nandapur farmers had again succeeded in moving the gate down,
blocking the water again. The crop was saved but the problem
remained thesame.
Suchincidentwerefrequentinthe area.Therewasneither rulenor
the person to carryout the water distribution. Fanners used to
describethesituationas"whohasthestickownsthe buffalo.
As can be seen from the Table 9.5,the monthly water requirement
is far less as compared to its capacity of 8500 lps. The discharge of
2300 lps in the monsoon period and that of 1400 lps in winter
season can still meet about 50% of the water demand for these
seasons.The balance can be provided from groundwater. In spring,
nobody says that they have adequate water. The reason is that in
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April, the barrageisclosed for operation bytheIndian Authorities
for about amonth for the purpose of maintenance.Myexperience
inKhageriandPanchakanyawasthat farmers wereverysensitivein
water distribution arrangements. But here nobody - the farmers,
WUA or the technicians -were concerned in the delivery schedule
andoperationalplan.
TABLE 9.5Waterrequirementinm3/«inWestGandak
/
2.0

F

M

A

M

Ju J!

3.0

3.1

4.5

3.1

5.8

5.8

Ag S
2.3

5.3

0

N

6.0

1.4

D
2.0

Source:SiltConsult (1989),Neupane(1998)

From theTable 9.1itisalso seen that only 13%of the farmers see
distribution from themaincanaland 18% from thebranch canalas
fair. This low percentage despite the other higher percentage
agreeing that water is adequate, shows the lack of a distribution
mechanism in the system. A majority of the farmers say that the
supply and operation isworsethanfiveyears agowhen the system
was Government-run.
9.2 CanalMaintenance
Panchakanya
MaintenanceinthePISinvolves cleaningout canalsandreservoirs,
greasing and fixing gates and the maintenance and repair of
damaged structures.The cleaning of the reservoir is not a regular
activity: the WUA cleaned it once after the handover using the
heavy machine provided by the DOI in an operation worth NRs
170,000 raised by the WUA itself. According to the WUA, the
construction of the silt flushing escapes during the previous
rehabilitationhasstopped further siltationofthe reservoir.
The MC prepares the annual plan for maintenance activities.
Before such planning, the main committee inspects the whole
command area and discusses with the concerned BC about the
maintenance requirement. The MC then prepares the maintenance
plan and puts it before the GA for the approval. Usually the plan
prepared by the MC is approved by the GA. The review of the
WUA maintenance plan since the handing-over shows that the
maintenanceactivitiesonlyincludecleaningofthemainandbranch
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canals.Since the canalliningand gates are newly rehabilitated, there
has been no maintenance cost involved in maintaining them so far.
Instead, much of the expenditure has been on the expansion of the
command area by constructing new canals and structures. The
expenditure and activities carried out in each fiscal year are shown
inTable 9.6.The activities included here are only those beyond the
regular canalcleaningactivities.
TABLE 9.6WUAexpenditureinmaintenance and expansion
FY

Activities

1997/1998

2km new canal construction, repair of Rs.52,297
500mcanalsection,
Reservoircleaning,newRCClininglOm Rs.103,514
10 numbers of additional gates in main Rs216,016
canaloutlets,reservoircleaning,
Pipes for Road crossing,change of gate Rs86,392
configuration

1998/1999
1999/2000
2000/2001

.

WUAExpenditure

SourceWUArecords

The high expenditure in 2001 is due to the greater outlay in
cleaning the reservoir. The Table shows that additional
construction activities are still going on. During my field-work, I
was struck when I saw several new gates being installed by the
WUA. During the previous rehabilitation, we had not provided
gates in the 10 outlets considering them to be small,and able to be
closed when needed by the farmers using mud. But the WUA
found it necessary to put the gates to maintain the rotational
schedule, as they found water theft when closed the outlets by the
mud and grass.

The current maintenance statusand farmers'perception
The result of the asset survey (Table 9.7) shows that the system has
been maintained well after the transfer. About 10% of structures
have minor defects requiring maintenance, and about 8% of the
main canal was found defective requiring cleaning. The defect in
the structure was a joint crack in the under-ground pipe section.
Inside the branch canals, the percentage of defective structures is
higher: 22%. This shows that maintenance in the branch canals is
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neglected more than at the main level. The reason is that
maintenance responsibility of the branch canal also lies with the
MC, which is more focused on the main system.The farmers inside
the branch are also said to give priority to main system
maintenance, as problems insides the branch canals are considered
not serious enough to affect the flow in the canal. This level of
maintenance requirement can be expected, as the asset survey was
done in August, by which the canal had already been running for
more than sixmonths continuously.
TABLE9.7Summaryofinfrastructure condition (from AssetSurvey)
Schemes

System
Level

Structures
defective

PIS

Main

10
22
23
14
36
40

Branch

KIS

Main
Branch

NWGIS

Main
Branch

Structures
requiring
Maintenance

r/»)
10
22
21
11
16
23

Structures
requiring
Improvement

Canal length
defective

0
0
2
3
20
17

8
12
13
23
52
54

M

Source:Wallingford(2001) andfieldsurvey
Interviews with the farmers also gave similar results regarding the
system condition, and their perception about system maintenance
is presented in Table 9.8.About 88%of the farmers consider main
canal condition good or reasonable, where as only 68% consider
the condition of the branch canal good or reasonable. Farmers
agreethat there has been significant improvement in the main canal
maintenance status over the years, where as fanners agreeing the
improvement in the branch canal has been less as compared to the
main canal.

Khageri
The responsibility for branch canal maintenance lies with the
concerned WUA, and that for main canal lies joindy with the
NLIO and MC. According to the MC, they share 15% of the cost
of main canal maintenance with the NLIO. This mostly involves
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cleaning out the main canal, greasing and fixing of the gates and
structure protection works. In the branch canal, the maintenance
mosdy involves cleaning the canal as the newly lined canals have
been in anyneed of maintenance so far.
TABLE 9.8 Farmers perception on canal conditions
Assessmentofcondition
bWGIS
PIS
ns
Percentage offarmersconsidering currentconditiongood or reasonable
Main
88
69
28
Branch/Secondary
72
88
26
Field Channels
90
68
38
Conditions compared with five years ago. Percentage considering current
condition better
Main
82
7
0
43
14
Branch/secondary
0
14
9
0
Held channels
Conditions compared with five years ago. Percentage considering current
condition same
Main
14
63
24
50
72
Branch/Secondary
19
80
68
Field Channels
30
Conditions compared with five years ago. Percentage considering current
conditionworse
Main
4
25
76
Branch/Secondary
7
8
81
6
7
52
Field Channels
Maintenance status
20
50
81
Maintenanceisnotwelldone
Better or same as compared to 75
44
34
five years
0
50
65
Work nowisworse
Source:Wallingford (2001)andfieldsurvey

The asset survey (Table 9.7) shows that about 2 3 % of the canal
structures and 13% of the canal section in the main canal are
defective. However, out of 23% defective structures, only 2%
require improvement and the rest require maintenance. Likewise
inside the branch canals, 14%of the structures are found defective,
out of which 1 1 % require maintenance and 3 % require
improvement The defective canal length in the branch canal is
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23%, higher than in the main canal. The structural defects both in
the main canal and branch canals mosdy involve scour around
structures. As this situation does not affect the flow in the canal, it
has been neglected by the WUA. The high percentage of defective
structures in the main canal compared to the canal condition
reflects that Government funds provided for maintenance are
insufficient.
The problem in the canal sections is mostly weaker bank
sections and weed growth at the banks in both main and branch
canals.These defects were not affecting the hydraulic performance
(no obstruction to the flow of water) and thus have been ignored
by the farmers. At the time the survey was carried out, the canals
had already been running for about 2 months and minor problems
were bound to occur as the period is the main rainy season.
The survey was carried out in Bi, Bs and Mi in which
improvements were completed by June 1996. The survey shows
that over the 4 years period, the condition of the canal and
structures has not deteriorated. This is also reflected by farmers'
perceptions (Table 9.8). In Khageri, 69% of the farmers consider
the present condition of the main canal good, the percentage for
the branch canal is 88%.A majority of the farmers also feels that
system condition has remained the same over the years. However,
while 50% of farmers share the view that maintenance is not done
properly, the same percentage sayit is done properly.A majority of
farmers saythat theyhelp to clean the branch and field canals (75%
and 67%).However only 39% of the farmers feel that maintenance
was adequate last year.
There are no major constraint in the system presently.
Wallingford (2001) notes that maintenance (by farmers) does not
constraint operations at present, nor is likely to do so for the next
few years. But maintenance has been deferred, especially at the
main canal.

West Gandak
Maintenance tasks in West Gandak are challenging, requiring both
financial and technical resources.The major maintenance activity is
the de-silting of the main canal and of branch canal systems. As
explained in chapter 6, a silt ejector was constructed to control silt
entry in the canal system. But it could not work as designed due to
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poor location of the structure. The requirement for canal desilting
has thus remained same.
All of the farmers interviewed agreed if the silt in the canal were
cleared properly, more than 50% of the problem in the West
Gandak system would be solved. It is estimated that about 800,000
rupees are required annually to clean up the main canal. Likewise,
cleaning of branch canals also requires same amount of money in
total. The cleaning activity requires heavy equipment like
excavators and dump trucks, but available machines in the systems
are old and require maintenance regulady. Under the agreement
with the government, the equipments were supposed to be
transferred to the WUA which was not done, due to agency
concerns explained in chapter 7. But use of the machinery have
been provided to the WUA.
Another major problem with the system is flooding, which
occasionally causes heavy damage to canal networks. The
magnitude of flood damage is often beyond the WUA capacity.
For the smooth operation of the systems, the repair of canal
breaches needs immediate action. On average, it requires about
Rs.l million annually to solve this problem. Under the Indo-Nepal
Agreement, the drainage channels and associated structures are to
be maintained by the Indian Authority looking after the barrage.
However, the quality of their maintenance has been poor, they only
remove weeds from the channels.
Beyond these two problems, it is also required to maintain a
large numbers of structures like canal siphons and other water
delivery structures. These also require about 1.5 million rupees
annually. These figures suggest that the system needs more than 3.5
million rupees annually, or about Rs. 400 per ha for O&M (see
annex 3). The cost does not involve cost for future rehabilitation
(which is supposed to be carried out by the government with a
fixed percentage of farmers' contribution). After the hand-over, it
was agreed that part of the cost would be provided by the
government as a post turnover support, and part of it would be
generated by WUA through ISF and other resources. However,
WUA resource generation did not take place and Government
funds were insufficient to maintain the system. This resulted in
continuous system deterioration.
The only maintenance activity carried out since the handover in
the West Gandak is maintenance of the service road and desilting
of part of the head reach of the main canal. These are also
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performed out of the fund provided by the government. The rest
of the maintenance activities in the main canal and inside the
branch canal are overlooked. The maintenance activity is so
neglected that even minor problems have now become major
problem in the system. One such incident is described in Box 9.2.
Box 9.2Neglect of maintenance
Once I observed asmall breach in the Bishnuganj branch canal.It was
inFebruary,thewinterirrigationseason.Thelocation of thebreachwas
about 1.3km downstream from itsintakepointwith themaincanal.The
canalwas drawing a small discharge (about 200 Ips) at the time and if
theflowingwater were not stopped, it could induce larger damage. I
was thinking that it would be solved by evening. When I came to the
place the next day,I was surprised to seethat the canalwas not closed
and the section had breached many times more than the day before.
Back in office, I told the situation to the WUA manager. He told me
that he had no money to get it repaired. I thought that the whole
section could collapse next dayif the canalisnot closed.I againvisited
theplacenextday. Thistime,thewholecanalsectionhadcollapsed!
This branch is the largest branch in the system and the MC
Chairman is also from this branch. In the following rainy season, the
section was further damaged and this time the canal service road was
also washed out blocking any movement along the canal. The canal
section is not repaired yet The service area below this point, about
1000ha,hasnotreceivedirrigationwatersincethen.
The repair of the canal section now requires about amillion rupees.
If thewaterinthecanalhadbeenstopped on thefirst dayitwouldhave
needed onlytwolabourers to repair the bund.There are several places
where the clean-up and repair of the canal and bunds have not been
done. The WUA simply have no funds to do it problem. The
accountabilityofWUAtowardsthe farmers doesnotexisthere.

Thepresent maintenance status
One can estimate the situation in West Gandak on the basis of the
above discussions.The result of the asset survey (Table 9.7) shows
36% of the structures in the main canal and 40% in the branch
canal to be defective. Of the defective structures in the main canal,
16% require maintenance and 20% require improvement In the
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branch canal, 23% require maintenance and 17% require
improvement. The identified problems -with the structures both in
the main canal and branch canal concern scour around structures,
damage of protection works and cracks in structures.The damage
ismostlyduetofloods,rather than ageing.However,the structures
are still in a position to deliver water. But failure to correct the
defects willinevitablybringfailure tothestructures inthe future.
The asset survey also shows that the condition of the canals is
worse as compared to the structures.The percentages of defective
length in the main and canal and branch canal are 52%and 54%
respectively. The problems identified are sediment build up and
slippageofthecanalembankment.Theseproblemshavearisendue
to lack of routine maintenance.This indicates thatproblems inside
the branch canals can still be improved with farmers' own effort:
but unless conditions in the main system are improved, it will be
meaningless for the fanners to initiate improvement inside the
branchcanal.
Farmers' perception on maintenance (Table 9.8) also shows
similar results. Percentages of farmers agreeing the present
condition of the canal is reasonable are 28%, 26%, and 38% for
main,branchandtertiarychannelsrespectively.Nobodyagrees that
the system condition is better than before and a majority (76%,
81% and 52%for mainbranch and tertiary canals)saythe situation
hasworsened compared tofiveyearsago.

9.3FinancialSustainability
A major objective of irrigation management reform in Nepal is to
develop financially viable local organization to finance future
system operation and maintenance. This section studies practices
and mechanisms in achieving financial sustainability, and shows
how they are shaped by accountability of the WUAs in delivering
water services and infinancialadministration, and legal and policy
support from thegovernment
Fanchakanya
The collection of the ISF in Panchakanya was started in 1995,
immediately after the formation of the WUA.The rate of the ISF
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was Rs. 60 per ha per year, which was the Water Tax rate of the
Government. Prior to this,therewas no collection of the ISFbut
farmers used to provide voluntary contribution of 3 labour days
per ha to clean the main canal once in a year, with minimum of
lday contribution for those having less than 0.35 ha of land.
Cleaningand maintainingthe branch canals and tertiary canalswas
againcarried bytheconcernedBCsmobilizingvoluntarylabour.
TheISFwasincreased to Rs.90perhaper yearinSept 1996by
theWUA.Thereweretworeasons for this.First,mostof thecanal
sections were lined and repairing and maintaining them would
require cash.Likewise,thegateswereto receivegreasingfrom time
totimefor theirsmooth operation. From their experience,theISF
of Rs. 60 per ha was not going to be enough. Second, many
farmers used to send aged persons or children t to clean the main
canal, as working age groups were out in search of jobs or
education. Mobilizing peoplewas another problem.The Chairman
told me once that some farmers work only three to four hours a
day and he had to shout and run after them all the day. Many
farmers raised concerns that the voluntary contribution was not
equal,someworkingmorethanothers
Immediately after handing over the system in December 1997,
the ISF rate was againincreased and another service fee, the canal
maintenance fee,wasintroduced.The ISFwasincreased toRs.150
perhaforriceandRs.75for othercrops.The maintenancefeewas
separated from the ISF such that it would be used only for the
cleaning and maintenance of the main canal. This fee of Rs. 300
perhaperyearwas collected against the threelabour contributions
to be made by the farmers. The canal maintenance fee was
introduced so that the WUA could clean and maintain the main
canal employing hired labourers expecting better quality of work.
However,theWUAdecidedthatthelabourerswouldbehiredonly
from amongthemember farmers.This provisionwasdone sothat
money would remain within the farming community and needy
farmers would benefit by this policy. Outside labours were to be
hired onlyifthelocalfarmers werenotavailable.
According to local farmers, the quality of maintenance work in
themain canalimproved alotafter this newarrangement With the
improved quality of the work at the main canal, the branch canal
users alsopreferred to do the same.Instead of cleaningthe branch
canals through voluntary labour, they also decided to clean up the
branch canals bycollectingmoneyattherateof Rs.150perha:this
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started from 1999.A farmer with 1ha oflandin Panchakanya now
pays Rs. 600 ($8.0, at 2001prices) per ha if he cultivates two rice
crops (300 for the maintenance and another Rs 300 as ISF) or Rs
525ifhecultivates riceand oneother crop (Rs 300asmaintenance
feeand225asISF).
The different types of fees and their collection over time in
Panchakanya are shown in the Table 9.9. The membership fee is
Rs.10 and has to be renewed annuallywhere as the share fee isRs
90 per ha and is to be paid only once and does not need to be
renewed. The other sources include grants if any provided by the
NGO, fees paid by researchers3 and any other incomes. It also
includes the entry fee paid by newcomers. The high amount of
other sources in FY 1997/1998 and 1998/1999 have been due to
the entry of large numbers of new farmers, who were charged of
Rs. 500for entryin theWUA.Theywere charged high amount of
entry fees as theywere not involved in paying contributions in the
systemrehabilitationprogram.
TABLE 9.9 Fee collection
Types ofFee
Membership/
Share fee
ISF
CanalMT
Fines/
Penalties
Othersources
Total

in NRs 000 in the

Panchakanya.

1995/
1996
5.45

1996/
1997
27.89

1997/
1998
15.27

12.87

22.07

42.87
82.98

51.25
74.68

63.09
85.08
15.70

75.98
119.28
6.17

16.33
66.29

47.88
189.01

67.37
206.74

8.00
182.14

5.59
217.53

1998/
1999
13.43

1999/
2000
10.26

2000/
2001
10.49

4.62
10.71
33.65

Source:WUArecords (asperOctober 2001).*systemhanded over

From the Table 9.9 it can be seen that total income of the WUA
has increased almost six fold in 2000/2001 since the beginning of
the collection in 1995/1996. Of the different fees, the ISF and the
maintenance fees arethetwopermanent sources of theWUA.The
Table also shows that there has been an increase by almost 15
times inthetotalcollectionofthesefees combined together.
The WUA now claims that 450 ha are under irrigation in
monsoon paddy. However, only 360 ha (80%) has obtained the
share and membership of the WUA,and of this, only 259 ha paid
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ISF for the monsoon rice in 2000/2001. That is, the collection
efficiency is only 59% for monsoon rice. The WUA say that many
farmers in the monsoon paddy evade paying ISF saying that they
do not use the canal water. Because of the excess rainfall and land
characteristics described in chapter 3, evading ISF in monsoon rice
is possible. The WUA demands that unless the government brings
a new law attaching the ISF with other fees, it is not possible to
increase the collection efficiency of the ISF. According to the
WUA, collection for winter and the dry crops has never been a
problem, as the irrigated fields are visible to the eye. Upon failure
to pay theISF,the WUA can easilyapply sanctions to the farmer as
spring crops, especially paddy, can not grow without irrigation. The
collection efficiency for winter and dry crops has always been
100%.
Despite the problems of collection in the monsoon season, the
changes in fee collection are encouraging. The question now is
what makes the Panchakanya farmers agree to pay more for
irrigation? There are three reasons for this.The main reason is the
increase in the irrigated area in spring season (see Box 9.3)
especially paddy. Earlier they used to grow springmaize under rainfed conditions instead of early paddy. Second, the canal
maintenance activities are carried out by hiring the labourers from
within the member community. Thus the needy farmers can work
and take back the money they paid earlier and can even earn more.
The third reason is the transparency maintained by the WUA. The
income and expenditure of the WUA are always presented and
discussed in the GA meeting once in a year. Likewise the annual
maintenance plans are also discussed and passed by the GA
meeting. Though there is not much discussion or questions on the
agenda prepared by the MC, this process has made farmers believe
that things are going well within the WUA. There is also annual
auditing by an external auditor whose report is made open in the
GA meeting4.
Another question is whether the Panchakanya is financially selfsustaining to carry out future O&M activities. My own estimate for
the O&M cost in the Panchakanya is Rs.l80,000,that is Rs.400 per
ha (J 5.4 at 2001 exchange rate) assuming a command area of 450
ha. That is, the present collection rate is already higher than
required. If the WUA is able to increase the ISF collection
efficiency for monsoon paddy and the maintenance cost, then its
current rate can be decreased. If the rate is kept constant and the
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efficiency is increased, the WUA would be in a position to finance
the part of the rehabilitation cost in the future.

Khageri
In Khageri, the O&M cost of the main canalis the responsibility of
the government. There is an understanding that the WUA will bear
15% of this cost. Besides this, decisions regarding canal operation,
including the main canal, are carried out by the WUA. The
responsibility for fee collection lies with the BC, and the MC is
entitled to receive 20% of the collection from the branch canals.
The WUA is also required to pay the Government 25% of its
collection according to Irrigation Policy5. But this has not been
done in the Khageri so far, and the government has no asked for it.
The collection of ISF in Khageri is only for one crop, monsoon
rice except for Bi and part of B2where early paddy is cultivated.
The spring and winter crops are cultivated under rain-fed
conditions. The ISF rate is Rs. 60 per ha per crop and collection
was started from 1993/1994. Before this, farmers were not paying
any service charge to the government, though under the law, they
were supposed to payRs.60per ha per crop.
Beside the ISF, each branch canal carries out the canal cleaning
and desiltingwork employing voluntary labour. The rule for this is
different from branch to branch, but the average rate is 3 days
labour per ha of land as in the case of Panchakanya. The ISF
collection over the years in Khageri isgiven in Table 9.10. It can be
seen from theTable that there has not been anyincrease in the ISF
rate and its collection.
The unwillingness of the Khageri WUA to increase the rate of
ISF is due to two reasons.The first is that maintenance cost for the
main canal is to be provided by the Government and farmers have
to pay only 15% of the cost. This cost is collected from different
branch canals whenever required. The branch canals thus need to
collect what is required to maintain their respective branch canals.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Khageri branch canals are
constructed in well-defined ridges without any cross drainage
structures and the command area is safe from flooding and
inundation. Inside the whole command area of 3900 ha, there is
only one aqueduct6 (in Bi). Likewise, there are no check or cross
regulators inside the command area that are needed to operate and
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maintain. Except the Bi, all the canal networks run only for four
months in a year.
TABLE9.10ISFcollectioninKhageriovertheyears.
ISFinNRs
Collectionefficiency1

Year
1993/1994
1994/1995
1995/1996
1996/1997
1997/1998
1998/1999
1999/2000
2000/2001

89,474
107,213
92,638
105,316
126,794
93,731
96,355
Ongoing

53.2%
63.81%
55.14%
62.68%
75.47%
55.8%
57.16%

Source:WUArecords.
Thus the O&M requirement of these branch canals is very low as
there are no major structures to operate and maintain. The only
maintenance task that a branch canal has to carry out is cleaning
and reshaping the canal and cleaning weeds. The cleaning is done
once in a year before the start of the monsoon season and is done
by employing labour contributions as mentioned above. The
cleaning of the tertiary canals below the branch canals are again
done by the farmers themselves - a tradition since the construction
of the system in 1967. Considering the maintenance requirement of
the branch canal, the present rate of the ISF has been found
sufficient.
In the Fiscal Year (1997/1998) the GA of the Khageri decided
to double the ISF from Rs 60 to Rs 120 per ha. I was present in
this meeting and there was a heated discussion on this. The GA
and the MC had decided to increase the rate, considering that they
would take over the main system management in future and this
rate increase was in preparation for this. At the time of this GA
meeting, there was an agreement with the government and the
WUA about constructing a new lift system for augmenting the
Khageri canal (see chapter 7) such that its monsoon crops would
be guaranteed and at the same time it could irrigate in winter and
spring season. Under the agreement, the WUA had to takeover the
O&M cost of the proposed lift scheme too: hence the move to
increase the ISF.
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However, the branch canals,who were the actual collector of the
ISF were not convinced by the argument Many fanners believed
that they were cheated by the government in the Saguntole issue.
They said they would not accept the increased cost just to be
prepared for a future theywere unsure about. Another reason for
theirobjection wasthatoutof thecollection,theyhadtogive20%
to the main committee and 25%to the government.Though they
had not given any money to the government so far, they had to
prepare for this. Payment to the Government was also not clear,
whether they should pay on the basis of the Government rate of
Rs. 60perhaoronthebasisof the newrate.Iftheyweretopayon
thebasisofnewrate,whyshould theycollectmorejusttogiveitto
theMCandthe Government?
So efforts to increase the ISF could not materialize inpractice.
On the other hand,I observed anew rift between theBC and the
MCregardingthepaymenttotheMCduringmyfieldworkin2000.
The BCs arenow sayingthat the MCshould not collect20% from
their collection. Their reason is that since main canal O&M is
financed by the government, and the contribution to be made by
the MC to this is also paid by the BCs, the MC has no right to
collect the 20% from them. The MC share of 20%is mostly for
administrative cost, including the payment to office Secretary and
clerk employed by the WUA, printing, holding GA meetings and
otherlikelyexpenditures.TheBCs feel that theMCshouldbearits
administrative cost mobilizing other resources like the forest and
land resources handed over by the government rather than fees
paid by the BCs. Since 1999/2000, the MC has not been able to
collectitsshare from thebranchcanals.
However, farmers share the view that collected moneyis spent
fairly. Both MCand the BCs submit their income and expenditure
to the concerned GA. But unlike Panchakanya, there is no annual
maintenance plans here, as inside the branch canals, the
maintenance is so far only for canal cleaning and there isno need
toplan for it. Forthemaincanal,theGovernment allocationisnot
based on what is needed in the system. Though the engineer
looking after the Khageri told me that he makes a plan with the
WUAbefore submittingthebudgetproposalwiththegovernment,
theamounttheygetis alwayslessthantheyaskedfor.The financial
expenditures of the WUA here too are audited by the registered
auditor and its reports are madepublic in GA meetings.From my
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previous experience and present observation, I havenever heard of
any financial irregularities inside the WUA.

Problems infee collection
The data in Table 9.10 show that the collection in the Khageri is
around 60%.The major problem in collecting the ISF is the same
as in Panchakanya: many farmers evade it by saying that they do
not need the canal water. The WUA complain that because of the
excess rainfall, it is practically not possible to monitor who is using
the canal water and who is not in the middle and lower terraces.
The BC here also told me that unless the issue is addressed legally,
the collection of the ISF isnot going to be increased.
DuringJuly and August 2000 and 2001,1observed this problem
in Bi, because it had all types of field the Tandi, the Ghol(see
chapter 3) and the land in between. I found that 44 bigba (29ha) of
land did do not need canal water and had access to drainage water
in both years, whereas 257 bigba (170 ha) relied totally on canal
water. The rest had access to water from the higher fields.
According to the WUA, most farmers belonging to this group
evade paying the ISF. The ISF collection records agree with my
finding: only about 185 ha has been paying the ISF in Bi since
1994.
The branch canals in the Khageri also face a similar problem to
Panchakanya in mobilizingvoluntary labour for cleaningthe canals.
A process has begun here too to collect money to clean the branch
canals, instead of labour mobilization. The Mi, at the tail end,
collected Rs. 300 per ha starting from 2000 for the cleaning of the
canal, separate from the ISF. The B7 Chairman also told me that
they have decided to collect a maintenance fee, as in Mi. The Mi
case has attracted attention from other BCs too, who think to do
likewise. In Mi, because of the presence of large numbers of exArmy persons, mostly from the British Army, the maintenance fee
collection worked quite well. The Secretary told me that the
amount collected was more than required and they have put
surplus in their bank account. It remains to be seen inKhageri how
this expands into other branch canals.
The Khageri also shows a policy void in the Nepal's
management reform program, and how the large systems benefit
from this policy weakness. The policy states that only systems
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lower than 2000 ha would be transferred to a WUA. It is silent on
who would pay the cost of larger canal networks, and is considered
as the Government's job by the farmers. This has led to a situation
where large systems are still subsidized and farmers pay low costs
while in smaller systems farmers have to pay more for irrigation
water. For example in Khageri farmers are paying Rs. 60 per ha per
crop and are contributing about Rs. 100worth of voluntary labour,
whereas farmers are paying as high as Rs. 600 per ha in
Panchakanya.
The intention of the policy behind separating the area limit is
that larger systems are technically complicated and the
Government has to continue with their management But the cost
of system operation and maintenance per hectare generally does
not depend on the scale of the system but on its system
environment. The cost per ha in large gravity irrigation systems is
usually less than the smaller systems (personal experience), but
larger systems are more subsidized than the smaller ones. This
factor so far has been overlooked but is slowly getting attention.
Some farmers already raised this issue in Panchakanya. Instead of
separating the management domain by area, the policy should have
made a provision that the O&M cost has to be borne by the users.
Then users should be given the choice about which part of the
system they wanted to take, and which part they wanted to
continue under Government management,but with their payment.

West Gandak
The resource mobilization in.NWGIS has remained poor. There
has been neither increase in ISF-collection, nor any progress to
mobilize funds from other resources transferred from the
Government. These failures can be attributed to the lack of proper
mechanism within the WUA to collect the ISF, as well as conflict
and corruption within the WUA.
Unlike Khageri, the West the West Gandak is fully transferred
system. That is, its O&M has to be born by the WUA out of the
system: so I first explain the O&M requirements and the plan at
the time of handing over to meet these costs.
I found no documents/study reports regarding actual
requirements for O&M costs in West Gandak. In both Khageri
and Panchakanya too, we did not have any studies of this but for
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different reasons.In Panchakanya, the WUA was one step ahead of
us, in deciding the ISF and collecting maintenance fees to get
prepared for the future. In Khageri, the main canal was to be
managed by the Government: maintenance of the branch canals
was simple and done through voluntary contribution. But for
systems like West Gandak having such challenging operational and
maintenance requirements, clear planning for the future
management should have been prepared and agreed upon.
In 2000, at the time of the asset survey, I estimated costs for
actual O&M requirement, which is Rs. 400 per ha (considering the
command area of 8700 ha). This does not include the cost of
repairing the flood control dykes which should be separated from
canal O&M. This cost also does not include the cost involved in
cleaning the lower order canals like the SFDs and MFDs, which is
done by the farmers themselves. This is in agreement with other
studies for Terai schemes8. The WUA executives, the DOI and
consultants thought the forest and transferred properties would
generate most of this cost But according to the local people, the
forest and other resource could provide Gandak about Rs. 600
thousand a year. This means, the Gandak farmers were still
required to generate Rs. 2,900,000 (see annex 3) through the ISF
collection.
On the other hand, there was less possibility of bearing part of
this cost by contributing voluntary labour like in Khageri for two
reasons. First, because of the larger canal section and heavy annual
sedimentation, cleaning of the main canal and the branch canals
requires heavy machinery. Secondly, there is no tradition of
collective effort in cleaning canals in the past9.
Despite no proper transfer protocols, the government had said
that It'would provide Rs: 850,000 (chapter 7) annually for three
years as post turnover support to the WUA. Even with this
government support, and expected resource collection from
transferred properties, the WUA still needed to collect Rs.2, 0
50,000. They were thus required to pay Rs.235 per ha (assuming
8700 ha command area) at the beginning and increase it to Rs.330
perha after withdrawal of government support.
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The reality
In fact the WUA could neither increase the ISF rate nor improve
its collection efficiency. Collection from other sources also declined
due to financial irregularities and corruption. As usual, the
Government remained the sole financier of O& M cost of the
system. The resource contribution by the government and the
collection of the internal resources by the WUA is presented in
Table 9.11. In the Table, government contribution is presented
only after 1997/1998,that is,after the handing-over of the system's
management. Before this, rehabilitation activities were ongoing and
operation and maintenance costs were not separated. There has
been no financial audit in the WUA since 1999/2000, thus the
collection from other resources after this could not be established.
I observed that collection from forests (sale of wood), road tax and
land tax still goes on, but details are not available. The WUA say
that this collection levelis along the same lines as in 1998/1999.
TABLE 9.11ResourceMobilization in NRs. 000byWUAofNWGIS
Year

Govt. Fund ISF
for O&M
inNRS

1993/
1994
1994/
1995
1995/
1996
1996/
1997
1997/
1998
1998/
1999
1999/
2000
2000/
2001

Forest
Road
Land
Resources Taxes Taxes

Collection (%)
124.44

21.5

87.05

15.08

98.40

17.05

185.66

32.17

850.00

97.34

16.86

143.40

62.67

37.20

1,250.00

29.89

5.18

65.72

43.73

16.22

1,600.00

0

0

1,700.00

0

0

Source:NWGIS project office andWUA Audit Reports
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The data for the ISF in the year 1993/1994 also includes the
collection of 1992/1993. I consider the initial ISF collection
encouraging, as in the first year of the WUA formation itself, about
21% of farmers were paying despite lack of membership
documents and water use planning. However, after that there was
neither increase in rate nor in collection efficiency of ISF. There
was slight increase in the FY 1996/1997, just before the handover
but for different reasons analyzed later.
There are several reasons for the poor fee collection in the West
Gandak. These include lack of transparency and accountability, lack
of policy and regulations regarding maintenance cost recovery in
the legal framework, lack of mechanisms to collect the ISF and
poor service delivery.
Three have been reports of financial irregularities and even cases
of corruption within the WUA in recent years. The principal
scandal is with the forest resource. Under the transfer agreement,
theWUAs were allowed to sellthe dead and broken trees along the
canal embankment. In 1998, just after turnover, the WUA hired a
contractor to manage the forest resources. The contractor paid Rs.
105,000 as part of its deposit to sell the forest materials. However,
the government objected to the hiring of the contractor: according
to the community forestry rule,the forest resources wereto be sold
only to community members, and a contractor should not have
been involved. The contractor was relieved from the job later on,
but there was no record of how much he generated from the
pruned forest materials.
After this, the selected board members were assigned to look
after sale of the forest materials. However, only a fraction of the
money earned out of this was deposited in the WUA bank account!
The audit report for fiscal year 197/1998 shows that the Rs,
178,000 from sale of forest materials was not deposited in the
bank. The matter was then brought to the DAO and theDFO. An
enquiry was made to find out who had not deposited the money
from the forest sale, but without resolution. Actually, 19 persons
were involved in the selling forest, and it was unclear who was
responsible at what level for the irregularities. The persons
involved in this sale told that the villagers used to take away trees
without their notice during the night and early morning. They
claimed that it was not them who cut and sold the forest. Farmers
believed this failure of the DAO to resolve the issue was due to
political connections of the Board members.According to farmers,
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each political party was blaming the other for this situation, but
none was in a position to takeany action.
This event had a very negative impact on local farmers' feeling
towards the WUA. In an another case, it was found that about Rs.
9500 was not deposited in the WUA from the Road Tax collection.
Likewise, some of the BC members collecting the ISF were found
not depositing the money in the WUA account. Upon hearing this,
those who were paying the ISF also stopped paying fearing that the
money would be misused. One To/i representative, who was also
charged with not depositing the money in the bank account once
told me that he does not feel sorry for this, as those in the MC
have earned far more than him.
There have been also charges of corruption in expenditure of
fund provided by the government: both farmers and the WUA say
that agency personnel are also involved in this and I came across
two such cases. In the first case in 1997/1998, an overseer and a
Board of Director was given 90,000 rupees for buying a gear box
for the gates at the intake. It was later found that inferior quality
material was bought at almost half the price.The WUA blamed the
technician for this. The technician was later transferred without
investigation.
In another case Rs 45,0000 was spent on canal de-silting in
1999/2000 out of the Government fund. However, the de-silting
was done poorly and farmers objected to the DAO, which has not
been resolved so far. The estimate for the works was prepared by
the technicians of the DOI and executed by the WUA employing
machinery. The records show that the heavy machinery had been
mobilized for up to seventeen hours a day and payments of fuel
and for operator were accordingly made, which can never be
possible practically. When I asked one of the operators of the
machine whether it is true that he worked for 17 hours a day, he
simply laughed. He told me that he did what he was told by the
WUA member involved in supervision and by the technician. The
operators as well as the technicians are also charged with the
corruption in the DAO. Any visitor in NWGIS now hears about
financial irregularities and corruption in WUA, not the irrigation
and water management practices.
The confusion behind the ISF and lack of legal support in its
collection has been discussed chapter 7.The poor collection of ISF
in West Gandak is also a result of the poor policy framework, due
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to which neither the WUA nor the irrigation agency gives attention
in the ISF.
There are no established mechanisms in the system for the
collection of the ISF. There are no records regarding the members
and their land holding, and it was never clear to the WUA who
should collect the ISF and how it should be collected. Poudel
(1998) notes that the ISF collection in the beginning was done by
the FOs (chapter 4) hired for the organizing activities. The FOs
had prepared the membership lists for the different canal sections
for the election of the functionaries. The same list was used later
for collecting the ISF and no effort was made to revise the list in
later years. O n the other hand the collection made by the FOs was
not even enough to pay for their salary for four months because of
poor collection and low rate of the ISF.
When the FOs were relieved after WUA formation, the
responsibility of the collection of the ISF was then given to the ToH
and Upatoli (see chapter 4). It was decided that the person
collecting the ISF from these committees would be given 10% of
the collected amount. But many of them could not decide who
would collect the money, as no members wanted to do this Those
who started collection complained that it was difficult to monitor
the irrigation application in the monsoon season and they also did
not have correct list of farmers. They also found their payment of
10% too low for the job. The WUA later decided that the person
collecting the ISF would get 20% of the collection and the MC
would not realize any contribution from the lower order
committee. Otherwise, the lower committees here also were
required to pay 20% of their collection to the MC. But this also
brought no change in the ISF collection, because of lack of a
member list.

Can farmers afford to pay?
In allthe three cases presented, there were no fees collected before
turnover: and any payment to maintain the system is an additional
fee to farmers. Box 9.3 summarises changes found in production
after IMTP 10 . In all cases it was found that there has been no
increase in crop productivity as such, only from expanded irrigated
area, and increase in early paddy area in both Panchakanya and
Khageri. That is, the program has brought benefit to farmers who
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had no access to water before whereas for many farmers, who had
access to water before, it brought no change. The new farmers will
be willing to pay, whereas for those whose situation is unchanged,
may be reluctant to pay, unless forced by other means. The lower
collection of ISF in monsoon season in both Khageri and
Panchakanya is also due to this fact.
Box 93 Changes in irrigated production
The following points aresummarizedfrominterviewswith farmers and
theADO,andotherreports.
Panchakanya has seen considerable change in cropping patterns.
The areasgrowingspringpaddyhasincreased from 12hain 1995/6 to
105in200/01andirrigationinmonsoonpaddyhasincreasedfrom265
ha to 360 ha. In Khageri, farmers report that as a result of canal
improvement,it was possible to grow earlypaddy in 100ha additional
area. Kalu ctal. (2000) also show increase in eady paddy area bymore
than 150ha.At the same time,there has been increase in irrigated are
by about 10 to 15 ha at the tail end of the command area of each
branch canals. Combining all, about 300 ha additional land has now
access to irrigation in monsoon season in Khageri. In West Gandak,
duetoreduced canalsupply,the access toirrigation inmonsoon paddy
has decreased to 4000 ha area from previous records of 7300 ha area.
There hasbeen no change in the cropping intensity in allthe schemes.
The reasonisthateveninabsence of irrigationwater, farmers cultivate
underrainfed condition.
High increase in crop yield in Panchakanya has been reported for
both eady paddy and monsoon paddy by the monitoring report and
Ghimere etal, 2000 (from 3.5 to 4.8 for monsoon paddy and from 3.6
to 6 t/ha for early paddy between 1995 to 2001). But my interviews
suggest present average production rate is 3.9 t/ha for monsoon rice
and 4.2 t/ha for spring paddy. Fanners give credit to not only to
improved water availability scenario, but also a switch towards high
yieldingvariety crops.In West Gandak, despite the poor performance
of thecanalsystem,thecropyieldhas notbeen affected. Thereasonis
thatfor monsoonricetheydepend onrainfall andinwinter and spring,
farmers are switching to ground water to irrigate the wheat and
sugarcane.

Studies made so far show that cost needed to maintain the system
is only a fraction of the benefit derived from irrigated agriculture.
According to the HR Wallingford (2001) study, the net financial
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return per ha at 2000 prices is Rs. 5532 for Khageri and Rs. 6099
forWest Gandak.This studyis based on irrigated and un-irrigated
conditions for wheat and main paddy only, the two predominant
crops in the area. The limitation of the study is that it assumes a
crop yield difference of 25% and 33% for monsoon paddy and
wheat between irrigated and un-irrigated condition. Farmers agree
in case of West Gandak, but in Khageri, farmers say rain-fed rice
productionisaslowas40%ofirrigatedlevels.
A study by NISP for Sunsari Morang Scheme (66000 ha) and
Kankai Scheme (8000 ha) in the Eastern Terai shows the net
benefit for these schemes is Rs.12552and Rs.27,669.Thus, since
the agroecological and market conditions in Terai areas do not
differ substantially, these two studies have quite different results.
However, bothfiguressuggest that paying of ISF of an average of
Rs. 400 per ha is still less than 10% of the net income generated
form irrigation services, even at the lower profit level of the
Wallingford study. The question in Nepal is thus not whether the
farmers can afford to pay for the irrigation or not, but how it can
be collected. In Panchakanya farmers easilypay up to Rs. 600 per
ha if theyreceive agood irrigation service.Initial collection of ISF
in Khageri and farmers views in West Gandak also suggest that
farmers are willing to pay fees, but do not do so for the several
factors discussed earlier.

9.4 Conclusions
Most often, the IMT programs haven been implemented together
with the project support to facilitate water management change.
The changes and outcomes presented in this chapter has shown
that, this depends on how they can translate opportunities and
constraints in practical design and provide better working
condition to farmers. In Panchakanya, the technical change
brought about by the project could work as catalyst in the
evolution of thenewmanagement bringingbetterwater availability
and newproduction options,withvaluable crops that help achieve
financial self sufficiency and acceptable management practices. Its
smaller sizealso made change easier.The WUA thus acquired the
necessary skills,generate the resources and maintain accountability
in service delivery. Khageri too arrived at suitable delivery pattern
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which a large majority of farmers considered acceptable. Though
maintenance issues are overlooked here due to lack of resources,
this is more to do with legal and administrative gaps, than system
constraints. The IMT Project did not bring any visible changes in
West Gandak that could provide better working conditions for
farmers. The WUA could neither acquire the skills nor generate
resource or maintain accountability in service delivery.
These variable outcomes suggest that project support does not
necessarily provide incentives to local organization, it depends on
the approach of the project. A critical issue in a participatory
approach is that designers are needed to build familiarity with the
local system environment. They are limited in their instrumental
purpose if proceeding without adequate learning of system
environment, and can then fail to bring the desired change in
infrastructure water delivery and institutions - as happened in West
Gandak.
Project support when it proceeds with system learning, the key
to participatory development, forms only a base for future
management. Sustaining water management beyond project
launching depends on wider water control dimensions: sociopolitical, organization and technical, which are dynamic, and
continuously bring new challenges in management continuum.
Local organization need to adapt to the ever changing environment
to sustain water management, build up necessary skills, generate
resources and develop accountability between the key actors. This
also needs legal, political and often further financial support from
wider administrative and political institutions.

Notes
1

This reform targeted to reduce total number of civil servant in the
government from 115,000 to 77,000. The ADB is funding this program
providingextraincentivesforthosetakingearlyretirement.
2
The area planned here is less than the potential command area of the
system, 8700 ha. According to the consultant, this target was set after
discussionwiththeWUAandfieldleveltechnicians.
3
Any out side researchers have to pay Rs. 1000 to acquire information
about thesystem.IfitalsoinvolveshelpfromtheWUAmembers,Rs200
perhourischarged for thelecturesandRs150perhour for thefieldvisit.
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Under the law, registered organizations in Nepal have to carryout an annual
auditbyaregisteredauditoranditsreporthastobemadepublic.
5
Where the responsibilities of main canal and headwork lies with the
Government, the WUA is required to pay 25% of its ISF to the
Government.
6
Structure constructed above astream/drains to carrythewater.
7
Irrigated area varies in Khageri from year to year depending upon
rainfall. Here averageirrigatedareais assumed, whichis 2800 ha.
8
NISP Irrigation subsidy study (2000) Phase II reports mention typical cost for
operationandmaintenance formediumandlargeTeraischemestobeRs.670and
270perha.
9
Poudal (1998) mentions that at the beginning of group formation, many
branch and minor canals especially at the head end (from MCi to MC n)
attempted several times to clean their canals themselves but did not
succeed. Onlyin selected MCblocks,where there were farmers with ahill
migrationbackground,was this successful.
10
It is very difficult to gather valid and reliable data on changing
production in rural Nepal: even IMTP and government reports caution
about unreliability of data.There are some studies on agrarianchange, for
examples by Ghimere et al (2000) for Panchakanya and Adhikari et al
(2002) forWest Gandak,but these also use secondary sources.

10

Conclusions

This thesis attempted to explore the scope and challenges of
participation in the engineerability (makability, Halsema, 2002) of
irrigation. It began with the objective of contributing towards
irrigation management reform in Nepal, and promotion of
participatory approaches in intervention policies and practices and
participationinirrigationwatermanagement I did notlimitmyself
on only one context of participation, but rather tried to explore
different contexts and domains of participation to provide a
comprehensive review on participatory methods to build new
irrigation organisations, the participatory nature of new
organisations, their experiences in transforming local irrigation
managementpractices,andthegaps andweaknessesingovernment
policies supposed to empower these new organisations. The
researchinvolved revisitingworkthatIwas earlierinvolvedwithas
an engineer:with the hope that information from our action could
help the design of future programs to transform local water
management. Despite the challenges, the methods used were able
to bring new information on governance change and show the
dilemmas in participatory approaches. Although involved in
studying my own professional colleagues, I have never been
victimised for these findings.
This chapter presents the core findings of the study, with
reference to its four interlocking themes. The chapter ends with
exploring future research agendas and path ahead for future
irrigationdevelopmentinNepal.
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10.1TheEvolution ofNew FormsofIrrigation Governance
The process of irrigation management reform in Nepal was
initiated by the government and users were not consulted about
their future role in water management They were required to
participate in the processes whose agendas were alreadyset by the
government However, users rather viewed the WUAs as a
platform toincrease their economic and political power to bargain
and negotiatewith the government and other institutions linked to
water management Their commitment towards thereform process
was further accelerated by the climate of political decentralization
in the country, as WUA development began parallel with the
beginning of the multi-party democracy in the country. The thesis
showed that all the WUAs have been able to use their political
dimensions especially to bargain and negotiate with the
government and other institutions as needed. However, they have
quite different outcomes in terms of their management
performance.
In Panchakanya, there has been improvement in water
availability, increase in irrigated area and change in cropping
pattern. Local people believe in their organization: the WUA is
accountable to its members and isfinanciallycapable to take up
new management responsibilities. In Khageri, there has been
improvements in water delivery schedules, an increase in irrigated
area, and changein cropping pattern, but not on the scale seen in
Panchakanya.The system falls short in financialviability.However,
farmers have strong support to their organization, which has
fought battlesexternallytodefend systemwatersupply.Whereasin
West Gandak,the new management arrangement is dysfunctional.
The WUA has lost its credibility and acceptability at local level.
Attempts to improve system performance through local
organization here has been rather disappointing resulting in
frustration anddemoralization ofthelocalcommunity.
Incidentally, the scale of change in these systems is in parallel
with their service area:the Panchakanya is the smallest among the
threewith 600ha areaand has better outcomes in terms of service
delivery whereas the West Gandak, the largest with 8700 ha
command area, has experienced in management incompetence.
However,thesevariable outcomes cannotbelooked at simplywith
respect to their area, but also at the challenges of regulation and
control of the wider environment (both socio-political and the
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physical-technical) of system management which are discussed
below.

Local political dynamics
The thesis has shown that how local social and political dynamics
influences the institutional arrangements and the management
regimes. In Panchakanya, the new institutional arrangements were
shaped by the users prior experience of collective action: a social
capital to start with. Beginning management reform here was thus
like "beginning with champions' (Groot, 2002). In Khageri,
different groups of farmers had different access to water resources,
and management reform began with a conflictive environment.
However, because of relatively educated and politically conscious
society, different groups of farmers were able to negotiate new
management arrangements and provide continuity in them. Both
WUAs were accountable to their users and thus enjoyed local
credibility and acceptance, which further strengthen the legitimacy
and power of these WUAs. Whereas West Gandak had different
societal relations. Users were more dependent on powerful political
figures in their everyday lives. Party politics dominate the WUA
agendas and no accountability mechanism could emerge between
the users and the WUA, rather the WUA became a platform for
political parties to check their strength in the society.
Local socio-political dynamics have often been excluded in the
design of the new institutional arrangements.A community is often
assumed as homogeneous with solidarity and harmonious
relationships among farmers, which fails to recognise power
relations and socio-political dependence in the society. Instead of
trying to fit the institutions to a set of designed guidelines, the
existing socio-political structure can guide new institutional
arrangements.

External support and networking
The thesis showed that local organization does not stand on its
own, they are part of external non-local environment and its
recognition by wider governance organisations is essential for the
sustainability of the system. WUAs thus continue to struggle to
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gain legitimacy and power through external support and
networking. All the WUAs presented in this thesis tried to expand
their networks and get support from other economic and political
institutions (though at varying degree of success), such as the
VDCs, DDCs, administrative offices and N G O s involved in the
agriculture sector. The formation of the federation at national level
was also aimed at expanding their recognition to wider world and
increasing theirlegitimacy and power at local level.
This study has shown that external support has values in several
other ways. First, when WUAs are recognized by external
institutions, their legitimacy at local level also increases. Secondly,
support from external institutions also help implement internal
rules and regulations of the WUA. Thirdly, wider networking is
also essential to increase their negotiating and bargaining power.
Most of the debate on local organization however is confined at
local level only, forgetting how these locals need external support
for their survival (see for example Ostrom, 1992,Wade 1995). The
thesis shows that no single organization is capable of managing
complex process like irrigation management and problems are
solved only when they are represented in different domains and
this equally holds true for the WUA too. In order to be able to
govern and manage irrigation water, the WUA must be able to gain
control over the resources they need (finance, equipment etc) and
have influence over the external environment They should be able
to bargain and negotiate with other agencies that affect their
functioning.
As building economic and political networking also increases
individual economic and political power, people thus use their
social status and political affiliation to be elected in the WUA and
also use their status as WUA executives further to expand their
economic and political power. The WUA also acts as springboard
to aspirant politicians to jump further in their political careers. In
all the three cases, the WUA members, especially the executives
were the persons who were already active in other parts of their
village and political life. They got elected in the WUA through this
social recognition and used their status of WUA executives further
to expand their economic and political network. Kloezen (2002),
Narain (2003) documents similar dynamics inMexico and India.
Support from the state has been also given less attention in the
current debate on localorganization, and stateis most often seen as
constraining factor for the local governance. However the thesis
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showed that empowerment to WUA would not come into effect
unless visible support is provided by the state. In countries like
Nepal, only the political and administrative institutions of the state
are seen as source of power. Common farmers do not believe in
the authority of the newly established local organization. Because
of this situation, only granting autonomy to the WUAs and
empowering them with Acts and Regulation is not helpful to
establish local governance. The state must provide visible support
(action oriented) to local organization to help it execute rules and
regulations, such that people believe in the authority of the WUA.
State has also visible role in making local organization to be
recognized by other political and administrative institutions.
Besides boosting the recognition of the WUA in the wider world,
the state also has an important role in the settlement of unspecified
rights and major disputes (Ranjan, 1997), as clearly reflected in this
study. However, the state's active role should not limit the right of
local users to craft and implement the new institutional
arrangements, but work as background support for the emergence
oflocal governance.
Both elements the local socio-political dynamics and wider
support and networking needed to sustain local management show
how political actions are embedded in local governance. The only
difference is that when the organization is functioning, its political
character is shadowed, whereas when it fails to function, its
political activities become visible. Political actions are not
necessarily problematic, but are needed to sustain the local
organization. Thus as argued in chapter 1, WUA should also be
viewed as a political body against the often-assumed non-partisan,
non-political body.
However, there is need to separate between two different areas
of politics: everyday politics and party politics. As shown in this
thesis, everyday politics is part of the organizational evolution and
essential to mange and govern irrigation water. When party politics
dictate the agendas of everydaypolitics,it begins to be problematic.

Restructuring oflocal organization
Type, size and membership of an organization have got
considerable attention in literature of the WUA design (Patel and
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Lele, 1996). This study has shown that this depends on the
management pattern of the WUA and physicallayout of the canal
systems.TheWUAspresentedinthis studyweredesignedasmultitiered associations withvaryingsi2esin thelower unitoftheWUA
structure. However, the size and structure of theseWUA changed
together with the management transformation process,because of
the new operational requirements. In Panchakanya, the WUA
changed itself from two-tierto three-tier organization,with groups
formed evenupto 5haoudets.LikewiseKhagerialsoturned from
two to three tiered organization with a lower unit of about 20 ha.
In both the systems, the needs for groups at lower level were
determined bythe changingoperational requirement atlowerlevel.
However, the lower order groups are confined only in water
distribution activities. West Gandak also tried to change its
management style adding a separate management committee and
four regionalcommittees,becauseof the newfieldlevelsituation.
The size of the group however depends on the management
model of the WUA. The WUAs presented in this thesis are
operating in Tarticipatory model', and farmers groups at lower
order canals were needed to co-ordinate the daily water
management activities.However, examples from Mexico (Kloezen,
2002), Columbia where WUA function on "Management model1
showmuchlargergroupsize,asthe everydaymanagement ofthese
WUAs are performed by the hired professional staff. The size of
the group is thus function of management model and dailywater
management arrangement, which differs from system to system,
andtherecannot beanyoptimalsizeof the group suitabletolocal
management.
The WUAs presented in this thesis were based on their
hydraulic boundary. However, in Khageri and Panchakanya,
representation in the MC was also balanced in terms of
geographical area. However, inWest Gandak the WUAwas solely
based on hydraulic considerations, which resulted in a highly
unequalrepresentation,whichhas been alsoone of the reasons for
the non-functioning of the WUA. This shows that the
organizational design, though are based on hydraulic boundary,
must also equally consider the geographical or political boundary
withinthenetwork characteristicsoftheparticularsystems.
The thesis presented two different ways of structuring the
WUAs:the unitary and federated model.It shows howpower and
control of local organization are concentrated to a few powerful
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people in a unitary model, whereas in federated model politics of
organization are distributed in federal linkages. Out of the three
WUA presented, Panchakanya exhibit partly the unitary and partly
federated character, the Khageri is structured in federated model
whereas theWest Gandak is a perfect example of an unitary model.
Because of its unitary character in West Gandak, the lower tiers of
the WUAs were almost non existence, as membership to lower
tiers are seen as only a means to jump in the MC. Organization
design has to consider how the power of the organization can be
distributed and how one tier of organization can be held
accountable to other. In this connection, structuring a WUA in a
federated model offers better potential than the unitary model.

10.2 Institutional ReformandParticipatoryDevelopmentProcess
Participatory and process-based intervention emphasizing
participation of stakeholders and social learning has been widely
called for (Bond and Hulme 1995; Rondinelli, 1983; Mossee et al.
1998; Brienkohoff, 1996) in recognition of the political and
interactive nature of development intervention, however, the thesis
showed that they fell short in real practice. Though efforts have
been made to shift away from blueprint towards the process
approaches, in reality, blue-print ideas about project planning and
implementation dominates the intervention, and learning and
participation are mostly confined at local level of project
implementation. The thesis further showed how the hierarchical
organizational structure, lack of organizational learning, shorter
time frames, failure to link the project with the broader
development objective all posed barriers to IMTP proceeding as a
process based intervention. Participatory process-driven
approaches in Nepal have become a sort of 'good theory, poor
practice'. There is a need for fundamental changes in the way
projects are designed and implemented to achieve participatory
development in realworld situation.

IMTP as a process intervention
The IMTP implementation was designed to be participatory, but in
reality the design of its framework began in usual top-down
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fashion: it was shaped by the donors, consultants and the higher
authorities in the IMD of the DOI (see chapter 3).The design of
the participatory trajectory was not abottom up process, even the
field levelproject managers and the fanners were not aware of the
framework, although key actors in the implementation process. It
was only afterfieldlevel managers and WUAs at local level raised
concerns about the implementation process, that a meeting was
organized in Kathmandu to discuss the framework. Though
interaction later altered and redesigned some of the framework, it
was a compromise, rather than a best alternative. However, itwas
not fully top-down: actors at local level had had considerable
flexibility to redesign and adopt change, especially in the
technologychangeprocess.
The limitation however was that participation was taken in a
very narrow sense:as communication between actors at locallevel
only.Actors at centrallevel,the donors, the higher authorities and
the consultants shaped the implementation framework, and
managers at local project level were asked to implement it,
collaboratingwith thewater users atthe localleveLThe focus was
thus on 'singlesystem only* with no realization of related systemat
otherlevels.The actors athigherinstitutionallayerdecisionmaking
considered themselves as contextual factors and set aside from the
change process. So the development of wider coalitions and
shapingtheprocess outof mediation and negotiation as demanded
by the participatory process (Mahanty, 2002, Lewis, 2000,
Brienkohoff, 1996) could not become the agenda in the IMTP.
Because of this situation, the processes meet resistance at the time
ofmanagementturnoverprocess.
Despite this, actors at local level negotiated, altered and
redesigned elements of the designed framework as required. But
thisonlywasnot enough to managethechangeprocess asmanyof
thedecisionmakingpowerwasconcentrated attheseniorleveland
those implementor at the local level were junior and less senior
staff, with accountability towards the seniors. These powedess
representatives (Groot,2002) had no mandate and capacityneeded
to make commitments or negotiate agreements to bring about
overall change.Neither they were in a position to build coalitions
and networks essential for the change process beyond locallevel,
whichlimitedtheoutcome ofthechangeprocess.
The hierarchical structure of DOI and the institutional
arrangement within it alsolimited theinnovation and flexibility in
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the process. Despite a decade of advocacy towards participatory
process-driven approaches, the working process has not changed
fundamentally in Nepal. Though authors like Korten strongly
argues for use of existing permanent institutions and their capacity
building to facilitate participatory process, they have often
remained as controlling actors than the facilitating one as shown in
this thesis.Uphoffswork in SriLanka also argues that an irrigation
bureaucracy are not necessarily the constraining factor in
implementing the participatory learning process, but sprit of Gal
Oya has not continued there after. The issue for future is thus not
only the irrigation management reform, but also the bureaucratic
reform needed to facilitate participatory processes.
Another key issue here is the role of engineers, who have
remained the key actors in designing and implementing the change
process. I myself was responsible in leading the change process in
both Khageri and Panchakanya and as mentioned in chapter 1, had
both success and failures. As per my own learning, the issue here is
not whether engineers can lead the change process or not, but their
orientation, commitment and organizational culture. There are two
problems facing engineers in internalizing participatory approaches
in their working. First is that education of irrigation engineers is
still dominated by hard scientific approaches. Second, irrigation
bureaucracies are still short of in internalizing soft approaches, and
participation and reform are more seen as justifying further
investment in irrigation sector. Unless the culture of the
organization changes, it is very difficult to change individually.
Irrigation engineering profession thus needs change both in current
working practices and university training of the new generation of
engineers, to recognise that knowledge and expertise from other
disciplines is equally important in informing irrigation design
processes.

The project approach and institutional reform
The use of 'project approach' has been criticised for participatory
initiatives, for providing narrow space for participation and
learning (Van Dam, 2000) and authors like Uphoff even argue for
abandoning the project concept to focus on social learning and
institutional building. Contrarily, projects are an increasing element
of development activity:there has been a decrease in a state activity
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and much of that activity has been turned into projects-a process
of projectization (Wield, 1999). Despite criticisms, no effective
alternative to projects has emerged and they are likely to remaina
tool for translatingpoliciesintoprogram actions (Cernea 1991)and
call to makemorelearningoriented has beengivenwider attention
over the years (Hulme, 1995; Honadle and Rosengard, 1983;
Rondinelli,1983).
The managementtransformation processpresented inthisthesis
were facilitated and supported through a (participatory) project
framework. It had two component: developing institutional
capacity of the localorganization and facilitate technical change to
provide better working condition to the farmers. The materials
presented in the thesis show that both in Khageri and
Panchakanya, the WUA's were able to gain control over the
process and technical change provided visible support the WUA.
Whereas Gandak fall short in capacity development, neither
technical change could provide visible support to local
organization. In the first two cases, the local organizations have
been able to sustain the reform beyond theproject phase,whereas
it collapsed after the project phase. These variable outcomes
suggest that a critical review is necessary about the project
approachtoinstitutional reform.
The criticism to project approach in maintaining participatory
approaches are mainly due to its time bound activity (mostly
shorter time frame) and rigid planning process. However, the first
problem is due to our failure to separate between development
objectives and projects, while the second is more to do with the
approach of the project than the project itself.Project approaches
do not necessarily limit the scope of participation. A clear
distinction betweenproject and the broader development objective
ofwhich the project is apart is required. Equallyimportant is that
the dominant image of projects as a technocratic exercisemust be
replaced with a image that recognize project as arenas of conflict,
bargainingandtrade-off andinwhich dataandtechnicaltoolshave
the potential to clarify likely outcomes and shape arguments
(Hulme,1995).
Whether based on top-down technical exercise or participatory
process based ways,projects are confined within atimeframe and
shortertimeframe hasbeenoften assumed asthemajor shortfallin
managingtheprojectsinparticipatoryways.However,timealoneis
not the issue, the important issue here is one needs to separate
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projects and development in rime continuum. Development is an
ongoing social process, which can not be confined to a time
boundary. Whereas projects are only part of the broader
development process, and have objectives of providing support to
sustain the development process. IMTP had objective of
decentralization and self-governance: to initiate and sustain user
participation in localwater management. Both users and facilitators
at local level were less familiar with this objective, and took IMTP
more as system rehabilitation project. The wider development
objective was thus lost and project was focused on much narrower
issue of technical improvement works. So the project design and
implementation must be linked to broader development process.

PTD and its scope inirrigation innovation
The current irrigation management reform lay emphasis on
participatory design construction of the technology to provide
better working condition for the farmers. The underlying
assumption for adopting PTD has been that it creates ownership
feeling among users and produces technology compatible to
farmers' management The thesis identified several major
constraints in current approach to PTD in large-scale irrigation
systems. The first is about the way criteria and preference is
incorporated in the design process.The thesis has showed how the
way users' construct their ideas and priorities are shaped by the
project structure and by their over expectation on what technology
can do for them.
A second constraint comes from lack of initial learning of the
system environment. In chapter 1,1mention that irrigation systems
are sociotechnical systems and technology of the system shapes
and is shaped by ecology and society. Design should thus begin
considering both the human and the physical dimension of
irrigation systems The strength of participatory design depends first
on what people, both users and designers, know about the system,
and its opportunities and constraints. Only then can an interactive
design process be maintained. In both Panchakanya and Khageri,
farmers were familiar with their system opportunities and
constraints and were able to interact with the engineers in the
design process.Whereas inWest Gandak, lack of knowledge about
system opportunities and constraints by the farmers limited the
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outcome of the PTD. Both the farmers and the engineers thus
need to learn about their system, the people, the technological
system and the environment. However in irrigation, such learning
can not come unless one is directlyinvolved in the management of
the technological system. This initial learning is essential for
technology and institutions,and their complementary evolution.
The design process also has a political nature. The PTD
considers participation as a communication between the designers
and the engineers (see also Scheer, 1994). It is true that users and
the design engineers are the key actors in shaping the design
process, but when design gets implemented in the field, it enters a
multi actor environment and the design is contested between
different actors, especially in the construction phase. Adopting
changes and maintaining flexibility is not always possible at local
level, and require approval of higher authorities and donors. These
actors at different decisions making level are not involved in daily
design process, but are crucial to maintain the participatory design
process. Participation then goes beyond the communication and
calls for accountability between the different stakeholders and
demands effective meditation and negotiation between the various
actors. The thesis showed how failure to maintain the
accountability resulted a conflicting situation between the users and
the NLIO. Like wise the Gandak case showed how design is
challenged whileimplementation in the field.

PTD asa means toachieve service oriented water control
I have argued in the thesis that participatory design and
construction should not be seen on its own, but rather be used to
achieve service oriented water control. Discussion in chapter 5 and
6 show that design for achieving service oriented water control has
three central characteristics: initial learning, defining service and
interactive and iterative design construction.
The design begins with the initial learning of the system
environment by both users and the designers.They learn about the
water supply regimes,the technical features, the prevailing practices
of system operation and maintenance and identify their
opportunity and constraints in transferring irrigation practices. In
parallel, they learn about the different water users groups, their
social relation and its shaping of water management They gain this
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through directly being involved in the system operation and
maintenance. This initial investment in learning about the system
constraints by both designers and the future users prepares the
base for the future design process. As shown in chapter 5, this
initial investment has also another value. It does not necessarily
calls for the radical change in the existing technology in favour of
the particular set of new technology. It gives opportunity for the
farmers to test it, find its constraints, change or modify it as per
their operational plan rather than to freeze them in favour of new
structures.
With their experience of water management practices through
initiallearning, the users would then define the service pattern they
want in future management. The thesis also shows that only early
experience is not sufficient to shape the design. The process of
design should then follow iterative and interactive process, such
that learning can be accommodated throughout the design
process1. By iterative I mean, the design process should be carried
Out in different phases such that the learning can be
accommodated. By interactive design I mean both the users and
the designers discuss communicate and negotiate until the best
feasible options are found. Participatory design demands
innovative actions both from users and designers.

10.3Matching Technology andInstitutions in IrrigationManagement
The study has shown that only including technical rehabilitation
component in the reform process is not enough to support the
local organization, it needs broader understanding of technology,
pattern of its service delivery and requirement of use. As
demonstrated by the study, the design of the technology influences
the organizational capacity to operate and maintain the system.
Technology change to support institutional reform thus should
consider both the institutional capacity as well as the management
objective of the local organization managing the irrigation system.
In both Khageri and Panchakanya, the process of technical
change was guided by both organizational capacity and
management objective of the WUA. Users in both the systems
preferred to have different kinds of rotational delivery pattern
depending on water availability across the seasons. They thus
choose to continue with the manually adjustable gated water
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distribution technology, but with their re-location and modified
technical characteristics to suit new water delivery requirement.
The resulting technology was thus in accordance with the rotational
delivery system preferred by the users. The design also considered
the institutional capacity of the WUA. Both the systems were
extensively developed system with fewer water control structures
and canal networks. N o radical changes in the existing technology
were made, and changes made were incremental to meet the new
field level situation. As discussed in chapter 6, the design tries to
maximize both technical and social control so as to keep the
number of control structures to minimum in the systems. As a
result, the overall technology was simple to operate and required
less number of operators and less cost to operate and maintain, at
the same time was in accordance with farmers' management
objective.
The West Gandak had complex canal networks with large
numbers of water control structures to operate and maintain placed
during the command area intervention. The system also used to
suffer from heavy silt deposition in the main canal requiring high
cost for annual repair and clean up of the main canal.However, the
technical improvement work largely failed to recognize the
requirement of use of this technology to the WUA, and was
focused only on remoulding of the existing old structures. Though
efforts were made to improve canal siltation problem through the
construction of a silt ejector, it could not function due to poor
location of the structures. Operation of the system continued to be
constrained by the large number of check structures and silt laden
water. Haslema (2002) has shown the challenge in managing such
silt-laden water under unsteady flow condition. The WUA has
neither the expertise nor the resources to operate and maintain this
complex canal network. Because of failure to deliver the necessary
service, the WUA lost their credibility at local level which in turn
weakened their leadership.
Plusquellec (2002) has highlighted the importance of technical
change to support the institutional reform. With examples from
Mali (Office du Nigier, see also Musch, 2001), and Australia, he
shows how combination of technical changes with institutional and
policy reforms have largely contributed to the success of the
reform programs.The materials from this study (from Khageri and
Panchakanya) also show that technical change can provide an
incentive to local organization to take up the management
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responsibility. But this study also shows that the main issue is not
inclusion of technical change,but its design process,which must be
guided by the management objective and institutional capacity of
the local organization. The critical issue is the design, as many
management and institutional problems are self-inflicted wounds
that could be minimized or eliminated with proper designs and
operational patterns (Burt, 1999). Horst (1998) also considers the
design as the crux to the irrigation management and views
management reform without due attention on irrigation technology
as cosmetic surgery. However, the paradox is that the design
approaches for technical change to support institutional reform
have been less debated so far.
The debate on technology design has confined in three areas
presently. The first one concerns with modern water control
systems (see for example Plusquellec, 2002;Burt, 1999) and favour
automated water control mechanism. However, the use of such a
technology in Nepali context is out of question because of the
physical characteristics of the irrigation systems and its farming
practices. Irrigation systems in Nepal are supply-oriented run-ofriver gravity systems and experience high variation in water flow
within and across the seasons.
Researchers like Horst and Pradhan (1996) on the other hand
argue for simple and transparent technology to local organization
and favours simple ungated proportional distribution structures for
local management But such a bias towards a particular type of
technology can have several problems. First, it may need
demolition of existing technology to set up a new technology
demanding huge financial resources. Secondly, this radical change
would bring entirely new technology with new service
characteristics, which users may not be familiar with and can be
quite different from users preferences. As shown in this study,
farmers in both Khageri and Panchakanya preferred to stay with
manually adjustable gated technology, which they found more
suitable to implement a strong rotational pattern. However, they
were also careful not to increase the number of control structures.
In both the system farmers tried to maximize both technical and
social control and fit technology accordingly. Farmers' choices of
service pattern are driven by ease of operation, workable
institutions and water availability. These are dynamic, and differ
from system to system. There can be thus no universal rule that a
particular set of technologyis suitable for all situations.
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The third area involves the 'participatory approach' in design
innovation and tools likePTD are promoted to help arrivelocally
specific design. The process of technical change presented in this
study was also based on PTD. It is not biased to any particular
form of technology as in the past two cases, and aims to provide
methodologies for technology development in accordance with
usersskills,knowledgeandrequirement. However,asshowninthis
study, lack of understanding of technology and its requirement of
use by both designers and the users, and other practical limitation
of adoptingparticipatory approaches has limited the scopeof PTD
in its use and outcomes. Considering these limitation on the
current design process, I introduced the concept of 'service
oriented water control' as a strategy of technical improvement to
support the institutional reform. Such a concept is not biased
towards a particular technology, it help to find technologies that
match with organizational capacity and management objective of
the local organization. This can vary from automated to simple
proportional water control structures, determined by the WUA
themselves.
Wateravailabilityandagroecology
Institutional arrangements are also shaped by the demands of the
physicalenvironment It demands particular skillsandresources on
the part of the local organization to manage the externalities
created by the physical environment. It also affects the water
supply regime and hence the management arrangement.As shown
in this thesis, both Panchakanya and Khageri are free from the
threat of physical environment like flooding, inundation and canal
siltation.This resulted inlowmanagement input on thepartof the
WUA. The West Gandak has more complex bio-physical
environment demanding more resources and skills on the part of
the WUA. Its canal networks and associated structures are most
often damaged due to flood and inundation resulting in higher
annual maintenance cost The system also suffers heavy canal
siltationproblemwhichagainaddsto highermaintenance cost.The
WUA however lacked the institutional capacity to cope with the
challengeofthisbio-physical environment
Water is the key input to crop production, and its availability
ultimately shapes users willingness to participate in water
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management This study has shown that major factors affecting the
water availability have been the temporal variation of rainfall, river
regime, land topography, condition of technology, and aquifer
conditions. One dilemma is that that irrigation systems in Nepal
have very low potential to irrigate in winter and spring seasons as
mentioned in Chapter 2. Thus attempts to reform irrigation
management in Nepal have give particular attention to increase
water availability situation duringwinter and dry season.
As there is direct relationship between water availability and
management arrangement, scholars on collective action have tried
tolink relation between them through the concept of 'relative water
scarcity', which is considered as a favourable condition to initiate
and sustain collective action. However, the above discussions show
that the simple relation between the collective action and water
availability is not helpful. Scarcity can vary across the season, can
result from several environmental and technical constraints and can
be mediate through alternative sources like groundwater and
technical intervention (se also Vincent, 1999 on how technology
relates to water scarcity). The relationship is much more complex,
it needs broader understanding of different environmental and
technical considerations on how they provide opportunities and
constraints in makingwater available to farmers field.

10.4 The Failure ofBlueprintPolicyApproaches
Irrigation sector reform in Nepal has involved several policy
measures and legal changes. These changes aimed at improved
operation and maintenance, reduced government expenditure and
improved performance of irrigated agriculture. It hoped to create
new institutional roles and responsibilities for governmental
personnel and expanded decision-making role for water users in
newWUAs.The case studies presented in this thesis show that the
overall results of the policy implementation with respect to ISF,
institutional strengthening of the WUA and improved operation
and maintenance has been less than expected. A careful review in
the policy and legal framework is required to support the
organizational evolution.
The thesis shows that one of the most inconsistent factors in
initiating the management reform has been the weak legal
framework itself, especially in clarifying future financing of system
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management. It failed to address how the newly established WUA
would generate and finance future operation and maintenance of
their irrigation systems, which is the crucial element of the reform
and decetralization process. Though the WUAs have been given
autonomy over to assess and collect the irrigation service fees and
decide on their expenditure, there was no directive on such fees
would be assessed and charged, and legal powers given to the
WUAs to execute this sensitive issue.
Because of this policy gap, both the implementers and WUAs at
local level did not pay attention on future financing of the
operation and maintenance of the system. Irrigation Service Fee
(ISF) till then was NRs. 60 per ha per crop, which was only about
20% of the operation and maintenance cost required that time.
Farmers in allthe systems started with this cost and continued with
i t The newly established organizations were not in a position to
increase the ISF because of socio-political reasons, and felt it
impossible to increase the ISF without government intervention
and continued support. Over a period of five years nobody paid
attention to increase the ISF rate and improve its collection
efficiency.
There is also another paradox in the policy. The policy states
that systems below 2000 ha in the Terai and 500 ha in the hills
would be transferred to the WUA. Thus in larger systems, canal
networks smaller than 2000 ha would be transferred to theWUA in
joint management. The larger system will thus continue to enjoy
heavy subsidy for irrigation management whereas the smaller ones
have to depend on their own resources. This disparity will
definitely invite conflict in future. Instead, the policy first should
ensure that the total cost of system management should be borne
by the farmers irrespective of their size.It is then up to the users to
decide up to which part of the system they want to retain under
their control and which part they want to be jointly managed with
agency,but with financing from themselves.
The irrigation management transfer in Nepal also involved
transfer of system properties like canal land, service roads and
forest resources. For example in West Gandak, the canal
embankment trees were handed over to the WUA and the WUA
were also authorized to collect the tax from the canal service roads
and other land properties. Though these could provide good
incentives to the WUA to pay for system management the reality
turned out otherwise and the results were disappointing. Such
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transfer of properties has raised questions. Is it appropriate to
subsidy the irrigation sector from other sectors like the forest, and
if it is going to subsidy the irrigation sector, what about its own
sustainability?
Another issue is that by involving the WUA in other lucrative
sector like forest and service road tax collection, the WUA's
interest in canal management may be lost and at the same time they
try to avoid resource generation within the irrigation community.
This is what happened in the West Gandak, where WUA neither
could mange the outside resource nor was able-to generate its own.
While there arearguments for multi-function organisations, Uphoff
argues that irrigation organisations must succeed in the single
purpose task of water management first, before it can be successful
in multiple functions. Involving the WUAs in sectors other than
water management may not always be productive, it can jeopardi2e
the WUA's interest in water management in one hand and lack
skills to compete with more professionally competent private
sectors on the other (Brett 1996).

10.5 The Future Ahead
It has been now almost a decade and half that participation in
irrigation water management has been the driving theme in
irrigation intervention in Nepal. However, participatory process
based intervention to support evolutionary organization have been
confined only at local level interaction, with less room for learning
and flexibility. Institutional reform and the decentralization of
irrigation management functions as envisaged have been less able
to meet the expanded management objectives. The participatory
approach has been used for the continued survival of the D O I
rather than promotion of self-governance and empowerment to
farmers groups. Despite the present shortcomings in adopting
participatory approach in irrigation water management, there can
not be, however, going back from the participatory approach. The
issue for Nepal thus is not whether to have participation or not but
is how they can be made effective, such that future water
management can be developed and sustained locally. This
institutionalizing and operationalizing participatory approaches in
irrigation water management needs rethinking from both the
irrigation department and the local organizations.This demands for
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the changein current working practices from doer to supporterin
irrigation management.
Shifting the agency from implementor to a facilitator also calls
moreresponsibility on thepart of thelocalorganization.Asshown
in this thesis, the WUA's so far has been more visible in their
political mode than on functional. They have proved effective in
bargaining and negotiating with the government in getting the
resources as well as on other agendas when they found others'
actions threatening to their livelihood. They have however, fall
short in everyday management, especially in contributing for
development and management of irrigation systems, which may
weaken their control over management in long run. The newly
formed national federation of the WUAs, the NFIWUAN has a
crucialroletoplayon it.It should initiate aprocess throughwhich
the users would pay the cost of irrigation development and
management, whereas the department would transfer its control
over the process to the users. The WUAs have to realize that
unless the cost are financed bythemselves,theywould notbeable
to increase their bargaining and negotiating power with the
governmentandotherfunding agencies.
Parallel with the decentralization of irrigation management at
local level, the process of decentralization and empowerment of
local political bodies like the District Development Committees
(DDCs) and Village Development Committee (VDCs) has been
alsogaining momentum. More recently, the control of the natural
resources within thedistrict has been given to theDDC andithas
been also made responsible for the implementation of the
development activities inside the district. Much of the role to the
DOI on irrigation development at local level has now been
transferred to the DDCs, and the DOI has now changed its
structure as per the decentralization policy. The functioning and
sustainability of the WUAs will also depend on wider networking
and support from theVDCs and DDC. On the other hand,these
politicalbodies maytryto gain control over theWUAs.It remains
to be seen how theWUAs will struggle to keep their autonomous
status in this changing context, and we need to know how this
changing local governance structure will affect irrigation
governance:akeyareafor future research.
However, whatever changes take place in local governance
structure, user participation in irrigation water management will
continue to remain central to irrigation sector development in
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Nepal. I hope the understanding on local organization and
participatory support processes presented in this thesis will help in
engineering participation, with more participatory engineers and
WUAsin the future.

Notes
1

In this thesis I am dealing with design in the process of rehabilitation,
whereprevious experience of the users is available and veryimportant to
shape the design. However, in new design cases one has to follow both
iterativeandinteractivedesignprocesses.
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The MOA format showing terms and
condition of the transfer processes and
arrangement1

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BYAND BETWEEN
THEDEPARTMENT OF IRRIGATION
OFHISMAJESTY'SGOVERNMENT OFNEPAL
AND
THE
.WATERUSERSASSOCIATION
This Memorandum of Agreement is executed and entered into this [date]
of{month/year] at [placeof MOAsigning]byandbetween.
The DEPARTMENT OF IRRIGATION OF HIS MAJESTY'S
GOVERNMENT OF NEPAL,withitsprincipaloffice at [office address]
hereinafter
called
DOI,
and
the
.WATER USERS ASSOCIATION, a water users
association registered in accordance with the Water Resources Act, 2049
and the Water Resources Regulation, 2050, hereinafter called the
association.
WHEREAS, DOI

has built, operated and maintained the
Irrigation System, hereinafter called the Irrigation
System,which covers the area shown on themap attached asAnnex 1to
thisMemorandumofAgreement;
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WHEREAS,the member of theAssociation use the Irrigation System for
irrigationwater;
WHEREAS,DOI and the Association wish to jointly under take certain
repairs and improvements of theIrrigation System,asoutlined inthePlan
ofActionattachedasAnnex2tothisMemorandum ofAgreement-and
WHEREAS,itis intended that the Association will operate and maintain
[certain parts of] the irrigation System after these repairs and
improvements havebeencompleted.
NOW,THEREFORE,thepartiesagreeasfollows:
A.

Establishment ofSubproject Committee

1.There willbe a Subproject Management Committee (hereinafter called
the SMC) consistingof (a) [name of DOI official] asSubproject Manager,
and (b) [names of Executive Committee member, which should number
between three and seven] being the Executive Committee elected by the
[Main Committee] [General Assembly] of the Association for this
purpose.
2.TheSubproject ManagerwillactChairmanof theSMC.
3. The SMC will be responsible for supervising, coordination and
monitoringallactivitiesundertaken under thePlanofAction.
4. The SMC will meet as frequently as necessary, but at least [once a
month]. The Chairman of the SMC will arrange for written minutes of
eachmeetingtobeprepared andprovided toallSMCmembers.
5.The Subproject Manager will be responsible to keep DOI informed at
alltimesofthestatusofactivitiesunder thePlanofAction.
6. The Executive Committee will be responsible to keep [the Main
Committee of] the Association informed at all time of the status of the
activitiesunder thePlanofAction.
B.

Implementation ofPlan ofAction

1. The rehabilitation, improvements and related training activities to be
undertaken byDOI and theAssociation are as described in Part I of the
PlanofAction.
2. The responsibilities of DOI, the Association and the SMC for
implementingthePlanofActionareasdescribed in Part11of theplanof
Action.
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3. The estimated costs of the rehabilitation and improvements to be
undertaken by DOI and the Association are as described in Part 111 of
thePlanofAction.
4. The cost-sharing arrangements between DOI and the Association for
such rehabilitation and improvements are as described in Part IV of the
PlanofAction.
5.The Association willmobilize resources to satisfy its share of the costs
of such rehabilitation and improvements according to the plan described
inPartVofthePlanofAction.
6. The tentative timetable for implementing the Plan of Action is as
outlined in Part VI of the Plan of Action, which is subject to the
conditions setforth inPartCbelow.
C.

Sequencing ofRehabilitation and Improvements

1.Emergency maintenance and repairs (described in Part (A)of the Plan
ofAction) maybeundertaken immediately.
2. Essential structural maintenance, catch-up maintenance and system
calibration (described in Parts 1 (B),(Q and (D) of the Plan of Action)
maybe undertaken only after the SMCconfirms inwriting that allof the
following activities have been completed by the Association of DOI, as
thecasemaybe:
(a) The Association has adopted all necessary and appropriate rules and
regulations;
(b) The Association has set up a record keeping system, including
accounts andoneormoreregisters ofAssociationmembers;
(c)The SMChas conducted a "walk through" of the Irrigation System to
identify neededrehabilitationandimprovements;
(d) DOI has completed all necessary diagnostic surveys and studies
relatingtotherehabilitation andimprovements tobeundertaken;
[Other conditions can be added, if appropriate, relating to members'
registration and payment of registration fees; members' contributions to
thecostoftherehabilitationwork;etc.]
3. System improvements and improvements to canal service and farm-tomarket roads(describedinParts 1 (E) and (F)ofthePlanofAction) may
be undertaken only after the SMC confirms in writing that all of the
following activities have been completed by the Association of DOI, as
thecasemaybe:
(a)TheAssociationisenforcingitsrulesandregulations;
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(b) The Association is keeping accurate and complete accounts, water
deliveryrecords and recordsof registration fees and other payments made
byAssociationmembers;
(c) At least .[should be more than 50] per cent of households using the
Irrigation Systemhave registered asmembers of theAssociation and have
paid theapplicableregistration fee;
(d)TheAssociation hasprepared operation andmaintenanceplans for the
Irrigation system, and a related budget, Which are satisfactory to the
Subproject Manager;
(e)TheAssociation has calculated anirrigation service fee (ISF) based on
thebudget referred toinSubsection(d)above;
(f)TheAssociation hascollected atleast [mustbe 40or more]per centof
the ISF due from users of the Irrigation System for the period {specify
periodof timetowhichpaymentrelates];
{Otherconditions canbeadded,ifappropriate.]
D. Procurement
1. The SMC will supervise and monitor all procurement activities in
accordancewiththePlanofAction.
[Addotherprovisions,ifneeded,toclarify theresponsibilities of theSMC,
DOI and/of the Association for certain types of procurement— e.g.,civil
workscontractors,equipment,laborandmaterials.]
E. Construction
1. The SMC will supervise and monitor all rehabilitation and
improvementsundertaken underthePlanofAction.
2.The SMCwillreview the progress of such activities regulady, andwill
modify thescopeofwork,implementation arrangements and/or timetable
as needed, in consultation with DOI and [the Main Committee of] the
Association.
3. The SMC will monitor closely the quality of rehabilitation and
improvement work performed under the plan of Action, and will
prompdy take all necessary steps to correct and defects of deficiencies
notedinsuchwork.
{Addotherprovision,ifneeded.]
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F. Commissioning
1.Upon completion of each phase of rehabilitation or improvement work
under the Plan of Action, the SMC, with assistance from DOI, will
conduct a joint survey necessary steps to correct any defects of
deficiencies noted. [Addotherprovision,ifneeded.]
G.Management Transfer
1. Upon written confirmation by the SMC that the rehabilitation and
improvement work outlined in Part 1 of the plan of Action has been
completed and commissioned, DOI will transfer [specify scope of
transfer— e.g., responsibility for routine operation and maintenance of the
Irrigation System,excludingheadwork's]"to theAssociation,provided the
Associationhasmetthe followingadditionalconditions:
[List here any additional conditions for transfer, such as the election or
appointment of a special Association committee to oversee O&M;
specified improvements in record keeping and collection of ISF;
completion of specified trainingcourses offered byDOI;anauditby DOI
oftheAssociation's accountsandotherrecords;etc.]
2.Suchtransfer willbecarriedoutasfollows.
[Dependingon the typeof transfer, listand steps DOI must taketo make
the transfer effective under applicable law and regulations—e.g. any
approvalsthatmustbeobtained,noticesoffilingsthatmustbemade,etc.]
H. Ongoing Responsibilities
1. Following the Management transfer described in Part G above, the
Association'sresponsibilitieswillinclude:
[Depending on the type of transfer, list here the Association's ongoing
responsibilities in theareasof operation,maintenance,monitoring, further
repairs and improvement, record keeping, collection of ISF,reporting to
DOI,etc.]
2. Following the management transfer described in Part G above, DOI's
responsibilitieswillinclude:
[Dependingonthetypeof transfer, listherDOI's ongoingresponsibilities
in the areas of operation, maintenance, monitoring, technical assistance,
further repairs and improvements, audit and inspection, Specify any
limitationorconditions onfurther financial assistance.]
1.In the caseof partialmanagement transfers, itmaybeuseful to refer to
marked sections of the map included as Annex 1: in the case of legal
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ownership transfers, it may be useful to refer to an additional Annex 3,
which would include adetailed listof thelandplots,irrigation facilities an
equipmentbeing transferred.
I. General Provision
1. DOI will (a) have the right to inspect all rehabilitation and
improvement work undertaken under the Plan of Action; (b) have the
right to conduct inventories of all equipment, tools and materials it has
provided or financed for suchwork;(c)havetheright toperiodicallyaudit
the accounts, registers and other records of the Association; and (d)
provide the Association with any training and other institutional support
needed for theAssociation to carryout its responsibilities under the Plan
ofActionandthisMemorandum ofAgreement.
2.The Association will (a) maintain accurate and complete records of all
contributions madebyitsmembers (whether incash,labor or kind) tothe
cost of the work undertaken under the Plan of Action; (b) hold in a
separate account any cash raised for such purpose; (c) safeguard and
conduct inventories of all equipment, tools and materials used by the
Association for such work; (d) have the right to inspect (through its
Executive Committee) any equipment or materials supplied by DOI and
anywork Undertaken by contractors engaged byDOI under the Plan of
Action; and (e) makeits officers and members available for any meetings
and trainingactivities scheduledbytheSMC.
3.The cost required to repair any equipment or facilities damaged due to
the negligence of DOI (including its employees and contractors) or the
Association (including its members, employees and contractors) shall be
bomebythenegligentparty.
4. DOI (through the Subproject Manager) and the Association (through
its Executive Committee) willtakeallnecessary steps to involve members
of the Association in all phases of activity under the Plan of Action. In
particular,DOI and theAssociation willensure thatwomen aregiven full
opportunities to receive training and participate in all other activities
underthePlanofAction.
5.DOI and the Association will take allnecessary step to make available
anyland and facilities required tocarryoutthePlanofAction.
6.If ajointbank accountisto beestablished,include aprovision here for
opening the account; authorizing designated representatives of DOI and
the Association to operate the account, making initial deposits into the
account, and making withdrawals form and replenishments to the
account]
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7.ThisMemorandum ofAgreement (includingthePlanofAction) maybe
amended only by a writing signed by the authorized representatives of
bothparties.
8. This Memorandum of Agreement is subject to the applicable laws,
regulationsandpoliciesofHisMajesty's Government ofNepal.
[Addothergeneralprovision,ifneeded.]
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have here under signed this
Memorandum ofAgreementasofthedatewritten above.

DEPARTMENT OF IRRIGATION

BYNAME:
Title:

WATERUSERASSOCIATION
BY
NAME:
Title:

BYNAME:
Title:

BYNAME:
Title:

[Include as many signatures as required under the Association's
constitution orby-laws.]
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PLAN OFACTION
FOR
IRRIGATIONSYSTEM

(Include aSystemMap)

I.

Scope ofWorkandRelatedTraining

[Foreach relevantcategory below,describe indetail thework to be done,
including the materials and technology to be used and the location of the
facilities tobemaintained/repaired/improved.]
A.

EmergencyMaintenanceandRepair

[Work under this heading may include repair/reconstruction of flooddamaged irrigation structures; repair of irrigation structures in an
advanced state of deterioration, and minor civil work to remove
bottlenecks inirrigationanddrainagesystems.]
B.

EssentialStructural Maintenance

[Work under this heading may include maintenance and repair of flow
control and conveyance structures; and reconstruction of guide bunds at
headworks.]
C.

Catch-up MViint-frn^nrp

[Work under this heading may include removal of sediment and weeds
from and branch canals; and reconstruction of canal banks and drainage
networks.]
D.

SystemCalibration

[Work under this heading may include calibration of flow control
structures andestablishment ofanetworkofflowmeasuringpoints.]

E.

SystemImprovements

[Work under this heading may include construction of sediment settling
basins;redesignor relocation of diversionworks;liningofmain or branch
canals; re- excavation or extension of tertiary canals; improvement of
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drainage networks;provision of additionalflowcontrol structures of flood
protection dikes; and other improvements to the water delivery and
drainage systems.]
F.
Improvement of Canal Service and Farm-to- Market Roads
[Work under this heading may include grading and graveling of canal
service roads,andimprovement and expansion of selectedvillageroadsin
thevicinityoftheIrrigationSystem.]
G.

Training

[Identify here any additional training needed by Association officers
and/or members in order to participate in the maintenance, repair and
construction work described above, and to operate and maintain the
irrigation facilities after theyhavebeenrepaired andimproved.]
II.

Divisionof Responsibility

(For each category of work described in Part 1above, excluding training
specify the responsibilities of DOI, the Association and/or the SMC in
the following areas: (a) surveys and studies; (b) detailed designs (if
needed); (c) detailed cost estimates; (d) Preparation of tender documents
(if needed); (e) hiring of civil works contractor (s) (if needed); (f)
Procurement of equipment and construction materials; and (g) carrying
outofrehabilitationand/or improvementwork.]
III.

Cost Estimates

(For each category of work described in Part I above,excluding training,
provideabreakdown ofestimatedcosts.]
IV.

Cost-SharingArrangements

[For each category of work described in Part I above, excluding training,
specify the contributions of DOI and the Association (Which may be in
cash,labor,kindoracombination ofthese)to theestimated Costs.]

V.

Resource Mobilization Plan

[Describe theAssociation's Plan for mobilizingthe cash,labor and/or inkindcontributionsidentified inPartIVabove.]

Appendix 1
VI.

Timetable

[Include here a tentative timetable for completion the work described in
Part I above,bearingin mind the institutional development activities that
must be carried out by the Association before certain types of work can
beundertaken (seePartCofMemorandum ofAgreement.]

Notes
1

Source:ProjectAdministrationMemorandum,Irrigation Management
Transfer Project,AsianDevelopment Bank.
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Mean Monthly Hydrological and
Meteorological Data in Chittwan

JF

MA

M

,/L
4? S
RainFallinmm(Averageannualrainfallis
1947mm)
17 13 21 46 140
333
556
399
311
Temperature°cminimum average
24
8
9 12 17 21
24
24
24
Temperature°cmaximum
32
34
32
22 25 31 35 35
33
RelativeHumidity
77
97 90 72 57 68
84
84
85
Source: RTDB,DOI;CEMECAConsult(F)LTD(2001)
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Forsimplicity,dataareputinround figures.
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AppendixIII.
O&M cost Computation for West Gandak at
the time of handing over.

This does not involve cost of cleaningthe farm ditches andflooddamage
repair cost which generally requires Rs. 100,0000 annually. The data
presented arebased on discussionwith the techniciansinvolvedin system
operation andmaintenance.
Maintenance Requirement
Totalcost for desiltingofmaincanal
TotalCostfor desiltingofBranchcanal
MaintenanceofBranchandMinorCanalStructures
OperationalCostfor MainandBranchCanals
Totalcostrequired tomaintain thesystem (A)
Costperha(Foracommandareaof 8700ha)

Rs.800,000
Rs.800,000
Rs.1,500,000
Rs.400,000
Rs. 3,500,000
Rs.402perha

Possible Income
ForestResources
Income from other sources (land androadtax)
Government support (first threeyears from 1998)
Totalincome(B)
Deficit tobebornefromthefarmers(A-B)
Costperhafor farmers withgovernment support
Costtoberaisedbyfarmers whengovernment
Supportstops
Costperhawithoutgovernment support
Costperhaassumingacollectionefficiency of 60%
325

Rs.400,000
Rs.200,000
Rs.850,000
Rs.1,450,000
Rs.2,050,000
Rs.235perha
Rs.2,900,000
Rs.333perha
Rs.555perha.
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Summary

The government of Nepal introduced Irrigation Management
Transfer programs in the agency-managed irrigation systems
during the 1990s. These programs was driven by several factors,
including donor preferences for less state and more private sector
involvement in the water sector, and involved promotion of Water
Users Associations as a devolved organization for irrigation
management. Poor system performance and increasing
dependency on government for irrigation management, and
successful tradition of the FMIS in the country has also inspired
the program. The design implementation processes for this and its
outcomes has so far received little analysis,while its understanding
is crucial for future irrigation management reform in the country.
The thesis attempted to fill this gap so that future water
management can be better supported and sustained locally.
The study analyzed an intervention program in theTerai Region
of Nepal to transfer irrigation management functions to the users.
This program involves both institutional reform and technical
rehabilitation. Key aspects of these policies, and the research sites
of this study, are given in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The study
analyzes both processes, and also explores how organizational
evolution and water management has materialized in practice.
These process and outcomes of change were studied in three
irrigation systems, of different size, degrees of water scarcity,
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objective of this study is not to suggest specific conditions that
facilitate management change and assure achievement, but to
improve understanding of change processes that translate policies
on the ground. It also hopes to contribute to better understanding
of participatory processes, in how they can be practiced beyond
just instrumentalist perspectives.
Much expectation existed on the efficacy of participatory and
process-based projects to facilitate irrigation management change.
The thesis showed that participatory projects can help build up
organizational evolution and bring water management change
when they proceed with adequate learning of the system
environment This can translate its opportunities and constraints in
practical design and build a stable project environment guiding the
project process. Otherwise, it would lead to costly failure of the
program process. However, such processes can form only the base
for new management regimes,which is further shaped by different
water control dimensions - which are dynamic - and a local
organization has to continuously adapt with change in new
environment, which also requires further policy and legal support
to such organizations to govern and manageirrigation water.
The conceptual framework outlined in Chapter 1 discusses how
participation can involve different domains and contexts in
engineering participation in irrigation, in both the building of new
institutions and design of technology. It introduced different
domains and context of participation to show different objectives
and aims of participation. There is a need to understand the
clashes they can bring between people with different aims and
objectives of participation. This helps explain policy as process
where people reshape water management around new policy
instruments and their own objectives to give both intended and
unintended outcomes. To understand water management activities,
it introduced the concept of the system environment to understand
the elements of systems involved in water management (both
physical/technical and social). It explained how technology shapes
(and is shaped) by these environments and argued how
understanding of action around technology plays a key role in
transforming irrigation practices.
Chapter 2 describes the history of irrigation development in the
country, the current irrigation policies and ongoing management
reform and its implementation framework. It explained how the
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state got involved in irrigation development and its problematic
role,and the shift of focus towards localmanagement and policies
drivingthem.The chapter showedhow theongoingIMTprogram
has tried to address different dimensions of water control - the
technical,organizationalandsocio-political-andincluded different
development contexts of participation in its program design.
Despite its comprehensive nature, the program however had
several practical limitations from unclear legalprovisions, on how
they rely on external actors to shape local norms and rules to
governandmanageirrigationwater.
Chapter 3uses an agroecology approach to trace the evolution
of systems studied - the interventions to take water for irrigation
and distribute it and the resultant agriculture and agrarian
conditions. It discusses the opportunities and constraints of the
systems for evolution of new systems of effective water control
with complementary technical, organizational and socio-political
control. The initial organization of the WUAs was presented in
chapter 4, which also briefly describes farmers' reactions to
government decisions to transfer irrigation management functions
to them. It explained that farmers' support to new irrigation
institutions was not only to obey government decisions but also
for theirhopetogetbetterwaterdeliveryandoperation.
The chapter described both structures as well as the dynamics
of WUA development. It showed how unitary WUA model
concentrates power and authority towards the Main Committee,
weakening accountability among different tiers of organization,
and argues for structuring in a federal structure so thatpower and
authority of local organization can be distributed in federal
linkages.It alsoargued that aWUA cannot be designed simply on
thebasis ofdesignprinciples thatsupposedlyprovidesgovernance,
but needs broader understanding of local socio-political and
physical environment, andhow to transform them in organization
design.
Chapter 5 and 6 together describe the participatory technology
development (PTD) process toimprove technicalwater control to
providebetterworkingconditions for farmers. Chapter 5describes
theinitialplanningprocess anddevelopment ofan actionplan and
subsequent agreement over it It shows that farmers are
knowledgeable and capable actors,but expectations and ambitions
need to be negotiated, and projects should not raise unrealizable
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expectations in local fanners. Likewise, one should not depend on
efficacy of the participatory tools promoted, rather search for
different tools and actions that can help diagnose the problem
situation.
Chapter 6 describes design and construction processes to create
the technicalwater controlwanted by farmers. It describes in detail
the discussions and choices, to show what levels of negotiation,
support and patience must go in participatory planning. It shows
how the project environment facilitating the technology
development process shapes the outcomes of the actions and
processes. Quality control, as well as construction of chose
structures is emphasized as critical to building farmer satisfaction.
Farmers did not object to flexible gate structure despite their
management requirements, but often tried to minimize their
number: they also hired in staff to operate these gates.A key point
drawn from this chapter is that that P T D should not taken on its
own, but rather be viewed as a means of achieving service oriented
water control for future water management Its scope should not
be limited only on technology innovation process, but also to build
coalitions among relevant stakeholders, which is key not only to
facilitate participatory process, but also to sustain water
management beyond the project launching. It also helps build
accountability between local agencies and a WUA for future water
management.
Chapter 7 describes the handing over of the irrigation
management functions to the WUA and shows how the project
environment and wider social environments shaped the events and
outcomes of the organizational debut of the WUAs. Handing over
not onlybrings newwater management conditions, but also creates
new forms of governance where both social rivalries and water
management will be key areas of struggle. Without recognition of
political actions, and wider support from the government and
administrative institutions, the supposedly democratic nature of
consultative irrigation management transfer would be no more
than a paper.
Chapter 8 describes the changing governance structure for local
management It shows how WUA evolve when supported in their
administration and structure. WUAs as a new form of governance
try to acquirelegitimacy and power from both internal and external
support,. They thus provide a platform to build social and political
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power. This political dimension has to be accepted in program
design rather than ignored.
Chapter 9 describes changes in water management practices and
how they faced continued challenge from their system
environment. While project support built up partial knowledge and
skills to manage the system and bring better technical water
control, they alone are not sufficient to shape future water
management. Local organizations need to adapt with the ever
changing water control environment to support water
management, build up necessary skills, generate resources and
develop accountability between relevant stakeholders. This also
needs legal, political and often financial support from wider
administrative institutions.
The general conclusions of the thesis are drawn in Chapter 10,
revisiting the four inter-related themes of the study. Future
organization design needs to consider both governance and
structure, and necessary actions beyond local level to build up their
legitimacy and power. Project support, if it proceeds with learning
of system environment and translation of its opportunities and
constraints in practical design, can provide incentives to local
organization to take up water management. Technology
commands a central role in transforming irrigation practices,
shaping (and being shaped by) the system environment. Thus
technical change to facilitate management reform must be based
on the future service requirements of the users. Project support
only forms the base for newmanagement. Done well, participatory
action around technology helps build the recognition and
capabilities of WUAs and the engineers who will work with
farmers, and acceptance of new irrigation schedules and
management requirements. Done badly, it it can be simply the
means for an irrigation department and ambitious WUA officials
to further there own interests rather than those of farmers. As
WUAs emerge as a new form of local governance, they still need
wider legal and often financial support for their longer-term
sustainability.

Samenvatting

Gedurende de jaren negentig van de vorige eeuw
introduceerde de Nepalese overheid Irrigatie Management
Transfer programma's (IMT)in dedoor irrigatiediensten beheerde
irrigatiesystemen. Deze programma's zijn voortgekomen uit
verschillende factoren, waaronder de voorkeur van donoren voor
minder staats- en meer private-sectorbetrokkenheid in de
watersector,
en
de
bijbehorende
promotie
van
watergebruikersassociaties (Water Users Associations, WUAs) als
nieuwe bevoegde organisaties voor irrigatiebeheer. Slechte
prestaties van systemen en succesvolle tradities van door boeren
beheerde irrigatiesystemen in het land waren mede
aanmoedigingen voor de programma's. De processen voor
implementatie van ontwerpen hiervoor, en hun uitkomsten, zijn
tot op heden weinig geanalyseerd, terwijl het begrip hiervan
cruciaalisvoorverderehervormingvan irrigatiebeheer in het land.
Deze thesis tracht dit gat tevullen, zodat toekomstig waterbeheer
lokaalbeter ondersteund engedragenkanworden.
De studie analyseert een interventieprogramma voor de
overdracht van irrigatiebeheerfuncties aan de gebruikers in de
Terai-regio in Nepal. Dit programma betrof zowel institutionele
hervorming als technische rehabilitatie. Belangrijke aspecten van
dit beleid en de onderzoekslokaties van deze studie worden
gegeven in de hoofdstukken twee repectievelijk drie. In de studie
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hoe organisatorische evolutie en waterbeheer zich hebben
ontwikkeld in de praktijk. Deze veranderingsprocessen en hun
uitkomsten zijn bestudeerd in drie irrigatiesystemen die verschillen
in grootte, mate van waterschaarste, operationele complexiteit en
niveau van voorgaand lokaalirrigatiebeheer. De inspanningen voor
deze processen worden bestudeerd in de hoofdstukken vier tot en
met zeven; de uitkomsten van institutionele veranderingen en
nieuwe waterbeheersveranderingen worden bediscussieerd in de
hoofdstukken acht en negen. De doelstellingvan deze studie is niet
om specdfieke voorwaarden voor te stellen die beheersverandering
faciliteren en succes verzekeren, maar om het begrip te verbeteren
van veranderingsprocessen die beleid vertalen naar de praktijk.
Verder draagt deze studie hopelijk bij aan een beter begrip van de
mogelijkheden
voor het in praktijk
brengen
van
participatieprocessen
die verder
reiken
dan
slechts
instrumentalistische perspectieven.
Er bestonden hoge verwachtingen van de uitwerking van
participatieve en proces-gebaseerde projecten om veranderingen in
irrigatiebeheer te faciliteren. De thesis toont aan dat participatieve
projecten kunnen bijdragen aan de opbouw van organisatorische
ontwikkeling en waterbeheer kunnen veranderen als zij vergezeld
zijn door een adequaat bewustwordingsproces van de
systeemomgeving. De mogelijkheden en beperkingen hiervan
kunnen vertaald worden in een praktisch ontwerp en een stabiele
projectomgeving opbouwen voor de begeleiding van het
projectproces. Anders zou een kostbare mislukking van het
programma het gevolg zijn. Echter, dergelijke processen kunnen
alleen de basis vormen voor nieuwe beheersregimes welke verder
vormgegeven worden door verschillende, dynamische,
waterbeheersdimensies. Een lokale organisatie moet zich
voortdurend aanpassen aan een veranderende omgeving, en dat
vraagtverdere beleids- enwettelijke ondersteuning.
De thesis bestaat uit tien hoofdstukken. Het conceptuele
raamwerk, opgenomen in hoofdstuk een, bediscussieert hoe
participatie verschillende domeinen en contexten binnen de
techniek van irrigatie kan betrekken, zowel in het opbouwen van
nieuwe instituties als in het ontwerp van technologic Het
introduceert verschillende domeinen en contexten van participatie
om de verschillende doelstellingen van participatie aan te tonen,
alsmede de noodzaak tot het begrijpen van de confrontaties die
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kunnen bestaan tussen mensen met verschillende doelstellingen.
Dit helpt verklaren dat beleidmaken een proces is waarbij mensen
waterbeheer hervormen rondom nieuwe beleidsinstrumenten en
hun eigen doelstellingen, met verwachte en onverwachte
uitkomsten. Voor een goed begrip van waterbeheeractiviteiten
introduceert het hoofdstuk het concept van de systeemomgeving,
die bestaat uit zowel physische/technische als sociale elementen.
Het legt uit hoe technologie vormgeeft aan, en vormgegeven wordt
door deze omgeving en beargumenteert hoe het begrip van actie
rond technologie een sleutelrol speelt in de ttansformatie van
irrigatiepraktijken.
Hoofdstuk twee beschrijft de geschiedenis van
irrigatieontwikkeling in het land, het huidige irrigatiebeleid, de
lopende beheershervorming en het raamwerk voor implementatie
hiervan. Het legt uit hoe de staat betrokken raakte in
irrigatieontwikkeling, hierin een problematische rol verwierf, en de
aandacht verschoof naar lokaal beheer en het achterliggende
beleid. Het hoofdstuk toont aan hoe het lopende IMT-programma
getracht heeft de verschillende dimensies van waterbeheersing technisch, organisatorisch en sociaal-politiek - te behandelen en
verschillende ontwikkelingscontexten van participatie in zijn
programmaontwerp insluit. Ondanks de veelomvattende aard had
het programma verschillende praktische beperkingen door
onduidelijke wettelijke voorzieningen. Bovendien werd voor het
vormgevenvan lokale normen en regels voor beheersing en beheer
van irrigatiewater vertrouwd op externe actoren.
Hoofdstuk drie gebruikt een agro-ecologische benadering
om de evolutie van de bestudeerde systemen te analyseren. Het
betreft hier de interventies voor de allocatie en distributie van
water voor irrigatie en de resulterende landbouw en agrarische
omstandigheden. Het bediscussieert de mogelijkheden en
beperkingen van de systemen voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe
manieren van waterbeheersing met de bijbehorende technische,
organisatorische
en
sociaal-politieke
beheersing.
De
oorspronkelijke organisaties van de WUAs wordt gepresenteerd in
hoofdstuk vier, waar ook kort de reacties besproken worden van
boeren op de overheidsbeslissing om indgatiebeheertaken aan hen
over te dragen. Het hoofdstuk legt uit dat boeren de nieuwe
irrigatie-instituties niet alleen ondersteunden om te voldoen aan
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overheidsbeslissingen, maar ook omdat ze hoopten op betere
waterbezorging en operatic
Het hoofdstuk beschrijft zowel de structuren als de
dynamiek van de ontwikkeling van gebruikersorganisaties. Het
toont aan hoe een unitair WUA-model macht en autoriteit
concentreert bij het hoofdcomite, en zo het afleggen van
verantwoording tussen de verschillende niveaus binnen de
organisatie verzwakt Het pleit voor structurering in een federate
structuur zodat macht en autoriteit van lokale organisaties
gedistribueerd kunnen worden via federale verbanden. Tevens
beargumenteert het dat een WUA niet eenvoudig ontwikkeld kan
worden op basis van ontwerpprincipes waarvan aangenomen
wordt dat ze voorzien in bestuur, maar een breder begrip van de
lokale sociaal-politieke en fysieke omgeving vraagt, alsmede de
transformatie daarvan in een organisatieontwerp.
De hoofdstukken vijf en zes beschrijven samen het proces
van
participatieve
technologieontwikkeling
(participatory
technology development, FED) voor de verbetering van
technische
waterbeheersing,
en
uiteindelijk
betere
arbeidsomstandigheden voor boeren. Hoofdstuk vijf beschrijft het
oorspronkelijke planningsproces, de ontwikkeling van een
actieplan en de daarop volgende overeenstemming daarover. Het
laat zien dat boeren kundige en capabele actoren zijn, maar dat
verwachtingen en ambities onderhandeld dienen te worden, en
projecten geen onrealiseerbare verwachtingen bij boeren mogen
scheppen. Op dezelfde manier moet men niet afhankelijk zijn van
de uitwerking van gepromote participatieve gereedschappen, maar
zoeken naar verschillende gereedschappen en acties die de
problemen kunnen identificeren.
Hoofdstuk
zes
beschrijft
ontwerpen
constructieprocessen om de technische waterbeheersing zoals
boeren die wensen, te bewerkstelligen. Het beschrijft gedetailleerd
de discussies en keuzes om aan te geven welke niveaus van
onderhandeling, ondersteuning en geduld noodzakelijk zijn in
participatieve planning. Het laat zien hoe de projectomgeving —die
de tecnologieontwikkeling faciliteert - vormgeeft aan acties en
processen. Kwaliteitscontrole en de constructie van gekozen
kunstwerken worden benadrukt als kritiek voor het opbouwen van
tevredenheid onder boeren. De boeren hadden geen bezwaar tegen
flexibele schuiven, ondanks de bijbehorende vereisten voor beheer,
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maar probeerden vaak het aantal hiervan te minimaliseren. Ook
huurden zij werknemers om deze schuiven te bedienen. Een
belangrijke conclusie uit dit hoofdstuk is dat PTD niet op zichzelf
staat, maar beter beschouwd kan worden als een middel voor het
bereiken van dienstverlening-georienteerde waterbeheersing. Het
bereik hiervan zou niet beperkt moeten blijven tot een
technologisch innovatieproces, maar ook coalities tussen relevante
belanghebbenden bouwen. Dit is noodzakelijk voor het faciliteren
van het participatieve proces, maar ook om waterbeheer voort te
zetten na de lancering van het project. Dit draagt bij aan het
afleggen van verantwoording tussen lokaleinstellingen en WUAs.
Hoofdstuk zeven beschrijft de overdracht van
waterbeheerstaken aan de WUAs en laat zien hoe de
projectomgeving en wijdere sociale omgevingen de gebeurtenissen
en uitkomsten van het organisatorische debuut van de WUAs
vormgaven.
Overdracht
brengt
niet
alleen
nieuwe
waterbeheersomstandigheden met zich mee, maar creeert ook
nieuwe vormen van bestuur, waarbij sociale concurrentie en
waterbeheer belangrijke onderwerpen van strijd zullen zijn. Zonder
erkenning van politieke acties, en zonder algemenere
ondersteuning van de overheid en overheidsinstituties, zou het
democratisch bedoelde en consultatieve IMT niet meer dan een
apieren initiatief blijken.
Hoofdstuk acht beschrijft de veranderende structuur voor
bestuur van lokaal beheer. Het toont aan hoe WUAs zich
ontwikkelen als zij ondersteund worden in hun bestuur en
structuur. WUAs, als nieuwe vorm van bestuur, proberen
legitimiteit en macht te verwerven uit interne en externe
ondersteuning. Tevens creeren ze een platform voor het
opbouwen van sociale en politieke macht. Deze politiek dimensie
kan beter geaccepteerd worden in het programmaontwerp, dan
worden genegeerd.
Hoofdstuk negen beschrijft hoe veranderingen in
waterbeheerspraktijken voortdurend geconfronteerd worden met
uitdagingen uit de systeemomgeving. Projectondersteuning bouwt
gedeeltelijk kennis en kunde op voor het beheer van het systeem,
met betere waterbeheersing als resultaat, maar dat alleen is niet
voldoende voor de vormgeving van toekomstig waterbeheer.
Lokale organisaties moeten zich aanpassen aan de immer
veranderende waterbeheersingsomgeving, de benodigde kunde
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opbouwen, hulpbronnen genereren en verantwoording
ontwikkelen tussen de relevante belanghebbenden. Dit vereist
tevens wettelijke, politieke en in veel gevallen financiele steun uit
algemenere overheidsinstituties.
De algemene conclusies van de thesis worden getrokken
in hoofdstuk tien, waar de vier inter-gerelateerde thema's van de
studie herbezocht worden. Toekomstige organisaties moeten zowel
beleid als structuur overwegen, alsmede de noodzakelijke aeries die
verder reiken dan het lokale niveau om legitimiteit en macht op te
bouwen. Projectondersteuning kan, mits het samengaat met
bewustwording van de systeemomgeving en de mogelijkheden en
bepeikingen daarvan in praktisch ontwerp, aansporingen bieden
aan lokale organisaties om waterbeheer op te nemen. Technologie
eist een centrale rol op in de transformatie van irrigatiepraktijken
en geeft vorm aan (en wordt vormgegeven door) de
systeemomgeving. Daarom moet technische worden op de
toekomstige
behoefte
aan
diensten
van
gebruikers.
Projectondersteuning vormt slechts de basis voor nieuw beheer.
Als het goed gedaan wordt, draagt participatieve actie rond
technologie bij aan de erkenning en capaciteiten van WUAs en de
ingenieurs die met boeren zullen werken, en acceptatie van nieuwe
irrigatiesystemen en vereisten voor beheer. Als dit echter slecht
gedaan wordt, kan het simpelweg de weg bereiden voor een
irrigatiedepartement en ambitieuze WUA-vertegenwoordigers om
hun eigen belangen te behartigen, in plaats van die van de boeren.
Als WUAs uitgroeien tot een nieuwe vorm van lokaal bestuur,
hebben zij nog steeds algemenere wettelijke en in veel gevallen
financiele steun nodigvoor duurzaamheid op de langere termijn.
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